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Preface

Our purpose in this book is to develop a general theory of deterrence,
applicable across the entire spectrum of human interactions, not
restricted to any particular time period nor speci®c to any particular
technology. Our starting point is the inadequacy of the standard
formulation ± classical deterrence theory ± which we see as logically
inconsistent, empirically inaccurate, and prescriptively de®cient. All
human con¯ict, we argue, shares a common dynamic that is best
understood in terms of its inherent logic. We have tried to construct a
theory of deterrence that balances parsimony with policy relevance, a
theory that neither exaggerates nor understates critical variables. We
believe that the theory of deterrence we develop in this book
approaches this ideal.

Since classical deterrence theory is largely a byproduct of the Cold
War era, it should be no surprise that its development has been
inordinately in¯uenced by the hostile relationship of the United States
and the Soviet Union and by the haunting specter of nuclear weapons.
But now that the Cold War has ended, it should be easier to see that
deterrence is a universal phenomenon that operates across cultures,
across technologies, and across millennia. As such, it requires a more
general treatment than is typically found in the literature of inter-
national relations.

For reasons we explain later, we call our theory Perfect Deterrence.
We do not claim, however, that Perfect Deterrence Theory addresses
all of the inadequacies of classical deterrence theory, only its most
glaring de®ciencies. In particular, Perfect Deterrence Theory makes
consistent use of the rationality postulate and is prima facie in accord
with the empirical record. As well, it constitutes a framework that,
with appropriate calibration, can be used to explain past, present, and

xix



future deterrence encounters, encounters that may occur in diverse
social settings, in the marketplace, or on the world stage.

Our book has four parts. Part I (chapters 1±3) stakes out our
theoretical position, explains why classical deterrence theory is
¯awed, and details Perfect Deterrence Theory's axiomatic base. Part II
(chapters 4±5) applies Perfect Deterrence Theory to both mutual and
unilateral direct deterrence relationships. In Part III (chapters 6±9) we
turn to extended deterrence, evaluating several relevant deployment
policies and delving into a number of questions associated with
limited con¯ict and escalation spirals. Finally, Part IV (chapter 10)
summarizes our theoretical results and discusses Perfect Deterrence
Theory's most important policy implications, many of which run
counter to conventional wisdom.

We believe that Perfect Deterrence Theory has many virtues. Unlike
classical deterrence theory, which it partially subsumes, Perfect
Deterrence Theory is logically consistent and empirically plausible. It
is also completely general. It can be used to explore mutual, unilateral,
and extended deterrence relationships. It provides useful and counter-
intuitive insights into the impact of threats, showing that sometimes
even credible threats can be destabilizing or that even incredible
threats can be stabilizing. It offers new insights into the dynamics of
interstate relationships, before, during, and after the Cold War. Perfect
Deterrence Theory also provides a new and compelling assessment of
extended deterrence deployment policies like Massive Retaliation and
Flexible Response. Unlike classical deterrence theory, it can explain
why policy-makers avoid proliferation policies. It offers a powerful
perspective on the impact of force reductions and demonstrates the
underlying logic of certain arms reduction initiatives. It produces a
new understanding of escalation dominance and of the implications
of no-®rst-use and war®ghting deployments. And it sets a range of
real-world outcomes, including limited con¯icts and escalation
spirals, within a coherent theoretical perspective.

As the reader will soon see, our preferred analytical tool is non-
cooperative game theory. In particular, we make extensive use of the
contemporary methodology of games of incomplete information.
There is a long tradition of using game theory to understand deter-
rence, and rightfully so. Deterrence is essentially a strategic relation-
ship, so game theory, the science of interactive decision-making, is the
natural methodology for coming to grips with the dynamics of
deterrence.

xx
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Throughout we have struggled with the tradeoff between theoreti-
cal rigor and accessibility. Most often we have compromised. All
proofs, and the bulk of the technical material, have been relegated to a
comprehensive series of appendices that can be read by themselves as
a formal exercise. But the text is self-contained as well. All relevant
de®nitions are described informally, and all important results
sketched verbally. Readers who ®nd the discussion in the text lacking
in speci®cs will ®nd the technical appendices helpful.

Despite its title, we readily acknowledge that our book is far from
perfect. Undoubtedly, it would be even further from perfection were
it not for the inspiration, assistance, and encouragement of a number
of individuals and institutions. For reasons too personal to discuss
fully, we dedicate this book to A. F. K. Organski and Anatol Rapoport.
Until his untimely death, Ken Organski provided provocation and
intellectual sustenance. His articulation of power transition theory in
World Politics sensitized us to the empirical inadequacies of structural
deterrence theory. Anatol Rapoport was among the ®rst to explicate
the fundamental logical problems that plague contemporary strategic
thinking. Insights from his under-appreciated book, Strategy and
Conscience, led to our critical assessment of decision-theoretic deter-
rence theory, and helped us to formulate Perfect Deterrence Theory.
As well, we thank Jacek Kugler, who supplied both trenchant
criticism and sound advice, Steven J. Brams, who has been the
source of a wide range of interesting ideas, and Randolph Siverson
and Bruce Bueno de Mesquita, who in one way or another have been
especially supportive of our research program. We also thank the
following individuals for their helpful suggestions regarding the
manuscript: Claudio Ciof®-Revilla, Raymond Dacey, Vesna Danilovic,
George Downs, Erick Duchesne, Frederic J. Fleron Jr., Frank Harvey,
Michael Kraig, Douglas Lemke, Michael Nicholson, Stephen
Quackenbush, William Reed, Paul Senese, Suzanne Werner, and
Frank Zinni.

We thank John Haslam for unstinting editorial support, Jane
Schmalz for typing the appendices, Maura Brown for preparing the
index, and Ann McLellan for administrative assistance. Frank C.
Zagare acknowledges the generous support of the National Science
Foundation under grant no. SBR-9514160. Any opinions, ®ndings, and
conclusions or recommendations expressed in this publication are
those of the authors and do not necessarily re¯ect the views of the
National Science Foundation. D. Marc Kilgour acknowledges the
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research support of the Laurier Centre for Military Strategic and
Disarmament Studies and the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada. Finally, we thank Patricia Zagare and
Joan Kilgour. While this book was in preparation, they were indeed
perfect.
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Part I

Theoretical underpinnings





1 Classical deterrence theory

International relations is a study that is plagued with platitudes.
A.F.K. Organski

For over forty-®ve years, the rivalry between the United States and
the Soviet Union de®ned the world we live in. Civil wars in Africa,
coups d'eÂtat in Latin America, revolutions in Asia, and small wars
around the globe were ®ltered through the prism of the Cold War, not
only in Washington and Moscow, but in just about every major capital
on the planet.1

The global contest between the superpowers was both dramatic and
dangerous. As is generally the case in hegemonic competitions, the
stakes were high: control of the international system lay in the
``balance.'' But for some, and later most, strategic thinkers, the drop-
ping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki instantly and
permanently changed the nature of the international system and the
laws that govern it. Bernard Brodie was the ®rst to argue that the
world before 1945 was fundamentally different from the world that
would follow. Up to that point, he argued, ``the chief purpose of our
military establishment [had] been to win wars. From now on its chief
purpose must be to avert them. It can have almost no other purpose''
(Brodie, 1946: 76).

If the post-World War II world were truly sui generis, as Brodie and
others argued, then a new theory would be needed to replace the
conventional wisdom of the past. The enormous costs associated with
warfare after 1945 would clearly be the cornerstone of this new theory.
But there was another essential difference between the older and the

1 This chapter is based on Zagare (1996a).
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newer world order that any new theory would have to take account
of.

Prior to 1939, the international system was decidedly multipolar as
several great states, and a handful of lesser states, vied for power and
in¯uence around the globe. But after the defeat of Germany and Japan
in 1945, this was no longer the case. The multipolar Eurocentric world
had suddenly been transformed into a system dominated by two
superpowers from the periphery of the European state system. The
bipolar nature of the post-war period would also have to be consid-
ered by theorists trying to understand the inner workings of the new
system.

It was in this context that classical (or rational) deterrence theory was
born. Although Brodie is considered its father, the theory had a long
and distinguished pedigree; as we will show, the conceptual break
with past intellectual traditions was not as complete as is sometimes
claimed.

As classical deterrence theory matured in the 1950s and early 1960s,
many strategic thinkers nurtured its growth. Scholars like Herman
Kahn, Thomas Schelling, Albert Wohlstetter, Oskar Morgenstern,
William Kaufmann, and Glenn Snyder contributed mightily to its
development and re®nement. In time, the theoretical edi®ce they
created came to be seen as the Rosetta Stone of the nuclear age. As a
descriptive tool, it was used to explain the operation of the inter-
national system and its constituent parts; and, as a normative device,
policy-makers in the United States and later the Soviet Union
employed it as a guide to action. With seemingly good reason, the
tenets of the theory became, in both academic and of®cial circles, the
conventional wisdom. Not only did classical deterrence theory
purport to explain the absence of a US±USSR war after 1945 but, if
properly heeded, could be used to all but eliminate the possibility of
future superpower con¯icts.

Deadly nuclear weapons and a carefully maintained strategic
balance were the ``twin pillars'' upon which this global nirvana rested
(Gaddis, 1986; Waltz, 1993). Each was seen as a necessary condition
for peace and stability.2 Thus, the superpowers were simultaneously

2 As Levy (1985: 44) rightly observes, ```stability' is one of the more ambiguous concepts
in the international relations literature.'' At one time Waltz (1964) equated stability
with peace, and instability with war. But his de®nition left open the critical question of
how to treat periods of crisis. As Lebow (1981) notes, crises fall between peace and
war. This is perhaps why Mearsheimer (1990: 7) de®nes stability ``as the absence of

4
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enjoined not to ``build down'' by dramatically reducing their ability to
in¯ict unacceptable damage on one another, and not to ``build up'' by
seeking unilateral advantage. If ever there was a theory that enshrined
the status quo, this was it.

In 1989 the Berlin Wall was torn down. A few months later the
Soviet empire in Eastern Europe dissolved. By 1991 the Soviet Union
itself was in tatters. Amidst the euphoria and astonishment that
surrounded these events, many observers were sure that this new new
world order, even as it evolved, would be inordinately peaceful.
Indeed, some were ready to proclaim the ``end of history'' and, with
it, the eradication of ideological struggles (Fukuyama, 1992). What
was overlooked by all but a few (e.g., Huntington, 1989; Mearsheimer,
1990), however, was that this putatively ultra-stable environment
differed markedly from the bipolar nuclear system that had been so
widely credited with maintaining peace since the end of World War II.

Was the Cold War period, particularly after the Soviet Union
achieved nuclear parity with the United States, as stable as classical
deterrence theorists claimed? If so, it follows that the collapse of the
Soviet Union was a destabilizing event that will shortly make us long
for the ``good old days'' of the Cold War (Mearsheimer, 1990). But if
not, then another new theoretical framework is needed, not only to
explain the relative tranquillity of the past, but also to understand and
manage the present and future world. In particular, if the bipolar
nuclear relationship of the superpowers was as dangerous as some
now assert, then the actual stability of the Cold War era remains the
anomaly to be explained.

To cut to the chase: this book argues that classical deterrence theory
is ¯awed, both empirically and logically. Moreover, this book seeks to
provide a theoretical framework ± Perfect Deterrence Theory ± from
which to view the world we are living in now. As well, by offering an
explanation of the workings of bilateral con¯ict relationships, it
attempts to come to grips with the old world order so recently left
behind.

wars and major crises'' (emphasis added). Later, Waltz (1993: 45) rede®ned the concept
in terms of systemic durability: ``systems that survive major wars thereby demonstrate
their stability.'' To eliminate possible confusion we shall follow Mearsheimer and
restrict our use of the term as follows: when we say that either a system or a
deterrence relationship is stable, we mean that the status quo is likely to survive; and
when we say that a system or a deterrence relationship is unstable, we mean to imply
that either a crisis or a war is possible.

Classical deterrence theory

5



Unlike classical deterrence theory, Perfect Deterrence Theory is not
con®ned to relationships between nuclear states. It is perhaps under-
standable that each generation of statesmen (and academics) sees its
own era as unique. But this particular conceit, however comforting to
those wishing to avoid the mistakes of their forebears, does not stand
up to unimpassioned scrutiny. There is simply no compelling reason
to believe that the prohibitively high costs of con¯ict are likely to
inoculate contemporary states against warfare, no more so than there
was when Sir Norman Angell (1910) made this very same argument
just prior to World War I.

Because Perfect Deterrence Theory affords no special status to
nuclear weapons, its logical and empirical domain is not con®ned to
superpower relationships. Of course, this is not to say that nuclear
weapons are necessarily ``irrelevant,'' as Mueller (1988) and a few
others have suggested. Rather our position is that if weapons ±
nuclear or otherwise ± that alter the costs of war have an impact, we
hope to ascertain what that impact is, and when it comes into play.
But we do not believe that particularly powerful weapons necessarily
require a theory unto themselves.

Put in a slightly different way, Perfect Deterrence Theory is com-
pletely general and should apply as well to con¯ict-of-interest situa-
tions between various combinations of large and small states, with or
without nuclear capabilities. In fact, with the proper modi®cations
and provisos, the set of interrelated models we develop may be used
to explore contentious relationships between non-state actors,
between organized groups, or even between individuals. We hold that
the underlying dynamic of human strife, however aggregated, is
fundamentally the same.

Nonetheless, because interstate con¯ict remains our principal focus,
classical deterrence theory will be our point of departure. As Kenny
(1985: ix) notes, ``deterrence is the key concept for the understanding
of the strategy and diplomacy of the age.'' And, as DeNardo (1995: 2)
astutely observes, ``as long as weapons of mass destruction and
hostile relationships coexist in world politics, the question of deter-
rence will not go away.'' We begin, therefore, with a description of the
underlying premises and principal conclusions of classical deterrence
theory, detailing along the way some of its logical and empirical
de®ciencies.

6
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1.1 Classical deterrence theory: assumptions and
implications

Because there is no single, authoritative exposition of its major
premises, an outline of classical deterrence theory must be pieced
together from a variety of sources. Fortunately, there is wide con-
sensus among theorists on both the provenance and the broad
contours of the theory.3 It is generally agreed that the roots of classical
deterrence lie in the intellectual tradition that has variously been
labeled ``political realism,'' ``realpolitik,'' or ``power politics.'' This
state-centric approach ± which some trace back to Thucydides or
earlier ± posits egoistic, rational, and undifferentiated4 units driven by
their nature to maximize power (Morgenthau, 1948), or by their
environment to maximize security (Waltz, 1979). When aggregated,
these units constitute a self-help system that resembles Hobbes's
``state of nature'' where the life of man is ``solitary, poore, nasty,
brutish, and short.'' In the realists' paradigm, the international
system, like Hobbes' anarchistic pre-societal state, is seen to lack an
overarching authority or sovereign (Milner, 1991). Thus, each state in
the system must ``rely on [its] own strength and art for caution against
all others'' (Hobbes, 1968 [1651]: 224).

In a system where every state must provide for its own security,
most realists hold that a balance of power is the most ef®cient mechanism
for maintaining order (Morgenthau, 1948; Claude, 1962; Waltz, 1993;
Kissinger, 1994). When power is equally distributed among actors in
the system, or among the major partitions of actors ± as the argument
goes ± peace is more likely since no one state has an incentive to upset
the status quo and challenge another. By contrast, an asymmetric
distribution of power provides no check on stronger states intent on
enhancing their welfare. Or as Mearsheimer (1990: 18) puts it, ``power
inequalities invite war by increasing the potential for successful
aggression; hence war is minimized when inequalities are least.''

3 Glaser (1989) subdivides the wider strategic literature into three categories. What we
call classical deterrence theory corresponds most closely to what Glaser terms the
punitive retaliation school.

4 This is one reason why Waltz (1993: 47) goes out of his way to argue that ``our
conviction that the United States was the status quo and the Soviet Union the
interventionist power distorted our view of reality.'' For Waltz and other classical
deterrence theorists, all states are essentially the same; they are insecure, afraid, and
protective of their vital interests.
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Classical deterrence theory builds upon this theoretical base, and
extends its domain, by considering the consequences of war in the
nuclear age. In this regard, two distinct, yet compatible, strands of the
theory can be discerned: structural (or neorealist) deterrence theory
(Kaplan, 1957; Waltz, 1979; Mearsheimer, 1990) and what we shall
refer to, for want of a better term, as decision-theoretic deterrence theory
(Ellsberg, 1959, 1961; Schelling, 1960, 1966; Jervis, 1972; Snyder, 1972).
As Allison (1971) clearly demonstrates, both of these complementary
approaches to deterrence share a conceptual orientation with the
realist approach to international politics. In the strategic literature,
these two strands converge to form the pastiche of classical deterrence
theory.

1.1.1 Structural deterrence theory

Like traditional balance of power theorists, structural deterrence
theorists see the key to international stability in the distribution of
power ± within the system, in general, and among the great powers in
particular. Most structuralists hold that when a parity relationship is
combined with the enormous absolute costs of nuclear war, a delib-
erate (i.e., a ``rational'') war is at once unthinkable and virtually
impossible. Those who subscribe to this view see the nuclear balance
as unusually robust and stable, and credit the absence of a major
superpower con¯ict in the post-war period directly to the enormous
destructive power of nuclear weapons.

Structural deterrence theorists offer numerous explanations for the
pacifying impact of bipolar structures. Waltz (1964: 882±886), for
instance, argues that ``the remarkable stability'' of the bipolar post-
war period derives from the absence of peripheries, the intensity of
the competition, the ``nearly constant presence of pressure and the
recurrence of crisis,'' and the preponderant power of the two major
contenders. Gaddis (1986: 105±110) cites different factors. For Gaddis,
the ``long-peace'' of the post-war period can be traced to a ``relatively
simple structure'' that at once re¯ected the realities of power, was
easy to maintain, had a more stable alliance system, and could easily
absorb shifts in alliance patterns. Mearsheimer (1990: 14) sees still
other reasons why bipolar systems are, in general, more peaceful than
multipolar systems: ``First, the number of con¯ict dyads is fewer,
leaving fewer possibilities for war. Second, deterrence is easier,
because imbalances of power are fewer and more easily averted.
Third, the prospects for deterrence are greater because miscalcula-
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tions of relative power and of opponents' resolve are fewer and less
likely.''

While structural deterrence theorists may differ about exactly why
bipolar systems are inherently more peaceful than multipolar systems,
they are in almost unanimous agreement about the consequences of
nuclear weapons.5 Virtually every structural deterrence theorist be-
lieves that the high cost of war in the nuclear era has rendered states
more prudent and, simultaneously, raised the provocation level neces-
sary for outright con¯ict (Snyder and Diesing, 1977: 450±453). When
these effects are combined with the pacifying tendencies of a bipolar
system, a world order is produced that, when properly managed, is
unlikely to be characterized by major interstate war.

Of course, this judgment is subject to many quali®cations and
provisos. Most important is the nature of current military technology.
Speci®cally, when defensive aspects are ascendant, or are thought to
be ascendant, the underlying stability of a parity relationship, be it
bipolar or multipolar, is reinforced. But when offensive aspects
predominate, as was believed to be the case in 1914, even a strict
bipolar structure could witness war (Wohlstetter, 1959; Quester, 1977;
Jervis, 1978; Snyder, 1984; Van Evera, 1984: 72).

The intricate relationship between system structure, the cost of war,
and the characteristics of weapons systems is succinctly captured in a
formal model of a missile war developed by Intriligator and Brito
(1984, 1987). Since this model re¯ects the underlying assumptions of
structural deterrence theory and highlights several of its important
and non-obvious implications, we shall use its original graphical
representation (®gure 1.1) as an organizing device for summarizing
the principal tenets of structural deterrence theory.6 We realize that
our tack is fraught with danger: we risk oversimplifying an extensive
literature characterized by nuance and subtlety.7 Nonetheless, unde-
terred, we shall proceed according to this plan. The reader should

5 A concise summary of the debate about the war proneness of different systemic
con®gurations can be found in Kegley and Raymond (1994). See also Sabrosky (1985).

6 For an incomplete information game model that reaches similar conclusions about the
conditions of war and peace, see Bueno de Mesquita, Morrow, and Zorick (1997). In
this model, which is based on assumptions that are compatible with classical
deterrence theory, the probability that the status quo will be challenged increases as
the observable military advantage of one side or the other increases.

7 See, for instance, the wide range of responses (and non-responses) to Vasquez's
penetrating evaluation of the realist paradigm in the December 1997 issue of the
American Political Science Review.
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keep in mind, though, that we are attempting to offer a consensus view
of a diverse and multifaceted approach to international con¯ict.8

As one might expect, there are two actors (here called State A and
State B) in this model. Like the individuals in Hobbes' state of nature,
the states are linked in a hostile relationship characterized by mutual
mistrust and fear. Both states are rational and their relationship is
governed by the absolute cost each is capable of imposing on the
other in a con¯ict. Note that the states are undifferentiated units: each
considers attacking the other. They are also egotistical: each takes into

8 For a balanced discussion of the varieties of structural realist thought, see Elman
(1996).
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account the costs it can impose on the other only to the extent that
those costs alter the other's behavior and, consequently, its own
payoff. Ethical, moral, and legal considerations do not enter into
either state's decision-making framework.

War costs are determined by the number and characteristics of the
weapons in each state's arsenal, and by the strategic choices of each
state's decision-makers. Strategic decisions involve two critical
choices: ``First there is a choice of targets between counterforce targets
of enemy weapons and countervalue targets of enemy cities and
industrial capability . . . Second, there is a choice of rate of ®re between
the extreme values of a maximum rate, i.e., ®ring all weapons as
rapidly as possible, and a zero rate, i.e., holding weapons in reserve
for later use'' (Intriligator and Brito, 1987: 15). A state's choice of a
target and rate of ®re together constitute its grand strategy.9

In the model, the two states choose optimal grand strategies that
will in¯ict certain costs on one another when and if a war occurs. The
anticipation of these costs, in turn, drives each state's behavior. In
particular, State A attacks State B ``if it can launch a ®rst strike on B . . .
and reduce the number of B weapons suf®ciently that B does not have
enough weapons left to in¯ict unacceptable casualties on A in a
massive retaliation strike.'' By contrast, State A deters State B ``if given
a ®rst strike by B . . . A can absorb this strike and have enough
weapons left to in¯ict an unacceptable level of casualties to B in a
retaliatory massive retaliation strike'' (Intriligator and Brito, 1987: 16,
18). Notice that the incentive to attack is presumed. Consequently,
there is only one determining variable in each state's calculus ± the
cost of attacking.

Given optimal targeting and ®ring strategies, the costs and bene®ts
of attacking depend on the absolute number of weapons in both
arsenals. The consequences of the states' cost/bene®t calculations can
be determined by locating their combined arsenals in the weapons
plane of ®gure 1.1. In this ®gure, the number of missiles available to
State A, MA, is measured along the horizontal axis, while the vertical
axis measures the number of missiles possessed by State B, MB.

Notice the four critical thresholds represented by the two sets of
parallel lines. One line in each set represents the cost level beyond
which A or B is deterred; the other represents the point below which

9 Wagner (1991) uses game theory to evaluate the strategic implications of counterforce
targeting options.
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bene®ts outweigh costs so that either A or B is motivated to attack.
The intersections of these lines de®ne nine different regions in the
weapons plane. (Ignore for now the curved arrows indicating move-
ments on the plane.) The behavioral patterns anticipated in each
region constitute the principal conclusions of the model. These conclu-
sions are congruent with the major tenets of structural deterrence
theory.10

1. Parity relationships, when coupled with high war costs, are especially
peaceful. When war costs are mutually high, bilateral strategic relation-
ships fall into the shaded region in the northeast section of ®gure 1.1 ±
called the cone of mutual deterrence. Clearly, relations within this cone
re¯ect the MAD (Mutual Assured Destruction) condition: each state
can in¯ict unacceptable costs on the other, regardless of which attacks
®rst. All structural deterrence theorists (by de®nition), and most
balance of power theorists, hold that as soon as this condition is met,
peace is at hand (see, inter alia, Kaufmann, 1956; Brodie, 1959; Snyder,
1961; Glaser, 1990; Mearsheimer, 1990).

By contrast, when the cost of outright con¯ict is low, even parity
may be insuf®cient to preclude confrontations, suggesting that ``war is
always possible among states armed only with conventional
weapons'' (Waltz, 1993: 77). In ®gure 1.1, the sawtooth-shaped region
adjacent to the origin represents all strategic relationships character-
ized by low war costs. For obvious reasons, Intriligator and Brito call
it the region of initiation. In the center section of the region, where
parity reigns, neither side can deter the other; con¯ict is almost
inevitable. Thus, ``this portion is one of virtually forced preemption in
which it is greatly advantageous to initiate rather than retaliate. The
`reciprocal fear of surprise attack' based on the tremendous advantage
in striking ®rst forces both sides to initiate, each trying to preempt the
attack of the other'' (Intriligator and Brito, 1984: 73±74).

2. Asymmetric power relationships are associated with crises and war. The
most precarious form of asymmetry occurs when neither state can
deter the other (i.e., when war costs are mutually low), but when one
of them nonetheless calculates an advantage in attacking ®rst. Thus,
along with the center portion of the region of initiation (see above),
both the lower right and upper left portions exhibit ``instability
against war outbreak'' (Intriligator and Brito, 1984: 74).

Still, even when one state can deter the other, some form of con¯ict

10 For the sensitivity of these results to the model's initial conditions, see Mayer (1986).
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is likely. This conclusion follows from the assumption that all states
have similar concerns and motivations (i.e., states are undifferentiated
units). Consequently, general deterrence is unlikely to succeed11 in the
entire area of the weapons plane below the line labeled ``A attacks''
and to the left of the line labeled ``B attacks.'' Whenever at least one
state is undeterred, war remains a distinct possibility. Of course,
outright con¯ict might be averted if the disadvantaged state follows a
policy of appeasement and adjusts its policies to re¯ect the stronger
state's interests (Kugler and Zagare, 1990: 60±63). In either case,
though, the status quo is unlikely to survive.

3. As the absolute costs of war increase, ceteris paribus, the probability of
war decreases. Or in Mearsheimer's (1990: 19) words, ``the more
horrible the prospect of war, the less likely it is to occur.'' In fact, with
an overkill capability that places both states deep within the cone of
mutual deterrence, the probability of war ``may be reduced to vir-
tually zero'' (Intriligator and Brito, 1981: 256).

The functional relationship between war costs and war proneness
can be observed by considering the strategic implications of various
trajectories (represented by curved arrows) through the weapons
plane of ®gure 1.1. As one moves northeast away from the region of
initiation (trajectory 2) where each state can attack the other, or away
from either asymmetric area in which only one state can attack (for

11 Like ``stability'' (see footnote 2), deterrence ``success'' is an ``essentially contested''
concept (MacIntyre, 1973). One reason is that success and failure are relative terms
(Levy, 1988: 498). If deterrence success is equated with the absence of war, deterrence
can be said to have succeeded even when a crisis occurs, or when one state is able to
win concessions from another by threatening war. Huth's (1988a: 25) coding scheme
is consistent with this conceptualization. For example, Huth codes the Berlin crisis of
1948 and the 1954±55 confrontation between China and the United States over
Quemoy and Matsu as successes. Since the domain of Huth's empirical study is
restricted, in part, to ``immediate'' deterrence encounters in which one state is
``seriously considering attacking'' another (Morgan, 1977: 33), his de®nition is under-
standable. But in another sense, deterrence failed: a challenge occurred. To account
for these subtleties, we reserve the term ``deterrence success'' to indicate situations in
which the status quo is not disturbed. We use the terms ``deterrence success'' and
``general deterrence success'' synonymously. (The term ``general deterrence'' refers to
hostile relationships in which no state ``is anywhere near mounting an attack'' against
its opponent [Morgan, 1977: 28].) We take ``immediate deterrence success'' to imply
that the status quo has been contested but that an all-out con¯ict (e.g., war) has been
avoided. Clearly, immediate deterrence cannot succeed unless general deterrence has
failed. Finally, we equate an ``immediate deterrence failure'' with all-out con¯ict. In
chapter 9, we relax our quali®cations to take into account a wider range of outcomes
than we currently consider.
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instance, trajectory 3), toward the cone of mutual deterrence where
war costs are mutually prohibitive, the probability of war initiation
decreases dramatically.12 By contrast, movement downward through
the cone (see trajectories 4 and 5) toward the origin of the weapons
plane and the region of initiation (where war costs are lower) only
increases the prospect of con¯ict, especially when such bilateral
disarmament is ``carried too far'' (Intriligator and Brito, 1987: 22).

In sum, structural deterrence theory attributes the ``long-peace'' of
the Cold War era to the balance of terror, that grizzly combination of
rough parity and high destructiveness unique to the nuclear age.
From this axiom ¯ow several practical, policy-orientated, conclu-
sions.

. First, quantitative arms races, which serve to increase the cost of
con¯ict, can help prevent wars (Gray, 1974: 209).

Like the Roman military strategist Vegetius, then, most classical
deterrence theorists hold that proper preparation for war reduces its
likelihood. For this reason, they worked against the nuclear freeze
movement during the 1980s, opposed all bilateral ± or worse ±
unilateral efforts to disarm during the Cold War and, in the early days
of the Reagan era, favored a shift to single-warhead missiles (Art,
1985; Aspin, 1986).

. By contrast, qualitative arms races, which threaten to provide one
side or another with a ®rst-strike advantage, increase the probability
of preemptive war.13

This is one reason why most classical deterrence theorists opposed
the development of more accurate delivery systems, resisted the
deployment of missiles armed with multiple warheads (Jervis, 1978;
Scoville, 1981), and disputed the implementation of counterforce
targeting doctrines (Van Evera, 1984). Also related were worries about

12 Trajectory 1, which begins at the origin of ®gure 1.1, is an exception to this statement.
Clearly, when neither state has any weapons, outright con¯ict is impossible. Thus,
any movement away from the origin into the region of initiation raises the probability
of war.

13 For a contrary view, see Huntington (1958). It is worth mentioning, however, that
Huntington's argument that quantitative arms races increase the probability of war
rests upon the supposition that they lead to an asymmetric distribution of power. In
Huntington's view, qualitative arms races reinforce parity and, therefore, reduce
war's likelihood.
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a ``window of vulnerability'' in the late 1970s and early 1980s (Nitze,
1976/77; Johnson, 1983).

. Comprehensive and effective defense systems make con¯ict more
likely.

Because of the purported consequences of strategic defense
systems, most classical deterrence theorists in the United States
worked against the Strategic Defense Initiative (or ``Star Wars''
program) of the Reagan administration (Bundy et al., 1984/85),
continue to oppose anti-ballistic missile (ABM) systems, and support
the SALT I Treaty that ®rst limited and eventually abolished them
(National Academy of Sciences, 1997: 42±46).

. The selective proliferation of nuclear weapons can help prevent war
and promote peace.

Although often unappreciated, this argument rests on, and indeed
¯ows from, the supposition that nuclear deterrence is ``very robust''
(Berkowitz, 1985: 117). Recognizing the logical connection between
premise and conclusion, many classical deterrence theorists have
supported the ``prudent'' dissemination of nuclear technology.14 Early
in the nuclear age, for instance, Oskar Morgenstern (1959, 74±77)
submitted that it was in the interest of the United States to provide the
Soviet Union with an invulnerable strategic retaliatory force,15 and
Pierre Gallois (1961) defended the French decision to go nuclear
because he believed that an independent nuclear force would reduce
French vulnerability to political coercion and outright attack.

More recently, Mearsheimer (1990: 54) has suggested that a German
nuclear capability is ``the best hope for avoiding war in post-Cold War
Europe'' and argued that peace is much more likely if Ukraine retains
its nuclear force (Mearsheimer, 1993). And, if former Soviet spymaster
Pavel Sudoplatov (1994: 195) is to believed, it was precisely the logic
of proliferation that led several of the West's leading scientists to pass

14 While this is a minority position, it is telling that support for controlled proliferation
policies comes from writers (e.g., Waltz and Mearsheimer) whose work is most
explicitly theoretical.

15 Morgenstern was particularly concerned with the impact of an asymmetric strategic
relationship that, paradoxically, might cause a weaker, more vulnerable state (i.e., the
Soviet Union) to preempt a stronger, less vulnerable state (i.e., the United States).
Note, however, that Morgenstern presumed that the chance of war between two
states possessing an invulnerable second-strike nuclear capability was remote.
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sensitive information derived from the Manhattan Project to the
Soviets: ``Since [J. Robert] Oppenheimer, [Niels] Bohr and [Enrico]
Fermi were ®erce opponents of violence, they would seek to prevent a
nuclear war, creating a balance of power through sharing the secrets
of atomic energy.'' Waltz (1981), Intriligator and Brito (1981), Bueno de
Mesquita and Riker (1982), Van Evera (1990/91), and Posen (1993),
inter alia, have also made the case for the discriminate distribution of
nuclear technology.16

. Accidental war is the gravest threat to peace.

Here, too, the argument rests on the theoretical consequences of the
con¯uence of parity and the high costs of nuclear war (see, for
example, Morgenstern, 1959: 69; Smoker and Bradley, 1988). When
both conditions are present, a deliberate (i.e., rational) war is improb-
able; hence, nuclear wars are most likely to occur by mistake (Abrams,
1988; Intriligator and Brito, 1981; Sagan, 1993; Brito and Intriligator,
1996). To prevent accidental nuclear war, classical deterrence theorists
argue for redundancy in command, control, communication, and
intelligence (C3I) systems (Bracken, 1983) and against ``launch on
warning'' doctrines (Blair, 1993: 174).

1.1.2 Decision-theoretic deterrence theory

Unlike structural deterrence theory, which ®nds the key to interstate
stability in the structure and distribution of power, decision-theoretic
deterrence theory focuses on the interplay of outcomes, preferences,
and choices in determining interstate con¯ict behavior. The genre
includes both formal and informal rational choice (expected utility)
analyses and subsequent game-theoretic re®nements. In the discus-
sion that follows, we lump all these methodologies together, ignoring
important differences. Right now our purpose is simply to highlight
their common theoretical point of view.17

16 Structural deterrence theorists do not, however, favor disseminating nuclear
weapons to ``crazy states'' or their ``irrational leaders.'' As we note below, however,
this escape clause is inconsistent with two fundamental axioms of their approach;
namely, the assumption that states are undifferentiated and rational. Thus, like Great
Britain during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Organski, 1958), Iraq, Libya,
Iran, Cuba, and North Korea appear to be the current exceptions to the rule that all
states are self-interested power maximizers.

17 Our label for this group of theorists could be misleading. We do not include all
expected utility and game-theoretic models of deterrence in this category, only those
that share the modal assumptions discussed below.
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Beginning where structural theorists leave off, the decision-making
strand of classical deterrence theory posits a situation in which
nuclear war is so costly that only an ``irrational'' leader could consider
it a means of con¯ict resolution. Thus, a critical deduction of structural
deterrence theory is accepted and embedded as an axiom by decision-
theoretic deterrence theorists.

Since nuclear war was taken to be at once irrational and unthink-
able, interstate crises came to be seen as its functional equivalent, that
is, a contest for exhibiting and measuring power (Waltz, 1964: 884;
Hoffman, 1965). To represent war's surrogate, most classical deter-
rence theorists used, as a formal or informal metaphor, the deceivingly
simple game of Chicken (or a structural equivalent).18

Chicken is a stark model of the interaction of two decision-makers.

18 As is well known, this game models a contest reportedly indulged in by reckless
teenagers who would drive cars toward each other at high speed. The ®rst driver to
swerve was the ``chicken,'' and was disgraced. Of course, not swerving was much
worse ± for both drivers. (For applications of Chicken to deterrence, see, inter alia,
Kahn, 1960, 1962, 1965; Snyder, 1971; Hopkins and Mansbach, 1973; Brams, 1975,
1985; Jervis, 1979; Powell, 1987, 1990; Nicholson, 1989; and especially, Schelling, 1960,
1966.)
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As before, call them State A and State B. Each state is seen as having
two broad strategic choices: either to cooperate (C) by supporting the
status quo, or to defect (D) from cooperation by seeking to overturn it.
These alternative choices (or strategies) give rise to four broad out-
comes: if both states cooperate, the Status Quo (outcome SQ) prevails;
if one state cooperates and the other does not, the non-cooperator
wins or gains an advantage (either A Wins [outcome DC] or B Wins
[outcome CD]); and if neither state cooperates, Con¯ict (for now, read
``nuclear war'') occurs (outcome DD). By de®nition, in Chicken, each
player most prefers to gain the advantage and ``win'' the game, next
prefers mutual cooperation (i.e., the Status Quo), next prefers to
concede the advantage to its opponent and, signi®cantly, least prefers
Con¯ict.19

The strategies, outcomes, and ordinal rankings are summarized in
®gure 1.2, which for now we treat as an informal model rather than as
a strategic-form game.20 Preference rankings are represented by an
ordered pair in each cell of the matrix that indicates State A's (row's)
and State B's (column's) preference ranking of the four outcomes. The
most-preferred outcome is indicated by a rank of 4, the next most-
preferred by 3, and so on. For example, in Chicken, outcome DC (A
Wins) is State A's best outcome (i.e., rank 4 for A) and State B's next-
worst outcome (i.e., rank 2 for B).

Chicken captures well the underlying assumptions of realism in
general21 and classical deterrence theory in particular. When analyzed
as a non-cooperative game in which binding agreements are not
permitted, it mirrors the anarchy condition; as a non-zero-sum game, it
captures the general understanding among classical deterrence theo-
rists that, in the nuclear age at least, states have a common interest in
avoiding war;22 and as a two-person game, it starkly re¯ects the bipolar
post-war international system.

19 We use a simple convention to distinguish between outcomes in a game model and
real-world events with the same name: game outcomes are italicized; analogous real-
world events are not.

20 For a de®nition of strategic-form (or normal-form) games, see chapter 2. An informal
treatment allows us to describe a wider range of decision-theoretic deterrence theory.
As we move on, however, our analysis will become progressively more formal.

21 For the general compatibility of game theory and realism, see Jervis (1988a).
22 This consensus took some time to develop and was due, in no small part, to the work

of Thomas Schelling. Re¯ecting perhaps the intensity of the McCarthy period in the
United States of the 1950s, almost all of the early applications of game theory
analyzed interstate con¯icts as zero-sum games. (See, for instance, McDonald and
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As well, the players are presumed to be undifferentiated (i.e.,
``billiard balls''), rational, and egotistical: each most prefers to gain an
advantage. Most signi®cant, though, from the point of view of theory
construction, is Chicken's de®ning characteristic: con¯ict is the worst
possible outcome for both sides.

Consider the theoretical implications of this critical, yet not clearly
justi®ed assumption: by accepting the Chicken analogy, decision-theo-
retic deterrence theorists perforce presume the ``irrationality'' of out-
right con¯ict;23 they structure a model in which no ``rational'' leader
would ever purposefully choose to resist aggression; and thereby, they
presuppose that only irrational and accidental wars are possible. In
other words, by uncritically embracing the Chicken analogy, this
group of classical deterrence theorists takes as given many of the
major propositions of structural deterrence theory!

At this juncture one might conclude that decision-theoretic deter-
rence theorists presume too much, that the assumptions embedded
within a Chicken model are so prejudicial that an unimpassioned
inquiry into the dynamics of interstate con¯ict is no longer possible.
But such a judgment would be premature. Assumptions, even heroic
assumptions, are simply useful devices for facilitating the construction
and re®nement of theories (Friedman, 1953). Rather, it is the collection
of propositions that ¯ows from such theoretical primitives that is
telling. In the end, it is the empirical accuracy of these propositions,
not the assumptions that led to them, by which a theory must be
judged.

Viewed in this light, decision-theoretic deterrence theory serves a
particularly useful purpose. By presupposing the world envisioned by
structural deterrence theory, the models developed by decision-theo-
retic deterrence theorists help to specify the logical implications of
structural deterrence theory. In other words, these models map out
what optimal strategic behavior would be in the world implied by
structural deterrence theory. Thus, an evaluation of the theoretical
consequences and the empirical accuracy of the models of decision-

Tukey, 1949; McDonald, 1950; Haywood, 1954; Williams, 1954; and Morgenstern 1959,
1961a.) When The Strategy of Con¯ict was re-published in 1980 by Harvard University
Press, Schelling remarked in a new preface that the idea that con¯ict and common
interest were not mutually exclusive, so obvious to him, was among the work's most
important contributions.

23 For instance, a mutually worst outcome cannot be an equilibrium in any sense in any
game with strict preference rankings over outcomes.
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theoretic deterrence theorists can help put structural deterrence
theory itself to a more re®ned test. It is with this noble purpose in
mind, then, that we turn to a brief description of the conceptual model
lurking beneath the decision-making strand of classical deterrence
theory.

Perhaps the easiest way to describe the underpinnings of decision-
theoretic deterrence theory is to consider Chicken in light of an
expected utility model of blackmail developed by Daniel Ellsberg
(1959). Ellsberg's critical risk model fully re¯ects Kissinger's (1994:
481) view that the ``art of policy is to create a calculation of the risks
and rewards that affect the adversary's calculations.'' Underlying this
model is a set of assumptions common to many decision-theoretic
deterrence theorists (Wagner, 1992a).

First is strategic uncertainty. Neither player knows for sure which
strategy the other will choose. Without a doubt, this lack of infor-
mation inordinately confounds the decision problem for the players in
Chicken. For instance, say that State A knows for sure that State B
plans to cooperate. Then its best choice is to defect, because defection
yields A's most-preferred outcome and cooperation its second most-
preferred outcome. Conversely, if A knows for sure that B plans to
defect, then its best choice is to cooperate. (Defection gives A its worst
outcome, cooperation its next-worst.) But without certain knowledge
of B's choice, State A's optimal choice is unclear.

Second is the subjectivity assumption. Although the players are
uncertain about each other's behavior, each makes a subjective
estimate (based perhaps on intelligence reports, past experiences,
prophecies, astrological readings or, as Hans Morgenthau once sug-
gested, hunches) of the other's behavior, expressed as a subjective
probability attached to each of the opponent's possible actions. Each
player also assesses, again subjectively, the other's (cardinal) utilities
for the possible outcomes, i.e., the worth of each outcome to the
opponent.24 Of course, a player knows its own utilities.

Finally, there is the rationality assumption. Using the probability
estimates and the utility assessments, the players act as if they were
expected utility maximizers. In other words, each player chooses its
strategy so as to achieve the highest expected utility. For example, in

24 By utility, we mean von Neumann±Morgenstern utility. (For a discussion, see
Morrow, 1994a: ch. 2.) What is important is to be able to interpret the expected utility
of a lottery over outcomes as the utility of the lottery itself. For examples, see footnote
25.
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Chicken, a player cooperates when the expected utility of cooperation,
E(C), exceeds the expected utility of defection, E(D), and defects
otherwise.25

In Ellsberg's model, which is based on Chicken, each player's
critical risk occurs when the expected utilities of its two strategies are
equal, that is, when E(C)=E(D).26 This risk is critical in that it
represents the maximum risk of con¯ict (DD) a defecting player is
willing to tolerate. At any higher risk level, a rational player simply
cooperates. Hence, the lower a player's critical risk, the more likely it
is to cooperate; the higher a player's critical risk, the more likely it is
to defect.

The calculations seem simple enough, but the choices facing deci-
sion-makers involved in a crisis clearly are not. Lurking in the back-
ground are two considerable dangers. The most obvious is the very
real chance of disaster: if both players stand ®rm and defect, an
``accidental'' war (that no one really wants) results. But there is also
the risk of losing the advantage by making unnecessary concessions.
The rub, of course, is that to avoid one calamity, one must face the
other. It is small wonder, then, that during the Cold War period, crises
came to be seen as ``competitions in risk taking.'' Everything else
being equal, the player with the highest critical risk would ``win'' the
contest.27

Given the risks, what is the best way to play this most dangerous
game? Like latter day Machiavellis, decision-theoretic deterrence
theorists were at the ready to provide policy-makers with answers to
this question, proffering sage advice for managing acute interstate
crises. The tactics they suggested were both novel and counter-
intuitive. The prescriptions soon gained wide currency in both of®cial

25 To illustrate one way to make this calculation, assume that that the ordinal ranks in
®gure 1.2 represent utilities and that State A believes that there is a 40 percent
probability that State B will defect. Then

E(C) = 3 (.6) + 2 (.4) = 2.6
E(D) = 4 (.6) + 1 (.4) = 2.8

Since E(D) > E(C), State A should defect.
26 In the previous example, A's critical risk is .5 because that is the ``crossover'' point

where E(C) = E(D). Any estimate of the probability that B plans to defect greater than
.5 makes it rational for A to cooperate, and conversely. (This calculation follows a
formula given by Jervis, 1972. For an alternative method of calculating a player's
critical risk, see Snyder, 1972.)

27 Powell's (1990) model reaches the opposite conclusion. For a discussion, see chapter
2.
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(Kaplan, 1983) and academic circles in the United States, ``even
though there was little evidence for the validity of the propositions''
and even though several recommended tactics were ``contrary to
common sense'' (Jervis, 1979: 289, 292) or appeared ``bizarre'' (Rapo-
port, 1992). Indeed, despite empirical, logical, and ethical challenges
(Rapoport, 1964; Green, 1966; Young, 1968; George and Smoke, 1974;
Smoke, 1977; Snyder and Diesing, 1977; and Zagare, 1987, 1990a), the
collected wisdom of decision-theoretic deterrence theory became the
conventional wisdom, and remains so to this day.

It is important to keep in mind that all of the strategic imperatives
discovered by these ``Neo-Clausewitzians,'' as Rapoport (1968) pejora-
tively referred to classical deterrence theorists, ¯ow from the con¯u-
ence of Ellsberg's critical risk model and the structural dynamics of
Chicken. Jervis (1979: 301), for example, once confessed that he gained
insight into deterrence ``only by deducing the bargaining tactics that
should be effective in the game of Chicken.''

To manage crises successfully, decision-makers were counseled to
take actions that decreased the other player's critical risk, making it
more likely that the other player would back down. Snyder (1972)
provides an extensive list of manipulative bargaining tactics and a
useful scheme for categorizing them. Critical risk tactics include both
accommodative moves designed to make cooperation more attractive for
an opponent, and coercive moves that make defection more costly and,
hence, less attractive. Much more provocative, however, are commit-
ment tactics that aim to alter an opponent's estimate of the probability
that one intends to defect.28 The appeal of committing, even probabil-
istically, to a hard-line strategy in Chicken is obvious: ceteris paribus,
the higher an opponent's estimate of the probability that one intends
to defect, the lower the opponent's critical risk and the higher the
opponent's probability of concession ± and conversely.

The best way to assure victory during a crisis, then, is to make the
opponent believe that concession is impossible. Of course, the same
incentive exists for the opponent so that movement from theory to
practice is not altogether straightforward. Commitment is an art, not a
science (Schelling, 1966: ch. 2). Nonetheless, in coercive bargaining
situations, statesmen are counseled to ``relinquish the initiative'' by

28 See Dixit and Nalebuff (1991: ch. 6) for an informal discussion and a more
contemporary listing of commitment tactics.
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making an ``irrevocable commitment'' not to back down. Schelling
(1966: 43) succinctly explains why:

If you are faced with an enemy who thinks you would turn and run
if he kept advancing, and if the bridge is there to run across, he may
keep advancing. He may advance to the point where, if you do not
run, a clash is automatic. Calculating what is in your long-run
interest, you may turn and cross the bridge. At least, he may expect
you to. But if you burn the bridge so that you cannot retreat, and in
sheer desperation there is nothing you can do but defend yourself,
he has a new calculation to make. He cannot count on what you
would prefer to do if he were advancing irresistibly; he must decide
instead what he ought to do if you were incapable of anything but
resisting him.

In an even more colorful example, Kahn (1962: 11) extols the
bene®ts of ripping the steering wheel off the ship of state, a move that
virtually forces the opponent to concede. (Rapoport [1968] calls this
``Chicken aÁ la Kahn.'') Similarly Jervis (1972: 279) points out that a
statesman could dramatically increase the probability of prevailing in
a crisis by ``making a commitment to stand ®rm,'' and Ellsberg (1959:
357) notes that there are advantages to be gained should a blackmailer
``voluntarily but irreversibly give up his freedom of choice.'' Kissinger
(1979: 622) puts it in slightly different language: ``A leader must
choose carefully and thoughtfully the issues over which to face
confrontation. He should do so only for major objectives. Once he is
committed, however, his obligation is to end the confrontation rapidly.
For this he must convey implacability.''29

A second type of commitment tactic involves a player manipulating
its own payoffs (Schelling, 1960: 126±128). By making one's own
defection less costly, or cooperation less attractive, for example by
increasing domestic audience costs (Fearon, 1994b), one can make
concession appear less probable to the opponent. Again, the oppo-
nent's defection would become less likely.

Decision-theoretic deterrence theorists have likewise offered nu-
merous ways to change an opponent's perception of one's own
evaluation of the outcomes. For example, statesmen (and states-
women) could make a public pledge not to back down, or could
attempt to ``link'' the present con¯ict to future confrontations (Jervis,
1970). Both these maneuvers are techniques to persuade the opponent
that one's cost of backing down is high. The most provocative

29 See Payne (1981) for a similar argument.
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stratagem, though, is Schelling's (1966: 37±42) notorious suggestion
(see also Ellsberg [1959: 360] and Jervis [1972: 285]) that a player feign
``irrationality.'' By appearing oblivious to the obviously high cost of a
collision, one might be able to induce an opponent to ``chicken out.''

Collectively, the prescriptions of decision-theoretic deterrence
theory extend structural deterrence theory by considering the micro-
level implications of international structure and the high costs of
nuclear con¯ict. The clear emphasis of this in¯uential sub-literature of
deterrence is on devising mechanisms for dealing with the world as
seen by structural deterrence theorists, a world in which all-out
con¯icts are at once unthinkable and virtually impossible, a world in
which crisis replaces war, a world in which the greatest threats to
peace are miscalculation, misperception, and accident, and, therefore,
a world in which deft bargaining skills are essential. To deal with this
world, decision-theoretic deterrence theorists urge not caution but
abandon, not ¯exibility but implacability, and not rationality but
irrationality.

1.2 Empirical anomalies

At ®rst blush, the worldview of classical deterrence theory is compel-
ling. After all, the theory seems to explain the most important
empirical characteristic of the post-1945 period: the absence of major
superpower war. Accepting this perfect congruence between fact and
theory, it is little wonder that structural realism in general, and
classical deterrence theory in particular, was, and is, ``the dominant
school of thought in International Relations theory'' (Buzan, Jones,
and Little, 1993: 1).

Still, there are some nagging doubts. As Jervis (1985: 6) ± wearing a
different theoretical hat ± points out, ``many events present unex-
plained puzzles for standard deterrence theory.'' Or as Mueller (1995:
47) writes, ``This view of deterrence . . . simply does not explain very
well how states actually behave.'' Consider the following empirical
anomalies:

. A balance of power is not a good predictor of peace.

Or as even Waltz (1993: 77) observes, ``if Mearsheimer is right in
believing that an `equality of power . . . among the major powers'
minimizes the likelihood of war, World War I should never have been
fought.'' Even more troubling is that precisely the opposite appears to
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be the case. World War I is not an anomaly. All major power wars for
which there are reliable data have been fought under parity condi-
tions, including the Franco-Prussian war, the Russo-Japanese war,
World War II (Organski and Kugler, 1980: ch. 1), the Seven Weeks War
(Bueno de Mesquita, 1990), the Crimean War, and the War of Italian
Uni®cation (Kim, 1989, 1991). As well, a growing empirical literature
suggests that a rough equality of power resources is associated with
other, lesser, types of militarized interstate disputes (Garnham, 1976;
Weede, 1976; Siverson and Sullivan, 1983; Houwelling and Siccama,
1988a, 1988b; Gochman, 1990; Sullivan, 1990; Bremer, 1992; Bueno de
Mesquita and Lalman, 1992; Geller, 1993; Leng, 1993; Lemke, 1996;
and de Soysa, Oneal, and Park, 1997).

The alert reader will recall, however, that classical deterrence
theorists consider a balance of capabilities as a necessary, though not a
suf®cient condition, for deterrence stability. For peace to reign,
warfare must also be excessively costly. In this view, each of the ``two
pillars: bipolarity and nuclear weapons'' (Waltz, 1993: 44) must be
present before war can be considered untenable. To be sure, no major
power war has, as yet, occurred under conditions of nuclear parity.
But it is also entirely possible that this perfect correlation is spurious ±
that nuclear war has been avoided not because of nuclear weapons,
but in spite of them.

How could we tell the difference? One indirect, albeit revealing,
way to address this vexing epistemological problem is to examine the
behavior of nuclear powers involved in major interstate disputes. If
nuclear weapons have in fact altered the very ®ber of international
politics, some behavioral trace should be observable in those con¯icts
that have fallen short of outright warfare. In other words, con¯icts
involving a nuclear power should be resolved differently than dis-
putes involving only non-nuclear states.

Surprisingly little data buttresses this proposition. In fact, there is a
great deal of systematic empirical evidence to the contrary. For
example, Huth (1990) reports an association between the possession of
nuclear weapons and immediate deterrence success.30 But Fearon's
(1994a: 250) reanalysis of Huth's statistical study strongly suggests
that the reported association can be explained by selection effects.

30 We note that Huth, Gelpi, and Bennett's (1993: 618) ®nding that a ``defender's
possession of a second-strike capability has a powerful deterrent effect on the
escalatory behavior of the challenger'' is not inconsistent with the theory of
deterrence to be developed in this work.
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Speci®cally, threats to nuclear powers ``will most often have been
made with the initial belief that the defender was probably not willing
to use force on the issue. Hence a costly signal in response will be
comparatively likely to succeed.''31

Likewise, after an analysis of fourteen intense post-war disputes,
Kugler (1984: 479) ®nds ``it dif®cult to conclude that nuclear weapons
have directly affected the outcomes of extreme crises or deterred
con¯icts.'' In the same vein, Betts's (1987: 16, 20) study of those ``East±
West crises in which some sort of speci®cally nuclear threat was
made'' led him to observe that ``both the balance of interests and
balance of power theories prove useful for explaining either the threat
or the response, but neither appears adequate to account for both
sides' behavior at the same time.'' And, after examining ®fty-four
cases of extended deterrence, Huth and Russett (1984: 29) report that
``the long-term balance of forces and the defender's possession of
nuclear weapons make little difference'' for whether deterrence fails
or succeeds.

A number of other investigations strike the same cord (see, inter alia,
Russett, 1963; George and Smoke, 1974; Blechman and Kaplan, 1978;
Organski and Kugler, 1980; Huth, 1988a, 1988b; Huth and Russett,
1988; Geller, 1990; and Huth, Bennett, and Gelpi, 1992).32 Taken as a
group, these studies indicate that, in militarized interstate disputes at
least, nuclear weapons do not afford any special advantage to states
that possess them, whether or not another party to the dispute also
has them. There is little empirical support, therefore, for the propo-
sition that states deport themselves differently in the nuclear age than
they did before it: factors other than nuclear capability continue to
account for most observable con¯ict behavior.33

. An asymmetric distribution of power is not a good predictor of
major interstate war.

Just as parity conditions are not associated with peace, there is no
clear association of con¯ict with power asymmetries. Apparently,
even when the motivation exists, states do not automatically jump
through their ``windows of opportunity'' (Lebow, 1984; Jervis, 1985:
6). Indeed, the absence of a superpower con¯ict during the periods of

31 For a model linking domestic political processes and audience costs, see Smith
(1998a).

32 For an illuminating review of this literature, see Harvey and James (1992).
33 To some extent, this lack of evidence may also be attributable to selection effects.
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American nuclear superiority constitutes the foremost empirical
puzzle for classical deterrence theory. The abstract version of the
theory clearly implies that the United States should have exploited the
obvious strategic advantage it enjoyed throughout the 1950s and the
early 1960s, not only against the Soviet Union but against lesser
powers as well. As Jervis (1988a: 342) points out, realists are unable to
``explain the fact that the United States did not conquer Canada
sometime in the past hundred years.'' Or as Gaddis (1997: 88) puts it,
``the actions the United States took [during the early Cold War years]
failed to ®t traditional patterns of great power behavior.''

To explain away this glaring anomaly, classical deterrence theory,
perforce, admits an exception to the standard realist assumption that
all states are ``undifferentiated'' power or security maximizers, and its
corollary that ``all other states are potential threats'' (Mearsheimer,
1990: 12, emphasis added). Like Great Britain during the heyday of
nineteenth-century balance of power politics, the United States was
considered exempt from Morgenthau's (1948) famous dictum that
``statesmen think and act in terms of interests de®ned as power''
(Organski, 1958). With more than a little legerdemain, the United
States was characterized either as a status quo power that lacked the
usual motivation to maximize its security interests, or as a self-
deterred democracy unwilling to violate moral precepts by waging an
unjust offensive war. While most Western observers lauded the
United States for its self-restraint, others ± more true to the realist
paradigm ± urged a preventive war and a ``rollback'' of the Iron
Curtain (Kahan, 1975: ch. 1).

Ad hoc arguments like these are almost impossible to refute, and we
shall not try. Note, however, the dif®culty of sustaining a similar
argument in the Chinese±Soviet case. Despite a highly contentious
political relationship, the Soviet Union considered exploiting its
preponderant position vis-aÁ-vis China in the late 1960s and the early
1970s, but chose not to. For its part, China was not deterred from
pressing its border claims along the Amur and Ussuri, from waging a
war with Vietnam (a staunch Soviet ally), or from strongly opposing
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979. In this case, the restraint
shown by the USSR surely cannot be attributed to either moral
considerations or to political naõÈvety. It is also hard to believe that the
opposition of the United States and its pledge of support for China
(Kissinger, 1979: 764) was a critical determinant of Soviet behavior.
After all, by the time the Soviet Union sounded out the US reaction to
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a possible preemptive strike against China, the credibility of the
American promise to defend Europe and its NATO allies had already
been called into question. If the United States was unwilling to risk
Washington or New York for Paris or Bonn, how likely was it to wage
a nuclear war to protect a communist state with which it too had an
unsettled and stormy relationship?

Nor is such restraint unique to the nuclear age. In the years leading
up to World War I, Germany enjoyed a decided (yet declining)
military edge over France and Russia, its two principal continental
adversaries. Still, despite the recommendations of the German
General Staff to wage a preventive war, German leaders sought a
political reconciliation with Germany's rivals during disputes in the
Balkans in 1905, 1908, and again in 1912. As Lebow (1984: 151)
observed about all three cases, ``what is surprising given the assump-
tions of deterrence theory and the window of vulnerability thesis is not
that Germany stumbled into a European war in 1914 but that it
consciously rejected such a war on three previous and more favorable
occasions'' (emphasis added). Napoleon, then, is not the only world
leader who ``simply refused to play according to the rules of the
balance of power'' (Kissinger, 1957a: 131).

In hindsight, the decision of Kaiser Wilhelm and two German
Chancellors (von BuÈ low and Bethmann-Hollweg) to reject the stra-
tegic imperative implicit in classical deterrence theory may not be so
unusual. Most policy-makers instinctively spurn proliferation policies
and the superpowers, at least, resisted transferring nuclear technology
to third states, except in extreme circumstances. The reluctance of
political leaders to accept this prescription is yet another indication
that the underlying theoretical argument is spurious.

Some classical deterrence theorists, including those who support
the selective proliferation of nuclear weapons, explain away this
anomaly by exempting so-called crazy states from the behavioral
tendencies of their models. After all, deterrence theory considers only
the behavior of ``rational'' actors. At other times, however, these same
theorists claim that nuclear weapons create their own logic, that the
mere existence of these weapons is suf®cient to induce extremely
circumspect behavior (Waltz, 1993: 53±54; see also Bundy, 1983). But
on this count, we feel, one cannot simply ``have it both ways.''

Another serious discrepancy between theory and practice is evident
in the actual behavior of states during acute crises and other periods
of intense con¯ict. If there is one characteristic of the post-war
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international system that most observers agree on, it is the absence of
precipitous action by most states, especially the superpowers (see,
inter alia, Gaddis, 1986: 23, or Waltz, 1993: 67). Apparently, states have
not only eschewed commitment strategies like those highlighted by
Ellsberg, Schelling, or Snyder, but they have also avoided those
brinkmanship tactics that, by forfeiting control, unleash an autono-
mous risk of war. As Jervis (1988b: 80) observes: ``although we often
model superpower relations as a game of Chicken, in fact the United
States and USSR have not behaved like reckless teenagers.'' Or as
Betts (1987: 30) puts it, ``the view that apparent recklessness and
irrevocable commitment are more effective is usually more comfor-
table to pure strategists than to presidents.''

For example, in an empirical examination of four intense post-
World War II crises, Young (1968: 218) ®nds that in such situations
decision-makers acted ``to retain wide freedom of choice as long as
possible and to avoid becoming boxed in to an irrevocable position.''
Similarly, Snyder and Diesing's (1977: 489±490) analysis of sixteen
major interstate crises, including some dating back to the nineteenth
century, reveals that ``strongly coercive tactics such as physically
`irrevocable commitments' or severe committing threats are rarely
used.'' (It is also telling that Snyder and Diesing could ®nd but one
instance of a political leader feigning ``irrationality'' [viz., Hitler in
1938] to gain a tactical advantage in a crisis.) Similarly, Deibel (1980:
58), in a legal review of post-war treaty obligations of the United
States, notes that ``even in that great era of supposed commitment
after World War II, when American alliances with nearly ®fty states
were signed, the resultant treaties allowed the United States great
¯exibility in response. Indeed, their net effect was not one of
restricting America's freedom of action but of extending its power to
the farthest defense perimeter ever.''34 Along the same lines, Maxwell
(1968: 4) observes that ``international history yields no example of a
state making such [an irrevocable] commitment.'' And ®nally, in a
review of recent scholarship on deterrence, Huth (1999: 74) writes that

34 A good example is what the New York Times (Erlanger, 1996) characterizes as the
``intentionally vague commitment'' of the United States as set forth in the Taiwan
Relations Act of 1979. Here is how one senior US administration of®cial described the
Act when China sought to in¯uence the 1996 presidential elections in Taiwan by
testing missiles around Taiwan's main ports: ``Without pre-committing, or allowing
Taiwan to dictate our China policy, it's very important that China know it cannot act
with impunity, and that we have options and can use them'' (emphasis added).
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``early arguments about the strategic advantages of the manipulation
of risk and commitment strategies have not been fully supported by
empirical research.''

There is good reason for the reluctance of states cavalierly to
employ coercive bargaining tactics, and to exhibit instead what Betts
(1987: 29) calls ``political leaders' universal penchant for keeping
options open.'' More often than not, escalatory maneuvers culminate
in war as opponents, rather than ``chickening out,'' choose to stand
®rm and resist (Leng, 1993; Goldstein and Freeman, 1990; Kroll,
1995).35 Thus, decision-theoretic deterrence theory suffers as a de-
scriptive tool because it is unable to account for the behavior of either
the challenger or the defender in precisely those dramatic and
dangerous interactions it purports to explain. And, as Morgenstern
(1961b: 105) so presciently observed, the prescriptions of these models
``would appear dangerous should they have an in¯uence upon
policy.''36

1.3 Logical problems

Empirical dif®culties aside, decision-theoretic deterrence theory also
suffers from a more fundamental de®ciency: in its standard formu-
lation, it is logically inconsistent. Or as Gaddis (1997: 101) tactfully
puts it: ``logic, in this ®eld, was not what it was elsewhere.''

To demonstrate the problem, consider again the Chicken model (see
®gure 1.2). Recall that Chicken encapsulates the underlying theoretical
framework of classical deterrence theory. Especially noteworthy is the
presumption that con¯ict in the nuclear age is at once unthinkable
and irrational. This critical assumption is the de®ning characteristic of
Chicken. If one accepts this characterization, and the presumption that
Chicken accurately re¯ects the structural and psychological conditions
of a bipolar nuclear relationship, then the problem with the theory is

35 There may also be psychological reasons why statesmen avoid making ``irrevocable
choices.'' Janis and Mann (1977: 15), for instance, ®nd that most decision-makers seek
relief from ``con¯ict, doubts, and worry ( by procrastinating, rationalizing, or denying
responsibility for [their] own choices.'' We hasten to add, however, that there is no
necessary contradiction between the observation that statesmen shun commitment
tactics because they involve risky and potentially costly actions and the claim that,
psychologically, statesmen are risk-averse. We discuss the potential synergy of
psychological and rational choice explanations in chapter 2.

36 Leng (1993: 3) makes the same point.
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clear: assuming (instrumentally) rational players,37 the status quo
should not often survive. Crises should be common and general
deterrence should fail on a regular basis.

The reason is manifest. Given that one player cooperates by
supporting the status quo, it is not in the other player's interest to also
continue to cooperate and support the status quo. Cooperation results
in the other player's next-best outcome. Non-cooperation, however,
induces the other player's most-preferred outcome. Consequently,
given rational actors with a mutual aversion to all-out con¯ict, general
deterrence should not succeed on a regular basis.38 All of which
strongly suggests that the apparent faith that many strategic theorists
place in the ability of nuclear weapons to secure the status quo rests
on shaky theoretical grounds.39

Contrary to Miller (1993: 70) and others, then, it looks as if the logic
of classical deterrence theory is not quite ``impeccable,'' that there is
an inherent contradiction between the precepts of rationality and the
intuition of many classical deterrence theorists that nuclear weapons
are stabilizing. Given these assumptions, Jervis (1984: 19) is quite
correct in asserting that ``a rational strategy for the employment of
nuclear weapons is a contradiction in terms.''

This logical inconsistency raises yet another empirical problem for
decision-theoretic deterrence theory, namely, reconciling the persis-
tence of the status quo throughout the Cold War with its theoretical
instability in the underlying bargaining model.40 Thus, like structural

37 The quali®cation will be explained in detail in chapter 2.
38 The informal discussion in the text implicitly assumes simultaneous choice. Techni-

cally, if Chicken is played simultaneously (each player chooses C or D without
knowledge of the other player's choice, and they do this once and only once), then
there are three patterns of behavior that are consistent with rational play (i.e., Nash
equilibria). Either one player wins; or the other player wins; or the mixed equilibrium
is played. (Interestingly, Rapoport [1992: 483] associates the latter with Schelling's
threat that leaves something to chance.) If the mixed strategy equilibrium comes into
play, then all four outcomes occur with positive probability ± in particular, one
expects the survival of the status quo sometimes, but not necessarily often. This
means that the mixed strategy equilibrium is also inconsistent with the observation
that the status quo was generally maintained during the Cold War. (O'Neill [1992:
471±472] argues persuasively that the mixed strategy equilibrium in Chicken also
fails as a normative device.) For a detailed discussion of the equilibrium structure of
Chicken, under a variety of conditions, see Fink, Gates, and Humes (1998).

39 This conclusion does not depend on the assumption of simultaneous choice. See
chapter 3 for a demonstration.

40 Downs and Rocke (1990: 76) encountered a similar theoretical problem in their study
of arms races, i.e., the ``dif®culty of reconciling the existence of instances of arms
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deterrence theorists, decision-theoretic deterrence theorists are hard
put to explain the absence of chronic crises and persistent challenges
to the status quo during the post-war period. In particular, extended
periods of deÂtente are clearly inconsistent with the core assumptions of
decision-theoretic deterrence theory, suggesting perhaps that the
theory's axiomatic base is too rigid to account for dynamic interstate
relationships.

For some classical deterrence theorists, especially those who believe
that the very existence of nuclear weapons is suf®cient to stabilize a
con¯ictual relationship (see, for example, Bundy, 1983), such logical
contradictions are of little moment. Waltz (1993: 53±54), for one,
simply brushes the problem aside: ``Logic says that once the deterrent
threat has failed, carrying it out at the risk of one's own destruction is
irrational. But logic proves unpersuasive because a would-be attacker
cannot be sure that the logic will hold.''41

But others, untroubled by oxymorons and analytic incongruity,
revel in the contradiction or embrace its implications. Schelling's
suggestion that rational players feign irrationality is a case in point.
Jervis's (1972, 1978, 1979, 1984, 1989) Janus-like musings, at once
formulating and rebuking decision-theoretic deterrence theory, are
another. Rhodes's (1989: 1) pithy observation that deterrence is ``a
relationship in which the rational and irrational are inherently linked''
is a third. For Rhodes (1988), deterrence stability is enhanced by the
inability of modern governments, with labyrinthine bureaucracies and
unpredictable operating procedures, to guarantee that they will act
rationally.

1.4 Coda

There are a number of ways to respond to the empirical and logical
problems of classical deterrence theory: one could ignore the in-
consistencies, as does Rhodes (1988), and construct a theory that
requires actors to be, simultaneously, rational and irrational; alterna-
tively, one could simply dismiss the theory as logically inconsistent, as
does Achen (1987), and go on to propose the construction of a new

cooperation with the unique Nash equilibrium of mutual defection in the Prisoner's
Dilemma.''

41 One might well wonder whether the logic supporting proliferation policies is subject
to a similar caveat. Nonetheless, Waltz is on to something here. We defer a discussion
of exactly what until chapter 3.
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theory that relies on an altogether different conception of rationality;
one could attempt to resolve the paradox, as do Howard (1971),
Gauthier (1984), Nalebuff (1986, 1991), Powell (1987, 1990), and others,
by trying to demonstrate that rational deterrence theory need not be a
contradiction in terms; or one could retain the rationality assumption,
and try to formulate a theory that respects logical analysis and
empirical truth, as we shall do in the latter chapters of this book.

We reject the ®rst option largely for scienti®c reasons: we hold that
logical consistency and empirical accuracy are the sine qua non of good
theory.42 We have no a priori objection to the second tack, and in fact
look favorably on attempts to construct alternative theories, including
those that draw upon insights from the psychological literature.
Nonetheless, rather than simply jettisoning the rationality assumption,
we prefer to evaluate classical deterrence theory on its own terms.
Accordingly, in the next chapter, we assess some prominent attempts
to reconcile classical deterrence theory with the precepts of rationality,
and explain why they are not successful. Then, in chapter 3, we
propose our own reformulation ± Perfect Deterrence Theory ± using
game theory. In our view, deterrence is fundamentally a strategic
relationship in which state interests both clash and interact. Thus,
game theory is the perfect tool for exploring the dynamics of deter-
rence across a variety of strategic settings.

Part II extends the analysis of chapter 3, focusing exclusively on
direct deterrence situations. Chapter 4 examines the Generalized
Mutual Deterrence Game wherein each of two states are potential
threats to the other. Chapter 5, by contrast, explores the Unilateral
Deterrence Game in which only one player has an incentive to upset the
status quo. Particular attention is paid in these two chapters and those
that follow to the impact of incomplete information on deterrence
dynamics.

Extended deterrence relationships are analyzed in part III. In
chapter 6, the Asymmetric Escalation Game model is described and
explored under conditions of complete information. In this elementary
escalation model, the initial choice of the challenger does not include a
direct attack on the defender. Such a choice remains possible, but only
as the game unfolds and the con¯ict escalates. Thus, unlike the
treatment of direct deterrence relationships in part II, the formaliza-

42 Walt (1999) downplays the importance of logical consistency in theory construction.
See Zagare (1999) for the counter-argument.
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tions in part III attempt to model situations in which the potential
threat is to another player's secondary interest, such as a third party.
Of course, this is not to suggest that extended deterrence threats are
unimportant or lack saliency, just that they are different in scope and
nature. As such, they present a defender with a distinct strategic
conundrum.

In chapter 7, the ef®cacy of a defender's complete reliance on an all-
or-nothing response to sub-strategic aggression is explored. The con-
sequences of more ¯exible response options are evaluated in chapter
8. Chapter 9 develops the implications of the Asymmetric Escalation
Game model more generally, seeking in particular to identify the
conditions under which con¯icts either remain limited or escalate to
the highest level. In chapter 10 (part IV), Perfect Deterrence Theory is
once again contrasted with classical deterrence theory. Its overall
implications are discussed and its wider policy implications laid out.

In examining both direct and extended deterrence relationships our
purpose is not necessarily to tease a set of testable hypotheses from
our models, although we are clearly not averse to this enterprise. Nor
is it our aim to put together a compendium of counter-intuitive
insights into what we consider the most fundamental form of inter-
state relationship. Indeed, our contention is that classical deterrence
theory is suspect, in part, because its precepts all too often run counter
to intuition. Rather our goal is to expound a common-sense theory of
deterrence, and to lay out systematically the general dynamics of
some basic deterrence situations in a way that is both logically
consistent and empirically plausible. In this sense our analysis is
theoretically prior to many recent game-theoretic treatments of the
subject,43 and especially to those studies that analyze the relationship
between threat credibility and the management or resolution of
international disputes.

For instance, Fearon's (1994b: 578) bargaining model of an interstate
crisis effectively illustrates how ``audience costs'' may enable ``a state
to signal its true preferences . . . more credibly and more clearly.''
Similarly, both Morrow (1994b) and Smith (1995, 1996, 1998b) con-
struct models that map out the connection between deterrence and the
costly signals implicit in alliance formation. In the same vein, Kim and
Bueno de Mesquita (1995) demonstrate, both logically and empirically,

43 For comprehensive reviews, see Nicholson (1989) and O'Neill (1989, 1994). See also
Allan and Dupont (1999), Walt (1999), and Morrow (2000).
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that perceptions about threat credibility can cut both ways, enhancing
the prospects for peace in some cases while diminishing them in
others. And Wagner's (1991) evaluation of the rational foundations of
US and USSR targeting strategies during the Cold War links the
credibility of a threat to use nuclear weapons to the availability of
counterforce options.

But none of these studies, or related models of interstate con¯ict
developed by Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman (1992), Morgan (1994),
Kydd (1997), and several others,44 systematically explores the overall
relationship between uncertainty, threat credibility, and the outcomes
of deterrence games. By contrast, the theory we develop ± Perfect
Deterrence Theory ± explains both why and when credible threats
matter.

Nor do any of these other works examine the strategic implications
of competing extended deterrence deployment stances, as does
Perfect Deterrence Theory. And lastly, unlike Perfect Deterrence
Theory, none of these other formalizations have sought speci®cally to
explicate the conditions that separate con¯icts that remain limited
from those that escalate to the highest level. In other words, the
particular questions we address, and the answers we provide, set
Perfect Deterrence Theory apart from other recent attempts to use
game theory to understand international relations. It is our hope and
belief that our theory both supplements and complements much of
the recent formal work on interstate cooperation and con¯ict.

To put this in a slightly different way, Perfect Deterrence Theory is
not aimed necessarily at ®lling any particular gap in the game-
theoretic literature per se. We ®nd, in general, that the latest wave of
formal studies has greatly expanded the ®eld's boundaries and
extended our theoretical understanding of international politics.
Downs and Rocke (1995: 6), for example, posit a number of closely
related game models to explore the ``expectations that domestic
uncertainty creates and the consequences of that uncertainty'' on
interstate politics. Similarly, Milner (1997) analyzes how interstate
cooperation is abetted by internal political competition. Powell (1996a,
1996b) models both the unsettling choice facing a state declining in
power relative to its adversary, and the connection between the
distribution of power and war. Carlson (1995, 1998) constructs and

44 See, in particular, Ordeshook (1989); Zagare (1990c); Intriligator and Luterbacher
(1994); and Journal of Con¯ict Resolution, vol. 41, no. 1 (February 1997).
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tests an escalation model in which the players are uncertain of the
opponent's cost tolerance. And Sorokin (1994) uses game theory to
analyze the relationship between alliance formation and general
deterrence in regional rivalries.

As important and as innovative as this recent literature is, however,
it has not, as yet, had a signi®cant impact in of®cial and policy circles.
By contrast, classical deterrence theory remains a potent intellectual
force, shaping the policy debate in the United States (see, for example,
National Academy of Sciences [1997]; Paul, Harknett, and Wirtz
[1998]) and elsewhere (Singh, 1998). For this reason we focus on its
logical structure, on classical deterrence theory's empirical accuracy,
and on its policy implications.

This does not mean, however, that we consider Perfect Deterrence
Theory simply a substitute theory of Cold War interactions. In our
opinion, deterrence is a universal relationship that operates across
time and space, and in a variety of settings. To accommodate this
view, our modeling choices tend to favor simplicity over complexity,
and generality over speci®city. We believe that the purposefully
austere models we explore apply, in principle, to deterrence relation-
ships wherever and whenever they exist.
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2 Rationality and deterrence

A rational strategy for the employment of nuclear weapons is a
contradiction in terms.

Robert Jervis

The consensus view of classical deterrence theory is de®cient, both
empirically and logically. Empirically, the theory is hard put to
explain, inter alia, the stability of the Cold War period before the Soviet
Union achieved essential equivalence with the United States, the
absence of an all-out con¯ict between the Soviet Union and China,
especially during the most contentious stretches of this strategic
relationship, and the historical tendency of major-power wars to occur
under parity conditions. Logically, the theory is marred by a funda-
mental incompatibility between its tenets and the canons of ration-
ality. This is the paradox of mutual deterrence.1 More speci®cally, logic
implies that the status quo should unravel as higher and higher costs
render mutual con¯ict worse and worse for both sides. Classical
deterrence theory, however, asserts the opposite.

States clearly do not always behave the way classical deterrence
theory suggests they do or should. Waltz (1993: 53±54) notwithstand-
ing, the glaring discrepancy between logic and fact, between prescrip-
tion and description, is troubling. Accordingly, in this chapter and the
next, we inquire whether classical deterrence theory can be resusci-
tated, that is, whether it can be rendered logically coherent and,
ultimately, empirically accurate. To this end, we now explore the

1 Van Gelder (1989: 159), who refers to this problem as one of two ``credibility
dilemmas,'' observes that it ``threatens the very foundations of nuclear deterrence as a
rational strategy.''
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merits of three potential resolutions of the paradox of mutual deter-
rence that attempt to explain general deterrence stability without
violating the rationality postulate: deterministic threats, ``threats-that-
leave-something-to-chance,'' and a solution suggested by the theory
of metagames. A fourth resolution, based on mutually credible
threats, is examined in chapter 3. We begin by de®ning terms.2

2.1 On rationality

There is perhaps no concept in social science more misunderstood
and more frequently misapplied than rationality; and nowhere is this
problem more acute than in the ®eld of security studies where reliance
on ideas of rational action is fundamental to most analyses. The
conceptual confusion is not dif®cult to explain. The idea of rational
choice (or its absence) plays a central role in two progressive research
traditions, both of which ®gure prominently in the scholarly literature
of deterrence. Within the con®nes of each tradition, the concept is
de®ned differently, serving two quite distinct theoretical purposes.
Compounding the confusion is the lamentable fact that the two
paradigms are generally perceived to be theoretically incompatible, or
even mutually exclusive.3 As a consequence, inter-paradigmatic com-
munication is frequently muddled and rarely productive. What seems
to have been lost in this dysfunctional discourse is the potential
synergy of the concept of procedural rationality, which underlies the
work of those who approach strategic behavior from the vantage
point of individual psychology (Simon, 1976), with the more limited
technical de®nition of instrumental rationality used by most rational
choice theorists (Riker and Ordeshook, 1973).

2.1.1 Procedural rationality

The procedural de®nition of rationality corresponds closely to an
everyday appreciation of the term. In this view, a rational choice is
seen as a ``cool and clearheaded ends±means calculation'' (Verba,
1961: 95) made by a near omniscient actor who, before deciding,
considers all possible courses of action and carefully weighs the pros
and cons of each of them. A procedurally rational decision, then,
requires that an actor have an accurate perception of the implications

2 Portions of this chapter are based on Zagare (1990a).
3 See, for instance, Leng (1993) or Kaufmann (1994).
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of all conceivable alternatives and a well-de®ned set of preferences
over the entire set. It also requires a decision-maker who can correctly
and dispassionately assess the preferences of other relevant actors,
their likely responses to his or her choices and, in particular, to
concessions or threats. In the view of the proceduralist, mispercep-
tions ± or other de®ciencies of human cognition ± and rational
decision-making are mutually exclusive. Rational agents ± if they exist
± begin by establishing an accurate understanding of their environ-
ment and by eliminating all conceptual impediments to sound choice.
Moreover, procedurally rational decision-makers factor out of their
decision calculus other, extraneous considerations stemming from
psychological predispositions or emotional and affective de®ciencies
(de Rivera, 1968; Jervis, 1968; Steinbruner, 1976; Lebow, 1981).

Clearly there are few, if any, real world actors who satisfy the
stringent requirements of procedural rationality, especially in crisis
situations, which are generally characterized by inordinately high
stakes, considerable stress, and intense time constraints. Why then
de®ne rationality in such a restrictive way? The short answer is that
the notion of procedural rationality serves an important theoretical
function. Theorists who rely on this de®nition of rationality to
examine interstate behavior use it as a benchmark to identify and
measure deviations from the ideal. If the behavioral consequences of
misperceptions, beliefs, psychological idiosyncrasies, cognitive de®-
ciencies, and the like are to be determined, some ®xed point is
required. The procedural de®nition of rationality serves this purpose
well by facilitating the study of micro-level variables and their impact
on decision-making.

2.1.2 Instrumental rationality

The concept of rationality serves a different purpose in rational choice
theory. It should not be surprising, then, to ®nd that decision theorists
and game theorists offer an alternative de®nition: according to Luce
and Raiffa (1957: 50), an (instrumentally) rational actor is one who,
when confronted with ``two alternatives which give rise to outcomes
. . . will choose the one which yields the more preferred outcome.''4

As will be seen, this unexceptional de®nition is used by rational (and
by psychological) choice theorists to make inferences about the logical

4 Hargreaves Heap and Varoufakis (1995: 7) trace the tradition of instrumental thinking
to David Hume's Treatise on Human Nature.
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connection between preferences ± which may, in principle, re¯ect
perceptions (or misperceptions) or beliefs ± and actual choice.

The de®nition of instrumental rationality is indeed straightforward.
Only two axioms, each associated with the logical structure of an
actor's preference ordering, are implicit in it. For an actor to be
instrumentally rational, he or she must have a complete and transitive
preference ordering over the set of available outcomes.5

Completeness of preferences simply means that the actor is able to
compare any two outcomes and determine a relative preference. For
example, given a choice between two alternatives, a and b, a decision-
maker with complete preferences either prefers a to b, or b to a, or is
indifferent between a and b. The behavior of an actor whose prefer-
ences are not complete may not be explicable or predictable by
rational choice methods.

Transitivity means the following: for any alternatives a, b, and c, if
an actor prefers a to b, and b to c, then the actor must also prefer a to c.
The choices of an actor with intransitive preferences are logically
incoherent and, consequently, best analyzed outside a rational choice
framework.

It is a mathematical fact that an actor with complete and transitive
preferences can arrange all alternatives in (ascending or descending)
order of preference. The de®nition of instrumental rationality is then
straightforward: an instrumentally rational actor is an actor with
complete, transitive preferences over all alternatives, who always
chooses the most-preferred alternative, or any one of the most-
preferred alternatives if several are tied for this position.6

Complete and transitive preferences are surely minimal require-
ments for a de®nition of rationality. Yet without them, rational choice
theory would be well-nigh impossible. In fact, any theory assuming
purposeful action would be impossible. More to our purpose, these two
assumptions are not only necessary for a theory of rational deterrence,
they are also implicit, we submit, in what are frequently mistaken as
incompatible theoretical constructs.

Consider, for example, the two conceptual models Allison offers as

5 Hargreaves Heap and Varoufakis (1995: 6) include the re¯exivity condition in their
de®nition of instrumental rationality. Preferences are re¯exive if each alternative is
indifferent to itself.

6 Technically, to ensure that a most-preferred alternative exists, one must also assume
that the number of available alternatives is ®nite (or that the alternatives are bounded
in some sense).
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alternatives to the Rational Actor Model (I) in his classic study of the
Cuban missile crisis: the Organization Process Model (II), and the
Governmental Politics Model (III). Juxtaposing the three models,
Allison (1971: 246) suggests an ``incompatibility between the level of
discourse in the Model I account and that of the Model II and Model
III accounts.''

If Allison's conceptual models are incompatible with one another,
however, it is not because they make fundamentally different assump-
tions about the underlying nature of the choices made by the units,
but because each model ascribes different motives to its principal unit
of analysis. Indeed, all three models rely on the instrumental de®ni-
tion of rationality to make inferences about unit choices: the states of
Model I are assumed to behave (rationally) so as to maximize their
particular strategic objectives; the organizations in Model II are pre-
sumed to pursue (rationally) their parochial bureaucratic goals; and
the individuals in Model III are assumed to act (rationally) on the basis
of their largely idiosyncratic political agendas.

It is not generally appreciated, but many psychological theories of
deterrence also depend on the notion of instrumental rationality for
inferences about behavior. Consider, for example, de Rivera's (1968:
256) explanation of the uneasy interpersonal relationship of President
Truman and General MacArthur that he attributes to their policy
dispute over Korea. ``After a person is publicly committed to an
action,'' he writes, ``he builds up a public following that supports the
action for its own reasons. Once this occurs and persons expect one to
advocate the action, it is dif®cult to change one's advocacy.''

Even though de Rivera explains Truman's and MacArthur's rigidity
in terms of ``cognitive dissonance,'' his interpretation of their conten-
tious relationship clearly rests on a calculation of costs (in this case
psychological or public relations costs that may be no less real than
more tangible costs) and bene®ts. Thus, de Rivera makes use, simul-
taneously, of both the instrumentalist's and the proceduralist's de®ni-
tions of rationality ± and there is nothing necessarily wrong with that.
Interestingly, decision-theoretic deterrence theorists do the same when
they underscore the effectiveness of a public commitment to a hard-
line strategy as a potent manipulatory device (see chapter 1).

Similarly, Lebow (1984: 156) ± a leading critic of ``rational'' deter-
rence theory ± presumes instrumental rationality when he attempts to
explain the stability of the US±USSR strategic relationship before
essential equivalence: ``the absolute cost of nuclear war was probably
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an important restraining factor for American policy-makers through-
out the period of their nuclear superiority vis-aÁ-vis the Soviet Union.''
Here and elsewhere (Lebow, 1981: 264 and passim), Lebow infers a
connection between cost (psychological or otherwise), preference, and
choice. And again, there is nothing necessarily wrong with that.

The two postulates that underlie the notion of instrumental ration-
ality are neither heroic nor exceptional. To be sure, some individuals
may not qualify as rational, even in the limited sense of the instru-
mentalist. But while there are clearly instances of international deci-
sion-makers suffering from mental illness, it is also probably the case
that most of them, including Hitler and others with morally repugnant
intentions, have coherent (not laudable, or sagacious, or even reason-
able, but coherent) preference orders. In other words, the concept of
instrumental rationality does not depend on any absolute evaluation
of the particulars of a decision-maker's preferences. This minimalist
de®nition merely requires that preferences be (logically) consistent,
whatever they are. Thus, while the context in which choices are framed
may have a dramatic impact on a decision-maker's preferences
(Tversky and Kahneman, 1981), this observation does not preclude a
rational choice model.

Given the above, one might well ask ``where do preferences come
from and how are they de®ned?'' For the instrumentalist, who takes
preferences as givens, they are de®ned subjectively by each indi-
vidual decision-maker (Savage, 1954; Ellsberg, 1959: 347; Wagner,
1992a: 119). This is one reason why instrumentalists, in contrast to
proceduralists, do not usually assess preferences, however bizarre,
reprehensible, or ill-founded they may be. The question of what
preferences and/or perceptions an actor should have is not relevant
for a theorist using the instrumental de®nition of rationality to
develop an explanatory or predictive (i.e., positive) theory of political
behavior.7

For instance, consider a leader who prefers systematic genocide to
the benign neglect of a minority population. If the actions of this
leader are consistent (or are perceived by the actor to be consistent)

7 It may even be true, as Jervis (1988b: 324) argues, that ``by taking preferences as
givens, we beg . . . the most important question on how they are formed.'' But this
does not mean that other questions are unimportant. In our view, a fully articulated
theory of interstate con¯ict resolution requires both a theory of preference formation
and a theory, such as the one presented in this work, that maps the consequences of
various preference orderings under a variety of environmental conditions.
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with this repugnant preference ordering, then the leader is rational by
the de®nition of the instrumentalist. The reason is manifest: qua
scientist, the instrumentalist is primarily interested in theory construc-
tion, not in a priori judgments of the ethical or moral basis of choice.
What is the best way to understand Hitler's behavior? Simply by
understanding his goals. In other words, once preferences are taken as
givens, actual or optimal behavior can be deduced.8

Instrumentally rational actors, then, can have preferences rooted in
incomplete, imperfect, or even erroneous information (Wagner,
1992a). Variables that the proceduralist would reject as illegitimate
in¯uences on policy-making can also have an impact on the prefer-
ences of an instrumentally rational actor. As well, the distortions
implied by the organizational context of policy-making and the
imperatives of the political process are consistent with this notion of
rationality. And even an individual whose vision is clouded by the
pressures of time and stress in a crisis can be considered rational in
the limited sense of the instrumentalist.

Putting this in a slightly different way, the instrumentalist's notion
of rationality is quite restricted, and may even be consistent with
conceptual models based on the notion of procedural rationality.9 In
fact, in some ways the instrumentalist's de®nition is nothing more
than a convenient tautology.10 Instrumentalists and proceduralists
(like de Rivera and Lebow) use it not because it is the ``correct'' way of

8 This is not to suggest that instrumentalists are uninterested in normative questions or
that such issues lie outside the scope of legitimate inquiry. It is simply to say that, in
general, instrumentalists examine these problems from a different vantage point than
either political philosophers or political psychologists. It is also important to keep in
mind that these two approaches to preferences are not necessarily inconsistent.

9 To be sure, the proceduralists' view of rationality has predisposed them to develop a
brand of theory that looks and feels much different than that produced by scholars
who assume only instrumental rationality. The wise instrumentalist, however, would
be ill-advised to ignore this strand of research since rational choice models are not
only potentially consistent with models or theories stressing individual-level vari-
ables, but also presuppose them. In other words, one can interpret the work of micro-
level theorists as exploring the causal ®eld of cognitions and affectations culminating
in preferences and the perception thereof. Similarly, one can interpret the work of
rational choice theorists as exploring the strategic consequences of various sets of real
or perceived preference rankings. Putting this in still another way, to ¯esh out a
rational choice model fully, a theory of preference formation is required. And, as
many proceduralists implicitly acknowledge, to understand the consequences of
perceptions and misperceptions completely, a theory of strategic interaction, like
game theory, is needed.

10 See, for example, Samuelson (1938).
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de®ning the term, but because the assumption of instrumental ration-
ality is useful for constructing theories of rational and psychological
choice.

The point, however, is that rational choice models, as opposed to the
rational (or unitary) actor model in international politics, are not only
consistent with, but are potentially synergistic with, models or the-
ories that treat rationality in procedural terms (Downs, 1989).11 As
used by the instrumentalist, the term does not connote superhuman
calculating ability, omniscience, or an Olympian view of the world, as
some proceduralists have concluded.12 The individual decision-
makers analyzed by rational choice theorists can be, at one and the
same time, rational in the limited instrumental sense, and irrational in
the sense of the proceduralist.13 Thus, to the extent that subjective
interpretations of the world are built into the models of the instrumen-
talist,14 rational choice models could also be used to describe the
behavior of decision-makers suffering from cognitive closure, selective
perceptions, misinformation, motivated error, and so on.15

2.2 Some implications of the assumption of
instrumental rationality

Before turning to an assessment of proposals to resolve the paradox of
mutual deterrence, it is useful to explore one development in non-
cooperative game theory that deepened considerably our understand-
ing of instrumental rationality, namely, Selten's (1975) concept of a
subgame-perfect equilibrium. Until the speci®cation of this concept, the

11 Merely recognizing this potential compatibility, however, will not ease the task of
theoretical integration. One important reason is that a parsimonious and coherent
theory of preference formation based on micro-level variables does not yet exist
(Jervis, 1985: 33).

12 See, for example, Snyder and Diesing (1977: ch. 5).
13 An important case in point is Schelling's notorious ``rationality of irrationality''

strategy (discussed in chapter 1) that turns on a denial of procedural, but not
instrumental, rationality. The player feigning irrationality will appear to be procedur-
ally irrational because that player's preferences will seem to be different than those
deemed reasonable by most deterrence theorists; but this same player is, nonetheless,
treated as an instrumentally rational agent who, presumably, acts consistently with
these irrational preferences.

14 Bueno de Mesquita's (1981, 1985a) expected utility model is a good example. In this
model, different risk functions permit the analysis of decision-makers with different
perceptions of objective reality. Also see Kugler and Zagare (1987b, 1990).

15 See Stein (1982) for an explicit example of such a merger.
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only widely accepted rationality requirement for players in a non-
cooperative game was that their strategies form a Nash equilibrium.16

What Selten did, in the context of some games, was to demonstrate
that only Nash equilibria that are subgame-perfect can be defended in
terms of the rationality principle. We will illustrate Selten's idea using
Harsanyi's (1977) example.

Backtracking for a moment, let us de®ne a few terms: a game is a
model of an interactive situation in which the outcome depends on
the choices of two or more actors. A non-cooperative game is one in
which the players are either unable to communicate or, if they can
communicate, are unable to commit themselves to any particular
strategy (plan of action) because of the lack of any reliable enforce-
ment mechanism. It is easy to see why non-cooperative game theory
holds a particular attraction for theorists of interstate con¯ict. Because
there is no overarching authority to enforce commitments or agree-
ments, great power politics clearly meets the de®nitional requirements
of a non-cooperative game.

At the heart of the theory of non-cooperative games lies Nash's
equilibrium concept. A Nash equilibrium is a combination of strate-
gies, one for each player, that produces an outcome from which
neither player could gain, immediately, by unilaterally switching to
another strategy. The reason for the centrality of this concept in non-
cooperative game theory is transparent: Nash equilibria are associated
with instrumentally rational choices by all decision-makers, so the
associated outcomes are, in essence, self-enforcing. (No player has an
incentive unilaterally to break the agreement implicit in any Nash
equilibrium.) Hence, in an environment lacking an enforcement agent,
only Nash equilibria can be considered rational outcomes. Outcomes
that do not meet Nash's criteria must involve irrational behavior,
because at least one player must have an instrumental reason to
switch to another strategy in order to induce a more preferred
outcome.

To illustrate these concepts, consider ®rst ®gure 2.1, an extensive-
form game originally given by Harsanyi (1977). The extensive-form (or
game tree) summarizes the sequence of choices in a game, the possible
outcomes, the players' utilities at those outcomes, and the information
available to each player when a choice is to be made.17 The collection

16 See Nash (1951) for a discussion.
17 We defer for now a full discussion of the latter two elements.
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of choices available to a player at any one time is called a move. In the
extensive-form, moves are represented by nodes on a game tree. The
branches of the tree at any one node summarize the choices available to
a player at a particular point in a game.18 In an extensive-form game
of perfect information, the players know where they are in the game
tree whenever they are to make a choice.

For instance, in the game of ®gure 2.1, there are two players, A and
B, and three possible outcomes. As before, the payoffs to the players
at the terminal nodes are given by an ordered pair representing the
payoffs to A and B, respectively. As usual, the players prefer higher
payoffs to lower payoffs.

A begins play at node 1. The two branches at node 1 indicate that A
has two choices at the start of the game: either to cooperate (i.e.,
choose C) or to defect (i.e., choose D). If A cooperates, the game ends
and the payoff to A is 1 while the payoff to B is 3. If A defects, the
game continues and B makes the next move. B also has two choices,
represented by the two branches at node 2: either to cooperate or to
defect. In either case, the game ends after B moves. If B cooperates, the
payoff to each player is 0; if B defects, each player's payoff is 2.

Consider now ®gure 2.2, the strategic- (or normal-) form representation

18 For an especially clear discussion of the extensive and strategic forms, see Morrow
(1994a: ch. 2).
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Fig. 2.1. Extensive-form representation of Harsanyi's game.



of the game of ®gure 2.1. In the strategic form, each player's strategies,
or possible choices throughout the game, are shown as rows or
columns. A strategy, then, is a complete contingency plan specifying a
player's choice at every situation that might arise in a game, that is, at
every node of the game tree where it is to make a choice. Thus, in the
strategic form, the players have only one choice, namely to choose a
strategy. Their choices are assumed to be made simultaneously. Note
that in reducing sequences of moves to strategies, information about
the order of play is no longer explicit, nor is information about what
the players know about prior choices, that is, about their current
position on the game tree.

In the strategic form of Harsanyi's game (®gure 2.2), each player has
two strategies. A's strategies are listed as the rows of the matrix, while
B's strategies are given by the columns. Note that although the original
game has only three outcomes, there are now four possible strategy
combinations. Of these four combinations, two are Nash equilibria,
indicated by the asterisks. Outcome DD is an equilibrium since either
player would do worse by switching, unilaterally, to its other strategy.
Speci®cally, were A to switch from its D strategy to its C strategy,
which would induce outcome CD, A's payoff would go from 2 ± A's
best ± to 1 ± A's next-best. And if B were to switch to its C strategy, B's
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payoff would go from 2 ± B's next-best ± to 0 ± B's worst. Thus neither
player bene®ts by switching unilaterally to another strategy, so DD is a
Nash equilibrium. For similar reasons, CC is also a Nash equilibrium;
neither player would bene®t by switching. By contrast, neither of the
remaining two outcomes is stable in the Nash sense because at least
one player would gain by changing to another strategy.

Selten's ideas demonstrate that the two Nash equilibria in the
strategic form are not equally defensible as outcomes rational players
would select. CC involves B's threat to do something irrational should
its choice arise in the game tree, whereas DD does not depend on any
such irrational threat.

Some differences between the Nash equilibria can be found simply
by analyzing the strategic form. Speci®cally, since DD is the product
of B's unconditionally best (or dominant)19 strategy, and A's best
response to B's unconditionally best strategy, compelling reasons exist
to consider this equilibrium as the outcome that rational players
would arrive at.

One might object, however, arguing that B could do better. Could B
not threaten to choose C if A selects D, thereby inducing A to choose C
and bringing about B's best outcome? The short answer is ``no,''
because the equilibrium at CC is not perfect, that is, because it
involves both ``irrational behavior and irrational expectations by the
players about each other's behavior'' (Harsanyi, 1977: 332).

To see why CC can be eliminated as an outcome that (instrumen-
tally) rational players would select, we must consider the original
extensive-form representation of ®gure 2.1. In particular, consider the
calculus of A at the ®rst node of this tree. A can either select C and
induce CC, A's second-best outcome, or select D, which might result
either in A's best or A's worst outcome. Clearly, A should choose C if
A expects B to select C also, since the choice of D would then result in
A's worst outcome. Conversely, A should select D if A expects B to
select D, since this induces A's best outcome, DD. The question is:
what should A expect B to do?

If A assumes that B is (instrumentally) rational, then A expects B to

19 Technically, B's choice of D is weakly dominant, that is, it provides B with a payoff that
is at least as good as, and sometimes better than, any other strategy available to B (in
this case B has only one other strategy), no matter what strategy A selects. By
contrast, a strictly dominant strategy always provides a player with a strictly higher
payoff than any other strategy, no matter what strategies other players select. For
further discussion of this and related concepts, see Zagare (1984).
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select D when B makes its choice at node 2, i.e., after A chooses D. To
expect B to carry out the threat to choose C if A chooses D is to
assume that B is irrational. It follows that for B to expect A to select C
is to assume that B harbors irrational expectations about A. In other
words, CC is not subgame-perfect in the game of ®gure 2.1. Knowing,
then, that the game of ®gure 2.2 is a representation of the game of
®gure 2.1 provides us with another explanation of why CC is not an
equilibrium rational players would select: it is not supported by
rational choices at every node of the game tree. To repeat, the CC
terminal node of ®gure 2.1 cannot be achieved by players who are
rational and who expect each other to be rational.

Still, one might object a second time and argue that B could
``irrevocably commit'' herself to C, leaving A no choice. Might not
such a commitment change the answer? This is a question we next
consider in the context of the paradox of mutual deterrence, asking in
particular whether irrevocable commitments provide a theoretically
satisfying basis to explain deterrence. We are especially interested in
asking whether such commitments can explain ± consistent with the
canons of rationality ± the stability of the Status Quo in the Chicken
game of ®gure 1.2 (reproduced here as ®gure 2.3). An intuitively
plausible equilibrium supporting this outcome would resolve the
paradox and bridge the gap between the expectations of the model
world of decision-theoretic deterrence theorists and the real world of
superpower politics.

2.3 Resolving the paradox I: deterministic threats

Before addressing this issue, however, we ®rst distinguish two kinds
of commitments. The ®rst ± a pre-commitment ± is a commitment
made to a strategy before the opponent selects a strategy; the second ±
a post-commitment ± is executed after the other player makes a
strategy choice.

Pre-commitments do not resolve the paradox of mutual deterrence;
rather, they underscore it. If, in Chicken, a player were able to
preempt the choice of an opponent, in effect making the ®rst move,
the preempting player would ``win.'' If A defects, B is forced to choose
between defecting and inducing its worst outcome, or cooperating
and inducing its next-worst outcome. Similarly if B defects. Thus both
players have an incentive to defect ®rst, so the status quo is not stable,
and the paradox stands.
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Decision-theoretic deterrence theorists have well understood the
strategic bene®t of making the ®rst move in a game with the structural
characteristics of Chicken.20 As discussed in chapter 1, strategic
thinkers like Schelling, Ellsberg, and Kahn have concocted a multitude
of mechanisms designed speci®cally to exploit the advantage of a
preemptive choice. If nothing else, these provocative maneuvers high-
light and reinforce the paradox: they presume, indeed require, that
the player choosing second, being instrumentally rational, will
concede.

It is, however, the second type of commitment that is frequently
called upon to explain the stability of deterrence and resolve the
paradox of mutual deterrence. It is easy to understand why such a
contingent commitment, if believed, would deter an opponent from
upsetting the status quo by defecting ®rst. If a player believes an
opponent will respond with certainty21 to a choice of D by choosing D
also, the player's alternatives are reduced to choosing C ± which

20 Technically, there is no ®rst mover in Chicken since it is a strategic-form game. Hence
the slight quali®cation.

21 Or, as we show in chapter 3, with a ``suf®ciently'' high probability.
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would induce its next-best outcome ± or D ± which would induce its
worst outcome. Given this choice, no player would rationally preempt
its opponent. And if both players commit themselves to a tit-for-tat
strategy of responding to D with D, then mutual deterrence is
established.

But, and this is the crux of the matter, can a rational player make a
commitment to retaliate given the costs of carrying out the retaliatory
threat? Gauthier (1984) and other theorists argue ``yes.'' To support
this contention, Gauthier constructs an expected utility model of
deterrence in which the costs of retaliation exceed the costs of
capitulation, thereby making retaliation irrational or incredible. Next,
he queries whether a utility maximizer can commit itself to retaliate,
even when retaliation is inherently incredible. It can, Gauthier claims,
but only if a commitment to retaliation provides the actor with a
higher expected payoff than non-commitment. Then, not surprisingly,
he shows that under certain circumstances such a commitment can
indeed be rational, although Gauthier is fully cognizant that the
absence of these conditions renders a retaliatory strategy irrational
and deterrence unstable.

Note that Gauthier does not argue that it is rational to form the
intention to retaliate if and only if it is utility maximizing to execute it.
Rather, he argues that it would be rational to execute the commitment
to retaliate if and only if it was utility maximizing to make it in the
®rst place. Thus since it may be rational to form the intention to
execute a retaliatory threat, it may also be rational to carry it out.22 In
fact, Gauthier ± with laudable consistency ± asserts that if the intention
has been formed, and if deterrence fails, then a rational agent who
intends to retaliate should do so, since acting on this intention is part
of the behavior required of an expected utility maximizer.

22 Gauthier's contention that a utility-maximizing agent may rationally choose to
retaliate sets his argument apart from a similar one advanced by Brams and Kilgour
(1988), who recognize that, if deterrence fails, it will always be irrational to retaliate.
Other than this, however, Brams and Kilgour's work is similar in spirit, though not in
detail, to Gauthier's. Brams and Kilgour begin with an underlying model of
deterrence based on the structure of Chicken, but produce a qualitatively different
game by permitting the players to commit themselves to retaliation that is based, for
example, on automatic response procedures that may or may not work. Given these
assumptions, they show that a deterrence equilibrium can emerge in the game they
construct, along with other equilibria that involve preemption. It is precisely for this
reason that Brams and Kilgour conclude that deterrence can constitute a rational and
stable relationship.
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There are, however, two problems with Gauthier's conclusion. First,
since the stability of deterrence in this and similar models depends on
each player's commitment to the (currently) irrational should deter-
rence fail, Gauthier's resolution of the paradox fails to satisfy Selten's
perfectness criterion. This raises the question of why either player
would believe that an opponent is actually committed to retaliation.

If it is (at least momentarily) irrational to retaliate in the event of a
breakdown of deterrence, one can be deterred only if one believes that
one's opponent is, or will be, instrumentally (and procedurally)
irrational after an attack. But if a player is deterred because he believes
his opponent will retaliate irrationally, how can he rely simulta-
neously on a policy justi®ed by the assumption that the same
opponent will be perfectly rational in being deterred? Or, put differ-
ently, why manipulate the costs of an opponent by threatening
massive levels of destruction when the overall stability of the relation-
ship can be explained only if each player, at some point, is assumed to
be willing to disregard these costs completely and act irrationally? A
rational choice theory of deterrence that explicitly rejects the perfect-
ness criterion is a contradiction in terms. In effect, it explains deter-
rence stability by assuming, concurrently, that a player is rational
(when the player is deterred) and irrational (when the player is
deterring an opponent). Such intellectual sleight of hand is known as
having it both ways.

Also problematic is the assumption that players can commit them-
selves to retaliate. Recall that such commitments are not a part of non-
cooperative game theory, and that the paradox of deterrence rests
upon the inability of the players to commit themselves to any par-
ticular strategy. Thus, Gauthier's type of resolution, relying on a
commitment to a particular course of action regardless of its ration-
ality, solves the paradox by assuming away the very source of the
conundrum.

At this point one might respond ``So what?'' Granted, in the real
world the preordained rules of non-cooperative game theory are not
sacrosanct or inviolate. Let us assume for a moment a world in which
such commitments are possible, or to use Schelling's (1960: 26) phrase,
a world where ```cross my heart' is universally recognized as abso-
lutely binding.'' It is clear that in such a world there would be no
security dilemma. Deterrence policies would be unnecessary and
military establishments super¯uous.

To see why, assume for a moment that the players are able to
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commit themselves to a particular strategy in Chicken. Then each
player could simply commit to the choice of C, maintaining the status
quo. In so doing, each player would implicitly agree to forego its
individual incentive to upset the status quo. There would be no
problem with this agreement since, by assumption, it would be strictly
enforceable. Thus, if strategy commitments are possible, there is no
paradox.

Most classical deterrence theorists would categorically reject any
proposal to stabilize a deterrence relationship that depends on an
opponent ignoring its interests.23 Such proposals would be regarded
as hopelessly utopian or idealistic. Recall that a fundamental principle
of political realism and classical deterrence theory is that states are
self-interested power maximizers, i.e., they will always act in their
own interest. But it is precisely this premise that Gauthier must
discard in order to generate deterrence stability. Putting this another
way, it is simply inconsistent to insist that states will not forego
individual bene®ts and, at the same time, to hold that the stability of
deterrence rests upon the willingness of each state to carry out a threat
that is not only instrumentally irrational, but is also incompatible with
the fundamental principle that states seek self-preservation ®rst, and
power maximization second.

In sum, either states can make commitments or they cannot. If they
cannot, then arguments like those of Gauthier are not germane. But if
commitments are permitted, then one cannot logically reject, a priori,
other proposed solutions to international security ± such as the
Kellogg±Briand Pact renouncing war, or collective security organiza-
tions like the League of Nations ± as hopelessly utopian.

Gauthier (1984: 494), much to his credit, maintains logical consis-
tency by admitting other possible commitment strategies. ``Rational
nations,'' he writes, ``recognizing the need to seek peace and follow it
given the costs of war, can unilaterally renounce the ®rst use of
nuclear weapons and thereby end all strike policies.'' But if this
prescription strikes the reader as hopelessly naõÈve, then so should the
prescriptions of classical deterrence theory. Each rests upon what are,
ultimately, self-abnegating choices (Wolfers, 1951, 1962). On the other
hand, if this prescription strikes the reader as perfectly reasonable, the

23 As Craig and George (1995: 171) note in the context of international negotiations,
``self-enforcing agreements are generally preferred'' to those that ``depend on the
good faith of each side.''
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reader has already rejected the underlying premises of political
realism upon which classical deterrence theory depends.

2.4 Resolving the paradox II: the threat-that-leaves-
something-to-chance

Recognizing the need to reconcile rationality and retaliation, Powell
(1987, 1990: ch. 3) advanced a different line of reasoning to explain the
rationality of deterrence. Like many others, Powell begins with an
underlying Chicken model that is transformed, via assumptions, into
a sequential game in which the players must decide whether to accept
the status quo, to escalate the contest by challenging it, or to attack. If
the ®rst player chooses not to challenge the status quo or to attack, the
game ends. But if escalation is chosen, the second player is faced with
similar choices. The four possible outcomes are the same as in
Chicken. If the player choosing ®rst does not escalate or attack, the
status quo prevails. If one player escalates and the other does not, the
escalating player wins. If either player attacks, the game ends in
disaster. And if both players escalate, the game continues until one
player submits or until the game ``gets out of control'' and culminates
in disaster. Powell assumes that by choosing to escalate, a player
unleashes an autonomous risk, beyond its control, of disaster. Powell's
model thereby provides a formalization of Schelling's (1960) ``threat-
that-leaves-something-to-chance.'' As such, it captures well the view
that a nuclear crisis is a ``competition in risk taking.''

Given these assumptions, Powell shows that the existence of a crisis
equilibrium, that is, a stable outcome that arises after a challenge by
one player and resistance by the other, depends on incomplete
information, that is, each side's lack of information about the values of
its opponent.24 Moreover, with regard to the purposes of this chapter,
Powell demonstrates that, under certain conditions, no challenge will be
made and, hence, deterrence can be stable. This suggests that even if
each of two states knows the other prefers capitulation to disaster,
neither would issue a challenge, provided that the resolve of each
player to resist a challenge by the other exceeds a certain threshold.
Interestingly, Powell's model reveals that when deterrence breaks

24 When information is complete, deterrence is never stable. The player with the highest
``effective'' resolve simply escalates and wins. A similar conclusion is found in
Zagare (1987: 53±54) and Fearon (1994b: 583).
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down, the connection between resolve and victory in a crisis does not
always depend on a greater willingness to risk war. This conclusion
runs counter to the implications of Ellsberg's critical risk model.

One might think that this puts the issue to rest. Even in a world in
which mutual defection is the worst of all possible outcomes, rational
players can choose not to challenge each other since each obtains a
greater expected utility by not challenging. Moreover, while the threat
to unleash disaster is not seen to be credible, the threat to escalate and
risk war satis®es the rationality and, hence, the perfectness criterion.
Thus, Powell's model would seem to explain the stability of deter-
rence in the nuclear age. Each superpower may have been deterred
from challenging the other simply because it feared that the other
would, by resisting, unleash a process that would escalate and get out
of control.

The problem with this seemingly seductive argument, however, lies
in the assumptions necessary to support it. First, note that Powell
assumes the players know each other's preference orders over the
four outcomes, but not their cardinal utilities. Also note that the
conclusions rest on the supposition that the choice of ``attack'' by one
player always results in mutual disaster, presumably because the
opponent will automatically counter-attack. At the highest rung of the
escalation ladder, therefore, each player's threat to retaliate is afforded
perfect credibility, even though it is instrumentally irrational to carry
out. Thus it is not surprising that none of the equilibrium strategies
identi®ed by Powell involves a direct attack by one player against the
other. This possibility is eliminated by assumption, because it always
results in the attacker's worst outcome.

Powell is not the only theorist who assumes that attacks will
inevitably be countered. Indeed, it is quite common in the game
theory and deterrence literature. For instance, Fearon (1994b: 590),
Bueno de Mesquita, Morrow, and Zorick (1997: 17), and Kydd (1997:
379), assume that a war will occur once one side initiates hostilities.25

The assumption, however, is clearly problematic.
For one, it ignores the incontestable fact that ``a war requires the

participation of at least two states'' (Wagner, 1991: 747). Worse still is
its theoretical implication. As Bueno de Mesquita, Morrow, and
Zorick (1997: 18) observe, when this assumption is coupled with

25 For reasons that are unclear, Kim and Bueno de Mesquita (1995) also make this
assumption, but only for one of the two players in the ``crisis subgame'' they explore.
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another core assumption of classical deterrence theory ± i.e., high war
costs ± ``violence will never occur . . . and the problem will have been
trivialized.''26

As well, the assumption has been called into question by theorists
who argue that deterrence becomes tenuous when a window of
vulnerability opens and tempts one side to launch a limited ®rst-strike
to create and then exploit a strategic asymmetry.27 But even more
signi®cant, it is precisely the opposite assumption (i.e., the assumption
that states prefer not to retaliate) that gives rise to the paradox of
mutual deterrence in the ®rst place. Thus, at the strategic level,
Powell's model in effect postulates, rather than derives, stability.28

Leaving aside for the moment the problem of strategic stability, one
can ask whether deterrence can emerge at some lower level during a
crisis in which at least one side has already challenged the status quo
and the other has resisted the advance. More explicitly, given overall
stability at the highest level, why does one side or the other not
simply escalate to the penultimate stage of the game since, by
assumption, each player is deterred in the next and last stage of the
game? For instance, why did the Soviet Union not simply invade
Western Europe during the Cold War, given that each side's strategic
arsenal was mutually deterred?

The answer suggested by Powell's model is that such an escalatory
process would not occur ± under speci®ed conditions ± because of the
fear by each side that the other might do something to cause the
process to get out of control.29 But why should either player fear that
its opponent would unleash a process that would lead down the
slippery slope toward a general nuclear war? Given the preference
assumptions associated with Chicken, this fear is unfounded if the
opponent is instrumentally rational. As Maxwell (1968: 12) astutely
points out, ``if the supposition that neither side believes the other

26 To avoid this problem, Bueno de Mesquita, Morrow, and Zorick's crisis model
restricts the cost of violence, keeping it relatively low. The restriction has implications
for the model's generality. Speci®cally, the model does not apply to any relationship
in which negotiations are preferred to a ``favorable'' outcome of an all-out war. Most,
if not all, hostile nuclear relationships likely fall into this exempted category.

27 See, for instance, Wohlstetter (1959), Nitze (1976/77), Gray (1979), and the discussion
in chapter 1.

28 To avoid necessarily reaching this conclusion, the models developed in this book
assume that a state that is attacked may always choose not to resist.

29 Nalebuff (1986) and many others depend on this assumption to generate a stable
deterrence relationship.
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would deliberately initiate nuclear war is accepted . . . neither side
would have any reason to believe that there was a `danger of things
getting out of hand.''' Or as Wagner (1991: 747) argues, ``anyone who
is skeptical about the willingness of states to resort to nuclear war
rather than accept defeat must also be skeptical about the possibility
that a nuclear war will occur inadvertently.''30

Powell's (and Schelling's) response is that such a process would not
be selected by either player but by Nature, a ``player'' with no stake in
the game, who imposes the sanction probabilistically. In this model,
then, crisis stability depends not only on the stipulation of an
irrational response at the highest rung of the escalation ladder, but
also on the assumption that, at lower levels, the irrational will occur
with some positive probability.31 This dependence on the irrational is
precisely why Achen (1987: 92) argues that ``far from leaning too
heavily on rational choice postulates, `rational deterrence theory'
necessarily assumes that nations are not always self-interestedly
rational.'' The ``strategy-that-leaves-something-to-chance,'' therefore,
can explain deterrence stability, but only by standing the rationality
principle on its head.

Powell (1987: 725) admits as much when he writes that ``one might
object that requiring the states' strategies to be sequentially rational
and then relying on Nature to impose the irrational sanction does not
really solve the credibility problem. I agree with this criticism.''
Powell goes on to note, however, that ``it is important to realize that
this is not so much a criticism of the model as it is a fundamental
criticism of the way that the strategy-that-leaves-something-to-chance
has attempted to overcome the credibility problem. The model only
exposes this weakness.'' We agree.

30 Wagner (1991) argues that the very availability of counterforce options enhances the
credibility of a threat to use nuclear weapons. Wagner's model of extended deter-
rence, however, lacks generality. It presumes that the attacker (i.e., the Warsaw Pact)
would win a conventional war, and that this fact is common knowledge. For other
limitations, see O'Neill (1992). Also see our discussion of the ef®cacy of war®ghting
strategies in chapter 8.

31 This is one reason why Fearon (1994b) concludes that Powell's model cannot
``explain why states would consciously choose to abandon peace for war.'' Or as
Wagner (1991: 742±743) puts it, since ``the source of this autonomous probability of
war is usually not speci®ed . . . brinkmanship models [like Schelling's and Powell's]
leave unclear how a war can occur without anyone's choosing to engage in it.''
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2.5 Resolving the paradox III: the metagame solution

Neither deterministic threats nor threats-that-leave-something-to-
chance provide a satisfactory resolution of the paradox of mutual
deterrence. To resolve the paradox by permitting players to commit to
a retaliation strategy is necessarily to jettison the assumption of
international anarchy, a core assumption of political realism. And the
resolution that relies on a Schellingesque threat to abrogate control
solves the paradox, in part, by assuming away the source of the
contradiction.

In this section, we explore a third possible way to reconcile the
instability of the status quo outcome in Chicken with the observed
stability of the superpower relationship during the Cold War period.
Based on an idea ®rst suggested by von Neumann and Morgenstern
(1944: 100±106), but more fully developed by Howard (1971), this
resolution involves an alteration of the underlying game to take into
account the possibility that the players might be able to anticipate
each other's strategy choice. Presuming that each player bases its own
strategy choice on the strategy it expects the other to select, a new
game ± Howard calls it a metagame ± is rendered and played ``in the
heads'' of the players prior to the play of the actual game. In the
metagame, players choose metastrategies rather than strategies. A
metastrategy can be thought of as a strategy for selecting a strategy.
Stable outcomes of the metagame are termed metaequilibria.

To illustrate these concepts, consider once again the game of
Chicken, but assume now that State B is able to predict ± or thinks it
can predict ± State A's strategy choice. With this assumption, which is
logically equivalent to the assumption that State B selects its strategy
after learning A's choice, B's range of choices expands. Rather
than having just two strategies (i.e., C or D), B now has 262 = 4
metastrategies:

1. C/C: choose C regardless of A's choice (C Regardless)
2. D/D: choose D regardless of A's choice (D Regardless)
3. C/D: choose C if A chooses C, D if A chooses D (Tit-for-Tat)
4. D/C: choose D if A chooses C, C if A chooses D (Tat-for-Tit),

which gives rise to the ®rst-level metagame shown in ®gure 2.4.
Figure 2.4 can be interpreted in one of two ways: as the game that

would be played if B were able to anticipate A's strategy choice (i.e.,
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the metagame), or as a sequential (extensive-form) game in which A
selects its strategy ®rst.

Notice that there are three metaequilibria in this ®rst-level meta-
game. Two correspond to equilibria in the original (simultaneous
choice) game while the third ± (D, D/C) ± is strictly a product of the
metagame structure. But this new metaequilibrium has a special
property that distinguishes it from the other two and, therefore, gives
it a singular status: it is the product of B's weakly dominant meta-
strategy (i.e., D/C) and A's best response to B's dominant meta-
strategy (i.e., D).32 Should this equilibrium come into play ± and there
are good reasons to expect that it, rather than any other, would ± A
would get its best outcome, and B would get its next-worst outcome.

This preliminary result is interesting for two reasons. First, it shows
that the ability to forecast an opponent's strategy does not always
help. In Chicken, it actually hurts. And second, it formalizes the view
of many decision-theoretic deterrence theorists that the player who
seizes the initiative in Chicken wins. Recall that it is on the basis of
this observation that decision-theoretic deterrence theorists counsel
commitment and related manipulative bargaining tactics.

Metagames, however, do not stop here. Howard now proposes not
only that B can anticipate A's strategy choice, but that A bases its choice

32 Recall that a weakly dominant strategy (or metastrategy) is at least as good as, and
sometimes better than, any other. For a detailed de®nition, see footnote 19.
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on B's predictions of A's choice. If A conditions its strategy choice on B's
metastrategy, it can choose either C or D for each of B's four
metastrategies, which gives State A 2626262 = 16 second-level meta-
strategies. For instance, the second-level metastrategy D/D/C/D
requires A to

1. Choose D if B chooses C/C (C Regardless)
2. Choose D if B chooses D/D (D Regardless)
3. Choose C if B chooses C/D (Tit-for-Tat)
4. Choose D if B chooses D/C (Tat-for-Tit).

A's 16 second-level metastrategies and B's 4 ®rst-level metastrate-
gies imply a 1664 = 64 outcome strategic-form game. An abbreviated
version of this matrix, listing only non-repetitive metaequilibria, is
given in ®gure 2.5. Notice the increased number of metaequilibria.
Among them is one that corresponds to the Status Quo outcome CC
with payoffs (3,3). This is a signi®cant result because it suggests that if
Howard's assumptions are satis®ed, the status quo could survive and
deterrence could succeed.

The operative word here is ``could.'' There are other possibilities.
Still, the metastrategies associated with the (3,3) metaequilibrium of
®gure 2.5 (i.e., the outcome CC) are explicitly suggestive of the
conditions under which deterrence success might occur. Speci®cally,
B's C/D metastrategy is a variant of tit-for-tat: cooperate if A coop-
erates, defect if A defects. So is A's D/D/C/D metastrategy. It implies
cooperation, but only in response to B's conditionally cooperative tit-
for-tat strategy. All of which indicates that mutual cooperation is
possible, but only when each player is prepared to cooperate condi-
tionally, that is, when each intends to cooperate should the other
player cooperate and ± equally important ± when each intends to
defect should the other defect.

Observe that the metastrategies associated with mutual cooperation
(i.e., with stable deterrence) are risky: each carries with it the possibility
of a player's worst outcome, DD. But as Howard (1971: 184) argues, if
the players are unwilling to run this risk, a compromise equilibrium is
not possible. Brams (1975: 44) concurs, adding that the metagame
analysis suggests ``that a policy of deterrence, by which each side
promises retaliation for any untoward acts by the other, is not only
desirable from the viewpoint of the players, but stable as well.''

If this conclusion holds, the paradox of mutual deterrence is solved.
Whether it holds, however, depends on the interpretation given to the
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metaequilibria. Howard's construction is strictly descriptive: metaequi-
libria are established as theoretical possibilities only, and the meta-
strategies are theoretical statements about the content of the
communication necessary to lead to some outcome. In Howard's
view, no particular metaequilibrium has special status. Each, there-
fore, describes a logical possibility in a game between rational players.
Which metaequilibrium eventually comes into play depends on what
the players expect from one another, or what they communicate to
each other in pre-play bargaining and discussion. In the present
example, then, mutual cooperation is possible, provided the players
are both prepared to cooperate conditionally. But there are also other
rational possibilities. For example, should B expect A to select
metastrategy D/C/C/D and should A expect B to choose meta-
strategy D/D (D Regardless), the metaequilibrium italicized in ®gure
2.5, CD, with payoff (2,4), will occur. This metaequilibrium is best for
B and next-worst for A.
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Fig. 2.5. A second-level metagame of Chicken (part).



Notice that D/C/C/D ± or what Howard refers to as the ``sure-
thing'' metastrategy ± is weakly dominant for A, giving B good reason
to suspect that A will choose it; and since D Regardless is B's best
response to D/C/C/D, A has a good reason to suspect that B will
choose it. All this suggests that the metaequilibrium associated with
these two metastrategies might well evolve in a game between
rational players.

Howard, however, rejects this outcome as the solution to the
metagame, and denies that any particular reason exists for singling it
out. In fact, he argues it would be foolish for A to select its sure-thing
metastrategy because it induces a worse outcome for A than its
``retaliatory'' metastrategy D/D/C/D. Or in Howard's (1974a: 730)
own words, the sure-thing metastrategy is ``the strategy of a `sucker'
who invites, and is ready to yield before, the most extreme ultimatum
in the possession of his opponent, and is thus willing to surrender his
position before any bargaining begins.''

But Harsanyi (1974b), hewing to a normative interpretation and
insisting on the perfectness criterion, argues that the use of any
dominated metastrategy is irrational and, hence, incredible.33 Since a
player with a dominant metastrategy always maximizes its expected
utility by choosing it, there is no good reason for an opponent to
believe that any other metastrategy would be chosen. This, in turn,
implies that a player with a dominant metastrategy should choose it.34

To do otherwise would be to invite calamity.35 Speci®cally, if Awere to
select its retaliatory metastrategy (D/D/C/D) and B, anticipating A's
sure-thing metastrategy (D/C/C/D), selects D Regardless, each
player's worst outcome, DD, results.

Harsanyi's admonition not to abandon the use of a weakly domi-
nant strategy, especially in a one-shot game, is dif®cult to ignore:
dominant strategies are unconditionally best. But, then, what are we

33 In chapter 3, we discuss in detail the connection between subgame-perfect equilibria
and credibility.

34 For the particulars of the debate, see Harsanyi (1973, 1974a, 1974b) and Howard
(1973, 1974a, 1974b).

35 It is worth pointing out that the lively three-way debate among Howard, Anatol
Rapoport, and Richard Harris over whether the theory of metagames resolves
Prisoners' Dilemma also turned on the proper interpretation of Howard's theory.
Rapoport's (1967) argument that it does rests on a normative reading was similar to
the one advanced by Harsanyi. Howard, refusing to claim anything but a descriptive
status for his theory, rejected Rapoport's suggestion. For the full set of citations, see
Brams (1975: 39).
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to make of Howard's (1974b: 1693) observation that, in Chicken,
``what is the best strategy from the viewpoint of rationality is the worst
strategy from the viewpoint of inducement?'' In our view, it is simply
another way of stating the paradox of mutual deterrence: when
con¯ict is a mutually worst outcome, deterrence stability can only be
generated by assuming both ``irrational behavior and irrational ex-
pectations by the players about each other's behavior'' (Harsanyi,
1977: 332).

Rather than solving the paradox of mutual deterrence, then, How-
ard's methodology highlights it by reformulating it in a way that
deepens our understanding. As Brams (1975: 44) adds, ``metagame
theory speci®es precisely, if indirectly, the content of the communica-
tions and the nature of the bargaining necessary to reach compromise.''
This, of course, is no mean feat. But when interpreted normatively, the
theory reveals that compromise, while potentially stable, has no
rational basis. In fact, a normative interpretation suggests that B should
win, given that B's best response (D/D) to A's dominant metastrategy
(D/C/C/D) leads to a metaequilibrium at CD. This should be no
surprise, since the assignment of a higher-order metastrategy to A is in
some sense equivalent to the assumption that State A chooses its
strategy with knowledge of B's choice. The observation that the player
choosing second in Chicken will lose continues to be robust.

But what if one accepts Howard's strictly descriptive interpretation
of metagame theory? In our opinion, the paradox remains unresolved.
Without a normative foundation, one is left without an explanation of
why, or when, players would transmit the statements necessary to
induce and support mutual cooperation.36

2.6 Coda

In the previous sections we have examined three proposed resolutions
of the paradox of mutual deterrence. Two in fact do resolve the logical

36 The compromise outcome can be supported, however, if one accepts the ``stability by
simultaneity'' criterion advanced by Fraser and Hipel (1984) in their re®nement of
Howard's analysis of options technique. An otherwise unstable outcome is rendered
stable by simultaneity if both players do worse when they switch strategies at the
same time. We believe the possibility of simultaneous strategy switches to be so
remote that the resolution suggested by this rationality postulate is not germane to
our discussion. Thus the puzzle of how to establish the stability of the status quo in
Chicken-like contests is not resolved in Fraser and Hipel's system, nor in the more
inclusive graph model of Fang, Hipel, and Kilgour (1993).
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contradiction, but only at the expense of a core assumption of the
realist paradigm. To wit, the logical and empirical inconsistency of
classical deterrence theory is eliminated if the players are permitted to
pre-commit to a retaliation strategy. But this presumption violates the
precept that, in an anarchic world, ``covenants, without the Sword, are
but Words, and of no strength to secure a man at all'' (Hobbes, 1968
[1651]: 223). Needless to say, most extant realist thinking, structural or
otherwise, depends critically on this axiom. One must re¯ect deeply,
therefore, before abandoning it.

Much the same could be said about Schelling's ``threat-that-leaves-
something-to-chance.'' In order to explain real-world deterrence
stability in terms of this chance mechanism, however, one must cast
aside the assumption that statesmen are rational utility maximizers.
Again, while one might logically accept this explanation for the
absence of a nuclear war between the United States and the Soviet
Union during the Cold War period, one cannot do so within the
con®nes of the realist paradigm.

The third proposal, Howard's metagame theory, provides no resolu-
tion at all. When interpreted normatively, it suggests behavior incon-
sistent with deterrence stability. And when interpreted descriptively ±
Howard's favored interpretation ± it highlights and reinforces the
paradox, but does not resolve it.

Once more we are led to ask whether classical deterrence theory can
be rendered logically consistent and empirically accurate. In the next
chapter we explore a resolution that we believe lays the foundation
for an empirically plausible reformulation of deterrence theory, and
does so without violating the postulates of individual rationality.
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3 Credibility and deterrence

A rational deterrent cannot be based on irrational responses.
Richard Nixon

The fundamental tenets of classical deterrence theory are incompatible
with models based on rational choice. Deterministic threats, which
rest on the presumption that states can commit themselves to irration-
al actions, violate the canons of both classical deterrence theory and
instrumental rationality. While the threat-that-leaves-something-to-
chance maintains consistency with the rationality postulate, consis-
tency is achieved only by assuming that irrational actions are carried
out by a disinterested third party. And the resolution suggested by a
metagame analysis serves merely to bring the paradox of mutual
deterrence into sharper focus: when the costs of war are so high that
all-out con¯ict is the worst outcome for both players, mutual deter-
rence is unlikely. It might appear, then, that there is no escape from
this pernicious puzzle.

We believe otherwise. In this chapter we propose still another
resolution. Our proposal is based on the concept of perfectly credible
retaliatory threats. Like other attempts to eliminate the paradox, this
resolution involves a modi®cation of the underlying game form; but
unlike other proposals, ours retains the core realist assumption of an
anarchical international system while remaining faithful to the de®ni-
tion of instrumental rationality. In a narrow technical sense, then, the
paradox of mutual deterrence stands. Technicalities aside, however, the
resolution we propose permits an intuitively satisfying and empirically
plausible respeci®cation of classical deterrence theory that helps to
explain the dynamics of a wide range of deterrence relationships,
including those that occur under the conditions that delimit the paradox.
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3.1 On credibility

Before demonstrating the above, however, we must pause once again
to de®ne an important term: credibility. Freedman (1989: 96) charac-
terizes credibility as the ``magic ingredient'' of deterrence. And Gilpin
(1981: 33), who equates credibility with ``prestige,'' claims that it plays
``a critical role . . . in the ordering and functioning of the international
system.'' Yet for a concept so central to deterrence, it is surprising how
little attention has been given in the traditional strategic literature to
establishing a rigorous de®nition. The vast majority of strategic
analysts appear to be of the opinion that the term is transparent
enough that no formal de®nition is required. Threat credibility is
generally taken to mean that the threat is believed ± and left at that
(Schelling, 1966; George and Smoke, 1974; Freedman, 1989; Jervis,
1985; Pruitt and Rubin, 1986; and Mueller, 1995). Typically, the next
analytical step is to explore the underlying determinants of such
beliefs.

Conversely, threats which are not believed are characterized as
incredible. For example, consider the Eisenhower administration's
threat to in¯ict nuclear devastation on the Soviet Union for even
relatively minor transgressions of the status quo. Shortly after the
policy of Massive Retaliation was formulated, it was widely criticized
for being unbelievable and, consequently, lacking credibility (Kauf-
mann, 1956).1 In Smoke's (1987: 88) words, ``the threat was not
credible in the face of growing Soviet strategic power. As the Soviet
arsenal of atomic bombs, and of long-range bombers to deliver them,
grew during [the mid- to late 1950s], it became less believable that the
United States would actually launch an atomic war over some
invasion in Asia or elsewhere.''

Signi®cantly, the credibility of threats is sometimes also closely
linked with their rationality. Lebow (1981: 15), for instance, notes that
the dif®culty of imparting credibility to the threat to go to war in the
nuclear age stems from the fact that ``the adversary knows the
inherent irrationality of such threats'' (emphasis added). In the stra-
tegic literature, therefore, the notion of credibility is either directly or
indirectly associated with rational or self-interested behavior (Betts,
1987: 12; Smoke, 1987: 93). Credible threats are threats that are

1 We analyze this policy in detail in chapter 7.
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believed; threats can be believed exactly when it is rational to carry
them out; thus, only rational threats are credible threats.

But what constitutes a rational threat? The answer to this vexing
question depends on the de®nition of rationality. There are two
possibilities. In the tradition of procedural rationality, one could
identify rational threats by carefully delineating the real-world condi-
tions that would justify a retaliatory response by one state to an
untoward action of another, thereby separating those situations in
which a deterrent threat is credible from those in which it is not.2

Colin Gray (1979: 55), for one, did just this some time ago when he
argued that a massive nuclear assault on the Soviet Union ``would
likely trigger a Soviet response in kind'' since, under these circum-
stances, the Soviets would have ``nothing left to lose.'' Curiously,
while Gray imputed almost perfect credibility to the Soviet threat to
respond to an all-out American attack, he questioned the credibility of
the US deterrent under exactly the same circumstances, seeing little
``merit (let alone moral justi®cation) in executing the posthumous
punishment of an adversary's society.'' Gray's dif®culty in main-
taining consistent criteria for evaluating the rationality of these
identical hypothetical choices underscores an inherent limitation of
the procedural approach.3

Of course, at the level of policy determination, speculation about
the conditions under which an adversary would either contemplate
an attack, or respond to a challenge, is not only appropriate, but
essential. Still, such speculation may be counter-productive at the
level of theory construction. Rather than enter into a debate about
what would, or would not, precipitate an attack or a response by
some state ± a question that in any case must ultimately be answered
by those in policy-making positions ± we take a second, more limited,
approach to specifying credible threats. In the tradition of instrumental
rationality, we de®ne threat credibility as the extent to which a
threatener is seen to prefer to execute the threat (should the

2 For a useful summary of the contours of this and related debates, see Eden and Miller
(1989).

3 The secondary assumptions of models developed by Fearon (1994b) and Morrow
(1994b) are consistent with this approach to credibility. Fearon suggests that ``audience
costs'' may be the key for states attempting to signal a credible threat. Morrow argues
that alliances augment credibility because they impose peacetime costs on their
members.
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appropriate contingency arise). We measure that extent as the sub-
jective probability assigned to this event by the decision-makers. Like
other instrumentalists, we assume that an actor prefers to execute a
threat when the anticipated worth of doing so exceeds the anticipated
worth of failing to do so. Otherwise, the threat is irrational and, hence,
incredible.

It is important to emphasize that the connection we draw between
credibility and rationality is operationally the same as insisting that
equilibria satisfy Selten's (1975) perfectness criterion.4 As Rasmusen
(1989: 87) notes, ``perfectness rules out threats that are not credible.''
By equating rational threats with credible threats, therefore, we
maintain consistency not only with the informal strategic literature of
deterrence, but also with the game-theoretic literature, where the
credibility of threats is generally taken to be synonymous with
subgame perfectness of Nash equilibria, that is, with equilibria that
are consistent with rational choices on all possible paths of the game
tree (Selten, 1975; Friedman, 1986: 80±82; Holler, 1988; and Zagare,
1990a). Or, in Gibbons's (1992: 57) words, some games ``may have
many Nash equilibria, but some of these may involve non-credible
threats or promises. The subgame-perfect Nash equilibria are those
that pass a credibility test.''5

The approach we take is now all but standard in the formal
literature of deterrence.6 For instance, both Fearon (1990: 25) and
Wagner (1991: 739) equate threat credibility with the probability that a
threat is carried out. Given the widespread acceptance of this de®ni-
tion, it is somewhat surprising that no systematic formal analysis of
the implications of this important element of the deterrence mixture

4 This is why Harsanyi, in evaluating Howard's metagame analysis of Chicken (see
chapter 2), argued that dominated metastrategies like ``sure-thing'' are inherently
incredible.

5 We note that subgame-perfect equilibria are associated with games in extensive-form
and that Nash equilibria are associated with games in strategic form. Because any
extensive-form game can be converted to strategic form, one can locate any subgame-
perfect equilibrium in a strategic-form representation. Any subgame-perfect equi-
librium corresponds to a Nash equilibrium, but there may be some Nash equilibria
that do not correspond to any subgame-perfect equilibrium.

6 To our knowledge, in the formal literature of deterrence, the linkage between
credibility and rationality was ®rst suggested by Zagare (1985), albeit in the context of
games of complete information. Zagare (1987) and Langlois (1989, 1991) were the ®rst
to develop game models that fully incorporated the possibility of credible (i.e.,
rational) retaliatory threats.
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has ever been attempted. There have been, however, some important
partial attempts.

To wit: Fearon's (1990) signaling model affords a defender an
opportunity to take a costly action that could enhance its credibility.
But since these actions can take place only after aggression has
occurred, Fearon's model does not speak directly to the role credibility
plays in general deterrence relationships like those analyzed in this
and the next chapter. (See also Fearon, 1994b, and Bueno de Mesquita,
Morrow, and Zorick, 1997). Similarly, because Bueno de Mesquita and
Lalman (1992) and Kim and Bueno de Mesquita (1995) focus attention
on the ``crisis subgame'' of a more general ``international interaction
game,'' their most pointed conclusions about threat credibility
concern its role in immediate deterrence situations. And ®nally,
Morrow (1994b) and Smith (1995, 1996, 1998b) construct models that
link threat credibility and alliance commitments. In consequence, the
insights that can be drawn from these models pertain almost exclu-
sively to situations of extended deterrence.7 None of these studies,
therefore, attempts to explain fully the dynamics of direct general
deterrence relationships. Nor do they provide a de®nitive resolution
of the paradox of deterrence ± although they may be suggestive of,
and potentially consistent with, the resolution we provide.

We should also make clear that this approach to credibility remains
inconsistent with the underlying precepts of classical deterrence
theory in general, and of brinkmanship models in particular. As
already discussed, classic formulations of deterrence start with the
presumption that all end-game deterrent threats are (both instrumen-
tally and procedurally) irrational, but that they are nonetheless
executed probabilistically by an impersonal force with no stake in the
game. As we argued above, this approach bypasses the credibility
problem ± as even Powell (1987) admits ± because it supposes that the
players' risks are imposed on them by ``nature,'' rather than as a
consequence of the opponent's threat. Since the classic approach treats
the credibility of end-game threats as a constant, the very possibility
of exploring the relationship between threat credibility and stable
deterrence is precluded. But even if credibility were to be treated as a
variable, a fundamental problem would still exist: as long as incred-
ible threats can be executed, no linkage can possibly be established
between credibility and deterrence.

7 We analyze extended deterrence relationships in part III.
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All of which is not to say that we hold that nature plays no role in
the way that con¯icts, nuclear or otherwise, evolve. Rather than
prejudge the question, however, we assume that the risks associated
with war and other con¯ict outcomes are re¯ected in the values
(utilities) of the players. As we hope to demonstrate, this approach
permits a thorough evaluation of the connection between credibility
and deterrence stability and, more importantly, leads to a theory of
deterrence that is at once logically consistent and empirically plau-
sible. Equally important are the policy implications of the theory we
construct: they differ signi®cantly from those that follow from clas-
sical deterrence theory (see chapter 1). We discuss these differences in
detail in chapter 10.

3.2 Resolving the paradox IV: mutually credible
threats

As a ®rst step toward constructing a new general theory of deterrence,
we now demonstrate that the paradox of mutual deterrence is
resolved once each player's retaliatory threat is afforded perfect
credibility. By resolving the paradox, we eliminate the logical contra-
diction inherent in decision-theoretic deterrence theory and lay the
conceptual foundation for a reformulation of classical deterrence
theory.

To this end, consider again the broad outlines of a typical mutual
deterrence situation in which State A and State B are trying to prevent
each other from upsetting the status quo. To maintain conceptual
consistency, and to keep things as simple as possible, assume the same
initial choices the players have in Chicken. Each player must decide
whether to cooperate (C) with the other by supporting the status quo
or to defect (D) from cooperation by attempting to overturn it. Also
assume, for now, that the players make their initial choices simulta-
neously.8 Thus, if both cooperate, the Status Quo (outcome SQ) ensues.
(We represent A's utility for outcome SQ by aSQ and B's by bSQ. In
general, A's and B's utilities at outcome K will be denoted (aK, bK).)
Similarly, if both sides defect, all-out Con¯ict (outcome DD) results. In
this case, the utility of A is aDD and of B is bDD. Here and hereafter we
assume that the players' utilities (aSQ, bSQ, aDD, bDD, etc.) are von

8 In chapter 5 we consider the consequences of sequential choice.
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Neumann±Morgenstern (1944) utilities.9 Thus a player's utilities auto-
matically represent both its relative preferences and its risk attitudes.

Now assume that if one player cooperates while the other defects,
the cooperating player has another opportunity to choose D, that is, to
retaliate; if the cooperating player decides not to retaliate (i.e., sticks
with C), the other Wins or gains an advantage (either outcome DC or
CD); but if the cooperating player retaliates, Con¯ict occurs. The four
possible outcomes of this game, called the Generalized Mutual Deter-
rence Game, are summarized in the outcome matrix of ®gure 3.1.10

Before we get in over our heads, we remind the reader that game-
theoretic models are, in essence, empty vessels: they can be ®lled with
a wide variety of substantive liquids. And while the liquids largely
take on the shape of their containers, they remain liquids: ¯uid and
malleable. In the Chicken model, for instance, players may either
cooperate or defect. But since both terms are operationally unde®ned,
it is up to the modeler to ascribe meaning and draw distinctions.
Thus, depending on the context, ``to cooperate'' might imply taking
no action (i.e., doing nothing), or it could mean being proactive in

9 Some conditions on preferences over lotteries (probabilistic packages of alternatives)
are required to justify the von Neumann±Morgenstern utilities that we use below. For
instance, preferences over lotteries are assumed to be continuous, which means that,
if a is preferred to b and b to c, then there is some lottery involving a and c (say 50/50
or 60/40) that is indifferent to b. For a discussion and two different formulations of
the other conditions, see Hargreaves Heap and Varoufakis (1995: 4±14) and Luce and
Raiffa (1957: 23±31).

10 We emphasize that this is an outcome matrix, not the strategic form of a game.
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support of a collective goal. If the other player has already defected,
``to cooperate'' could also mean capitulating. Similarly, ``to defect''
might mean, inter alia, making a demand, issuing a challenge, pre-
cipitating a crisis, launching an attack or, if the opposing player has
already defected, retaliating. Or as Bueno de Mesquita, Morrow, and
Zorick (1997: 17) might put it, ``the exact contents of the [defection] are
exogenous to this model.''

Similarly, the outcomes of any game model are protean concepts. A
good example is the outcome we call Con¯ict. In some situations,
Con¯ict could be taken to imply an all-out nuclear war. But the term
need not be so restricted, or even con®ned to armed hostilities. In
some contexts, it could imply a protracted confrontation, such as the
Iranian hostage crisis that started in 1979 and did not end until early
in 1981. In our models, therefore, as in the real world, the precise form
of any Con¯ict outcome will depend on a number of factors, including
the nature of the defection, the level of the response, etc. All of which
is to explain why we will be, at times, intentionally vague about the
empirical referents of the constituent parts of the models we construct
and analyze.

Returning again to our previous discussion, consider now ®gure
3.2, a representation of the Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game in
extensive or game-tree form. In this representation it might appear as
if State A makes the ®rst choice at node 1. But this is not the case.
Notice the straight line ± called an information set ± connecting State
B's choice at nodes 2a and 2b.11 An information set provides a concise
graphical summary of the knowledge each player has about all the
choices made in a game up to that point. When two or more nodes are
contained in a player's information set, the two nodes are indistin-
guishable to the player. Thus when B makes its initial choice, it does
not know whether it is at node 2a or at node 2b, that is, it does not
know what choice A has made.

Since A's choice is represented as the ®rst choice in the game, there
is, perforce, only one node in its information set.12 But this is simply

11 Technically, an information set is a set of nodes mutually joined by such lines. All
nodes in the information set must belong to the same player, and must present that
player with exactly the same number of choices, labeled in exactly the same way.

12 Sets containing only one element are called singletons. If all information sets in a
game are singletons, the game is said to be a game of perfect information. The game of
®gure 3.2, then, is not a game of perfect information. Perfect information should be
distinguished from complete informationwhich we discuss below.
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another way of saying that A's choice is made without prior know-
ledge of B's choice.

Notice that we have subtly changed the rules associated with the
mutual deterrence game considered in chapter 1 to allow for the
possibility of retaliation. At this point, the suspicious reader might
think that our proposal to resolve the paradox of mutual deterrence
depends on this modi®cation of the underlying game form. This is
only partly true. The rule change is motivated by a desire to represent
better the dynamics of mutual deterrence relationships. In fact, the
change is, by itself, insuf®cient to eliminate the paradox. Given the
core assumptions of classical deterrence theory, the paradox stands.

To see this, assume for now that the Con¯ict outcome (DD) is
mutually worst, as in Chicken. To maintain consistency with classical
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realism, also assume that each player is egotistical and (1) prefers
winning (outcome DC or CD) to the Status Quo (SQ),13 and (2) prefers
the Status Quo to losing to the other side. These assumptions restrict
the players' preferences over the four outcomes as follows:

State A: AWins >A Status Quo >A B Wins >A Con¯ict (3.1)
State B: B Wins >B Status Quo >B A Wins >B Con¯ict (3.2)

where ``>A'' means ``is preferred to by A'' and ``>B'' means ``is
preferred to by B.'' In terms of utilities, these restrictions imply
aDC > aSQ > aCD > aDD, and bCD > bSQ > bDC > bDD.

Notice that in this array neither player prefers to retaliate. A prefers
B Wins to Con¯ict (aCD > aDD) while B prefers A Wins to Con¯ict
(bDC > bDD). Thus, as in Chicken, neither player has a credible
retaliatory threat.14 Of course, the game is not Chicken. In Chicken,
each player has only one move with two choices, while in the present
example each player has two moves, each with two choices. In
Chicken, then, each player has 162 = 2 strategies, to cooperate or to
defect. By contrast, in the Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game, each
player has 262 = 4 strategies:

1. C Regardless (C/C)
2. Tit-for-Tat (C/D)
3. Tat-for-Tit (D/C)
4. D Regardless (D/D).

Thus, the strategic-form of any game played under the rules of play
summarized by ®gure 3.2 results in a 464 matrix. Figure 3.3 is the
strategic-form representation of the ordinal game de®ned by the
rules of ®gure 3.2 and the preference restrictions given by (3.1) and
(3.2).

Selten's perfectness criterion can be applied to the extensive-form
game of ®gure 3.2 at nodes 3a and 3b. Speci®cally, the requirement of
rational choices throughout the subgame15 beginning at node 3a means

13 We modify this assumption from chapter 5 onward.
14 Mansbach (1997) writes that ``disaster occurs in chicken when both players believe

the other is bluf®ng.'' In terms of our de®nitions, however, in Chicken and in the
game of ®gure 3.2, both players are bluf®ng: each prefers to back down rather than
endure con¯ict. Disaster occurs when both bluffs are called.

15 The subgame beginning at a node of an extensive-form game is the extensive-form
game obtained by deleting all nodes other than that node and its successors. (Note
that the subgame is well-de®ned only if no information set of the original game
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that State A must choose rationally either C or D, knowing that State B
has already chosen D. But here A is choosing between outcomes CD
(B Wins) and DD (Con¯ict), and (3.1) tells us that State A prefers CD,
i.e., that A should choose C. Thus behavior that calls for A to choose
anything other than C (i.e., D) at node 3a fails the perfectness criterion.
The argument is similar at node 3b, where perfectness demands that
State B choose C rather than D, based on (3.2).

In ®gure 3.3, Nash equilibria are indicated by asterisks. The shaded
cells are those outcomes consistent with the perfectness criterion.
Observe that there are ®ve Nash equilibria in the strategic form, but
that only two are subgame-perfect. Speci®cally, the perfect equilibria
are (D/C, C/C), resulting in the DC outcome (A's most preferred and
B's next-least preferred), and (C/C, D/C), resulting in the CD

contains at least one node that is included in the subgame, and at least one node that
is not. In a game of perfect information, all information sets are singletons [i.e.,
contain only one node], so there is a well-de®ned subgame from every node. But in a
game with nontrivial information sets, some nodes will not correspond to a
subgame.)
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outcome (A's next-least preferred and B's most preferred). There is
one Nash equilibrium associated with the survival of the Status Quo,
the ``tit-for-tat'' equilibrium (C/D, C/D), but it is not perfect! We
conclude that if both sides have threats that lack credibility, the Status
Quo cannot rationally survive ± in other words, the precepts of
rationality are inconsistent with general deterrence success.

To see why general deterrence fails, consider the Nash equilibrium
with ordinal values (3, 3) shown in ®gure 3.3. The required tit-for-tat
strategies require each player to choose C initially, but to plan to
switch to D if the opponent's initial choice is D. If both choose C
initially, the Status Quo results and the outcome is an equilibrium:
neither can do better unilaterally by switching to another strategy.
But, and this is a big ``but,'' given each player's preferences, switching
to D subsequently is irrational. For example, suppose that at the start
of the game A chooses D and B chooses C. After these initial choices, B
has an opportunity (at node 3b) to retaliate. B can stick with C ± in
which case A Wins, or choose D ± in which case Con¯ict ensues. B, of
course, preferring A Wins to Con¯ict (bDC > bDD), should ± if it is
rational ± choose C.

All of which is another way of saying that when both players lack a
credible retaliatory threat, the stability of the status quo is inconsistent
with the canons of rational choice. Put in still different terms, general
deterrence should not obtain when con¯ict is the worst outcome for
both players. Thus, the alteration in the rules of play that we
introduced is of little moment; given mutually incredible threats, the
paradox of mutual deterrence stands.

All of this changes, however, when both State A and State B have
credible retaliatory threats, preferring to retaliate if the other chooses D
initially, that is, when:

State A: AWins >A Status Quo >A Con¯ict >A B Wins (3.3)
State B: B Wins >B Status Quo >B Con¯ict >B A Wins (3.4)

or when aDC > aSQ > aDD > aCD and bCD > bSQ > bDD > bDC.

It is particularly signi®cant that these preferences are exactly the
same as those of the players in game theory's most famous 262 game
± Prisoners' Dilemma. The only structural difference between Prisoners'
Dilemma and Chicken concerns the relative ranking of each player's
two worst outcomes. In Chicken, each player prefers capitulation to
con¯ict. In Prisoners' Dilemma, this ranking is reversed. As we show
next, this simple difference has a very important implication for the
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dynamics of mutual deterrence relationships. When the preferences of
expressions (3.3) and (3.4) hold, deterrence works.16

To see why, consider now ®gure 3.4, the strategic-form representa-
tion of the Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game (see ®gure 3.2) with
preferences given by (3.3) and (3.4). Application of the perfectness
criterion at nodes 3a and 3b imposes the requirement that both
players choose D in this follow-up stage, because both now prefer
con¯ict to capitulation. The outcomes consistent with this require-
ment, that is, with subgame perfection, are highlighted in ®gure 3.4.

The game of ®gure 3.4 has ®ve Nash equilibria, but only two are
perfect. One of them produces Con¯ict, but the other supports the
Status Quo! This means that when both players have a credible retaliatory
threat, deterrence is not only stable, but rational as well. Moreover,
deterrence is more than just possible, it is likely; of the two perfect
equilibria, only the deterrence equilibrium has a Pareto-optimal
outcome.17 In fact, the Status Quo, the outcome of the deterrence
equilibrium, is Pareto-superior to Con¯ict, the outcome of the other
perfect equilibrium. Thus, the criterion of perfectness reinforces the
view of traditional strategic thinkers about the signi®cance of credible
threats in international affairs.

The intuition behind our conclusions about deterrence when both
sides have credible threats is easy to grasp. If each player believes
that, should it alone defect initially, the other would certainly retaliate
(because it is instrumentally rational to do so), then each is better off
by cooperating ± and inducing its next-best outcome ± than by
defecting ± and inducing its next-worst outcome. Given the emphasis
on the importance of credible threats in the informal strategic litera-
ture, this result is hardly surprising. Most traditional deterrence
theorists hold that deterrence works best when each side possesses a
credible retaliatory threat. But, and this too is a big ``but,'' since almost
all decision-theoretic deterrence theorists start with the assumption

16 This result should be contrasted with that of Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman (1992:
142, 167) who hold that Prisoners' Dilemma conditions encourage war and con¯ict.
But their de®nition of these conditions within the context of their ``crisis subgame'' is
suspect. (See Zagare [1993] for a detailed discussion.) More in line with our
conclusion is Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman's (1992: 124) ``cooperation proposition''
which states that ``if both parties to a con¯ict of interest are known to be prepared to
retaliate, then cooperation or harmony is guaranteed.''

17 Outcome K is Pareto-superior to outcome L if all players ®nd K at least as preferable as
L, and at least one player strictly prefers K to L. Outcome L is Pareto-optimal if there is
no outcome K that is Pareto-superior to L.
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that all retaliatory threats are inherently incredible (see chapter 1), this
straightforward connection between credibility and deterrence stabil-
ity is frequently obscured in the formal literature of deterrence. This is
perhaps why there has been, as yet, no systematic analysis of the
connection between threat credibility and the dynamics of deterrence
across a range of strategic environments.

One aim of this book is to specify this connection, precisely, for a
variety of deterrence relationships, mutual and unilateral, direct and
extended. We believe that a signi®cantly different theoretical structure
emerges once the possibility is admitted that the players may prefer
retaliation to capitulation ± an assumption that is perforce eliminated
by those classical deterrence theorists who begin with an underlying
structure that re¯ects preferences similar to those in Chicken. In the
rest of this chapter we lay the groundwork for this reformulation of
classical deterrence theory.18

18 Fearon's (1990, 1994b) crisis bargaining models are a hybrid of Perfect Deterrence
Theory and the brinkmanship models discussed in chapter 2. Like Howard (1971),
Gauthier (1984), Nalebuff (1986), and others, Fearon begins with a payoff structure in
which neither player believes the other prefers war to backing down. But as the game
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One implication, however, is immediate. If deterrence is unlikely
when each player lacks a credible threat, then one would expect
players involved in real-world mutual deterrence games to try to
shore up the status quo by establishing credibility. Put another way,
players have every incentive to manipulate the underlying structure
of those mutual deterrence games that structurally resemble Chicken
and attempt to transform them into games with preference con®gura-
tions similar to Prisoners' Dilemma, as Fearon's (1994b) analysis of the
impact of audience costs on crisis bargaining outcomes suggests.
Thus, rather than by precipitous actions ± which are clearly mandated
in Chicken and its derivative games ± one would anticipate that those
acute interstate crises that are successfully managed to be character-
ized by verbal and nonverbal communication patterns like tit-for-tat ±
which are consistent with Prisoners' Dilemma games. Tit-for-tat
strategies combine the carrot ± ``I'll cooperate if you will cooperate'' ±
and the stick ± ``but otherwise I'll defect.''

There is more than a modicum of empirical support for the
proposition that conditionally cooperative strategies and reciprocal
behavioral sequences are common patterns in international affairs
(e.g., Snyder and Diesing, 1977; Walker, 1977; Huth, 1988a; Goldstein
and Freeman, 1990; Leng, 1993). The theory we construct in this book
is entirely consistent with these observations and, moreover, helps to
explain why reciprocal actions are so frequently observed. By contrast,
they are simply inexplicable within classical deterrence theory.

Parenthetically, we add that the connection we draw between
deterrence stability, threat credibility, and tit-for-tat strategies is robust
across a number of game-theoretic methodologies, including the
theory of metagames,19 the analysis of options technique developed by
Fraser and Hipel (1984),20 the theory of moves advanced by Brams

progresses, and as (audience) costs accumulate, one side is able to signal credibly that
its preference is for war. In Fearon's formalizations and in the models developed
herein (see ®gure 3.5), that side generally prevails. Since costly signals can be
transmitted only after a threat has been issued, Fearon's models do not fully explain
why and when general deterrence will succeed.

19 The Status Quo (3,3) is a metaequilibrium in Prisoners' Dilemma. It is supported by
one player's weakly dominant metastrategy (D/D/C/D) and the other player's best
response to it (D/C). Both strategies are conditionally cooperative. See Howard (1971:
54±60) or Brams (1975: 30±39) for a discussion.

20 Since movement away from (3,3) in Prisoners' Dilemma is ``sanctioned'' by both
players, the Fraser±Hipel technique ®nds the Status Quo to be in equilibrium.
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(1994),21 and the evolutionary approach taken by Axelrod (1984).22

Signi®cantly, conditional cooperation emerges as the key to deterrence
stability in all of these approaches. This theoretical and empirical
convergence on the ef®cacy of conditionally cooperative strategies
strongly suggests the need to recast classical deterrence theory which,
at the unit level, prescribes coercive bargaining behavior inconsistent
with tit-for-tat. This is the task we have set out for ourselves in this
work.

Finally, for the sake of completeness, we note that if credibility is
asymmetrically distributed, that is, if one player has a credible
retaliatory threat and the other player does not, the Status Quo is not

21 The theory of moves assumes that if one player switches strategies and moves to
another outcome, the other can then counter-move, the ®rst can subsequently
counter-counter-move, and so on. Given this possibility, the Status Quo (3,3) outcome
emerges as a nonmyopic equilibrium in Prisoners' Dilemma. For an analysis of
deterrence using this framework, see Zagare (1987).

22 In Axelrod's ``evolutionary approach,'' tit-for-tat is a ``collectively stable'' strategy
provided that each player's value for future payoffs in an iterated Prisoners'
Dilemma game is low enough.
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consistent with rationality. (In this case, the underlying preference
structure resembles the 262 ordinal game that Snyder and Diesing
[1977: 46] label Called Bluff.) In this game, there is a single subgame-
perfect equilibrium. The outcome associated with this equilibrium
supports a win for the player whose threat is credible. (See ®gure 3.5,
where State A's threat is credible, but where State B's threat is not.)
Thus, when either one or both players' threats lack credibility, general
deterrence does not stand a chance. But when both players have
credible retaliatory threats, chances are good that deterrence will
succeed.

3.3 On capability

While credibility is an important element in the deterrence mixture, it
is, by itself, not suf®cient to ensure a stable status quo. Like ``Covenants
without the Sword,'' such threats are ``but Words, and of no strength to
secure a man at all'' (Hobbes, 1968 [1651]: 223). Most classical deter-
rence theorists have known for some time (e.g., Kaufmann, 1956) that
successful deterrence requires both credible and capable retaliatory
threats. The reason is simple. As we demonstrate below, a capable
threat is a necessary condition for general deterrence stability (Zagare,
1987: ch. 4). Our primary purpose in showing this explicitly is to
account for those general deterrence failures that occur when at least
one side is intent on aggression. A secondary purpose is to illustrate
that deterrence might fail even when threats are credible all around.

Like credibility, capability is an ill-de®ned concept in the security
literature. Indeed, it is frequently the case that the two concepts are
con¯ated. Consider, for example, Craig and George's (1995: 190)
description of the strategic situation just prior to the 1967 war in the
Middle East: ``because of the distaste for foreign ground combat
engendered by US involvement in Vietnam, President Johnson found
himself unable or unwilling to honor Eisenhower's 1956 commitment in
reference to the Straits of Tiran'' (emphasis added).23

There is, however, a signi®cant difference between being unwilling
to do something and being unable to do something. The unwillingness
to execute a threat has to do with the preferences of the party making a
threat, and hence with threat credibility. But since the inability to
carry out a threat has implications for the preferences of the party

23 Also see Most and Starr (1989: 39).
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being threatened, we associate it with threat capability. Following
Schelling (1966), then, we de®ne threat capability as the ability of the
threatener to hurt its opponent.

When de®ned in this way, threats may be incapable for one of two
reasons. First, a player may simply lack the physical ability to execute
a threat (Kissinger, 1994: 478). Nuclear threats, for instance, require
both nuclear weapons and the means to deliver them. Threats that
cannot be carried out are not real and can safely be ignored, as we do
in chapter 6 when modeling limited Soviet retaliatory capabilities
during the early 1950s.

Second, threats lack capability if they would not ``hurt'' when
executed. If a threat hurts, the target of the threat is worse off than if
the threat had not been executed; if a threat does not hurt, the
threatened side would be at least as well off, after the threat were
executed, than had it not taken the prohibited action to begin with.
Accordingly, we de®ne threat capability in terms of the relationship
between the outcome that results when no action is taken (i.e., the
Status Quo) and the outcome that results when an untoward action is
taken and the threat is executed (i.e., Con¯ict). A threat will be said to
be capable, then, if and only if the threatened player prefers the Status
Quo to Con¯ict; when this relationship is reversed, the threat will be
said to lack capability.24

If words can be believed, the US threat to defend Taiwan against a
Chinese invasion is a current example of a deterrent threat that lacks
capability. Here is how one senior Chinese military of®cer put it in
February 1997 shortly after the death of Deng Xiaoping: ``if Taiwan
became independent, we simply would have no room to back off and
would resort to military force regardless of whether the United States
interfered. If the Americans did not come, we would do it; if the
Americans came, we would do it'' (Tyler, 1997).

Similarly, in August 1995, neither a US threat to impose sanctions,
nor a German threat to block Croatia's entry into the European Union,
were judged capable of preventing Croatia from taking back Krajina
from rebel Serbs. According to an account in the New York Times, ``the
consensus among most of®cials was that nothing the United States

24 Thus, as in prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979), the status quo is an
important reference point in Perfect Deterrence Theory. We discuss the importance of
this reference point below. For discussions of prospect theory and international
relations theory, see Levy (1992a, 1992b, 1997). See also Downs and Rocke (1995:
15±18).
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could do or say would dissuade [Croatian President Franco] Tudjman
from attacking.''25 In consequence, perhaps, neither threat was made
(Engleberg, 1995).26

The Belgian threat to resist a German invasion in 1914 is a good
example of a threat that lacked both capability and credibility. The
threat lacked credibility because Germany did not believe that
Belgium would prefer to resist (Tuchman, 1962: 40). It lacked capa-
bility because the German preference for invasion did not depend on
Belgian intentions ± with or without Belgian resistance, the Germans
preferred to invade.

By contrast, the British threat to defend Belgium was potentially
capable, although some German strategists, including the architect of
Germany's war plan, Count Alfred von Schlieffen, had previously
discounted the impact of Britain's small expeditionary force (Kagan,
1995: 212). Unfortunately, the British threat almost certainly lacked
credibility. The German High Command did not think Britain would
®ght (Massie, 1991). Had it been credible, it is very possible that
German actions would have been more circumspect. The British
threat to defend the Falkland Islands falls into the same category.
According to US Secretary of State Alexander Haig (1984: 287),
Argentine leaders did not expect the British to ``go to war for such a
small problem as these few rocky islands.''

Threats, then, can be capable but not credible. Huth, Gelpi, and
Bennett (1993: 612), however, argue that the converse cannot be true:
``A credible threat implies that the deterring party has the military
capabilities to impose high costs on a challenger and that the
challenger perceives that the deterring party is willing to do so.'' In
terms of our de®nitions, however, this is not so. Threats can be
credible without necessarily being capable. The implicit Austrian
threat to defend itself in 1866 is a case in point. Prussian minister Otto
von Bismarck knew that Austria would ®ght back, but instigated a
con¯ict with Austria anyway. Bismarck actually preferred a brief and
decisive war to enduring an unsatisfactory status quo (Smoke, 1977).
The Austrian threat to resist, credible as it might have been, was
simply beside the point. Given Bismarck's preferences, Prussia could

25 Apparently, the same threats were capable (and credible) in January 1995 when they
were in fact issued. At that time, Croatia decided to hold off attacking.

26 The US decision not to pressure Croatia may have turned on a reassessment of
Serbia's position. Previously it was feared that Serbia would retaliate. By August, US
intelligence of®cials were no longer certain that Serbia would intervene.
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not be deterred. Much the same could be said about the Polish threat
to defend itself against Germany in 1939 (Huth and Russett, 1990:
479), and numerous other cases in which an aggressor intended to
attack no matter what the defender's intentions happened to be.

It is easy to demonstrate why capability is an absolutely necessary
condition for deterrence success. To this end, assume now the follow-
ing restrictions on the players' preferences:

State A: AWins >A Con¯ict >A Status Quo >A B Wins (3.5)
State B: B Wins >B Con¯ict >B Status Quo >B AWins (3.6)

which are the same as the preferences that de®ne the 262 strict
ordinal game Snyder and Diesing (1977: 124) call Deadlock. Note that
both players have credible threats: both prefer Con¯ict to losing. But
neither has a capable threat: each player's opponent prefers Con¯ict to
the Status Quo.

Figure 3.6 is the strategic-form representation of the game de®ned
by the model of ®gure 3.2 and the preference restrictions of expres-
sions (3.5) and (3.6). There are eight Nash equilibria in this game, only
three of which are subgame-perfect. All three are associated with
Con¯ict, and all three involve initial defection by at least one player.
Thus, even though both players have credible threats, the Status Quo
is never stable, and deterrence is never rational.

It is easy to generalize this result: as long as at least one player lacks
a capable threat, deterrence will fail. A capable threat, therefore, is
necessary, but not suf®cient, for deterrence success. Signi®cantly, this
conclusion sets Perfect Deterrence Theory apart from the position of
some proponents of a ``power politics'' model who claim that a
defender's possession of superior capabilities is a suf®cient condition
for deterrence success (Levy, 1988: 489).

3.4 Deterrence and uncertainty

So far we have shown that, provided both players possess capable
retaliatory threats,27 perfectly credible threats are suf®cient to en-
gender deterrence stability. Of course, in the real world, credibility is

27 To focus attention on the most interesting and problematic cases, we henceforth take
threat capability as given. In other words we shall ask, given capable threats, what is
the impact of status quo assessments, threat credibility, and strategic uncertainty,
inter alia, on deterrence relationships?
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usually less than perfect. Players in actual deterrence games may
suspect that their opponent prefers retaliation to capitulation, or the
other way around, but they rarely know this for sure. In this section,
we provide a demonstration that credibility need not be perfect in
order to ensure deterrence stability. In the process, we introduce the
contemporary methodology of games of incomplete information. In
the remaining chapters, the terminology and the methodology we
introduce will be re®ned and extended as we more fully respecify
classical deterrence theory.

To this end, consider the Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game
depicted in extensive-form in ®gure 3.7: State A begins play by
deciding whether to cooperate (C) and accept the status quo or to
defect (D) and demand its alteration. If A chooses C, the game ends
and the outcome is the Status Quo (SQ). But if State A defects, State B
must decide whether to concede (C) the issue ± in which case the
outcome is A Wins (DC) ± or deny (D) the demand and precipitate
Con¯ict (DD).

To analyze this primitive model, we make several assumptions
about the preferences, or the relative magnitudes of the players'
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utilities, over the three possible outcomes, SQ, DC, and DD. To keep
things simple, suppose that State A most prefers to win (A Wins). Also
assume that State B's threat is capable: State A prefers the Status Quo
to Con¯ict. Assume as well that State B prefers the Status Quo to all
other outcomes. Rather than making a ®xed assumption about B's
preference between A Wins and Con¯ict, however, we assume that
State B could be of one of two types:

1. Hard, preferring Con¯ict to A Wins, and
2. Soft, preferring A Wins to Con¯ict.

Thus, with respect to player preferences, we assume that:

State A: AWins >A Status Quo >A Con¯ict (3.7)
State B (Hard ): Status Quo >B Con¯ict >B A Wins (3.8)
State B (Soft): Status Quo >B AWins >B Con¯ict. (3.9)

In terms of utilities, we assume aDC > aSQ > aDD, and bSQ > bDD > bDC

if State B is Hard, or bSQ > bDC > bDD if State B is Soft.

3.4.1 Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game with complete
information

For the moment, assume that all information about preferences is
common knowledge, that is, not only does each player know its own
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preferences, but State B knows State A's preferences, and State A
knows State B's preferences, including State B's type. In other words,
consider the Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game with complete
information. We will now show that there is always a unique subgame-
perfect equilibrium for the Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence
Game, although what strategies that equilibrium prescribes depends
on State B's type.

Consider ®rst the case in which State B's type is Soft. Working
backward up the tree of ®gure 3.7, State B will rationally concede at
node 2 since a Soft B prefers A Wins to Con¯ict (i.e., bDC > bDD).
Given this choice what should A do at node 1? If A cooperates, the
outcome is Status Quo, A's next-best outcome. But if A defects, the
outcome will be A Wins, A's best outcome. Clearly, State A should
defect. The unique subgame-perfect equilibrium, then, is for A to
choose D, and then B to choose C, resulting in outcome DC. Neither
player can do better by unilaterally changing its decision.

Now suppose that State B is Hard. Again, working backward up the
game tree, B's rational choice at node 2 is to defy A and choose D,
since bDD > bDC when B is Hard. Given this choice, it is clear that State
A should cooperate at node 1 because cooperation leads to the Status
Quo, A's next-best outcome, while defection leads to Con¯ict, A's
worst outcome. Thus, the unique subgame-perfect equilibrium is for
State A to cooperate and for State B to plan to defy A if A were to
defect; the resulting outcome is Status Quo.

In the notation introduced in ®gure 3.7, x and y are strategic
variables representing the players' decisions. Speci®cally

x = probability that A chooses D
y = probability that B chooses D.

Table 3.1 describes the unique subgame-perfect equilibrium of
the Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game with complete
information.

3.4.2 Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game with one-sided
incomplete information

Assume now a game of one-sided incomplete information in which State
A does not know State B's type or, in practical terms, State A does not
know B's order of preference between A Wins and Con¯ict. Note that
all information except State B's type is still common knowledge, so B
knows State A's preferences, and A knows that B prefers SQ to either
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DD or DC.28 To model State A's lack of information about State B's
type, B's utility for Con¯ict (outcome DD) is treated as an independent
binary random variable (which we indicate with an upper-case letter)
with a known distribution:

bDD+ with probability pB
BDD =

(
bDD7 with probability 17pB

where the numbers bDD+, bDD7, and pB satisfy bDD+ > bDC > bDD7 and
0 < pB < 1.

In words, this means that with probability pB, State B will be of type
Hard (i.e., prefers Con¯ict to A Wins), and with the complementary
probability (17pB), State B will be of type Soft (i.e., prefers A Wins to
Con¯ict). Put in a slightly different way, with probability pB State B's
utility for Con¯ict will exceed its utility for A Wins (bDD+ > bDC );
otherwise, its utility for A Wins will exceed its utility for Con¯ict
(bDC > bDD7). With these modi®cations, the following restrictions on
utilities apply:

State A: aDC > aSQ > aDD (3.10)
State B: bSQ > bDD+ > bDC > bDD7. (3.11)

In a game of incomplete information, rational behavioral possi-
bilities are summarized by the set of perfect Bayesian equilibria (or PBE),
the natural extension of subgame-perfect equilibria. A perfect Bayesian
equilibrium consists of a plan of action (i.e., a strategy) for each player,
plus a set of beliefs about (i.e., subjective probabilities over) the other
player's type (one for each player), such that each player (1) always

28 We assume that both players know all the utilities, including the utilities that B
would have if it were Hard, and the utilities that B would have if it were Soft. In fact,
the only uncertainty, which is suffered by A alone, is whether B is Hard or Soft.
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Table 3.1. Forms of subgame-perfect equilibria for the Rudimentary
Asymmetric Deterrence Game with complete information

Subgame-perfect equilibrium

x y

State B is Soft 1 0

State B is Hard 0 1



acts to maximize its expected utility given its beliefs, and (2) always
updates those beliefs rationally (i.e., according to Bayes' rule) given the
actions it observes during the play of the game. A perfect Bayesian
equilibrium, therefore, speci®es a rational action choice for every type
of every player at every decision node or information set belonging to
the player; as well, it must indicate how each player updates its beliefs
about other players' types after observing their choices.

Because the Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game with in-
complete information is quite austere, the perfect Bayesian equilibria
are relatively easy to specify. First, note that condition (2) does not
apply. In this simple game, since State A's preferences are presumed
to be common knowledge (i.e., known to both players), State B has no
need to update its beliefs. And since State A makes no move after
State B, A has no opportunity to update its beliefs before acting. Thus,
for this game, a perfect Bayesian equilibrium consists of a three-tuple
specifying a single action choice for State A and two action choices for
State B (one choice for each possible type). Extending the notation for
strategic variables in a natural way, let

x = the probability that State A chooses D
yH = the probability that State B chooses D, given that it is Hard
yS = the probability that State B chooses D, given that it is Soft.

A perfect Bayesian equilibrium for the game of ®gure 3.7, then, will
specify values for these three variables which we write as: (x; yH, yS).

29

In the Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game with incomplete
information, State B makes its move after, and is fully informed about,
State A's choice. As a consequence, State B's choices are strictly
determined by its type: yH always equals 1 and yS always equals 0. In
other words, if State B is Hard, preferring con¯ict to capitulation, it
should always choose D; but if it is Soft with the opposite preference,
it should always choose C. It remains to be shown, then, what choice
maximizes State A's utility.

State A's choice depends on two variables. One is the intensity of its
preference (i.e., its utility) for outcome DC. Ceteris paribus, the higher
the value that State A places on winning, the more likely it should be
to defect at node 1. The other determinant of State A's optimal strategy

29 Since there is no opportunity for updating, this is in fact a Bayesian equilibrium
(Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991: ch. 6). We do not emphasize the simpler Bayesian
equilibrium because we wish to introduce the somewhat more elaborate perfect
Bayesian equilibrium, which we will use later.
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is its belief about B's type, since B's type will determine whether
initiation results in A Wins or Con¯ict. The higher the credibility of
State B's threat (i.e., the higher the probability that State B is Hard),
the higher the probability that State A will cooperate at node 1, and
conversely.

It is not dif®cult (see appendix 3) to show that State A maximizes its
expected utility by choosing C if and only if the probability that State
B is Hard (pB) exceeds a threshold am de®ned as follows:

am � aDC ÿ aCC
aDC ÿ aDD

�3:12�

and maximizes its expected utility by choosing D when pB < am. (We
do not consider the possibility that pB = am, which ``almost never''
occurs.) Thus, there is exactly one perfect Bayesian equilibrium in this
game, which must take one of two forms. Table 3.2 summarizes its
technical details:

1. A Deterrence Equilibrium (x; yH,yS) = (0; 1, 0) in which State A
always chooses to cooperate at node 1 and State B plans to
defect at node 2 if it is Hard and plans to cooperate at node 2
if it is Soft. This equilibrium exists if and only if State B's
threat is credible enough (i.e., pB > am). The outcome under
this equilibrium will always be the Status Quo.

2. An Attack Equilibrium (x; yH,yS) = (1; 1, 0) under which State A
always chooses to defect at node 1. The Attack Equilibrium
exists as long as State B's credibility falls below the threshold
required to support the Deterrence Equilibrium. The actual
outcome, of course, depends on State B's type. If State B is
Hard, it defects and Con¯ict occurs. But if State B is Soft, it
cooperates and A Wins.

Note that despite its extreme simplicity, the Rudimentary Asym-
metric Deterrence Game with incomplete information provides an
explanation of how Con¯ict can sometimes occur in a deterrence
situation. This is an important question because (1) the decision-
makers are assumed to be rational, and (2) the Con¯ict outcome is
Pareto-inferior ± both players prefer the Status Quo, and each knows
that its opponent prefers it too.

Furthermore, the model suggests that Con¯ict occurs only when
State B is unexpectedly Hard. To be more speci®c, State A compares
its beliefs (likelihood that State B is Hard, pB) with a threshold that
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depends on its preferences (am); Con¯ict is not possible, according to
the model, unless the likelihood that State B is Hard is low enough.
Conversely, when this likelihood is high, deterrence is obtained.

The deterrence threshold (am) speci®ed by expression (3.12) pro-
vides important information about the strategic implications of three
of the model's variables: as one might expect, ceteris paribus, the
greater State A's utility for the Status Quo (aSQ) relative to its utility for
the other outcomes, or the greater the cost of con¯ict (aDD), the lower
am and the easier it is for State B to deter State A. Conversely, the more
State A values A Wins (aDC), the higher am and the higher must be
State B's credibility to deter State A.

What status should be given to these two perfect Bayesian equilib-
ria? As noted, perfect Bayesian equilibria delimit the contours of
rational play in a game of incomplete information. Thus, they are a
model's predictions about likely behavior. In the particular case of the
Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game of ®gure 3.7, a reasonable
interpretation is that the behavioral pattern associated with one of the
two perfect Bayesian equilibria would manifest itself in a real-world
interaction between rational players. Which one would depend pri-
marily on State A's beliefs about State B's type. If State B's threat is
credible enough, State A is deterred; if not, the Status Quo should not
survive.

Additionally, when such expectations are supported empirically,
the relationship between the premises and the conclusions of a model
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Table 3.2. Forms of equilibria and existence conditions for the Rudimentary
Asymmetric Deterrence Game with one-sided incomplete information

Equilibrium Strategic variables Existence condition

State A State B

x yH yS

Deterrence 0 1 0 pB > am

Attack 1 1 0 pB < am

Key:
x = probability that State A chooses D
yH = probability that State B chooses D given that it is Hard
yS = probability that State B chooses D given that it is Soft
pB = probability that State B is Hard
am = deterrence threshold



provides a potent causal explanation of actual behavior. It is impor-
tant, therefore, to know the perfect Bayesian equilibria of a game of
incomplete information; they are the foundation upon which a
model's predictions are made and its explanations constructed.

In this context, it is worth pointing out that in this example the
behavioral possibilities are quite sparse. For one thing, there are only
two perfect Bayesian equilibria, making explanations and predictions
relatively uncomplicated. Most real-world interactions and all of the
models we subsequently develop involve more complex choice
sequences, and this complexity confounds theory construction. As
will be seen, in some games there may be a large number of perfect
Bayesian equilibria, and hence, a large number of possible rational
behavioral patterns.

But it is not simply the limited number of equilibria that makes it
easy to develop an explanation, or to make predictions, about play in
the Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game with incomplete
information. In addition to being few in number, the two perfect
Bayesian equilibria are also mutually exclusive, that is, they never
coexist. Either there is a Deterrence Equilibrium or an Attack Equi-
librium, never both. This will not always be the case in the models
developed in the remaining chapters of this book: more than one
perfect Bayesian equilibrium may well exist at the same time and
under the same conditions, and when this happens we will sometimes
be hard put to specify likely behavior. In practical terms, this means
that the explanations we provide, or the predictions we make, will be
weaker than those that could be developed when, as in the present
example, the perfect Bayesian equilibria are unique.

For some, the absence of a de®nitive result may be disappointing,
an indication that the model is underspeci®ed. While we are always
happier with a point prediction, and confess to mild disappointment
when our model is ambiguous about the behavioral possibilities, the
existence of multiple coexisting perfect Bayesian equilibria is a reality
that, at times, we have come to accept ± grudgingly ± and, at other
times, to embrace. As Michael Bacharach (1977: 5±6) points out, ``the
failure of game theory to give unambiguous solutions to certain
classes of games does not necessarily imply that the theory is ¯awed,
or inadequately developed. It may be in the nature of things.'' In other
words, it is entirely possible that a model with multiple equilibria
accurately re¯ects the complexity of the real world where more than
one rational possibility exists.
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This should not be taken to mean that we are satis®ed with
indeterminate results, but that we are comfortable with limitations to
our understanding of complex social events. The reader should also
keep in mind that even when a model is ambiguous, insight into
human affairs is gained as long as some behavioral possibilities can be
ruled out. This will generally be the case for most of the models we
subsequently construct.

It is also worth mentioning that the reality of multiple behavioral
possibilities has a distinct upside: it suggests that, while constrained,
human interactions are not necessarily fully predetermined by the
calculations of individual self-interest. This leaves open the possibility
that skillful diplomacy and adroit statesmanship can save the day.30

Thus, the good news associated with the existence of multiple
equilibria is that individuals, despite the constraints placed on them
by their environment and their rationality, may still exercise some
control over their fate, or the fate of their countries.

3.5 Coda

In this chapter we propose a resolution to the paradox of mutual
deterrence based on mutually credible retaliatory threats. Unlike other
proposed solutions, this resolution is consistent with the notion that
the international system is fundamentally anarchistic, and with the
assumption that choices are in some sense rational. Nonetheless, it is
important to note that it is inconsistent with what is for some classical
deterrence theorists a critical deduction and, for others, a protected
assumption. More speci®cally, this denouement depends on a stipula-
tion that when information about preferences is common knowledge,
neither player considers con¯ict to be the worst possible outcome.
Stated in a slightly different way, Perfect Deterrence (PD) depends on
an underlying preference structure similar to that of Prisoners'
Dilemma (also PD) and rules of play that permit retaliation. When
these conditions are satis®ed so that both players have capable and
credible threats, retaliation is rational, and so is deterrence.

30 The last thing we wish to suggest here is that negotiations are irrational or not driven
by self-interest. Rather, our point is just the opposite: at times, rational calculations
can support more than one outcome, and our framework does not always allow us to
discriminate among the rational possibilities. For that, more speci®c bargaining
models (e.g., Downs and Rocke, 1990) are required. We eschew complicating our
models, however, in order to maximize generality.
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This is no small or trivial point. We contend that a theory of
deterrence that ¯ows from it is radically different than the extant
theory that takes the ®xed preference structure of Chicken as its
starting point. The remaining chapters of this work demonstrate our
contention. In what follows, we explore the theoretical implications of
this divergent axiomatic base under a variety of environmental condi-
tions, and argue that the empirical and theoretical conclusions we
draw are at once more general and more intuitively satisfying than
those that follow from decision-theoretic deterrence theory. In the end,
we hope to derive the conditions associated with stable deterrence,
rather than postulate them.

Given the above it is appropriate to ask whether the core assump-
tion that undergirds the subsequent analysis is defensible. Can a
threat to retaliate against, say, a nuclear attack be made credible? Was
it ever better to be dead than red, rather than the other way around?
Or as Ellsberg (1959: 358) poses the question, ``Whose reputation for
honesty is so great that to wager it would make it actually rational to
carry out such a threat? And who, with such issues at stake, would
really . . . carry out a suicidal punishment?''

The short answer to these and similar questions is that no one,
including analysts or even statesmen, knows. To be sure, many of us
have opinions. But most of these opinions are beside the point, and
may even lead to essentially irresolvable disputes. Ellsberg (1959:
358), for one, presumes the credibility of a threat to retaliate against an
all-out attack while Gray (see section 3.1) questions the rationality of
such a reprisal, but only for the United States. Who is right? To put the
question in another way, is it procedurally rational to carry out a
deterrent threat after, say, a nuclear attack and, if so, when and under
what conditions? Again, our answer or your answer is not particularly
relevant.

The beliefs and answers that do matter, though, are those of real-
world actors who are involved in an actual deterrence game. In other
words, what is important are the perceptions and the beliefs of those
who have a ®nger on a button that can launch an attack or respond to
one. Note, however, that typically even these individuals are uncertain
about the preferences and, hence, intentions, of their opponent(s). It
seems reasonable to suppose that such uncertainty about an oppo-
nent's preferences, especially the critical preference between con¯ict
and capitulation, has important strategic consequences. Accordingly,
we turn next to developing a new theory of bilateral deterrence. The
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theory we construct treats credibility as a (continuous) variable, gives
a prominent place to the role of uncertainty in the strategic equation,
remains true to the assumption of international anarchy, maintains
consistency with the precepts of instrumental rationality, and does not
presume an answer to the most critical questions of deterrence theory.
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4 Uncertainty and mutual deterrence

Uncertainty is a synonym for life, and nowhere is uncertainty greater
than in international politics.

Kenneth Waltz

Certainty as to whether an adversary will stand ®rm is rare.
Statesmen have to deal with probabilities.

Robert Jervis

In war the chief incalculable is the human will.
Lidell Hart

When information is complete, when players are rational, and when
binding agreements are precluded, perfect deterrence requires perfect
credibility. This maxim, which we refer to as the credibility principle, is
the rock upon which we construct a new theory of rational deterrence
± Perfect Deterrence Theory. In this chapter and the next, we explore the
implications of this strategic and political law for direct deterrence
relationships in which at least one state must rely on its own strength
and art to deter another. The present chapter examines those direct
deterrence situations in which each of two states feels threatened.
Chapter 5, by contrast, posits a unilateral (or asymmetric) deterrence
game in which the players have analytically distinct roles: one player,
content to preserve the status quo, harbors no signi®cant aggressive
desire while the other, unsatis®ed with the existing distribution of
bene®ts, is motivated to upset it. In part III, we turn away from direct
deterrence relationships to explore situations of extended deterrence and
the dynamics of the escalation process.

We call those direct deterrence relationships in which each of two
states feels threatened by the other, mutual deterrence. With the
exception of the Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game, the
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discussion of deterrence theory in part I of this book presumes a
situation of mutual deterrence. Mutual deterrence relationships
conform most closely to the set of assumptions that demarcates
realism and classical deterrence theory. Indeed, our principal
justi®cation for examining mutual deterrence games in detail is the
presumption by many prominent realists that all states are similarly
motivated: most traditional realists assert that states think and act in
terms of interests de®ned as power (Morgenthau, 1948), while neo-
realists presume that states uniformly seek security (Waltz, 1979). In
mainstream realist thought, there is simply no room for differentiated
actors with distinguishable preferences. As well, some important
strategic conundrums (e.g., the reciprocal fear of surprise attack) arise
only in the context of mutual deterrence relationships. In our opinion,
then, powerful theoretical reasons exist for examining the full range of
behavioral possibilities for those games in which the deterrence
problem is symmetric.1

Mutual deterrence relationships include most situations Morgan
(1977) terms general deterrence, in which two states feel threatened by
each other, but there is no immediate danger of attack by either state.2

By most accounts, the strategic relationship of the superpowers
during the Cold War period would qualify as mutual deterrence
(Waltz, 1993). For much of this period, the United States and the
Soviet Union sought to deter each other from a wide range of
offensive actions. More recent examples arguably include the rivalries
between Iran and Iraq, North and South Korea, Israel and Syria,
Greece and Turkey, Egypt and Sudan, Yemen and Saudi Arabia,
Ethiopia and Eritrea, Serbia and Croatia, Armenia and Azerbaijan,
Peru and Ecuador, Rwanda and Burundi, and India and Pakistan ± to
name just a few. Thus, there are also compelling empirical reasons for
explicating the inner workings of mutual deterrence games in detail.

Mutual deterrence relationships include, but are not limited to,
general deterrence. For example, France and Prussia were involved in
an intricate immediate deterrence relationship in July 1870: each actively

1 O'Neill (1992) offers additional theoretical reasons for examining simultaneous choice
deterrence games.

2 Morgan (1977: 40±41) admits the possibility that general deterrence relationships may
be one-sided or asymmetric, so the correspondence with our de®nition of mutual
deterrence is not exact. Nonetheless, Morgan notes that in the most severe general
deterrence situations, it is likely that each side sees the other as motivated to contest
the status quo.
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considered attacking the other. But for both political and strategic
reasons, the Prussian Minister-President, Otto von Bismarck, provoked
the French to attack ®rst (Smoke, 1977: ch. 6).

The strategic backdrop to some preemptive wars might also qualify
under our de®nition as a mutual deterrence situation. In a preemptive
war, one side strikes ®rst because it fears an attack by the other and
wishes to gain a tactical advantage. For instance, King William of
Prussia agreed to initiate a con¯ict with Austria in 1866, thereby
precipitating the Seven Weeks War, but only after Bismarck convinced
him that an Austrian attack was imminent (Massie, 1991: 59). Simi-
larly, con¯icts like the 1967 Middle East war, for which there is some
dispute over exactly which side was the initiator, likely evolved from
an unstable mutual deterrence relationship.

As well, even certain extended deterrence relationships can plausibly
be interpreted as a mutual deterrence situation.3 For example, when
Great Britain and France squared off in Fashoda in 1898, much more
than control of the Upper Nile was at stake. Many historians believe
that a general war between the two European powers was likely if
neither backed down. At a severe local disadvantage, the French gave
way in the end and war was averted.

4.1 Capability, credibility, and mutual deterrence

A great deal is already known about the dynamics of mutual deter-
rence under complete information. (Table 4.1 summarizes the relation-
ship between threat characteristics and the likelihood of deterrence
success when the players know each other's preferences.) For
example, from the discussion in chapter 3, we can infer that differ-
ences in perceptions, or what Jervis (1968) terms ``misperceptions,''
that stem from incomplete information are neither necessary nor
suf®cient for a failure of mutual deterrence, and similarly, that shared
assessments of the strategic environment are neither necessary nor
suf®cient for the success of mutual deterrence.4 We also know that
stable mutual deterrence absolutely requires that both sides possess a

3 Indeed, we will draw on some extended deterrence relationships to illustrate a
number of technical points later in this chapter and in the next. Nonetheless, not all
extended deterrence relationships can be fully captured by simple models of mutual
(or unilateral) deterrence. We explicitly model extended deterrence in part III.

4 See Kim and Bueno de Mesquita (1995) for a similar observation. See also Bueno de
Mesquita and Lalman (1988).
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capable retaliatory threat. In the absence of capability, even perfect
credibility is insuf®cient to stabilize a mutual deterrence relationship.

Most real-world deterrence failures, mutual or otherwise, are likely
traceable to the absence of a retaliatory threat that hurts enough. In
practical terms, this means that deterrence is almost certain to break
down when one or both sides in a dispute believes that pressing a
demand will result in a net gain, even if the other side resists or ®ghts
back. A possible example is the relationship of the United States and
Japan in 1941 (but see section 4.3.1.1). According to Snyder and
Diesing (1977: 124±127), both sides preferred war to capitulating and
to compromising with the other. Such preferences correspond to the
262 strict ordinal game called Deadlock.5

As Snyder and Diesing (1977: 124) point out, games like the one the
United States and Japan played in 1941 are theoretically ``uninter-
esting, since there are no mixed motives. There is nothing to bargain
about; the necessary outcome is DD, and no maneuvers can make any

5 Mansbach (1997: 301), by contrast, argues that ``by late 1941, US±Japanese relations
had become a game of Chicken. Each side blustered, threatened, and took steps to
convince the other that it was willing to go to war rather than back down.'' But
Mansbach's interpretation does not hold up empirically. If war was in fact the worst
outcome for the United States, it would have rationally sued for peace after the attack
on Pearl Harbor.
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Table 4.1. Mutual deterrence under complete information

Threat characteristics Preferences based on Deterrence success

Both capable, both Prisoners' Dilemma Status Quo is always a subgame-
credible perfect equilibrium, so

deterrence is perfectly rational,
but not certain.

Both capable, one Called Bluff Status Quo is never a subgame-
credible perfect equilibrium; side with

credible threat wins; deterrence
rationally fails.

Both capable, Chicken Status Quo is never a subgame-
neither credible perfect equilibrium; deterrence

rationally fails.

At least one player Deadlock and its Status Quo is never a subgame-
lacks a capable threat variants (Zagare, perfect equilibrium; deterrence

1987: ch. 4) rationally fails.



difference.'' For this reason, we focus attention in the remainder of
this book on those deterrence relationships in which both sides have
capable retaliatory threats. Perforce, the theory we construct will be
most relevant to hostile parity relationships.6 The range of games we
explore, then, are those that fall within the ``cone of mutual deter-
rence.'' But contrary to classical deterrence theory, we show that, in a
variety of strategic settings, parity and high con¯ict costs do not
necessarily guarantee peace.

To be sure, deterrence equilibria, which are equilibria under which
no player ever initiates con¯ict, frequently exist in the games we study,
but these equilibria are generally ¯awed: sometimes they are imper-
fect; sometimes they are based on implausible beliefs; and sometimes
they coexist with other, less hospitable, equilibria. While the game
models we develop in this and subsequent chapters will become
progressively more complex, the fundamental picture of deterrence
relationships that will emerge from our analyses is simple, and at
odds with the conventional wisdom of classical deterrence theory:
deterrence is no sure thing, even when both players have capable and
credible retaliatory threats. Our point is that the line between war and
peace will oftentimes be thin, and that war is not always easy to
eliminate as a rational possibility. Policy implications of this view of
deterrence are discussed in detail in the concluding chapter.

Like capability, credibility is a necessary but not a suf®cient con-
dition for successful deterrence in a mutual deterrence game with
complete information. Additionally, the stability of deterrence is
completely undermined when one player, or both, lacks a credible
retaliatory threat. In the former case, when the underlying preference
structure mirrors that of the 262 strict ordinal game Called Bluff, the
player whose threat is credible should win. And when neither
player's threat is credible, the outcome is uncertain (because there are
two subgame-perfect equilibria, one associated with a win for each of
the players). But since in this instance the Status Quo is never a
subgame-perfect equilibrium, it is very unlikely to survive rational
play.

6 This is not to suggest that Perfect Deterrence Theory's domain is restricted to parity
relationships. Under certain conditions, or over certain issues, even a small cost could
render a deterrent threat capable.
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4.2 Credibility, uncertainty, and mutual deterrence7

The real world, of course, is neither as simple nor as transparent as
table 4.1 might suggest. Most, if not all, interstate relationships are
characterized by, among other things, nuance, ambiguity, equivoca-
tion, duplicity, and ultimately, uncertainty. Policy-makers, especially
those involved in hostile deterrence relationships, are typically unable
to acquire complete information about their opponent's preferences;
at best, they can hope for probabilistic knowledge of these key
determinants of interstate behavior. Colin Gray's speculation about
the ``likely'' Soviet response to various US initiatives (see chapter 2) is
a case in point. Clearly, Gray's analytic uncertainty stems from lack of
information about Soviet preferences ± with rational actors and
complete information, the likely response of an opponent is easy to
determine.

The same applies to other long-standing strategic conundrums.
Would the United States have risked Washington or New York for
Paris or Bonn during the darkest days of the Cold War, as de Gaulle
once asked rhetorically? Given the uncertain nature of interstate
politics, the only possible answer to this question is ``perhaps.'' What
about Toronto? Maybe. San Francisco or Boston? Probably. But not
certainly. If one could answer ``certainly'' (or ``certainly not'') to such
questions, a deterrence game would be completely speci®ed and the
stability of mutual deterrence apparent (see section 4.1). But when
players have only uncertain knowledge of an opponent's preferences,
they cannot tell much about the underlying structure of the game they
are playing, which may be based on Chicken, Called Bluff, Prisoners'
Dilemma, or even Deadlock. Of course a player generally knows its
own preferences, and can therefore eliminate some possibilities, but
uncertainty remains integral to most real-world deterrence situations,
and this fact is strategically crucial.

Players with real-life deterrence problems, however, can make
estimates about the likely motives of an opponent. Sometimes these
estimates lead to correct inferences about actions, but frequently they
do not. For example, Chamberlain was wrong about Hitler's inten-
tions in 1938; many historians believe that Hitler seriously misjudged
the willingness of the British to ®ght in 1939; and Argentina com-
pletely underestimated British resolve in 1982. Such guesses, right or

7 The remainder of this chapter draws on Kilgour and Zagare (1991).
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wrong, concern the likely preferences of the opponent and, con-
sequently, the probable structure of the game the players are
involved in.

Behind these estimates lies what Joynt and Corbett (1978: 94±95)
call the curve of credibility. This curve ``begins with defense of the
homeland, descends to clearly de®ned spheres of in¯uence or the
territory of allies and then drops to near zero for the defense of other
interests.'' In other words, states are more likely to respond to certain
kinds of challenges than to others, so credibility will vary across the
range of con¯ict issues.

What is signi®cant about the curve of credibility, however, is not its
existence but its effects on behavior. Since credibility obviously has
important implications for deterrence in an uncertain world, we now
begin to explore systematically its strategic implications. In the end,
we aim to specify explicitly the connection between deterrence,
preferences, and threat credibility.

To model the role played by uncertainty in bilateral strategic
relationships, we return to the Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game
originally given by ®gure 3.2, and reproduced here as ®gure 4.1.
Recall that the two players in this game, State A and State B, each
have the same initial choices, which are made simultaneously at the
start of the game: to cooperate (C) and support the Status Quo or to
defect (D) and demand its change.8 If both cooperate, the Status Quo
(outcome SQ) prevails. If both defect, Con¯ict (outcome DD) ensues.
But when one player cooperates and the other defects, the player that
cooperates has an opportunity to retaliate by switching from C to D.
Retaliation also leads to Con¯ict. When the cooperating player capitu-
lates (i.e., sticks with C and does not retaliate), the defecting player
wins (outcome DC or outcome CD). This game is the simplest model
of mutual deterrence we can imagine that takes account of the
possibility of retaliation.

Parenthetically, we add that throughout this work we make every
effort to keep things as uncomplicated and parsimonious as possible.
We agree with Bennett (1995: 39) that ``simplicity has much to
commend it.'' By avoiding the temptation to complicate or even ®ne-
tune our models, we hope to focus on the critical variables that

8 State A makes this choice at node 1; and State B makes its choice at either node 2a or
2b. But since nodes 2a and 2b are in the same information set, they are indistinguish-
able to State B. State B's choice is effectively simultaneous with State A's ± each choice
is made without the knowledge of the other.
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determine the underlying dynamic of a wide variety of deterrence
relationships. For this reason, all the models we develop are discrete.
We make no attempt to model variations and gradations in action
choices, such as levels of cooperation or defection. By using discrete
models, we are able to keep the number of possible choices and the
number of possible outcomes to a manageable minimum. In other
words, this mutual deterrence model does not distinguish among
various kinds of confrontations, crises or not, initiated in different
ways ± we are working in broad brush-strokes, and our objective is
simply to predict, inter alia, under what general conditions the status
quo will be contested. A model that represents decision options and
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outcomes in ®ner detail would be required to address more speci®c
aspects of mutual deterrence relationships.

For similar reasons, we are oftentimes imprecise, perhaps infuriat-
ingly so, about the empirical domain of our models. We emphasize
that this is intentional. Our motivation is to develop models that are at
once more general and easier to interpret than would be the case if
they contained more detailed choices or were speci®c to a limited
range of interstate competitions, such as trade or military relations. In
fact, as we mention in chapter 1, the family of interrelated models we
construct in this work is not necessarily restricted to international
affairs. The players could be taken as individuals, groups, or even
institutions, and the models, because they are general, apply to
deterrence games played out in a variety of settings with an assort-
ment of players.

With these caveats in mind, we now continue with our discussion of
the Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game with incomplete infor-
mation. The four possible outcomes of this game, and the notation for
the (von Neumann±Morgenstern utility) payoffs, are summarized in
®gure 4.2. We assume payoffs that are consistent with any mutual
deterrence game. Speci®cally, we assume that each prefers to win,
thereby gaining an advantage, rather than endure the Status Quo, but
prefers the Status Quo to losing to its opponent. We continue to
assume, here and throughout, that each player has a capable retalia-
tory threat, that is, each prefers the Status Quo to Con¯ict. No ®xed
assumption is made, however, about either player's preference
between Con¯ict and capitulation (i.e., losing to the opponent).9 More
formally, we always place the following restrictions on preferences:

State A: A Wins >A Status Quo >A [Con¯ict and B Wins] (4.1)
State B: B Wins >B Status Quo >B [Con¯ict and AWins]. (4.2)

The relative preferences of the outcomes enclosed in brackets are
unspeci®ed, i.e., they are the parameters of our model.10

Why do we leave these particular preferences open? The short
answer is that we believe that they are the critical determinants of
most deterrence games, mutual or otherwise.11 As explained above,

9 Classical deterrence theory, by contrast, takes as axiomatic each player's preference
for capitulation. As Downs and Rocke (1990: 194±196) point out, such a restrictive
assumption severely limits any theory's generality.

10 In terms of utilities, we assume that aDC> aSQ> {aDD, aCD} and bCD> bSQ > {bDD, bDC}.
11 This is not to say that other variables are unimportant. For example, a player could
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we take each player's estimate of the other's preference for Con¯ict
over capitulation as a measure of the other player's credibility. As
well, these critical preferences determine each player's type: a Hard
player prefers to retaliate (i.e., prefers Con¯ict to losing the advantage)
while a Soft player prefers to capitulate.12 Thus, we assume that there
are two types of the two players in the game, characterized by the
following preferences:

State A (Hard): A Wins >A Status Quo >A Con¯ict >A B Wins (4.3)
State A (Soft): AWins >A Status Quo >A B Wins >A Con¯ict (4.4)
State B (Hard): B Wins >B Status Quo >B Con¯ict >B AWins (4.5)
State B (Soft): B Wins >B Status Quo >B A Wins >B Con¯ict. (4.6)

Finally, we assume that each player knows its actual type (i.e., its own
preferences) and has probabilistic knowledge of its opponent's type.
We also assume these probabilities are common knowledge ± both
players know them, know they know them, and so on.

also be uncertain about its ability to prevail in a con¯ict, about its opponent's relative
evaluation of the status quo, or an opponent's capitulation costs. For an examination
of uncertainty stemming from lack of information about an opponent's capability, see
Altfeld (1985), Morrow (1989a, 1989b), and Bueno de Mesquita, Morrow, and Zorick
(1997). For the impact of uncertainty about an opponent's satisfaction with the status
quo, see Kydd (1997). And for an analysis of the implications of ``audience costs'' and
other costly signals, see Fearon (1994b).

12 The terms for player types, Hard and Soft, are not necessarily game-theoretic. For
example, just two days before Germany attacked Poland in 1939, a German general
summarized the British position as follows: ``General impression, England `soft' on
the issue of a major war'' (quoted in Jervis, 1976: 60).
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Our approach allows for several conceptually compatible ways to
interpret uncertainty. For example, not knowing an opponent's
preference between Con¯ict and capitulation implies uncertainty
about an opponent's intention to execute a threat. This is conceptually
equivalent to saying that there is uncertainty about likely choices at a
particular node of the game tree. Similarly, lack of knowledge about
an opponent's preference between Con¯ict and capitulation could
stem from not knowing the value an opponent places on the issue in
dispute (is it worth ®ghting for?) or the costs it attaches to con¯ict.

In the real world there may be many reasons for lack of complete
information about an actor's type. For instance, governments may be
divided.13 After a crisis has erupted, one faction (i.e., the hard-liners)
typically favors a strong response while another (i.e., the soft-liners)
prefers a weak response, or no response at all. Thus, uncertainty about
an opponent's preferences could stem from inadequate intelligence
about the relative political standing of the various coalitions com-
prising an opponent's government. Other sources might include a
country's inability to see itself as the other sees it, a lack of appreci-
ation of political pressures within an opponent's society, insensitivity
about the symbolic value of contested issues, or simply cognitive
limitations associated with high stress. In the end, uncertainty
abounds.

To model uncertainty about preferences, the players' utilities for
Con¯ict (ADD and BDD) are treated as independent binary random
variables (indicated with upper-case letters) with known distribu-
tions. Speci®cally, it is common knowledge that

aDD+ with probability pAADD = faDD7 with probability 1 ± pA

bDD+ with probability pBBDD = fbDD7 with probability 1 ± pB

where aDD+> aCD> aDD7 and bDD+> bDC> bDD7. In other words, with
probabilities pA and pB, State A and State B, respectively, are seen as
willing to retaliate (i.e., as Hard), and with probabilities 1 ± pA and
1 ± pB, A and B, respectively, are seen as unwilling to retaliate (i.e., as

13 A good example is the US government during the early years of the Cold War. At the
time, proponents of the so-called ``Riga Axioms'' saw ``the USSR as a revolutionary
state with unbounded ideological ambitions [intent] to achieve world hegemony.'' By
contrast, for adherents of the ``Yalta Axioms,'' the Soviet Union was simply ``a
conventional great power in the international system'' (Brecher 1993: 85).
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Soft). Because we assume that both players know these probability
distributions, there is inter subjective agreement about the credibility
of each player's threat. However, only State A knows the actual value
of ADD and only State B knows the actual value of BDD, suggesting, for
example, that the players will understand that a real or intended
threat may not be fully appreciated, or that a bluff may work. The
realization of these values occurs just prior to play of the game.14

The credibilities of the players' threats to retaliate, then, are re¯ected
in the values of pA and pB. The higher the value, the more credible the
player's threat. Overall, State A's and, respectively, State B's threats
will be credible and their preferences like those of both players in a
Prisoners' Dilemma game, with probability pA and pB; conversely,
State A's and State B's threats will be incredible, and their preferences
like those of players in a Chicken game, with probability 1 ± pA
and 1 ± pB.

The process we are attempting to model, then, goes like this: ®rst,
something exogenous happens (®rst stage) that determines, a priori,
the probability that each player would prefer to respond to a non-
cooperative act by the other. We remain silent, however, on exactly
what this ``something'' might be ± perhaps a signi®cant change in the
underlying power relationship of the two nations (Organski and
Kugler, 1980); or an internal power shift like the one which occurred
in the Soviet military prior to the 1962 Cuban missile crisis (Allison,
1971); or a shock like the 1973 Middle East war, that embroiled the
two superpowers in a tricky deterrence game. Thus this model could
apply to immediate or to general deterrence, or to an international
crisis.

In any event, after the (®rst) stage has been set, each player makes a
strategic choice based on its own evaluation of the outcomes (i.e., the
stakes) and its estimate of the preferences of its opponent. This choice
constitutes the second stage of our model. For example, in June 1948,
Soviet decision-makers decided to clamp a blockade around Berlin in
the belief that the Western powers would have little choice but to
accept this as a fait accompli. The Soviets were obviously mistaken,
however, since the Western powers chose to resist the Soviet move by
launching an airlift of food and other supplies to Berlin. Such a
retaliation opportunity, should it arise, constitutes the third and ®nal
stage of the game.

14 Technically, these probabilities will be assumed to satisfy 0 < pA<1 and 0 < pB < 1.
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4.3 Perfect Bayesian equilibria of the Generalized
Mutual Deterrence Game

To this point our examination of mutual deterrence games presumes
players with complete and accurate information about each other's
preferences, that is, when pA and pB equal either one or zero. But what
happens when each player simply does not know what its opponent
will prefer in the case of a defection? In other words, in a mutual
deterrence game, what are the strategic implications of incomplete
information about the credibility of the other's threat? How credible
must a threat be in order to deter? What is the precise connection
between the credibility and magnitude of a retaliatory threat?

To answer these questions, we now identify all perfect Bayesian
equilibria of the Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game with incom-
plete information in which the parameters pA and pB have values
somewhere between 0 and 1, that is, where the players have probabi-
listic knowledge of each other's preference between capitulation and
retaliation. Recall that the perfect Bayesian equilibria encompass all
possible patterns of behavior consistent with basic rationality assump-
tions. In other words, they stipulate for each player a strategy and a
set of beliefs, such that each player always acts to maximize its
expected utility, given its beliefs and the actions it observes during the
play of the game. In the particular case of the Generalized Mutual
Deterrence Game with incomplete information, a perfect Bayesian
equilibrium will specify an action choice for each type of each player
at every node or decision point: for State A at nodes 1 and 3a, and for
State B at nodes 2a, 2b, and 3b.15

We begin our analysis by using backward induction to examine
State A's choice at node 3a and State B's choice at node 3b. These
choices are easy to determine since each player always has complete
information about its own payoffs. These payoffs strictly determine
each player's choice at these two decision points. Thus, this determi-
nation is essentially an application of the perfectness criterion.

15 As with the Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game with incomplete infor-
mation, players can update their beliefs about the other's type before making a
subsequent choice, but neither player needs to, as the node 3 choice that maximizes
utility depends on the player's own preferences only. Hence, perfect Bayesian
equilibria in the Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game with incomplete information
do not specify updated probabilities.
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For example, assume that State A ®nds that it is to make a choice at
node 3a. Since the information set of node 3a is a singleton and is,
therefore, distinguishable from all other possible decision points, A
will be able to determine all the choices that led up to this choice.
Speci®cally, Awill know that it chose C initially and that State B chose
D. State A will also know its own preferences. If A is Hard, its utility
for Con¯ict, ADD= aDD+, is greater than its utility for B Wins, aCD.
Similarly, if A is Soft, its utility for Con¯ict, ADD= aDD7, is less than
aCD. State A's choice is clear. Its uncertainty over whether BDD= bDD+

or BDD= bDD7 is of no strategic signi®cance. If A is Hard, it should
always choose D; if A is Soft, it should always choose C.

Similarly, State B's choice at node 3b is always strictly determined
by its type. If State B is Hard, i.e., prefers Con¯ict to A Wins, it should
choose D. But if it is Soft, i.e., prefers A Wins to Con¯ict, it should
capitulate (i.e., choose C).

Because the players' choices at nodes 3a and 3b can be determined,
their strategic decisions are reduced to initial choices of C or D, which
do depend on their state of knowledge when they make this selection.
It follows that a perfect Bayesian equilibrium of the Generalized
Mutual Deterrence Game with incomplete information will consist of
a four-tuple of probabilities, one probability for each type of each
player. Extending the notation from chapter 3 a bit further, let

xH= the probability that State A chooses D, given that it is Hard
xS = the probability that State A chooses D, given that it is Soft
yH= the probability that State B chooses D, given that it is Hard
yS = the probability that State B chooses D, given that it is Soft.

A perfect Bayesian equilibrium for the Generalized Mutual Deterrence
Game with incomplete information, then, will specify a value for
these four variables, which we will write as [xH, xS; yH, yS].

These probabilities can be thought of as each player's ``defection''
policy for each of the two situations that can arise in a deterrence
situation: if the player is Hard and prefers to resist if challenged (i.e.,
ADD= aDD+ or BDD= bDD+ ), it will defect initially with probability xH
or yH; or if the player is Soft and prefers to capitulate rather than resist
(i.e., ADD= aDD7 or BDD= bDD7), it will defect initially with probability
xS or yS. Thus, the two types of State A defect initially with prob-
abilities xH and xS, and the two types of State B with probabilities yH
and yS.

The expected payoffs to each type of each player can now be deter-
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mined. If State A is Hard, then A's expected payoff is EA|H(xH; yH, yS),
where:

EA|H(xH; yH, yS) = pB [(17xH) (17yH) aSQ + (xH + yH7xH yH) aDD+]
+ (17pB) [(17xH) (17yS) aSQ + xH (17yS) aDC + yS aDD+].

If State A is Soft, its expected payoff is:

EA|S(xS; yH, yS) = pB [(17xS) (17yH) aSQ + (17xS) yH aCD + xS aDD7]
+ (17pB) [(17xS) (17yS) aSQ + xS (17yS) aDC

+ (17xS) yS aCD + xS yS aDD7].

B's expected payoffs, EB|H(yH; xH, xS) and EB|S(yS; xH, xS), are
analogous.

Next, we inquire which of the strategy combinations [xH, xS; yH, yS]
are in equilibrium.16 The perfect Bayesian equilibria of the General-
ized Mutual Deterrence Game with incomplete information are deter-
mined in appendix 4. As it turns out, all but fourteen strategy
combinations can be eliminated immediately. Of these, four are
transitional equilibria that occur under only a very limited set of
conditions and will not be discussed here.17 This leaves but ten perfect
Bayesian equilibria to be described. Table 4.2 provides summary
information about them.

The equilibria can be grouped into four distinct categories. In what
follows, we describe the equilibria within each group, explain the

16 Technically, the equilibria we identify are subgame-perfect Bayesian equilibria. They are
subgame-perfect because at nodes 3a and 3b we are able to apply (non-trivially)
Selten's (1975) perfectness criterion. They are Bayesian equilibria (Harsanyi, 1967±68;
Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991: ch. 6) because players' actions are rational given their
initial beliefs about their opponents' types. Later we will use the concept of perfect
Bayesian equilibrium (Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991: ch. 8) in games where it is
meaningful for a player to update its beliefs about its opponent's type after observing
an action choice by that opponent. (Here, the players can update their beliefs about
types, but this information is not relevant to their choices at nodes 3a and 3b.)
Throughout, we will restrict attention to the conceptually simpler perfect Bayesian
equilibrium, rather than the many re®nements, including sequential equilibrium (Kreps
and Wilson, 1982b) and trembling-hand perfect equilibrium (Selten, 1975), that impose
additional requirements on the updating of beliefs.

17 An equilibrium is transitional if it exists only when the parameters of a model satisfy
a speci®c functional relationship (i.e., an equation). Thus we concentrate on equilibria
that exist when (for instance) pA� a2 or pB� b2, to the exclusion of an equilibrium that
exists only when, say, pA= a2. Here parameters such as a2 and b2 are ®xed numbers.
The justi®cation for ignoring transitional equilibria, here and elsewhere in this book,
is that, however the parameter values are obtained, they are very unlikely to satisfy
any speci®c equation, so that any equilibrium that does not exist unless, say, pA= a2,
is unlikely to be sustained in actual play.
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conditions under which they might come into play, and highlight
their theoretical implications.

4.3.1 Class 1 equilibria

We begin our discussion with Class 1 equilibria, the most diverse and
interesting family of perfect Bayesian equilibria of the Generalized
Mutual Deterrence Game with incomplete information. As table 4.2
indicates, there are three equilibria in this category: a Sure-Thing
Deterrence Equilibrium, a Separating Equilibrium, and a Hybrid Equi-
librium that shares characteristics of the ®rst two. All three equilibria
take the form [�, 0; �, 0], where (�) signi®es any value. In other words,
under any Class 1 equilibrium, a Soft player never defects initially
(i.e., xS = yS = 0). Hard players, by contrast, may behave differently
under each perfect Bayesian equilibrium in Class 1. In particular,
under either the Hybrid Equilibrium or the Separating Equilibrium, a
Hard player either sometimes or always chooses D initially. But under
the Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium, a Hard player never defects
initially. Thus, while the equilibria of Class 1 share some character-
istics, they are also distinct in ways that have important theoretical
implications. For this reason we now describe their strategic character-
istics in some detail, beginning with Sure-Thing Deterrence.
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Table 4.2. Perfect Bayesian equilibria and existence conditions for
Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game with incomplete information

Class Equilibrium Strategic variables Existence conditions

State A State B

xH xS yH yS on pA on pB

1 Sure-Thing STDE 0 0 0 0 � b2 and � a2
Separating SE 1 0 1 0 � bu and � au
Hybrid HE u 0 v 0 � b2 and � a2

2A Attack1A AE1A 1 1 0 0 � a1
Attack2A AE2A 1 1 v 0 < au
Attack3A AE3A 1 1 1 0 � au

2B Attack1B AE1B 0 0 1 1 � b1
Attack2B AE2B u 0 1 1 < bu
Attack3B AE3B 1 0 1 1 � bu

3 Bluff BE 1 u 1 v � bu and � au



4.3.1.1 The Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium

The Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium (or STDE in appendix 4) is the
strategy combination [0, 0; 0, 0], where xH= xS = yH= yS = 0. Under the
Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium, then, neither player, regardless of
its type, ever defects. Both Hard and Soft players always cooperate
initially. And since each player's policy is never to confront the other,
no matter what its retaliation/non-retaliation preferences might be,
peace is at hand.

Obviously, the status quo is particularly secure under the Sure-
Thing Deterrence Equilibrium. Unfortunately, this equilibrium occurs
only under very stringent conditions. As demonstrated in appendix 4,
for Sure-Thing Deterrence to be a perfect Bayesian equilibrium, both
of the following inequalities must hold:

pB � a2 � aDC ÿ aSQ
aDC ÿ aDD�

; pA � b2 � bCD ÿ bSQ
bCD ÿ bDD�

: �4:7�; �4:8�

To explain the strategic signi®cance of these inequalities, it is best to
refer to ®gure 4.3. The horizontal axis of this ®gure represents pA, the
probability that State A is Hard, or the probability that ADD= aDD+;
similarly, the vertical axis represents pB, the probability that State B is
Hard, or that BDD= bDD+. Recall that these probabilities can be
interpreted as the players' credibilities. Thus, the higher pA, the more
credible State A's threat to retaliate, and the higher pB, the more
credible State B's threat.

Several constants, such as a2 and b2, are also indicated along the two
axes of ®gure 4.3. These constants, which are de®ned and discussed in
detail in appendix 4, are convenient thresholds for categorizing and
interpreting the equilibria of the Generalized Mutual Deterrence
Game with incomplete information.

Notice from ®gure 4.3 that both a2 and b2 are plotted fairly close to
pB = 1 and pA= 1, respectively. Thus, the Sure-Thing Deterrence
Equilibrium is to be found only in the extreme northeast region of the
®gure, above and to the right of these threshold values. That these two
parameters are close to 1 means that for the Sure-Thing Deterrence
Equilibrium to exist, each side must place a relatively large probability
on the other's willingness to retaliate against any attempt to upset the
status quo. Put in a slightly different way, Sure-Thing Deterrence
requires two players with highly credible threats. But perfect
credibility, pA= pB = 1, is not necessary for mutual deterrence to occur.
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Going beyond the obvious, notice from (4.7) and (4.8) that a2 and b2
are de®ned in terms of the magnitude of each player's evaluation of
the Status Quo (aSQ and bSQ), of winning (aDC and bCD) and of Con¯ict
(aDD+ and bDD+), but in the latter case only when the players are Hard.
Thus, we can observe that:

. As the values of aSQ and bSQ increase, the threshold values a2 and b2
decrease.

This means that, ceteris paribus, the higher each player's evaluation of
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the Status Quo, the larger the region of Sure-Thing Deterrence, the
more likely this equilibrium form to exist, and the more likely the
Status Quo to survive.

The relationship between deterrence success and satisfaction with
the Status Quo provides a theoretical justi®cation for policies based on
deÂtente or reconciliation. For example, during the Nixon administra-
tion, the United States attempted to draw the Soviet Union into a
more lucrative economic and political relationship. The aim was to
reduce the possibility of con¯ict and war by enhancing the bene®ts
the Soviet Union received from the current order. In peripheral areas
especially, the United States hoped that lower levels of threat credi-
bility could be offset by increasing the Soviet Union's stake in the
system. The hope is certainly understandable. As our simple model
demonstrates, mutual deterrence is more likely when the value of the
Status Quo is high.

This is not to say, however, that such policies are always prudent.
Even though ``all wars can be prevented by raising the potential
aggressor's estimation of the status quo'' (Mueller, 1995: 31), such
policies frequently fail, as both Britain and France learned the hard
way in 1939. Hitler could not be bought off. The attempt to appease
him at Czechoslovakia's expense did not bring ``peace in our time,''
despite guarantees to Poland and a British decision to rearm shortly
after the occupation of Prague in March 1939. With the bene®t of
hindsight, it is easy to understand why. As Kagan (1995: 412) explains:

Perhaps the most important reason for the failure of this belated
attempt at deterrence was that it lacked credibility. Whatever its
military capabilities, would Britain have the will to use them?
Whatever their commitments, would the British have the courage to
honor them? Even after Prague and the shift to a policy of deterrence
in the political and military spheres [British Prime Minister Neville]
Chamberlain continued to employ appeasement by offering
economic and colonial concessions. Small wonder that Hitler never
seems to have taken his opponent's warning seriously. As he laid
plans for the attack on Poland he discounted the danger from the
leaders of Britain and France. ``I saw them at Munich,'' he said.
``They are little worms.''

All of which serves to remind us that all things are never equal in
interstate politics and that, by itself, a highly valued status quo is
insuf®cient to eliminate con¯ict possibilities.18 The ``carrot'' is only

18 Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman (1992: 135±137) reach a similar conclusion.
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part of a successful deterrent. A credible ``stick'' is also required.
Thus, despite the inverse relationship between the value of the status
quo and the likelihood of war, credibility remains critical to the
success of mutual deterrence.

. As the values of aDD+ and bDD+ decrease, the threshold values a2
and b2 also decrease.

This means that, ceteris paribus, deterrence stability is also enhanced
by increasing the costs associated with mutual punishment.

Here we ®nd a clear illustration of the standard device used to
bolster military deterrence, and an explanation of why some arms
competitions have been resolved peacefully. As the cost of Con¯ict
increases, the credibility requirements of a deterrent threat become
less onerous, and deterrence becomes more likely. In other words,
when the costs of mutual punishment go up, so that its value goes
down, deterrence can be achieved with less credible threats. This is
fortunate indeed since there is almost certainly an inverse relationship
between the credibility of threats and the costs associated with their
execution.19

Signi®cantly, however, our analysis reveals that there is a point at
which such a strategem becomes ineffective, and may even be
counter-productive. Note that the Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium
depends only on the value of aDD+ and bDD+, and not on aDD7 and
bDD7. Recall that we assume that each player's utility for Con¯ict and,
therefore, the player's type, is established before the actual play of the
game. Thus, given that pA and pB are ®xed, if ADD= aDD7, or if
BDD= bDD7, so that at least one player is Soft, then deterrence success
is not made more probable by further decreases in the utility (payoff)
of the con¯ict outcome to the Soft player. Notice that this conclusion
applies speci®cally to the set of conditions presumed by classical
deterrence theorists: by postulating players with inherently incredible
retaliatory threats, classical deterrence theory perforce assumes Soft
players.

But now let us compare deterrence problems with different values
of the credibility parameters, pA and pB. If these parameters are
signi®cantly reduced, and this reduction is not more than offset by an
increase in the costs associated with Con¯ict, then mutual deterrence

19 See Van Gelder (1989) for a thoughtful discussion of the tradeoff between the
credibility of nuclear threats and the costs associated with their use.
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becomes relatively more dif®cult to establish, suggesting a reason
why some arms races terminate in war.20 For example, under most
circumstances, the threat to use nuclear weapons is inherently less
credible than are lesser threats. And if the dramatic increase in the
cost of warfare associated with nuclear weapons is assumed to all but
eliminate the credibility of retaliatory threats, deterrence would actu-
ally be more likely to fail.21 In other words, if classical deterrence
theorists are correct, and strategic nuclear weapons make war at once
excessively costly and minimally credible, the status quo should not
likely survive (see section 4.3.3).

Thus, in this, our initial foray into the dynamics of deterrence
relationships, we ®nd little theoretical support for the argument of
Intriligator and Brito (1984) and other classical deterrence theorists
that mutual overkill necessarily adds to the stability of deterrence.
Rather, our model suggests that for crises in core areas, where
credibility is naturally highest, a minimum deterrent posture, which
relies ``on the retention of only enough nuclear weapons to provide an
assured destruction capability'' (Kegley and Wittkopf, 1989: 351), is
better. As both China and India profess to have realized, such a policy,
if properly implemented, would not make a retaliatory threat incred-
ible, but would impose signi®cant costs on an aggressor and, there-
fore, should suf®ce for deterrence stability.22

. As the value of aDD+ approaches aSQ , and as the value of bDD+

approaches bSQ , a2 and b2 approach 1.

This means that, ceteris paribus, deterrence is less likely as each player's
utility for Con¯ict approaches its utility for the Status Quo. Under
these conditions, a player will be almost as satis®ed ®ghting as not
®ghting and, therefore, more likely to defect.

The connection between these two parameter values (aDD+ and aSQ,
or bDD+ and bSQ) can, perhaps, shed some theoretical light on the
reasoning behind the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941.

20 For a more pointed discussion of why some arms races are stabilizing, while others
are not, see Downs and Rocke (1990) and Downs (1991).

21 If either pA or pB is small, so that at least one side lacks credibility, there is no
deterrence equilibrium. More speci®cally, general deterrence fails when pA< b2 or
pB < a2.

22 Our model, therefore, is an exception to O'Neill's (1992: 459) sweeping charge that
``game deterrence models have tended to support excessive arming.'' Our model
uncovers signi®cant ``reasons for restraint.''
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Historians seem to agree that this particular breakdown in the
international system did not occur because Japan placed a high
probability on a military victory, or because American credibility was
low. While some Japanese leaders hoped that the United States might
not fully resist, most believed otherwise. In either event, however,
most also believed that suffering the consequences of a military defeat
was not much worse than enduring an unsatisfactory and humiliating
status quo. Parenthetically, we note that it is not necessary to assume,
as do Snyder and Diesing (1977: 124±127), that Japan actually pre-
ferred Con¯ict to the Status Quo in order to explain its behavior. In an
uncertain world, deterrence may collapse, and a war may occur, when
the players' relative evaluations of these two outcomes are close.

The comparative closeness of these two values, at least for US
decision-makers, might also explain the build-up in both conventional
and nuclear forces during the early years of the Reagan administra-
tion. One explanation offered for that build-up was that it was driven
not so much by the structural determinants that lie behind many arms
races (Baugh, 1984), as by the perception of the President that the
weakness of the Soviet economy would eventually cause the Soviet
Union to falter and perhaps even drop out of the race altogether
(Bailer and Afferica, 1982/83). In other words, because the United
States placed a high probability on success, its evaluation of the
outcome it associated with mutual defection (i.e., a Soviet Union
defeated and demoralized by an expensive arms race) increased and
began to approach the value of a relatively unsatisfactory status quo,
and made it less likely that the United States would fully cooperate
with the Soviet Union to cap military spending.

Contrariwise, one might further speculate, as many did at the time,
that it was the cost to the Soviet Union imposed by this build-up that
induced its later cooperation in negotiating the 1987 Intermediate
Nuclear Force (INF) disarmament agreement. This assertion, however,
depends on the assumption that, unlike China today, the Soviet Union
and the Warsaw Pact were committed to keeping pace with any and all
US and NATO strategic initiatives. Our model shows that this proviso
is necessary, for if the USSR preferred otherwise, then the imposition of
additional costs would be unrelated to the calculus of deterrence.23

23 Current Chinese policy is directed toward acquiring ``an arsenal large enough to give
them global status and deter the potential for nuclear blackmail, but small enough to
avoid the Soviet Union's mistake ± a military force so expensive that it sped the
bankruptcy of the nation'' (Sanger and Eckholm, 1999).
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. As the values of aDC and bCD increase, the threshold values a2 and
b2 increase.

Not surprisingly, the probability of deterrence success is inversely
related to the value the players attach to winning. Ceteris paribus, the
more value attached to a prize, the less likely deterrence. For this
reason it is likely that the discovery of signi®cant reserves of oil and
natural gas in the South China Sea will only make it more dif®cult for
the smaller states in the region to fend off China's claims to the
Spratly Islands. Conversely, the less valuable the prize, the easier it is
to defend. For example, as Berlin's symbolic value waned during the
Cold War, so did the probability that it would be the locus of a
deterrence breakdown.

Finally, we should note that the Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium
might just as well be called the ``tit-for-tat cooperative equilibrium''
since it involves initial, yet conditional, cooperation by both players at
the start of the game. Its existence depends on each player's per-
ception that the other intends to retaliate with a very high probability
in response to any defection. This equilibrium can, therefore, be
considered a one-shot game analogue of the cooperative equilibrium
supported by tit-for-tat strategies that can emerge when Prisoners'
Dilemma is iterated (Axelrod, 1984). It is also akin to the cooperative
equilibrium that emerges from the application of Howard's (1971)
metagame theory, of Fraser and Hipel's (1984) analysis of options
technique, of most medium- and long-horizon stability de®nitions in
the graph model (Fang, Hipel, and Kilgour, 1993), or of Brams's (1994)
theory of moves, to the Prisoners' Dilemma game (see chapter 3 for a
discussion). Thus, as before, we ®nd an implicit association between
stable mutual deterrence and conditional cooperation, that is, an initial
decision to cooperate, buttressed by an intention to retaliate (defect)
with high probability should the opponent abandon cooperation.

4.3.1.2 The Separating Equilibrium and the Hybrid Equilibrium

Before euphoria sets in, however, it is important to emphasize that the
mere existence of a Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium does not
guarantee that the Status Quo will survive. Sure-Thing Deterrence is
never unique. It generally coexists with the Separating Equilibrium
and always coexists with the Hybrid Equilibrium. Thus, even among
rational players, other behavioral patterns are possible under precisely
those conditions that give rise to Sure-Thing Deterrence.
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The Separating Equilibrium (or SE in appendix 4) consists of the
strategy combination [1, 0; 1, 0]. This means that when State A or
State B is Hard, it always defects initially.24 The Hybrid Equilibrium (or
HE in appendix 4), which is a cross between the Sure-Thing Deter-
rence and the Separating Equilibria is the combination [u, 0; v, 0],
where u and v are speci®c probabilities.25 This means that if State A is
Hard, it defects initially with probability u, and if State B is Hard it
defects initially with probability v. The only difference between these
two equilibria, then, is that under the Hybrid Equilibrium, Hard
players defect probabilistically rather than with certainty.26 In both
cases, Soft players always cooperate.

The Status Quo is not nearly as robust under either the Hybrid
Equilibrium or, especially, the Separating Equilibrium, as it is under
the Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium. Under these equilibria, Hard
players defect initially, either sometimes or always, whereas under the
Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium, no player of any type ever defects
®rst. Compounding the instability problem is the fact that all three
Class 1 equilibria occur precisely when both players are very likely
Hard. Thus all-out con¯icts are distinct possibilities when either the
Separating or Hybrid Equilibria are in play, especially as the credibil-
ities approach 1.

As discussed in appendix 4, the existence conditions for the
Separating Equilibrium are somewhat different from those for the
Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium and the Hybrid Equilibrium, so
that it is possible for the Separating Equilibrium to be the only
equilibrium. (Figure 4.3 shows this case.) If this happens, the Status
Quo will survive only if both players are actually Soft, i.e., prefer not
to retaliate if attacked. At the same time, however, each player must

24 Any separating equilibrium separates players by type. Hard players always act one
way, and Soft players always act another way. Under any separating equilibrium,
then, a player can infer its opponent's type by observing its action choices. By
contrast, under a pooling equilibrium, such as the Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium,
all types of every player always play the same strategy.

25 Formulas for u and v can be found in appendix 4.
26 One way to think of the Hybrid Equilibrium is as a traveler between the Sure-Thing

Deterrence Equilibrium and the Separating Equilibrium. As the credibility param-
eters pA and pB get closer and closer to 1, the Hybrid Equilibrium becomes more and
more similar to the Separating Equilibrium, that is, xH and yH also approach 1, so that
defection becomes more and more likely. And as pA approaches b2 and pB approaches
a2, moving away from 1, the Hybrid Equilibrium gets more and more similar to the
Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium, that is, xH and yH approach 0, and defection
becomes less and less likely.
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believe that its opponent is likely Hard. Clearly, this combination of
beliefs and preferences is somewhat unlikely. Thus, even when both
players have highly credible threats, the stability of the Status Quo is
not assured. In fact, when the Separating Equilibrium is the only
equilibrium, Con¯ict is to be expected.27

On the other hand, if the Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium
exists, then the Hybrid Equilibrium also exists and the Separating
Equilibrium generally does too. But despite the fact that the Sure-
Thing Deterrence Equilibrium is Pareto-superior (indeed, it is strictly
preferred by both types of both players) to either of the other two
(see appendix 4 for the details), deterrence remains problematic.
There is simply no guarantee that the players will settle on Sure-
Thing Deterrence.

Put in a slightly different way, the conditions for war and peace
generally coexist in our model of mutual deterrence and, as will be
seen, in many of the other models we develop in this book. This
®nding is at odds with the tenets of classical deterrence theory and
has important theoretical consequences. Under parity or balance of
power conditions, even highly credible retaliatory threats and high
con¯ict costs do not eliminate (and may not even signi®cantly reduce)
the risk of intense con¯ict. In our view, then, all-out war is a possibility
even in the most favorable circumstances, contrary to the arguments
of Intriligator and Brito (1981: 265) and other classical deterrence
theorists. If anything, our model suggests the opposite, which helps
explain why a balance of power is not a good predictor of peace (see
chapter 1). Thus, unlike classical deterrence theory, our model is
consistent with the lack of a strong association between parity and the
absence of war.

4.3.2 Class 2A and 2B Attack Equilibria

The second major family of perfect Bayesian equilibria in the General-
ized Mutual Deterrence Game with incomplete information is the

27 The zone of existence of the Separating Equilibrium depends on the logical structure
of the deterrence model. Here the two sides choose their actions simultaneously,
which means that each side must make its choice without knowledge of the choice of
the other. The Separating Equilibrium exists even when both sides have very high
credibility. In chapter 5, a Separating Equilibrium appears in a sequential model, but
its zone of existence does not include situations of very high credibility on both sides.
This is a signi®cant difference between the two models and provides further
justi®cation for an examination of both mutual and unilateral deterrence.
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Attack Equilibria. There are two sets of three equilibria in this family,
each a mirror image of the other. Class 2A consists of equilibria of the
form [1, 1; �, 0], while Class 2B corresponds to [�, 0; 1, 1], where (�)
represents any value. In Class 2A, which is composed of Attack
Equilibria AE1A, AE2A, and AE3A, State A's strategy is always to defect;
this is similarly true of State B in Class 2B, which consists of Attack
Equilibria AE1B, AE2B, and AE3B. Since all six Attack Equilibria involve
certain defection by one player (for now, the ``attacker''), and certain
submission by the other player (for now, the ``target'') when the target
is Soft, there is no chance of general deterrence succeeding when any of
these equilibria are in play.

The equilibria within each class differ, however, with respect to the
target's initial policy given that it is Hard and prefers to retaliate. As
indicated in table 4.2, State B's strategy associated with AE1A, and
State A's with AE1B, involve the target's certain choice of C; both AE2A

and AE2B involve probabilistic defection by the target; and AE3A and
AE3B are associated with the target's certain choice of D. No matter
what the target's initial choice, however, the Status Quo will be
violated. But it is unlikely that the target is Hard, so in any case
Con¯ict is likely to be avoided.

As one might expect, Class 2 Attack Equilibria exist when either pA
or pB is suf®ciently low. (See appendix 4 for details.) This means that a
calculated rupture of deterrence becomes much more likely as the
probability increases that one player prefers to ``chicken out''; the low
probability of retaliation provides the other player with a strong
incentive to risk con¯ict in order to gain an advantage. Speci®cally, for
equilibria of Class 2A or 2B to exist requires either pA� bu, or pB� au,
or both. As indicated in appendix 4, these threshold values depend on
the values of bSQ and bDD7, and aSQ and aDD7, respectively. For small
negative values of either bDD7 and aDD7, the Attack Equilibrium
region covers almost the entire square of ®gure 4.3. Under these
conditions, the breakdown of deterrence is almost certain. Conversely,
as the values of bDD7 or aDD7 decline (i.e., as the costs associated with
unwanted Con¯ict increase), the zone of existence of Class 2 Equilibria
shrinks, making the behavioral patterns associated with other
equilibria more likely. Figure 4.4 shows a typical case.

One implication is that, in situations where at least one player's
retaliatory threat is not very credible, increasing the cost of unwanted
con¯ict can make successful deterrence more likely. It would appear
that under such conditions nuclear weapons can have a salutary
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effect: ceteris paribus, as the price of underestimating an opponent's
resolve increases, the probability of deterrence success increases. We
re-emphasize, however, that it is seldom the case that all things are
equal in politics.

We also stress that the most likely outcome under any Class 2A
equilibrium is A Wins and, under any Class 2B equilibrium, B Wins. It
is easy to explain why. Note that except in the area around the origin
of ®gure 4.3, where they overlap with the Class 3 Bluff Equilibrium
(see below), Class 2 Attack Equilibria occur when one player's

pB

1

a2

au

a1

0 b1 b2bu pA1

Class 1 Equilibria

Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibria (Class 1)

Class 2A and Class 2B Equilibria

Class 2A, Class 2B, and Class 3 Equilibria

Fig. 4.4. Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game: location of equilibria
when the costs of unwanted con¯ict are high.
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credibility is relatively high and the other's relatively low. In such
cases, the subjective ``balance of resolve'' favors one player or the
other, and so does the game. Our analysis, therefore, helps to specify
the conditions under which an ``imbalance of resolve'' may overtake a
``balance of power'' as the best predictor of interstate behavior (Betts,
1987: 479). Speci®cally, when a player with a highly credible threat
believes its opponent to be very likely Soft and, therefore, likely to
concede if challenged, the favored player will defect.

For similar reasons, the disadvantaged player tends not to defect
initially. Its opponent is probably Hard and, therefore, likely to
retaliate if confronted. Thus when any Attack Equilibrium is in play,
one player will certainly contest the Status Quo, and the other, unlikely
to initiate itself, will probably capitulate, which helps to explain why a
great power (such as the United States in the Americas or the former
Soviet Union in Eastern Europe) might enjoy free rein in its sphere of
in¯uence, and may help to explain why a weaker state, like Finland,
might adjust its policies to accommodate a feared neighbor.28

Finally, we should observe that it is possible for some Attack
Equilibria to coexist with the Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium (see
appendix 4 for details), so that the mere existence of an Attack
Equilibrium does not altogether eliminate the possibilities for peace.
But the reverse remains true as well: the fact that the Sure-Thing
Deterrence Equilibrium exists is no guarantee that the Status Quo will
survive. Even then, deterrence remains a ``sometimes thing.''

4.3.3 Class 3 Bluff Equilibrium

But what if both pA and pB are so low that neither player's threat is
particularly credible? Under these conditions, an additional equi-
librium outcome, the Bluff Equilibrium (BE), may be possible in
addition to the equilibria of Classes 2A and 2B.

The Bluff Equilibrium, which uniquely constitutes Class 3, takes the
form [1, u; 1, v]. This means that the choice of a Hard player is always
to defect immediately. Of course, neither player is very likely to be
Hard when the Bluff Equilibrium exists.

Soft players defect too, but probabilistically rather than with
certainty. Given that a player is Soft, this defection constitutes a bluff,

28 Of course, less powerful states tend to lack capable threats, which is why we qualify
somewhat our explanation of Finland's behavior.
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albeit calculated, since its opponent is also likely to be Soft and, hence,
unlikely to call the bluff. Such bluffs become more and more likely as
a player's credibility decreases.29 At higher credibility levels, a player
is more likely to be Hard and, therefore, less likely to be bluf®ng.

It is interesting to observe that the overall probability that either
player defects initially under a Bluff Equilibrium is constant (i.e.,
always equals au or bu) throughout the entire Class 3 region. In other
words, as a player becomes more likely to be Soft, i.e., as pA or pB
decreases, the player compensates by increasing the probability of
bluf®ng when Soft, and conversely. By sometimes defecting when
Soft, a player conceals its type and avoids exploitation. All of which
suggests that under the credibility conditions that give rise to the Bluff
Equilibrium, a crisis could be instigated as a purely defensive
measure, that is, as a way of fending off pressure for concessions. One
could plausibly interpret the series of incidents between the United
States and China during the late 1950s in terms of just such a
consideration. By acting Hard and making Quemoy and Matsu an
issue, an underdeveloped China could avoid giving the impression
that it may have been Soft, thereby helping to deter unwanted future
demands by the United States or other powers. Similar considerations
might also explain what Kagan (1995: 449) characterizes as the Soviet
Union's ``aggressive policy of bluff '' that targeted West Berlin during
the late 1950s and very early 1960s.

Finally, note that the Bluff Equilibrium exists under precisely those
®xed conditions presumed by classical deterrence theorists, that is,
antagonists with low credibility. Thus, the model of interstate con¯ict
we develop in this chapter, and extend in subsequent chapters,
subsumes most models developed by classical deterrence theorists
and, in this sense, is more general. More important, however, is the
fact that the implications of our model differ substantially from those
of classical deterrence theory. In our model, when threat credibility is
mutually low, players are prone to bluffs, probes, or even outright
attacks. As a consequence, deterrence is unlikely to succeed, the status
quo is extremely fragile, and con¯ict can hardly be ruled out. All of
which serves to underscore the extreme dependence of classical
deterrence theory on special assumptions, assumptions that are either

29 Appendix 4 gives formulas for the bluff probabilities xS and yS in terms of the
players' own credibilities and payoff parameters.
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at odds with basic rationality postulates, or that require divine
intervention to save the players from themselves.30 Worse yet, these
special assumptions lead to empirically dubious propositions about
the conditions under which the status quo is most likely to survive,
and a bevy of policy prescriptions that court disaster.

4.4 Coda

In this chapter we examine the theoretical connections between
deterrence stability and threat credibility in mutual deterrence situa-
tions. We do this by formulating as a model of mutual deterrence a
game of incomplete information in which each player is not only
dissatis®ed with the status quo, but also uncertain about how its
opponent would respond to a challenge. By identifying the credibility
of each player's threat to retaliate with the probability that a player
prefers retaliation to capitulation, we maintain consistency with both
the traditional strategic literature, in which credibility is usually
equated with believability, and with the literature of game theory, in
which credibility is taken to be a prerequisite for rational behavior.

Perhaps the signal contribution of the model is to provide a precise
measure of the circumstances under which mutual deterrence can
emerge in an uncertain world, and of the conditions likely to lead to a
breakdown of deterrence. Speci®cally, when the credibility of each
player's threat is suf®ciently high, deterrence is possible, perhaps
even likely, but by no means certain, as some classical deterrence
theorists have speculated. The credibility threshold for the existence
of the Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium depends on each player's
evaluation of the status quo and the costs associated with con¯ict.
Contrary to Lebow (1984: 181) and most classical deterrence theorists,
however, we found no linear or other simple relationship between the
costs of warfare and deterrence stability. In fact, our model indicates
that in core areas, where both players likely have inherently credible
threats, increasing the costs of mutual punishment past a certain point
does little to enhance deterrence stability. And if there is, as we
suspect, an inverse relationship between these costs and threat credi-

30 Perhaps suggesting that there is more ideologizing than theorizing taking place,
some classical deterrence theorists seem to recognize that mutual nuclear deterrence
is, at best, a fragile relationship ± but only when they are discussing relationships
between non-Western states such as India and Pakistan.
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bility, then increasing the costs of war at this level may even make
deterrence less likely, not more likely.

For this reason we recommend for the security of any country's
homeland a policy of deterrence that aims for a capability that is
suf®cient to in¯ict unacceptable damage on an opponent, yet is able to
survive preemption to deliver a retaliatory attack. An ``overkill''
capability is just that ± overkill. For the nuclear powers, then, we favor
continuing arms reductions, single-warhead missiles, and hardened
silos. A thin ``defensive'' system around second-strike forces is also
consistent with the spirit of our ®ndings, provided that such a system
does not trigger a nullifying compensatory reaction by another party.
Ceteris paribus, building down is better than building up, suggesting
that it is preferable that the United States meets China at the lower
Chinese deployment level rather than the other way around.

The policy implications of our model for con¯ict areas where
inherent credibility is mutually low are not so clear. Even small
increases in the costs the players associate with con¯ict will decrease
the probability that the status quo will survive rational play, so the
best hope would appear to lie with diplomatic initiatives that,
simultaneously, bolster or enhance extant credibility levels and, by
adjusting the status quo, reduce the temptation to defect. Such
policies, of course, are fraught with danger, especially against an
ambitious adversary looking for trouble in all the wrong places.
Moreover, given the probabilities, these tactics are unlikely to be
successful on a fairly regular basis, especially during expansionary
periods such as the nineteenth century when imperial urges were
strong. In today's world, a saving grace could be that in truly
peripheral areas, no major power has a meaningful incentive to defect.

Much the same can be said of con¯ict in those tangential areas
where an asymmetry of credibility exists. Under these conditions,
deterrence of an unsatis®ed player is most unlikely. Over the long
haul, the status quo is unlikely to survive when one player's credi-
bility is negligible and the other's is not.

We believe that the history of the post-war period conforms roughly
to the expectations of our model. In core areas, where credibility is by
de®nition highest, deterrence has indeed prevailed and war has,
fortunately, been avoided. The principal breakdowns of deterrence
have come in areas where only one superpower had a vested interest
and, consequently, a higher level of credibility. When deterrence failed
in Hungary or Czechoslovakia because of Soviet actions, or in
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Vietnam because of a US decision to re-establish a deteriorating status
quo, the locale was such that the core interests of the other super-
power were not at risk.

To be sure, there are exceptions to this statement. But it is telling
that the exceptions include all of the dramatic cases in which strategic
deterrence almost evaporated. In Cuba, for instance, the Soviet Union
directly challenged the interests of a stronger and more highly
motivated United States and, perhaps not surprisingly, eventually
backed down after its bluff was called. In Berlin, starting in 1948 and
continuing until the mid-1960s, persistent Soviet challenges very
nearly upset the foundations of the European equilibrium. Finally, the
two superpowers came close to war again during the 1973 Middle
East war when the Soviets threatened to intervene to protect Egypt's
Third Army and President Sadat's pro-Soviet regime. It is consistent
with our model that in the latter two cases, where the interests of the
two sides were seriously at risk, deterrence prevailed because the
threats of relatively severe retaliation offset the concomitant decline of
each side's credibility.

If strategic deterrence has been the rule, and small breakdowns of
deterrence the exception, since 1945, the question arises of how the
strategies pursued by the superpowers brought this state of affairs
into being. Or, put another way, what is the nature of the equilibrium
which characterized superpower behavior from the dawn of the
nuclear age to the collapse of the Soviet Union? It is possible, both
empirically and logically, for each superpower sometimes to have
selected strategies consistent with the Sure-Thing Deterrence
Equilibrium: never behave aggressively, and always threaten harsh
retaliation. But, the absence of war is also consistent with other
equilibria under which the survivability of the status quo is no sure
thing. The most disturbing of these is clearly the Bluff Equilibrium
which exists under precisely those conditions presumed by classical
deterrence theorists, i.e., mutually incredible retaliatory threats.

Obviously, our formal analysis can shed no light on transcendental
questions such as which equilibrium was in play during the Cold War,
or how one equilibrium could shift to another, or how any particular
equilibrium could be changed. Still, the theoretical possibility, slight
as it may be, that deterrence could succeed under a Bluff Equilibrium
requires that, at minimum, we outline some possibilities. There are at
least two.

One is that the axiomatic base that delimits classical deterrence
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theory was realized during the Cold War, but that no superpower was
in fact willing to endure actual con¯ict.31 To sustain this argument,
however, one must also assume, as do some strategic thinkers who are
skeptical about the persistence of mutual deterrence (e.g., Jones and
Thompson, 1978), or even some who are not (e.g., National Academy
of Sciences, 1997: 16), that more than just a modicum of luck was
involved. How else can one explain why, over a span of almost half a
century, no simultaneous defection ever occurred? We observe,
however, that any explanation of post-war stability that depends upon
good fortune is inconsistent with a characterization of the superpower
relationship as robustly stable.

If this description of the basis of the ``long peace'' rings true, then
the prescriptions of classical deterrence theory follow. States should,
inter alia, aim for an overkill capability, eschew signi®cant arms
reductions, pursue proliferation policies and, in crisis, seek advantage
by reducing ¯exibility or by behaving recklessly. On the other hand, if
this explanation of the post-war period strikes the reader as either
inconsistent or implausible, then a different axiomatic base is required.
Perfect Deterrence Theory is our preferred theoretical alternative.

Perfect Deterrence Theory starts with the assumption that threats,
including some nuclear threats, can indeed be credible. From this
perspective, the stability of the Cold War period is (perhaps too) easily
explained: each side's retaliatory threat was suf®ciently credible to
deter the other from attacking.32 While this explanation might appear
unexceptional, it runs counter to the conventional wisdom. As well,
Perfect Deterrence Theory's policy implications stand in stark contrast
to classical deterrence theory's: states should, inter alia, develop a
minimum deterrent capability, pursue arms control agreements, cap
military spending, avoid proliferation policies and, in crisis, seek
compromise by adopting ®rm-but-¯exible negotiating stances and tit-
for-tat military deployments.

To conclude, we observe that Perfect Deterrence Theory's dramati-
cally different policy recommendations obtain when classical deter-
rence theory's core assumptions are disturbed, but ever so slightly.
Speci®cally, our alternative prescriptions require the possibility that

31 Under a Bluff Equilibrium, Hard players always defect.
32 In our opinion, this explanation does not adequately account for the absence of a US

challenge to the Soviet Union in those periods during the Truman, Eisenhower, and
Kennedy administrations when the United States enjoyed a clear-cut strategic
advantage. We address this de®ciency in the next chapter.
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states prefer retaliation to capitulation. This theoretical modi®cation
does not strike us as exceptional, especially for direct, general,
deterrence relationships ± even when nuclear weapons are involved.

Still, there is no reason to stop here. Accordingly, we next examine
the theoretical implications of adjusting another of classical deterrence
theory's core assumptions, undifferentiated actors. By dropping this
assumption we are able to connect our decision-making theory with a
conceptually compatible structural theory ± power transition ± and
examine Perfect Deterrence Theory's implications under a slightly
different set of initial conditions. As we will argue, this additional
theoretical tweaking is required to take fuller account of credibility
asymmetries that arguably existed until the Soviet Union achieved
essential equivalence with the United States sometime in the early
1970s.
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5 Unilateral deterrence

It is only in equilibrium that the world will ®nd peace.
Charles de Gaulle

For logically consistent realists, mutual deterrence games (or larger n-
actor variants) are the only games in town. Realism, classical or neo-,
loses much of its explanatory power if only some states are taken to be
power maximizers, or if only some states are motivated by structural
insecurity. As we have seen, however, logical consistency is not a
hallmark of classical deterrence theory. Thus, conceptual and logical
models of unilateral deterrence stand side by side in the strategic
literature with models of mutual deterrence.1 Daniel Ellsberg's (1959:
358±359) critical risk model is a good example. In it, deterrence is seen
as essentially a one-sided problem: how to deter a blackmailer, via
threats, when the cost of executing the threat is prohibitive.

But Ellsberg is not alone, and it is easy to understand why: the
foundations of modern deterrence theory were laid against the back-
drop of the Cold War. Most strategic thinkers of that era were
understandably preoccupied with the question of how the Soviet
Union might be deterred from attacking Western interests (and not
vice versa). Thus, it should not be surprising that the assumption of
asymmetry in offensive motivation ®gures prominently in the stra-
tegic literature. In fact, Jervis (1979: 297) reports that ``most of the
literature is written from the standpoint of the country resisting
change.''

For instance, the theoretical distinction between unilateral (asym-

1 It should be emphasized that the lack of consistency pertains only to those realists and
classical deterrence theorists who otherwise presume actors to be undifferentiated.
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metric) and mutual (symmetric) deterrence is implied in Morgan's
(1977: 28) well-known de®nition of ``immediate'' deterrence as a
relationship in which ``one side is seriously considering an attack
while the other is mounting a threat to prevent it.'' Such deterrence
situations are almost always one-sided. Rarely do two states simul-
taneously plan to attack one another, save for those circumstances in
which one state expects the other to attack ®rst and so launches a
preemptive war.

Likewise, unilateral deterrence is presupposed in the literature of
acute international crises. The standard de®nition depicts a crisis as a
situation characterized, inter alia, by shortness of decision time and
strategic surprise (Hermann, 1969). Such conditions are likely to be
satis®ed only when one state has already directly challenged the
interests of another, suggesting once again differences in motivation
and circumstances between the states involved in the crisis. Snyder
and Diesing's (1977) now classic description of the anatomy of a crisis
is unambiguous: crises are the direct result of a decision by one state
to challenge the security interests of another.

As well, the literature of interstate war often posits an asymmetric,
hierarchically structured international system. While realists and
balance of power theorists view states as undifferentiated actors, other
system-level theories, such as the theory of long cycles (Modelski,
1983; Modelski and Thompson, 1989), power cycle theory (Doran,
1989a, 1989b), hierarchical equilibrium theory (Midlarsky, 1988), and
hegemonic stability theory (Kindleberger, 1974, 1976; Gilpin, 1975,
1981; Krasner, 1976), distinguish between the positions occupied by,
and the situations faced by, states in the system. Organski and
Kugler's (1980) power transition theory explicitly envisions an en-
vironment that could disintegrate as a consequence of a challenge
made by a dissatis®ed state to a satis®ed status quo power defending
an institutionalized order.2

In the more descriptive literature of interstate con¯ict, there is also
widespread consensus that certain states, at speci®c times, have had
either expansive or defensive orientations. In his well-known study of
the Concert of Europe, for instance, Kissinger (1957a: 270, 321) saw
Prussia and Russia as essentially revisionist states. By contrast, both
Great Britain and Austria ± ``the epitome of the status quo powers'' ±

2 In section 5.5 we explicitly discuss the connection between the model we explore in
this chapter and power transition theory.
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are characterized as being content with the Congress system. Like-
wise, Craig and George (1995: 32) assert that ``after 1856, Russia,
France, Prussia, and the rising power of Piedmont could all be
considered as revisionist powers, and only Austria and Great Britain
as supporters of the existing order.'' Similarly, Kagan's (1995) discus-
sion of the origins of the Peloponnesian War, the Second Punic War,
and World War I, respectively, takes as axiomatic Sparta's, Rome's and
Great Britain's conservative policies and general satisfaction with the
status quo.

5.1 Game form3

Since one-sided deterrence relationships have obvious empirical and
theoretical import, we now explore their underlying properties game-
theoretically. One purpose is to gauge the sensitivity of the conclu-
sions drawn from an analysis of the Generalized Mutual Deterrence
Game to the assumption of simultaneous choice. Another is to explore
more thoroughly the theoretical consequences of positing undifferen-
tiated actors. And ®nally, we wish to connect Perfect Deterrence
Theory with those structural theories that distinguish between states
with offensive and defensive orientations.

To these ends we posit a simple two-person game, called the
Unilateral Deterrence Game, in which one player, Challenger, decides
whether to challenge the other, Defender, but not vice versa.4 Figure 5.1
depicts this game in extensive form.

In the Unilateral Deterrence Game, Challenger begins play at node
1. Challenger can either initiate a con¯ict (by defecting and choosing
D), or not (by cooperating and choosing C). If Challenger cooperates,
the game ends, the outcome is Status Quo (SQ), and the payoffs to
Challenger and Defender are cSQ and dSQ, respectively; if Challenger
defects initially, the game continues and Defender moves next at
node 2.

Defender's choices are either to concede (i.e., choose C) or to defy
Challenger (i.e., choose D). Concession results in outcome DC (De-
fender Concedes) and payoffs cDC and dDC to Challenger and Defender,
respectively. De®ance leads to a second and ®nal choice by Challenger

3 The rest of this chapter draws on Zagare and Kilgour (1993a) and Zagare (1996b).
4 Our convention for speci®c references to the players in our game model, Challenger
and Defender, is to capitalize their names. We drop the capitals when referring to their
real-world analogues.
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at node 3. If Challenger chooses C and concedes, the outcome is CD
(Challenger Defeated); if Challenger de®es Defender by sticking with its
previous choice of D, Con¯ict (outcome DD) occurs. In the former case
the payoffs are cCD and dCD to Challenger and Defender, respectively;
and in the latter case the payoffs are cDD and dDD.

For convenience, the four possible outcomes of the asymmetric
deterrence model, as well as the notation for the (von Neumann±
Morgenstern) utilities associated with them, are summarized in ®gure
5.2. Payoffs are represented by an ordered pair in each cell of the
matrix, the ®rst entry being Challenger's utility, and the second
Defender's. Notice that except for the changes made to accommodate
the new player names, the outcomes and payoffs in the Unilateral
Deterrence Game are the same as those of the Generalized Mutual
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(1 – y) (y)

(x)

Challenger
Defeated
(cCD, dCD)

Fig. 5.1. Unilateral Deterrence Game.



Deterrence Game. This is no accident. In developing these models we
have tried to keep things as uncomplicated and as comparable as
possible.

Notice as well that the Unilateral Deterrence Game is a straightfor-
ward extension of the Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game
(see ®gure 3.7). The one difference is that Challenger has an additional
choice (at node 3) in the Unilateral Deterrence Game. This extra move
means that the game no longer ends after Defender's response.
Because Challenger is afforded an opportunity to retaliate should
Defender resist, the possibility for coercive bargaining and tacit
negotiation, or what George (1993) calls ``forceful persuasion,'' exists.
The Unilateral Deterrence Game, therefore, is a more elaborated
model.

To add some real-world structure to the model, we place some
reasonable restrictions on each player's preferences: ®rst, we assume
Challenger strictly prefers Defender Concedes to the Status Quo and the
Status Quo to Challenger Defeated. This axiom is necessary since,
without it, deterrence is spurious. On the other hand, we place milder
restrictions on the preferences of Defender, who could most prefer
either the Status Quo or Challenger Defeated, but is assumed to prefer
both to Defender Concedes. As it turns out, Defender's relative evalua-
tion of the ®rst two outcomes is without strategic import.

We take all threats to be capable in the sense discussed in section
3.3. Thus, we presume Challenger prefers Status Quo to Con¯ict,
and so does Defender. Again, we make this assumption because
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Fig. 5.2. Outcome and utility notation for Unilateral Deterrence
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deterrence is impossible without it. As before, however, we make no
®xed assumption about either player's preference between Con¯ict
and conceding to the other player. These crucial relationships remain
at the core of our model.

Challenger's preference between Con¯ict and Challenger Defeated,
and Defender's preference between Con¯ict and Defender Concedes,
then, establish their types. In the simplest possible discrete model,
Challenger and Defender may be of one of two types, Hard or Soft,
each with the following preferences:

Challenger (Hard): Defender Concedes >Ch Status Quo >Ch

Con¯ict >Ch Challenger Defeated (5.1)
Challenger (Soft): Defender Concedes >Ch Status Quo >Ch

Challenger Defeated >Ch Con¯ict (5.2)
Defender (Hard): [Challenger Defeated and Status Quo] >Def

Con¯ict >Def Defender Concedes (5.3)
Defender (Soft): [Challenger Defeated and Status Quo] >Def

Defender Concedes >Def Con¯ict (5.4)

where ``>Ch'' means ``is preferred to by Challenger,'' ``>Def '' means ``is
preferred to by Defender,'' and where the relative values of the
payoffs enclosed in brackets remain open.

We continue to assume that each player knows its own utilities
(preferences) but has only probabilistic knowledge about its oppo-
nent's type. To model this uncertainty, the players' payoffs at outcome
DD, CDD (Challenger) and DDD (Defender), are treated as independent
binary random variables ± indicated by upper-case letters ± with
known distributions. More speci®cally, both players know that

cDD+ with probability pCh
CDD =

�
cDD7 with probability 17pCh

dDD+ with probability pDef
DDD =

�
dDD7 with probability 17pDef

where cDC > cSQ > cDD+ > cCD > cDD7, dCD > dDD+ > dDC > dDD7, dSQ >
dDD+, 0 < pCh < 1, and 0 < pDef < 1.

In the Unilateral Deterrence Game, pCh and pDef are the credibility
parameters for Challenger and Defender, respectively. This means that
Defender sees Challenger as Hard with a priori probability pCh and as
Soft with a priori probability 17pCh. Similarly, Challenger believes
Defender Hard with probability pDef, and Soft with probability
17pDef. Recall that the larger pCh and pDef, the more credible the
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player's threat (to choose D) is, and conversely. At the extremes, as
these values approach 1 or 0, the corresponding threat becomes either
completely credible or completely incredible.

5.2 Unilateral deterrence under complete information

Under what conditions will Challenger initiate a confrontation? When
will Defender resist? When will war result? What is the connection
between deterrence success and threat credibility? We address these
and related questions, ®rst in the simpler case when the players have
complete information about each other's preferences, and then in the
more complex setting of incomplete information.5

When information is complete, players have accurate and full
information about each other's preferences. Because we de®ne cred-
ible (i.e., rational) threats in terms of one player's belief about the
other's preference for executing the threat, it follows that, under
complete information, a player's threat is either perfectly credible
(when pCh = 1 or pDef = 1) or perfectly incredible (when pCh = 0 or
pDef = 0). In other words, when both players' types are common
knowledge, each knows for sure whether the other is Hard or Soft,
i.e., whether CDD equals cDD+ or cDD7 and whether DDD equals dDD+

or dDD7.
Given the restrictions placed on the preferences of the players (see

5.1±5.4 above), there are only four strategically distinct Unilateral
Deterrence Games with complete information. These games differ
only with respect to the credibility of the players' threats: either both
players are known to have a credible threat (i.e., pCh = 1 and pDef = 1),
only Challenger has one (pCh = 1 and pDef = 0), only Defender has one
(pCh = 0 and pDef = 1), or neither player has a credible threat (pCh = 0
and pDef = 0).

Table 5.1 summarizes the distinguishing characteristics of the four
games. Using backward induction, it is easy to determine the
subgame-perfect equilibrium of each game. Consider, for example, the
®rst game (®rst and second columns) of table 5.1, which is represented
in extensive-form in ®gure 5.3. In this game pCh = 1 and pDef = 1. Both
players are Hard, i.e., both have completely credible threats. In other
words, CDD= cDD+ and DDD= dDD+, and both players know this. As

5 For the interested reader we summarize the intermediate case of one-sided incomplete
information in footnote 7.
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the arrows in ®gure 5.3 (representing rational choices) reveal, and as
table 5.1 shows, the unique subgame-perfect equilibrium of this game
produces the Status Quo as the outcome, so deterrence succeeds.

Application of backward induction explains why this is so. At node
3, Challenger can either choose C (concede) and bring about outcome
CD (Challenger Defeated) or choose D (defy) and induce Con¯ict. Since
Challenger is Hard, CDD= cDD+, and cDD+> cCD. At node 3, therefore,
Challenger should choose D.

At node 2, Defender has choices similar to Challenger's at node 3. If
Defender chooses C, the outcome is Defender Concedes; if Defender
chooses D, then Challenger's choice at node 3 determines the
outcome. Given complete information, Defender can anticipate that a
Hard Challenger will choose D (see above) and that the outcome will
be Con¯ict. Since Defender is also Hard and actually prefers Con¯ict to
Defender Concedes (DDD= dDD+ > dDC), Defender should choose D at
node 2.

Finally, at node 1, Challenger can either cooperate or defect. If
Challenger cooperates, the game ends and the outcome is Status Quo.
But if Challenger defects, Defender makes a choice at node 2. As just
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Table 5.1. Subgame-perfect equilibria for Unilateral Deterrence Games with
complete information

Game 1 Game 2 Game 3 Game 4

Ch Def Ch Def Ch Def Ch Def

pCh and pDef 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0

Type Hard Hard Hard Soft Soft Hard Soft Soft

Credible threat Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No No

Strategy C/D D D/D C C/C D C/C C

Subgame-perfect Status Quo Defender Status Quo Status Quo
equilibrium outcome Concedes

Key:
Ch = Challenger
Def = Defender
pCh = probability that Challenger is Hard
pDef = probability that Defender is Hard
C = Cooperate/Concede
D = Defect/Defy
x/x = Challenger's equilibrium choice at node 1/node 3



determined, a Hard Defender defects, leading, in turn, to Challenger's
defection at node 3 and Con¯ict. Consequently, Challenger's node 1
choice reduces to C ± in which case the outcome is Status Quo ± or D ±
in which case the outcome is Con¯ict. By assumption, cSQ > cDD+, so
Challenger should choose C initially. In equilibrium, then, Challenger
chooses C at node 1 and intends to choose D at node 3, while Defender
intends to choose D at node 2. The outcome is Status Quo. Thus, when
each player has a credible threat, deterrence reigns.

Interestingly, as table 5.1 indicates, the Status Quo also survives
rational play whenever (1) Defender's threat is credible, or (2)
Challenger's threat is incredible. In the Unilateral Deterrence Game,
then, mutually credible threats are suf®cient, but not necessary,
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Fig. 5.3. Determining subgame-perfect equilibrium in the Unilateral
Deterrence Game with credible threats and complete
information using backward induction.



conditions for successful deterrence. But this is as it should be. Since
Unilateral Deterrence Games are asymmetric, it should not be sur-
prising that the conditions required for deterrence are somewhat
different from those for symmetric games of mutual deterrence.

The asymmetric nature of the Unilateral Deterrence Game explains
why the Status Quo is stable when Challenger lacks a credible
retaliatory threat. When Challenger is known to be Soft, Challenger is
unable to deter Defender from planning to choose D at node 2, and is
therefore itself deterred from choosing D at node 1. In this sense, then,
deterrence fails when credibility is absent. Fortunately, for Defender,
this failure guarantees that the Status Quo will remain intact.

There is, however, one case in which the Status Quo is unstable,
namely when Challenger is Hard and Defender is Soft. In this
instance, Challenger deters Defender from planning to choose D at
node 2; hence, Defender is unable to deter Challenger from choosing
D at node 1. The end result is Defender Concedes.

Notice that deterrence succeeds in the Unilateral Deterrence Game
when both players are Soft and lack a credible threat. One might
argue, therefore, that this game model provides an alternative resolu-
tion to the paradox of deterrence. And indeed it does. But keep in
mind that this resolution rests on a core assumption that lies outside
the con®nes of classical deterrence theory: differentiated actors. In the
Unilateral Deterrence Game, the players have distinct roles and
distinct motivations. In classical deterrence theory, however, all states
are considered alike. Thus, in order to accept this resolution, one must
necessarily cast off yet another element of the axiomatic base of
classical deterrence theory.

Nonetheless, this is an important and unanticipated result that
clearly distinguishes the Unilateral Deterrence Game from the Gener-
alized Mutual Deterrence Game. In the latter, the Status Quo is
unstable when both players lack credible retaliatory threats: neither
can deter the other. Just the opposite occurs, however, when deter-
rence is one-sided. As just mentioned, whenever Challenger's threat
lacks credibility, Challenger cannot deter retaliation by Defender, and
this fact has a signi®cant strategic consequence: the Status Quo
survives rational play and deterrence prevails.

The result is important for a number of reasons. For one, it
illustrates once again the danger of accepting, uncritically, seemingly
innocuous assumptions embedded in the very fabric of classical
deterrence theory. More importantly, it sensitizes us to the possibility
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that the key to deterrence success may not lie in the speci®c properties
of Defender's threat. In some deterrence situations, threat characteris-
tics can have an interactive effect so that, in the end, it is the nature of
Challenger's threat that determines whether or not a challenge is
issued. Additionally, this result clearly demonstrates that the four
conditions that Lebow (1981: 93) and many others postulate to be
``necessary for successful deterrence'' simply are not, illustrating yet
another way in which the ®ndings of Perfect Deterrence Theory run
counter to more standard formulations.6 And ®nally, the ®nding
provides additional theoretical justi®cation of our decision to explore
the dynamics of both mutual and unilateral deterrence games.

5.3 Unilateral deterrence under incomplete
information

So far we have demonstrated that the credibility of each player's
threat completely determines the outcome of any Unilateral Deter-
rence Game with complete information. But what happens under
incomplete information? Under these conditions, rational behavior
depends on two kinds of information: a player's own preferences and
its beliefs about its opponent's preferences.

Challenger's preferences are critical at the last node (3) of the tree
where a Hard Challenger always chooses D to achieve CDD= cDD+

rather than cCD < cDD+, and a Soft Challenger always chooses C to
achieve cCD rather than CDD= cDD7< cCD. Similarly, if there is a
challenge to the Status Quo, a Hard Defender always chooses D at node
2 because both possible outcomes associated with this choice ±
Challenger Defeated and Con¯ict ± are preferred by a Hard Defender to
Defender Concedes, the outcome that would follow if Defender were to
choose C.

This choice is not so automatic, however, when Defender is Soft. A
Soft Defender prefers Challenger Defeated to Defender Concedes, but
Defender Concedes to Con¯ict, so its choice rationally depends on its
estimate of the likelihood of Challenger Defeated, as opposed to Con¯ict,

6 According to Lebow (1981: 85), ``Four conditions emerge as crucial to successful
deterrence. Nations must (1) de®ne their commitment clearly, (2) communicate its
existence to possible adversaries, (3) develop the means to defend it, or to punish
adversaries who challenge it, and (4) demonstrate their resolve to carry out the actions
this entails.'' Of the four conditions, only the third, which we interpret as threat
capability, emerges as a necessary condition in Perfect Deterrence Theory.
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if it de®es Challenger. This estimate depends, in turn, on its estimate
of Challenger's type because, as noted above, Challenger's type
directly determines the ®nal outcome ± if and when Defender chooses
D. At node 2, therefore, a Hard Defender always defends, but a Soft
Defender's rational choice might be either to defy or to concede.

Given that Challenger initiates, what information should Defender
use to estimate the probability that Challenger is Hard? It is reason-
able for Defender to update its initial estimate, pCh, in light of the new
information it has received. Speci®cally, Defender now knows that
Challenger has defected (at node 1), and this knowledge may ration-
ally change Defender's beliefs about Challenger's type. One aspect of
the equilibrium concept we apply, perfect Bayesian equilibrium, is the
requirement that Defender rationally updates its beliefs about Chal-
lenger's type on the basis of the behavior it observes at node 1.

Finally, what choice should Challenger make at node 1? A Chal-
lenger of either type could rationally cooperate or defect. This decision
depends on its estimates of Defender's type and Defender's antici-
pated behavior. With probability pDef, Defender is Hard and will defy
with certainty. But because the choice of a Soft Defender is uncertain
(see above), Challenger must estimate the probability that Defender is
Soft but will defend nonetheless.

In summary, rational choices in the Unilateral Deterrence Game
with incomplete information are determined by the players' prefer-
ences for Con¯ict (DD) versus capitulation (either CD or DC), and also
by each player's probability estimates, updated as and when appro-
priate, of the credibility of the other's threat.

5.4 Perfect Bayesian equilibria of the Unilateral
Deterrence Game

To this point we have shown the implications of threat credibility for
the stability of the Status Quo in a game of complete information. We
have also discussed what rational players would need to consider
when information is uncertain, and hence credibility is not perfect.
Now we determine fully the rational choices for each player in the
Unilateral Deterrence Game with incomplete information as de®ned
by the perfect Bayesian equilibria.

The results are shown in ®gure 5.4, which graphs the credibility
parameters, pCh and pDef, on the horizontal and vertical axes, respec-
tively. Along these two axes are indicated three constants, dn, cs, and
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ct, that are fully de®ned and discussed in appendix 5. These constants
are threshold values that help distinguish the existence regions of the
perfect Bayesian equilibria of the Unilateral Deterrence Game with
incomplete information.7

7 In fact, two of the three thresholds are characteristic of one-sided games of incomplete
information as follows:

a. When Defender's preferences are common knowledge, but not Challenger's, the
Status Quo is stable if Defender is Hard, or if Defender is Soft and Challenger's
threat is not credible enough to dissuade Defender from choosing D at node 2
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Fig. 5.4. Unilateral Deterrence Game with incomplete information:
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The credibility parameters range from 0 to 1, as the corresponding
threats range from perfectly incredible to perfectly credible. The four
corners of this ®gure thus correspond to the four games of complete
information discussed previously. Speci®cally, the northeast (respec-
tively, northwest, southeast, and southwest) corner represents the
situation where each player (only Defender, only Challenger, and
neither player) has a credible threat. Recall that the Status Quo is
stable in all but the southeast corner (where only Challenger's threat
is credible).

It is proven in appendix 5 that four major types of perfect Bayesian
equilibria are possible for intermediate values of threat credibility.8

These equilibria can be represented by probability combinations
[xH, xS; yH, yS, p] where:

xH = probability that a Hard Challenger will choose D at node 1
xS = probability that a Soft Challenger will choose D at node 1
yH = probability that a Hard Defender will choose D at node 2
yS = probability that a Soft Defender will choose D at node 2
p = Defender's conditional probability that Challenger is Hard,

given that Challenger chooses D at node 1.

The ®rst four probabilities are strategic variables describing Chal-
lenger's and Defender's choices, contingent on type. As noted above,
a Hard Defender always rationally chooses D at node 2, i.e., yH= 1.
The ®fth probability is the a posteriori probability, updated by De-
fender once Challenger's choice of D at node 1 has been observed.
Equilibrium values for p are reported in appendix 5 but are discussed
below only when relevant. Perfect Bayesian equilibria will often be
denoted [xH, xS; yH, yS].

Table 5.2 summarizes the important strategic properties of each
major equilibrium category. (Additional details about the perfect
Bayesian equilibria of the Unilateral Deterrence Game with incom-
plete information can be found in appendix 5, table A5.1.) As the

(pCh < dn). But when Defender is Soft and Challenger's threat is suf®ciently
credible (pCh > dn), Challenger will defect at node 1 and the outcome will be
Defender Concedes.

b. When only Challenger's preferences are common knowledge, deterrence succeeds
when Challenger is Soft, or when Defender's threat is credible enough (pDef > ct) to
deter a challenge of any type. But if Challenger is Hard and Defender's credibility
falls below this threshold (pDef < ct), then the outcome is Defender Concedes when
Defender is Soft and Con¯ictwhen Defender is Hard.

8 There is also another equilibrium type but it is transitional so, as explained in
appendix 5, we can ignore it as it ``almost never'' occurs.
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reader will no doubt notice, these equilibria are similar, but not
identical, to those of the Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game with
incomplete information, explored in chapter 4. This should be no
surprise, as the two games are closely related. The main difference
concerns the logical sequence of choices. In the Generalized Mutual
Deterrence Game, the players make simultaneous initial choices. In
the Unilateral Deterrence Game, Defender's initial choice, if it is made
at all, comes only after Challenger has moved.

Despite the similarity of the perfect Bayesian equilibria in these two
direct deterrence games, there are a number of good reasons for
examining in detail the equilibria of the Unilateral Deterrence Game.
For one, the equilibrium structure of the Unilateral Deterrence Game
is less complicated, i.e., there are fewer equilibria and fewer overlaps
of equilibria. Thus, the Unilateral Deterrence Game not only brings
the range of possible behavioral patterns into sharper focus, but also
helps to strengthen and re®ne our understanding of the dynamics of
this important class of deterrence relationships.

There are also some signi®cant differences between the perfect
Bayesian equilibria of the incomplete information versions of the
Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game and the Unilateral Deterrence
Game. These differences help us to understand the extent to which
our conclusions are driven by assumptions about the sequence of
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Table 5.2. Perfect Bayesian equilibria and existence conditions for the
Unilateral Deterrence Game with incomplete information

Existence
Equilibrium Strategic variables conditions

Challenger Defender

xH xS yH yS

Certain Deterrence 0 0 1 unrestricted pDef � ct
Steadfast Deterrence 0 0 1 u pDef < ct

Separating Equilibrium 1 0 1 0 cs � pDef � ct

Bluff Equilibrium 1 v 1 u pDef < cs and
pCh � dn

Attack Equilibrium 1 1 1 0 pDef < cs and
pCh � dn



play. Moreover, the Unilateral Deterrence Game models a strategic
relationship that is theoretically and empirically distinct. As such, it
deserves special focus. Finally, the Unilateral Deterrence Game serves
as a theoretical bridge between the Rudimentary Asymmetric Deter-
rence Game ± which it subsumes ± and the family of strategically
more complex extended deterrence games explored in part III ± which
subsume it. A thorough understanding of the equilibrium structure of
the Unilateral Deterrence Game, therefore, will be especially helpful
in penetrating these more complex strategic structures.

5.4.1 Deterrence equilibria

Deterrence equilibria constitute the ®rst major equilibrium category of
the Unilateral Deterrence Game with incomplete information. These
are equilibria in which Challenger never defects initially, that is,
xH= xS = 0. At a deterrence equilibrium, therefore, the Status Quo is the
only possible outcome. Challenger's decision is independent of its
type, but it may be contingent on the strategy of a Soft Defender, i.e.,
on yS. Although the Status Quo can sometimes result when other
equilibria are in play, all remaining equilibria carry with them the
possibility of different outcomes, depending on the players' types,
beliefs, and choices. Thus, the Status Quo is fully robust under a
deterrence equilibrium, but not under other equilibria.

A deterrence equilibrium is a plausible description of a strategic
relationship between allies ± such as Canada and the United States ±
or even between two hostile powers during periods of relative
deÂtente.9 Under such circumstances, any challenge to the status quo
would, at best, gain little and, at worst, risk a great deal.

On the other hand, the existence of a deterrence equilibrium is also

9 During the ®rst half of the nineteenth century, the United States and Canada invaded
each other. As recently as 1920, the United States was seen by some within the
Canadian defense establishment as its principal external threat (Jervis, 1976: 62). At
the time, a top-secret contingency plan was reportedly developed for invading the
United States (Vogel, 1995). Even more recently, there was speculation among some
Canadians that a ``rapid deployment force of the US Army's 10th Mountain Light
Infantry Division [was] secretly being held in readiness at Fort Drum, in Watertown
[NY], to seize the region from the Thousand Islands to Ottawa in the event of a
Canadian breakup'' (Clairborne, 1992). Of course, we do not mean to suggest that
either side is currently considering the use of force against the other. Still, in the
economic arena, an implicit threat of retaliation (by both sides but on different issues)
helps support the North American Free Trade Agreement. Our model, which is
completely general and therefore not limited to relationships in which the use of force
is under active consideration, can help to explain even this very peaceful relationship.
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consistent with the survival of the status quo under less benevolent
conditions, such as those associated with the most heated periods of
the Cold War. One superpower might have been deterred from
directly attacking the other, but only after seriously considering a
challenge. Similarly, a deterrence equilibrium could even describe a
strategic relationship characterized by clear-cut military superiority ±
assuming that the defender is the more powerful player ± while a
more tenuous status quo might persist for a time in a contentious
parity relationship such as that of Great Britain and Germany early in
the twentieth century.10

Signi®cantly, deterrence equilibria can come into play under any set
of conditions describing the players' beliefs about threat credibility,
save for the one pure case of complete information (discussed above)
in which Challenger's threat is perfectly credible and Defender's is
not. This means that deterrence could conceivably emerge under
(almost) any conditions in a one-sided deterrence relationship. As
discussed below, the key to this stability may be the willingness of a
Soft Defender to resist with suf®ciently high probability. (Recall that a
Hard Defender always resists.) To support this willingness, Defender
must believe, even after a challenge has been issued (i.e., after
Defender observes Challenger's initial defection), that Challenger is
unlikely to be Hard.

Although deterrence is (almost) always possible, it is not so often
inevitable. In this regard, we distinguish two types of deterrence
equilibria: Certain and Steadfast. We next discuss their distinguishing
characteristics.

5.4.1.1 Certain Deterrence Equilibrium

When Defender's credibility (i.e., pDef) is high, the sole equilibrium of
the Unilateral Deterrence Game is a deterrence equilibrium. We call
this equilibrium Certain Deterrence; when it exists, the Status Quo is the
only rational outcome. The reason is simple: when a Certain Deter-
rence Equilibrium exists, it uniquely exists. There are no other rational
behavior possibilities.

Certain Deterrence Equilibria occupy the entire upper region of the
unit square in ®gure 5.4. Notice that the existence of a Certain
Deterrence Equilibrium does not depend on the a priori credibility of
Challenger's threat. In other words, this equilibrium is invariant with

10 See Powell (1996a) for an alternative perspective on this relationship.
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respect to Challenger's credibility: when a Certain Deterrence Equi-
librium occurs, no rational Challenger ± Hard or Soft ± chooses to
defect.

Although the existence of a Certain Deterrence Equilibrium does
not depend on Challenger's credibility, Defender's credibility is
critical. As shown in appendix 5, for a Certain Deterrence Equilibrium
to exist, Defender's a priori credibility must exceed a threshold,
namely

pDef � ct � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cDD�

�5:5�

The alert reader will recognize the similarity of the credibility
threshold ct to thresholds a2 and b2 that delineate the existence region
of the Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium in the Generalized Mutual
Deterrence Game with incomplete information. In fact, the two
equilibria are simple analogues. The main difference is that in the
(symmetric) case of the Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium, both
players must take on the role of Defender. Thus, most of what has
already been said about the Sure-Thing Deterrence Equilibrium can
also be said about the Certain Deterrence Equilibrium:

. As the value Challenger places on the Status Quo increases,
the minimum value for pDef decreases, thereby making it
more likely that Certain Deterrence will occur.

. The prospects of Certain Deterrence can also be enhanced by
decreasing the value a Hard Challenger places on Con¯ict.

. Certain Deterrence becomes more likely as the value Chal-
lenger places on winning is reduced.

. Under certain conditions, (i.e., when Challenger is Soft and
prefers not to engage Defender in Con¯ict), further increases
in the cost of con¯ict (i.e., reductions in cDD7) are redundant
and irrelevant.

It is important to note that the existence of a Certain Deterrence
Equilibrium does not depend upon any particular behavior plans a
Soft Defender may have (i.e., on yS).

11 Intuitively, the reason is that
Certain Deterrence occurs only when Challenger believes it likely that
Defender is Hard. In effect, Challenger assigns very little weight to the

11 More technically, yS is unrestricted.
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bene®ts it might receive for challenging a Soft Defender. As we
indicate below, however, the weight assigned these bene®ts may be
crucial to the Challenger's optimal strategy under other conditions.

Similarly, to say that Challenger's credibility is of little moment
when a Certain Deterrence Equilibrium exists is not to say that it is
unimportant at other times. Nonetheless, when Defender's credibility
is suf®ciently high, the stability of the Status Quo is absolute and does
not hinge on Challenger's willingness to ®ght.

5.4.1.2 Steadfast Deterrence Equilibrium

A deterrence equilibrium may still exist even when Defender's
credibility falls below the threshold required for Certain Deterrence.
But then a deterrence equilibrium cannot occur alone ± it coexists with
equilibria of other types (see below), so its occurrence in actual play is
far from certain. Moreover, for this type of deterrence equilibrium to
occur, Defender must be steadfast in the sense of being committed to
defend with a certain probability, even when it is Soft.

A Steadfast Deterrence Equilibrium may come into play even when a
Challenger places a relatively low value on the Status Quo, or a
relatively high value on winning, or sees low costs at Con¯ict. This
form of deterrence occurs only when Defender's threat is less credible
than required for a Certain Deterrence Equilibrium. The difference is
that with Steadfast Deterrence, Defender's threat to defend when
Hard is not, in itself, suf®cient to sustain the Status Quo. Further
commitment is necessary. Speci®cally, to offset the relative decline in
Defender's credibility, Challenger must believe there is a high enough
probability (yS > u*; see appendix 5) that even a Soft Defender will
resist. To support this intention rationally, Defender must believe that
it is fairly likely that any Challenger who initiates is Soft, and will
concede if Defender chooses D at node 2. Thus, while the a priori
credibility of Challenger's retaliatory threat is unimportant to the
existence of a Steadfast Deterrence Equilibrium, Challenger's a poster-
iori credibility is critical.

The irrelevance of Challenger's a priori credibility explains why a
Steadfast Deterrence Equilibrium can be found anywhere below the
threshold required for a Certain Deterrence Equilibrium. As can be
seen from ®gure 5.4, other equilibria ± all of which include the
possibility of Con¯ict ± also occupy this area. There are other rational
possibilities, and the selection of a Steadfast Deterrence Equilibrium is
far from certain.
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In our opinion, Defender's a posteriori belief about Challenger's
credibility is plausible, but only when the a priori probability that
Challenger is Hard, pCh, is low. We ®nd it dif®cult to fathom that a
Challenger, who was initially thought to be likely Hard, will be
perceived as likely Soft after a challenge has been issued. For this
reason we are skeptical of the descriptive accuracy of the Steadfast
Deterrence Equilibrium when and if Challenger is initially believed to
be Hard.

Nonetheless, under proper conditions, a Steadfast Deterrence Equi-
librium might evolve quite naturally. Suppose, for instance, that a
highly dissatis®ed Challenger is considering contesting the Status
Quo. Defender may be Soft, yet Challenger may be convinced that
Defender doubts Challenger's resolve and will defy any challenge
with high probability, even if Defender is Soft. Faced with this
likelihood of resistance, Challenger may now ®nd its second-best
outcome, the Status Quo, very appealing.

By their very nature, actual examples of deterrence equilibria
(Certain or Steadfast) are dif®cult to identify.12 Nevertheless, one
indication that a Steadfast Deterrence Equilibrium may be in play, or
that a Defender is trying to induce one, is a public denigration of the
capability and, by extension, the credibility of Challenger's threat. For
example, in the 1950s, when Mao repeatedly expressed reservations
about US resolve, he might have been trying to deter a coercive move
by the United States. From China's point of view, it was strategically
immaterial whether the United States was, or was not, a ``paper tiger,''
or whether US decision-makers thought China to be Soft. What was
important to the Chinese was that US leaders believe that China
thought the United States to be very likely Soft. Similarly, early in the
post-war period, Soviet declaratory policy denying the strategic
signi®cance of nuclear weapons might have been consistent with
actual Soviet beliefs. But if not, strategic considerations probably
dictated its content. Under certain conditions, then, undermining an
opponent's credibility may be as effective a tactic for stabilizing the
status quo as is bolstering one's own.

12 Achen and Snidal (1989: 161) give as some possibilities ``the ®rst Soviet±American
War which erupted over Hungary in 1956 . . . the second one (over Chile) in the early
1970s . . . the US±China War, which began when the United States bombed the North
Vietnamese dikes . . . [and] the second Korean War.'' For a debate on this issue, see
Huth and Russett (1990) and Lebow and Stein (1990).
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5.4.2 Other equilibria

In addition to the deterrence equilibria, three other non-transitional
equilibria can occur in the Unilateral Deterrence Game with incom-
plete information: Separating, Bluff, and Attack. We now consider their
logical and strategic properties serially.

5.4.2.1 Separating Equilibria

As ®gure 5.4 shows, Separating Equilibria lie between Certain Deter-
rence and Attack and Bluff Equilibria. At a Separating Equilibrium,
the players' preferences are fully revealed by their strategy choices: a
Hard Challenger always defects initially, and a Soft Challenger never
does. Likewise, if challenged, a Hard Defender always de®es and a
Soft Defender always capitulates. The Status Quo may remain stable,
therefore, when separating strategies are selected, but only when
Challenger is Soft.13 When Challenger is Hard, it gains an advantage
if Defender is Soft (i.e., Defender Concedes) but precipitates Con¯ict if
Defender is Hard. Thus, three of the four possible outcomes of the
Unilateral Deterrence Game (see ®gure 5.2) can arise under a Sepa-
rating Equilibrium.

Separating Equilibria separate the players by type.14 Under a
Separating Equilibrium, more so than any other, the stability of
the Status Quo depends on Challenger's actual preferences. One
might expect, therefore, that when a Separating Equilibrium is
about to come into play, Defender would be tempted to manipulate
Challenger's type by trying to in¯uence the domestic political process
of Challenger. The Vietminh did just this in late 1953 in order to force
France to the negotiating table (Zagare, 1979). But the converse is also
true. When Challenger is Hard, the ®nal outcome of the game will be
determined by Defender's type. Challenger will then have an interest
in promoting soft-liners in Defender's bureaucracy, because Soft
Defenders will appease Challenger while Hard Defenders will will-
ingly endure Con¯ict (Snyder and Diesing, 1977).

It is noteworthy that Separating Equilibria are the only perfect
Bayesian equilibria that do not correspond to one of the four games of

13 Note that the survival of the Status Quo does not depend on a deterrence equilibrium
coming into play.

14 Cf. the Separating Equilibrium of the Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game with
incomplete information described in chapter 4.
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complete information discussed above (see table 5.1). Thus our
examination of the Unilateral Deterrence Game with incomplete
information has uncovered a qualitatively different strategic environ-
ment and identi®ed prototypical strategies associated with it.

A stable Status Quo may indicate a Separating Equilibrium, or a
Deterrence Equilibrium, or even a Bluff Equilibrium (see below). One
empirical hint that a Separating Equilibrium might be in play,
however, would be a simultaneous change in Challenger's regime and
its policy orientation, but little else. The reason is that under a
Separating Equilibrium, strategy choices depend on player types in
the extreme. A possible example was the abrupt, albeit temporary,
shift of Soviet policy in 1953, away from Stalin's confrontational
stance, toward the new collective leadership's policy of deÂtente with
the West (Zagare, 1979). Similarly, during the 1967 crisis in the Middle
East, Israel's attitude changed dramatically, from submission to con-
frontation, when Moshe Dayan, a hard-liner who was known to favor
military action, replaced Prime Minister Levi Eshkol as Defense
Minister (Zagare, 1981).

Separating Equilibria occur in an intermediate range of Defender's
credibility, not high enough to render deterrence certain, but not low
enough to make the preservation of the Status Quo unlikely. The upper
bound of the region of Separating Equilibria (ct) coincides with the
lower bound of the Certain Deterrence region. The lower bound of the
Separating region is the threshold

pDef > cs � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cCD

�5:6�

Thus the initial credibility requirements on Defender's threat are
directly related to Challenger's evaluation of the Status Quo, cSQ. As
this value increases, approaching that of Challenger's best outcome,
the lower bound of the region of Separating Equilibria moves down-
ward, shrinking the region of Attack and Bluff Equilibria where
Con¯ict is more likely (see below). Of course, the converse is also true.
As Challenger's evaluation of the Status Quo decreases, the lower
boundary of the region of Separating Equilibrium rises, increasing the
probability that a Bluff or Attack Equilibrium will come into play.
Equally, the lower threshold for Separating Equilibria can be reduced
by decreasing Challenger's value for winning (cDC) or decreasing
Challenger's value for losing (cCD).
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5.4.2.2 Bluff Equilibria

When Defender's credibility is relatively low, that is, below cs, the
lower boundary for Separating Equilibria, then, depending on how
credible Challenger's threat is, new equilibria arise: Bluff and Attack.

As ®gure 5.4 reveals, Bluff Equilibria occur when Defender's and
Challenger's credibilities are both relatively low, that is, when both
players believe the other probably prefers to capitulate rather than
®ght. In the case of complete information, when each player's threat is
simply not credible, the Status Quo is stable and Challenger is
deterred. Such is not necessarily the case, however, when the players
are uncertain of each other's preferences.

At a Bluff Equilibrium, players' behavior depends upon their types.
Challenger initiates for certain in the unlikely event that it is Hard.
(After all, chances are that the Defender is Soft and likely to capitu-
late.) But if Challenger is Soft, it adopts a mixed strategy, initiating
with some positive probability. The more credible Challenger is, the
greater this probability.

The equilibrium choice of a Hard Defender is, as always, to defend.
But at a Bluff Equilibrium, even a Soft Defender defends with some
positive probability. This conditional probability, yS, is a function of
Defender's initial credibility, just as Challenger's conditional prob-
ability, xS, is a function of Challenger's credibility. But the lower
Defender's credibility, the greater its tendency to bluff and resist a challenge
when Soft!

In fact, the family of Bluff Equilibria is pooling for Defender ± the
unconditional (i.e., without regard to Defender's type) a priori prob-
ability that Defender chooses to defend does not depend on its
credibility (see appendix 5). In other words, Defender's overall
probabilities of capitulating or defying are always the same, regard-
less of the value of pDef. The Bluff Equilibria do not present this
property from Challenger's point of view ± in fact, the overall
probability of a challenge increases with Challenger's credibility, pCh.

The logic of this equilibrium con®guration guarantees that Chal-
lenger always faces the same probability that Defender will stand
®rm. Defender's policy serves to conceal its type ± it is not possible to
infer whether a Defender who resists is likely or unlikely to be Hard.
As a consequence, Challenger is less and less willing to risk a
challenge as its own credibility decreases ± after all, the probability
that it will have to back down if it challenges becomes greater and
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greater as its credibility drops. But the only way that Defender can
achieve this constant level of defense readiness is to be prepared to
defend when Soft more frequently as its credibility falls.

More than at any other equilibrium, then, play under a Bluff
Equilibrium is likely to be a ``competition in risk-taking'' (Schelling,
1960, 1966). In one sense, this should be no surprise since the complete
information analogue of such games resembles structurally the game
of Chicken. Nonetheless, our model provides additional insight into
the conditions under which ``manipulative bargaining tactics''
(Young, 1975) are relevant to the behavior of states in an acute crisis
(Snyder and Diesing, 1977).

In contrast to the conventional wisdom, however, our model reveals
an advantage for Defender, since Defender's type and, ultimately, its
choice, is critical in determining the actual outcome. Of course, if
Challenger does not defect initially, a crisis never occurs; and if it
does, and Defender does not resist, the bluff will have succeeded and
Challenger will have gained an advantage. But if Defender resists, a
rational Soft Challenger will back down, so that Defender will win. In
neither case, though, will a con¯ict result unless Challenger is
prepared for it. Thus, given the postulated sequence of choices,
Challenger will not necessarily win, even if it defects initially. This
may be one reason why ``commitment'' and related bluf®ng tactics,
although seductive, have rarely been used by challengers in precipi-
tating a crisis and why, at least in the nuclear age, decision-makers
have sought ``to retain wide freedom of choice as long as possible and
to avoid becoming boxed into an irrevocable position'' (Young, 1968:
218; see also George and Smoke, 1974: 531).

As noted, the Status Quo is stable in the Unilateral Deterrence Game
when both players have completely incredible retaliatory threats.
Without a credible threat Challenger cannot deter Defender from
resisting, forcing Challenger to back down. In the end Challenger is
better off doing nothing. Under these circumstances, the lack of a
credible threat actually fosters stability.

By contrast, in the region where Bluff Equilibria exist, and where
both Challenger and Defender have a modicum of credibility, both
players may be led, by their own rationality, to gamble. Challenger
could rationally decide to rock the boat ± just a little bit. After all, the
odds of success are reasonably high. For similar reasons Defender
could sometimes rationally run the risk of an all-out con¯ict. All of
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which demonstrates that credibility is a lot like knowledge: a little bit
of it may be a bad thing.

With the bene®t of hindsight, it is plausible to associate many of the
events punctuating the US±Soviet relationship during the 1950s and
1960s with bluff conditions. Starting with the Berlin crisis of 1948, the
Soviet Union and China precipitated a number of confrontations
designed to probe the limits of US resolve. When the United States
stood ®rm, they backed down (Gaddis, 1997: 31). While one cannot
say for sure what actual US preferences were, the challengers'
preferences for capitulation were revealed by their choices. In these
cases at least, they were simply bluf®ng (Betts, 1987: 108).

5.4.2.3 Attack Equilibria

Like Bluff Equilibria, Attack Equilibria occur only when Defender's
credibility is low. What distinguishes the two equilibria is Challen-
ger's perceived credibility. When it is relatively low ± like Defender's
± a Bluff Equilibrium arises. But when Challenger's credibility
exceeds a certain threshold, the Attack Equilibrium forms.

At an Attack Equilibrium, Challenger ± whatever its type ± always
defects initially, and a Soft Defender always capitulates. Thus, because
a Hard Defender always defends, war will occur if and only if a Hard
Challenger attacks a Hard Defender. Although unlikely under these
conditions, Con¯ict is possible. Typically, Defender has few options
and little defense. Like the United States during the crises in Hungary
in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968, and the Soviets during the 1956
Suez crisis, a Defender unwilling to resist can only accept the
inevitable; any other reaction would be contrary to its interests.

Deterrence is never stable under an Attack Equilibrium. Defender
prefers any other equilibrium to Attack, as its expected utility is
usually least at this equilibrium. In particular, the Attack Equilibrium
is the only equilibrium where there is no chance that the Challenger
will accept the Status Quo.

There are essentially two ways Defender can shift the game toward
another equilibrium region: by taking measures that either shore up
the credibility of its deterrent threat or enhance Challenger's evalua-
tion of the Status Quo. If either measure is successful, a Separating
Equilibrium is induced. But no matter what equilibrium is in play,
these tactics are always available and never disadvantage Defender.
Alternatively, a Defender wishing to avoid an Attack Equilibrium
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could try to induce a Bluff Equilibrium by reducing its con¯ict costs.
As ®gure 5.4 indicates, if pDef < cs, then there will be a Bluff
Equilibrium if Challenger's a priori credibility, pCh, falls below

dn � dCD ÿ dDC

dCD ÿ dDDÿ
�5:7�

otherwise an Attack Equilibrium will come into play. (See appendix 5
for details.)

Note that an Attack Equilibrium is more likely the more costly
con¯ict is to a Soft Defender. Thus, the higher the costs of confronta-
tion to a Soft Defender, the more likely an Attack Equilibrium; the
lower, the more likely a Bluff Equilibrium. Note also that the Attack
Equilibrium becomes more likely as Defender's value for winning
decreases and as Defender's value for capitulating increases.

This observation is consistent with the argument of some strategic
thinkers that one consequence of nuclear weapons has been to make
con¯icts more likely in areas peripheral to a defender's interests. In
this sense, at least, nuclear weapons can be considered destabilizing.
For instance, the Soviet Union might have been less willing to invade
Afghanistan in 1979 if the world were not nuclear, simply because the
United States would have been more likely, ceteris paribus, to offer
resistance were it not facing a nuclear power. Much the same could be
said about US involvement in Vietnam. Thus the Unilateral Deterrence
Game model explains why nuclear weapons may contribute, simul-
taneously, to the stability of ``basic,'' ``passive,'' or ``Type I'' deterrence,
and to the instability of ``extended,'' ``active,'' or ``Type II'' deterrence
(Kahn, 1960; Betts, 1987).15

5.5 The Unilateral Deterrence Game and power
transition theory

The Unilateral Deterrence Game explores the connection between
threat credibility and deterrence stability in one-sided or asymmetric
deterrence relationships. Speci®cally, it models the choices of a Chal-
lenger and a Defender to foment or to avoid a crisis. Unlike the
players in the Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game, then, the players
in the Unilateral Deterrence Game have distinct and recognizable

15 The models developed in part III shed additional light on extended deterrence
relationships.
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roles. As a consequence, the underlying conceptualization is at odds
with the axioms of balance of power and classical deterrence theory,
which take as given the non-differentiation of actors.

By contrast, the view of deterrence embodied in the Unilateral
Deterrence Game is prima facie consistent with a number of theories of
interstate con¯ict initiation that presume that states may play different
roles in the international system.16 Indeed, the Unilateral Deterrence
Game was originally developed as a decision-theoretic extension of
one such theory, power transition (Organski, 1958; Organski and
Kugler, 1980).17 Our purpose in this section, however, is not to model
the transition process per se.18 Rather, it is simply to suggest some
important parallels between this dyadic, state-centric model of major-
power war and what we consider its decision-theoretic analogue.
Since the perfect Bayesian equilibria of the Unilateral Deterrence
Game with incomplete information describe rational behavior as a
function of credibility, they provide additional information about the
range of behavioral possibilities during a transition period.

Unlike classical deterrence theory, which is riddled with logical
inconsistencies and empirical inaccuracies (see chapter 1), power
transition theory offers a theoretically rich and empirically consistent
perspective from which to view the dynamics of interstate con¯ict.
Like balance of power theory, power transition is structurally based.
But unlike balance of power, power transition argues that parity is a
necessary ± though not suf®cient ± condition for major-power war.
Put another way, power transition theory contends that major-power
wars occur only when two great states are approximately equal in
strength.

The power transition perspective helps to explain, therefore, the
absence of war between the United States and the Soviet Union
during the most heated days of the Cold War, and between the Soviet
Union and China during the most intense period of that bitter rivalry;
it also helps to explain the instinctual rejection of proliferation policies
by most statesmen and strategic analysts, and the deep concern of
decision-makers with marginal disadvantages and ``windows of
vulnerability.''

16 Nonetheless, the Unilateral Deterrence Game stands on its own and does not depend
on any underlying structural model.

17 For the original discussion, see Kugler and Zagare (1990).
18 For explicit attempts to model power transition theory, see Kim and Morrow (1992),

Powell (1996a), and Alsharabati (1997). Also see Kugler and Lemke (1996).
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Power transition theory, however, is not a completely speci®ed
theory of interstate con¯ict initiation. While it provides a more
thorough account of the outbreak of major-power wars during the last
two centuries than does balance of power theory (Organski and
Kugler, 1980; Kugler and Lemke, 1996), the power transition perspec-
tive leaves some important questions unanswered. In particular, it
provides only a set of necessary conditions for the onset of major
interstate wars, so it cannot distinguish, a priori, those transitions that
culminate in war from those that do not. Why, for example, did
Germany, Great Britain, and their allies ®ght two global wars while,
under similar parity conditions, the United States and Great Britain
avoided major catastrophe? Why did the United States and the Soviet
Union not wage a strategic war as the Soviets moved toward nuclear
parity at the end of the 1960s? Although the empirical record
associated with these and related riddles is consistent with the power
transition perspective, these questions have not yet been answered
adequately within its theoretical con®nes.

We do not claim that the game model of this chapter eliminates all
these ambiguities. Still, some additional precision about the conditions
necessary for peaceful and non-peaceful transition can be derived
from the perfect Bayesian equilibria of the Unilateral Deterrence
Game with incomplete information. Speci®cally, transitions are most
likely to be peaceful when Defender's credibility is unquestionably
high, that is, when a Certain Deterrence Equilibrium exists. But the
converse is not true. War is not a high probability event when
Defender's retaliatory threat is minimally credible ± although such
circumstances are not particularly conducive to general deterrence
stability. Rather, all-out con¯icts are most probable for mid-ranges of
Defender credibility, which are the conditions consistent with the
existence of a Separating Equilibrium. As one might expect, then, non-
peaceful transitions are most likely to occur precisely when Chal-
lenger is least certain about Defender's intentions.

As well, the strategic properties of the perfect Bayesian equilibria of
the Unilateral Deterrence Game help to corroborate the importance
power transition places on the role of the status quo in peace and war
decisions (Kugler and Werner, 1993). Most balance of power and
classical deterrence theorists tend to ®xate on the high costs of nuclear
war, ignoring this other critical variable. In the incomplete information
model, both the value of the Status Quo and the players' evaluation of
Con¯ict are strategically signi®cant.
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For instance, in the Unilateral Deterrence Game, the threshold value
for Certain Deterrence depends, in part, on Challenger's evaluation of
the Status Quo. Challenger's evaluation of the Status Quo is also critical
in determining the threshold value at the lower bound of the region of
Separating Equilibria.

All of which is consistent with power transition's auxiliary hypoth-
esis that a Defender can enhance the prospects of a peaceful transition
by making systemic adjustments that alleviate Challenger's dissatis-
faction.19 Notwithstanding the numerous caveats discussed in chapter
4, manipulation of the status quo remains a potentially potent
diplomatic device for avoiding hostility and con¯ict. George and
Smoke (1974: 531) are right, therefore, to emphasize that ``accommo-
dative moves'' can reduce the need for overt deterrent threats, and
increase the likelihood that more traditional policies focusing on
raising the cost of con¯ict will succeed, when and if they are pursued.
The analysis of this chapter adds precision to this debate by specifying
why and when these stratagems work.

Contrariwise, policies that needlessly antagonize a potential oppo-
nent may signi®cantly decrease the prospects for peace, especially
when these policies are part of a general pattern of neglect or
insensitivity. For example, recent attempts to expand NATO to
include states bordering Russia are both risky and potentially disrup-
tive of the underlying dynamic of the post Cold War European
security system. Much the same could be said about ongoing efforts to
develop an anti-missile defense system. In this case, both Russia's and
China's level of frustration will likely grow should the drive continue.
In the long run, their discontent will likely constitute a far greater
threat to the United States than the current and future threat posed by
lesser nuclear powers.

This does not mean that states should ignore their own interests
when formulating policy. Initiatives that aim to increase a potential
opponent's satisfaction with the status quo are not necessarily self-
abnegating. Trade agreements or arms limitation accords can some-
times bene®t both parties simultaneously, thereby making peace a
little more likely.

In this context it seems reasonable to suggest that, overall, the
break-up of the Warsaw Pact and the dissolution of the Soviet Union
has been accompanied by Russia's increasing acceptance of the

19 Powell (1996a) formally derives this proposition.
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prevailing order. It is interesting to observe that, in consequence,
many strategic analysts now believe that the probability of a major
war is lower than at any time since the end of World War II. If so, the
analysis of the Unilateral Deterrence Game suggests why. It is also
clear that, if real, the enhanced stability of the post Cold War period,
at the strategic level at least, is entirely independent of any signi®cant
increases in the costs of war.20

If the lower bounds of the regions of Certain Deterrence and
Separating Equilibria are currently lower, and their areas signi®cantly
larger, it follows that the converse was likely true during most of the
Cold War period. In other words, the regions of Bluff and Attack
Equilibria likely occupied a relatively much larger area of the unit
square of ®gure 5.4 than when the Soviet Union was largely dissatis-
®ed with the distribution of rewards in the international system.
Perfect Deterrence Theory, therefore, helps explain why, at certain
times, this period of intense rivalry was punctuated by a series of
acute superpower crises, in Berlin, in Cuba, in Asia, and elsewhere.

It should be emphasized that manipulation of the status quo is not
generally advanced as a stratagem for practitioners of deterrence. One
reason is the absence of this variable in most variants of classical
deterrence theory.21 Since all states are taken as essentially the same,
dissatisfaction with the status quo is a constant in classical deterrence
theory. As a rule, therefore, the emphasis of the traditional security
literature has been on the strategic consequences of the vast destruc-
tive power of nuclear weapons. While the focus is understandable, the
obsession of classical deterrence theorists on the absolute costs of war
± to the exclusion of other variables ± explains the obvious oversight.

This is not to say that either power transition theory or Perfect
Deterrence Theory sees nuclear weapons as magic bullets. In fact, it is
this issue more than any other that separates these approaches from
classical deterrence theory. Both Perfect Deterrence Theory and power
transition theory see limits to the stabilizing properties of nuclear
weapons. Speci®cally, by taking account of both the absolute costs

20 The states of the former Soviet Union, including Russia, are certainly militarily
weaker today than in the 1980s.

21 Another is the clear failure of the French and British attempt to appease Hitler. That
such a policy failed, however, does not necessarily imply that all such policies are
inherently ¯awed. It is likely the case, however, that they are extremely dif®cult to
implement properly. But the same could also be said about deterrent policies based
solely on establishing a credible nuclear threat.
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associated with warfare and the marginal advantages of challenging
the status quo, power transition theory concludes that con¯ict
between nuclear powers is a distinct possibility. By contrast, classical
deterrence theory sees a monotonic relationship between the absolute
costs of war and deterrence stability. The greater these costs, ceteris
paribus, the more stable deterrence.

Perfect Deterrence Theory corroborates and re®nes power transition
theory's conclusions about the relationship between the costs of
con¯ict and deterrence stability. To be sure, the prospects of Certain
Deterrence are enhanced by decreasing the value a Hard Challenger
associates with Con¯ict. As this value approaches the value Challenger
associates with capitulation, the lower bound of the region of Certain
Deterrence Equilibria moves downward, making Certain Deterrence
more probable, and conversely. As one might expect, then, when
con¯ict offers minimal advantages, deterrence becomes more robust.

Nonetheless, indiscriminate increases in the cost of con¯ict do not
necessarily contribute to the likelihood of deterrence. In the Unilateral
Deterrence Game with incomplete information, when Challenger is
Soft, i.e., already prefers capitulation to con¯ict, further increases in
the cost of con¯ict have no effect on the overall likelihood of
deterrence success.22 Like George and Smoke (1974: 507) then, Perfect
Deterrence Theory ®nds that deterrent ``threats are often irrelevant or
dysfunctional.'' Again, this suggests that prudent defenders have
no reason not to pursue a policy of minimum deterrence. It is on
this point, especially, that the normative implications of Perfect
Deterrence Theory ± which is rooted in beliefs and perceptions about
the nature of deterrent threats ± are at odds with classical deterrence
theory, where subjective variables are generally ignored in favor of
more objective factors (like the cost of con¯ict) and ®xed credibility
assumptions.

While the absolute costs of con¯ict do have implications for the
robustness of Certain Deterrence, they do not play a role in deter-
mining the boundary that distinguishes the region of Separating
Equilibria from the more unstable areas associated with Bluff and
Attack Equilibria. As noted above, the determinants of this threshold
are Challenger's evaluation of the Status Quo, winning, and capitu-
lating, suggesting once again that, under certain conditions, increasing

22 The same conclusion applies to both players in the Generalized Mutual Deterrence
Game with incomplete information.
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war costs may contribute little to deterrence. One of the hidden
bene®ts of the present analysis is that it speci®es the circumstances
under which this conclusion applies, again augmenting the theoretical
implications of power transition theory.

The costs of con¯ict to a Soft Defender (relative to capitulation and
the Status Quo) do, however, determine the boundary between Bluff
and Attack Equilibria. But here the relationship operates in an
unexpected way. The greater the costs of confrontation to a Soft
Defender, the more likely an Attack Equilibrium; the lower, the more
likely a Bluff Equilibrium. This indicates that under the shared
conditions associated with the existence of these two equilibrium
types (i.e., low Defender credibility), the high costs normally associ-
ated with nuclear warfare actually make a status quo less stable.
While it is true, then, that under somewhat restricted conditions,
nuclear weapons may enhance central deterrence, they may also have
the opposite effect in more peripheral con¯ict venues.

5.6 Coda

In this chapter we conclude our examination of direct deterrence
relationships. We explore the connection between threat credibility
and deterrence stability in a simple one-sided deterrence game, and
model the choices of both a Challenger and a Defender of the existing
order. We focus especially on the case in which the players are
uncertain about each other's willingness to ®ght rather than capitulate.

Because we make no ®xed behavioral assumption about the strategy
choices of the players at any stage of the game, or about either player's
preferences, we are able to explore the full range of potential crisis
situations, to offer a general assessment of the conditions under which
the status quo is likely to persist, and to present a more complete
description of the circumstances and consequences of a unilateral
deterrence failure than is otherwise possible. As well, we connect the
implications of our model to those of an in¯uential state-centric
explanation of major-power wars, power transition theory.23

Our analysis reveals that it is possible for the status quo to persist
under most conditions included in our model, although a stable status
quo is more likely to persist in some circumstances than others. In

23 The implications of both direct deterrence models ± mutual and unilateral ± for the
theory of the democratic peace are discussed in Kilgour (1991).
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general, unilateral deterrence success becomes more probable as the
Challenger's evaluation of the status quo increases, as its perception
of the Defender's credibility grows, and as the bene®ts of con¯ict
decline. Like power transition theory, the incomplete information
model of unilateral deterrence ®nds that the conditions of war and
peace may be present simultaneously. It also ®nds, however, that
certain conditions may exist in which deterrence is the only rational
outcome. Speci®cally, when a Defender's initial credibility is suf®-
ciently high, a Certain Deterrence Equilibrium uniquely exists, and
the survival of the status quo is assured.

At other times, under other conditions, the persistence of the status
quo is more problematic. At intermediate levels of Defender credi-
bility, under a Separating Equilibrium, the critical variable is Challen-
ger's preference between confrontation and capitulation. Hard
Challengers rationally initiate con¯ict; Soft Challengers refrain. If the
status quo is upset, and Defender is Hard, war is inevitable. Other-
wise, the Challenger will be appeased and its demands satis®ed.

Although war is less likely, the status quo is more likely to be
contested when Defender's credibility is low and either a Bluff
Equilibrium or an Attack Equilibrium exists. A Bluff Equilibrium will
exist when both Challenger and Defender are likely Soft. An Attack
Equilibrium will exist when Challenger is perceived Hard and Defen-
der's credibility is low. A stable status quo is unlikely under either of
these equilibrium types. Nevertheless, peace remains a (remote)
theoretical possibility, at least under the Bluff Equilibrium.

What then explains peaceful power transitions such as that from
Great Britain to the United States, or the absence of a superpower war
once the Soviet Union attained nuclear parity with the United States?
The incomplete information model suggests several possibilities.

One is that the defender in each of these cases was able to project
unusually high credibility, thereby ensuring a Certain Deterrence
Equilibrium. Another possibility is that in these and related cases, the
challenger was in fact soft and that the games were played in the
region of Separating Equilibria. Finally, it is even possible that some
peaceful power transition games were played out under a Bluff
Equilibrium; but if so, the players were extremely lucky that no
calculated risk ever ended in disaster.

Like power transition, the incomplete information model of uni-
lateral deterrence ®nds that increasing the costs of con¯ict does not
necessarily lead to greater strategic stability. Under some conditions,
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such increases are either unnecessary or counter-productive, leading
us once again to recommend minimum deterrent policies that are
effective and costly enough to ensure deterrence, while not so incred-
ible as to undermine it. Policies that promote an overkill capability, or
those aimed at proliferating nuclear weapons, do not emerge as
stabilizing choices in our model.

Finally, as in power transition, the incomplete information model
®nds that Challenger's evaluation of the status quo is a critical
determinant of its decision to initiate con¯ict. When this value is very
high, deterrence becomes virtually certain. As it increases, the like-
lihood of con¯ict decreases. It is perhaps this variable, more than
anything else, that accounts for successful transition periods. It is
unfortunate indeed that most modern deterrence theorists have
ignored its stabilizing possibilities, concentrating instead on the more
dangerous ± and more limited ± tactic of manipulating the absolute
costs of warfare.
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Part III

Extended deterrence





6 Modeling extended deterrence

Equilibrium was the name of the game.
Henry Kissinger

The decision to escalate . . . is a strategic issue, involving not only
assessment of the immediate advantage to one's own side, but also
dif®cult and often painfully uncertain calculation of the possibilities
for counterescalation by the enemy.

Richard Smoke

By design, the deterrence models explored in part II are extremely
austere. To be sure, the ``no-fat'' modeling approach we adopt allows
us to focus directly on the role of uncertainty and credibility in both
mutual and unilateral deterrence games. But axiomatic austerity cuts
both ways. The ability to penetrate core theoretical structures and
analyze the role of a few fundamental variables is not altogether
costless. Parsimony is inversely related to the complexity and range of
questions that a model can fruitfully address. For example, in the
simple models developed in part II, con¯ict is an all-or-nothing
proposition. As a consequence, these models are unable to shed any
light on the conditions associated with either limited con¯icts or
escalation spirals. Nor do our rudimentary models capture well the
subtleties of some more complex deterrence situations. Thus, to
address these and related limitations, we now begin to complicate,
ever so slightly, our bare-bones deterrence models and to explore a
number of questions associated speci®cally with extended deterrence
relationships.

In this chapter we begin by describing a generic two-level extended
deterrence/escalation model and discuss its characteristics under
complete information. Chapter 7 begins an investigation into the
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model's implications under incomplete information and evaluates the
ef®cacy of all-or-nothing extended deterrence deployment policies
like Massive Retaliation. Chapter 8 assesses a competing deployment
policy called Flexible Response. And in chapter 9, we examine an
important special case covered by the model that helps shed light on
the circumstances associated with both limited con¯icts and escalation
spirals.

6.1 Preliminaries

In contrast to direct deterrence relationships, where there exists a
perceived threat to the homeland of at least one state, extended
deterrence applies to situations in which one state ± the defender ±
perceives an indirect threat against a third party ± the target, or as
Russett (1963) calls it, the pawn (or proteÂgeÂ). The pawn need not be
a formal ally of the defender, but the defender must have a real
interest in protecting the pawn, either for the pawn's own sake, or for
the defender's overall security interests, or, more likely, for some
combination.

In the post-war period, NATO's defense of Western Europe is the
prototypical example. From the earliest days of the Cold War, the
principal fear was of a Soviet blitzkrieg across the North German
plain. Given such an attack, the Western democracies would have to
decide how to respond. There were, practically speaking, only three
options: NATO could do nothing, in essence conceding world leader-
ship to the Soviet Union; or it could respond-in-kind and ®ght yet
another debilitating ground war in Europe; or it could deliberately
escalate by directing an all-out attack against the Soviet Union itself.
Since these three generic response options constitute the core of the
extended deterrence/escalation model developed in this chapter, we
believe it closely approximates the essence of NATO's strategic
predicament.

Similar tripartite choices are embedded in many other extended
deterrence games. For example, after Archduke Franz Ferdinand was
assassinated in 1914, Germany had to decide whether to back Austria
and, if so, how. Doing nothing risked the loss of German in¯uence
and control in the Balkans, and was therefore rejected. Still, there was
a great deal of debate in German of®cial circles about the extent to
which Austria should be supported in its con¯ict with Serbia.
Germany could, by providing limited support, restrain Austria; or it
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could escalate the crisis by providing full support. Unfortunately, by
issuing a ``blank check,'' it chose the latter.1

According to Danilovic (1998), there have been forty-seven observ-
able attempts at extended (immediate) deterrence among major
powers since 1895 (see table 6.1). Cases included in this list occur in
the context of an overt threat by a challenger to a third party, and an
explicit attempt by a defender to de¯ect the threat.2 Clearly there is
case selection bias at work here.3 Danilovic's list does not pick up
cases in which either the initial challenge or the protective threat is
itself deterred. Still, it provides a useful empirical referent for the
underlying conceptualization of this and subsequent chapters of our
book.4

Compared to direct deterrence ± mutual or unilateral ± extended
deterrence is the problematic case.5 As Quester (1989: 63) notes, direct
(or basic) ``deterrence is very easy to accomplish . . . Where there is
much more doubt comes in `extended deterrence.''' Thus, it should

1 States face similar generic choices in other venues. For instance, ``when a nation
initiates an arms race, it sets up a challenge to the status quo that can be accepted,
resisted with violence, or met by a corresponding arms increase'' (Downs, 1991: 77).
Thus, the model we next develop may also shed light on why some arms competitions
never occur, why others reach stasis, and why still others spiral on and on.

2 Alternative listings are provided by Huth and Russett (1990) and Huth, Gelpi, and
Bennett (1993). Danilovic (1998) discusses the differences in detail.

3 Selection bias is an unavoidable characteristic of all deterrence data sets ± direct or
extended (Morrow, 2000). For a further discussion, see Reed (1998).

4 To facilitate the connection between Danilovic's innovative empirical work and the
formalizations developed below, we have taken some liberties with her nomenclature.
Speci®cally, we label as Defender Wins those cases in which she judges the Challenger
has acquiesced. Similarly, we use the term Challenger Wins to describe cases in which
the Defender is seen to have acquiesced. In Danilovic's coding scheme, ``compro-
mise'' is a catch-all category that includes both negotiated outcomes and standoffs.
This category corresponds, roughly, to events we will term Limited Con¯icts. But the
correspondence is not exact. We also include in this category wars that do not
escalate. Since Danilovic makes no attempt to distinguish between limited and all-out
wars, we have not altered her coding of those events that she simply calls ``war.'' We
would label some of the wars (e.g., World War II) identi®ed by Danilovic as All-Out
Con¯icts. Others could, arguably, be identi®ed as Limited Con¯icts. Vasquez (1993: 73),
for instance, offers the Russo-Japanese War of 1904 as an example of a limited war.
As well, the Korean War is often given as an instance of a limited war. To capture
fully all these empirical subtleties, a more complex escalation model, with ®ner
distinctions and a wider range of mutual con¯ict outcomes (e.g., Zagare, 1992) is
required.

5 At least in disputes that involve one or more major powers (Danilovic, 1998).
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come as no surprise that, with the exception of the Franco-Prussian
war, all nine major-power wars since the Congress of Vienna have
involved the failure of extended deterrence (Danilovic, 1995). Clearly,
there are important empirical and theoretical reasons for turning our
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attention speci®cally to those deterrent relationships in which one
state faces the dif®cult task of shielding another from an attack.6

6.2 The Asymmetric Escalation Game

To study the dynamics of extended deterrence relationships, we now
explore a generic escalation model we call the Asymmetric Escalation
Game (see ®gure 6.3). Although a simple model, the Asymmetric
Escalation Game is considerably richer and more complex than any of
the direct deterrence models developed earlier.7 The choices available
to the players are more varied; there are more outcomes; and,
although it may not be immediately apparent, there are now two
levels of play.

The two levels represent empirically possible and psychologically
distinct forms of con¯ict. This criterion simply means that the players
agree that there is a clear and recognizable difference between a
constrained con¯ict and a con¯ict that escalates to some higher level.
By incorporating different con¯ict levels into our model, we are able
to expand the range of questions we can address, to explore the
relationship between deterrence and escalation, to inquire into the
conditions associated with limited con¯icts, and to evaluate alter-
native extended deterrence defense postures.

The Asymmetric Escalation Game of ®gure 6.3 re¯ects a number of
important modeling choices. Partly to explain these choices, and
partly to motivate our analysis, however, we begin with the more
basic structure given by ®gure 6.1 and a real-life example. Speci®cally,
we interpret ®gure 6.1 in terms of the Truman administration's view
of the US±USSR strategic relationship in 1947. Then we discuss how,
beginning in 1952, changes in the global strategic environment
transformed this unassuming structure ®rst into the slightly more
elaborate game represented by ®gure 6.2, and, eventually, into the
Asymmetric Escalation Game of ®gure 6.3. The strategic characteris-

6 We make no attempt to model all aspects of extended deterrence relationships. For a
model that explicitly examines the relationship between extended deterrence and
alliance formation, see Smith (1998b). Wagner (1991) uses game theory to explore the
rational basis of counterforce strategies in the context of extended deterrence. The role
of the pawn in extended deterrence relationships is modeled by Kilgour and Zagare
(1994).

7 See Zagare (1990b) for an analysis of a symmetric version of this game.
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tics of the Asymmetric Escalation Game are then discussed in the
next section.8

Figure 6.1 is an old friend. Except for minor notational changes, it is
the Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game ± discussed in detail
and analyzed in chapter 3. Here, however, we eschew analysis in
favor of description and (re)interpretation.

As before, there are two players in this game, but now we call them
Challenger and Defender. Challenger begins play at node 1 either by
cooperating (C) and accepting the Status Quo (outcome SQ), or by
defecting (D) and demanding a change in the existing order. Challen-
ger's demand could range from a simple request for special considera-
tion to a direct military strike at Defender's client or ally. But since we
will be modeling extended deterrence, we do not think of this
demand as a frontal attack on Defender. The models explored in part
II apply to those deterrence situations in which one state seeks to
deter another from attacking directly. Thus we now think of Challen-
ger's initial demand as restricted to a level short of an all-out assault
against Defender.

If Challenger cooperates and no demand is made, the game ends,
the Status Quo persists, and the payoffs (utilities, as usual) to Chal-
lenger and Defender are cSQ and dSQ respectively. But if Challenger
defects, Defender must decide how to react. At node 2, Defender can
either concede (C) the issue or defy (D) Challenger. Concession leads to
outcome DC (Defender Concedes) while de®ance results in outcome DD
(Con¯ict or, more mnemonically, Defender De®es). Defender's choice at
node 2 constitutes its ®rst-level threat. There are, of course, no
escalation choices in this rudimentary game model and, hence, no
possibility of a con¯ict spiral.

To ensure that this simple model represents deterrence, we make
three assumptions about the players' preferences. First, we assume
Challenger prefers Defender Concedes to the Status Quo, i.e., prefers DC
to SQ. This restriction on preferences is necessary to provide Chal-
lenger with an immediate incentive to defect. Second, we assume

8 Clearly, in the context of extended deterrence relationships, the games depicted in
®gures 6.1 and 6.2 are anomalous. They are byproducts of the collapse of Germany
and Japan in 1945 and the nuclear monopoly enjoyed by the United States in 1947 and
shortly thereafter. We contend that the game depicted in ®gure 6.3, which evolved
quite naturally from these two rump games, more fully captures the logic of extended
deterrence situations, both before and after Hiroshima.
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Defender prefers the Status Quo to all other outcomes, i.e., prefers SQ
to DC and DD. This assumption, in effect, makes deterrence Defen-
der's principal objective. Finally, to provide Defender with a capable
threat, we assume that Challenger prefers the Status Quo to Con¯ict.

No ®xed assumption is made, though, about Defender's preference
between Defender Concedes and Con¯ict. As before, this preference
relationship is critical to the model. But under complete information,
which we assume for now, there are only two possibilities:

1. Defender prefers DD to DC (i.e., is Hard). Defender's threat is
completely credible: Challenger knows that it is rational for
Defender to carry out its threat should Challenger defect at
node 1. As shown in chapter 3, deterrence succeeds (i.e., the
outcome is SQ) when Defender has a credible threat and is
known to be Hard.

2. Defender prefers DC to DD (i.e., is Soft). In this case, Defen-
der's threat lacks credibility: Challenger knows that Defender
would prefer not to carry out the threat. As shown in chapter
3, when Defender is known to be Soft, deterrence fails and the
outcome is DC.

Given the above, it is easy to understand why, during the early
years of the Cold War, containment of the Soviet Union was seen as a
straightforward engineering problem. After all, until 1949 the United
States had a monopoly on atomic weapons, and was clearly the
world's dominant industrial and political power. The credibility of the
US threat to defend itself, or its most important allies, was taken to be
almost self-evident; and if there was doubt, US credibility was easily
shored up by words, or deeds, or both.

For example, in 1947 Greece and Turkey were thought to be
threatened, so the Truman Doctrine was proclaimed: military and
economic help was to be provided to any country resisting outside
(i.e., ``communist'') aggression. During the Berlin crisis of 1948, a
more forceful message was sent when the United States transferred
several B-29s, the so-called atomic bombers, to British and German
bases. The intent of this signal was obvious: the US was Hard.

For a while containment worked, or at least it seemed so. Berlin was
saved, and Greece and Turkey protected. In 1950, however, after
South Korea was invaded, the Chinese were clearly not deterred from
intervening on behalf of North Korea. By the time Eisenhower took
of®ce in 1952, American credibility was ebbing. Making matters
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worse, Eisenhower ± who had campaigned on a pledge to end the war
± publicly vowed to avoid future land wars in Asia. Evidently, the
threat to resist communist expansion anywhere and at any time was
no longer the cornerstone of US foreign policy. Thus the crucial
question arose: how could the United States protect its interests
abroad when it was apparently known to be unwilling to use military
force in peripheral arenas?

The Eisenhower administration's response was its New Look defense
policy that de-emphasized conventional forces and relied instead on
atomic and, later, nuclear weapons to protect the status quo. At the
heart of the New Look was the doctrine of Massive Retaliation. As
enunciated by Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, the US notion of
Massive Retaliation depended ``primarily on a great capacity to
retaliate, instantly, by means and at places of our own choosing.''

The idea was to deter the Soviet Union from fomenting crises in out
of the way places by threatening to transform local con¯icts into
strategic confrontations. Since the United States maintained a distinct
strategic advantage over the Soviet Union in 1952, this threat was
inherently more credible than a threat to intervene in a more limited
way in less important venues.

In game-theoretic terms, the New Look sought to transform the
game of ®gure 6.1 to the game of ®gure 6.2, where Defender has a
third response option at node 2, to escalate (E). Defender's additional
choice implies another possible outcome: Defender Escalates (DE).
Presumably, unilateral escalation would lead to a clear-cut victory for
Defender (i.e., the United States) while a non-escalatory response-in-
kind (i.e., a choice of D) would result in a protracted crisis or other
limited con¯ict in which neither side enjoyed an obvious advantage.

Dulles' new strategic doctrine rested on a number of assumed
preference relationships. First, the threat of Massive Retaliation is
unnecessary unless Defender's threat to respond-in-kind is seen to
lack credibility. Hence, when analyzing this particular deployment
policy in the next chapter, we assume Defender prefers (or at least is
seen to prefer) DC to DD. We assume the opposite in chapter 8 when
we analyze the policy of Flexible Response.

Similarly, Massive Retaliation as a strategic doctrine is incoherent
unless Defender prefers to escalate unilaterally, i.e., prefers DE to DD.
After all, limited con¯icts take place on Challenger's terms, while any
con¯ict that occurs after Defender escalates unilaterally would be on
Defender's. Thus, we always presume Defender prefers DE to DC and
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DD. For similar reasons we presume Challenger prefers Limited
Con¯ict (DD) to Defender Escalates (DE).

Given these assumptions, it is easy to understand the reasoning
behind the Massive Retaliation doctrine. Given the underlying stra-
tegic assumptions about both Challenger's and Defender's prefer-
ences, the Status Quo is stable, and deterrence should work.

Game-theoretically, the logic was impeccable. Unfortunately, the
long-term structural viability of the game being played seems to have
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been overestimated. Before very long, critics like William Kaufmann
(1956: 21) were charging that ``if we are challenged to ful®ll the threat
of massive retaliation, we will be likely to suffer costs as great as those
we in¯ict.'' In other words, the game envisioned by Eisenhower and
Dulles appeared to be deteriorating rapidly.

In June 1955, in the now famous ``¯y-by'' of long-ranged Bison
bombers during an Aviation Day parade in Moscow, the USSR
ostensibly demonstrated the capability of delivering repeated inter-
continental attacks against American industrial and population
centers. Shortly thereafter thermonuclear weapons were introduced
into the Soviet arsenal (Quester, 1970: 126±129). In 1957, Sputnik, the
®rst arti®cial earth satellite, was put into orbit by the Soviet Union,
leading to the perception of a missile gap and a possible Soviet
strategic advantage. Understandably, many observers came to believe
that the Soviet Union was fully capable of responding to any strategic
attack by the United States with a strategic strike of its own. This
capability was certainly realized eventually.9

This important development is re¯ected in the Asymmetric Escala-
tion Game of ®gure 6.3. Note in particular Challenger's node 3a
option to escalate (®rst), and its option at node 3b to (counter-)
escalate;10 note as well Defender's option to counter-escalate at node
4. These additional choices give rise to two additional outcomes.
Speci®cally, if Challenger escalates and Defender does not, Challenger
Wins (outcome ED). And if both escalate, All-Out Con¯ict (outcome
EE) occurs.11

The expanded set of choices also introduces two additional threats
into the Asymmetric Escalation Game. Challenger now has a threat ±
to counter-escalate at node 3b. Defender's ®rst-level threat to respond-
in-kind at node 2 remains, but Defender now has a second-level threat
as well: to counter-escalate at node 4, should Challenger escalate ®rst

9 Most strategic analysts now hold that the Soviet Union did not have an assured
second-strike capability until sometime after 1965.

10 Wagner (1991: 748) has argued that ``in the case of extended deterrence of conven-
tional attack, the defender, not the challenger, must be the ®rst to launch a nuclear
attack.'' Our model is consistent with this claim, but only to the extent that Defender
has the ®rst opportunity to escalate.

11 To keep the model simple, we do not distinguish between all-out con¯icts precipi-
tated when Defender escalates ®rst and those that arise as a consequence of
Challenger's decision to escalate at node 3a.
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at node 3a.12 As one might expect, these additional threats play an
important role in stabilizing or destabilizing the Status Quo in the
Asymmetric Escalation Game; they have also been pointed to as key
determinants of intra-war deterrence (Schelling, 1966). We henceforth
assume that both of these threats are capable in the sense discussed
above (i.e., each player prefers the Status Quo to Limited Con¯ict, and
Limited Con¯ict to All-Out Con¯ict).

As a consequence of the additional choices, con¯ict spirals become
distinct possibilities in the Asymmetric Escalation Game. Both players
can make decisions that culminate in disaster. It is no accident that it
was around the mid-1950s that the strategic literature on con¯ict
escalation began to grow and, shortly thereafter, bifurcate (Smoke,
1977: ch. 2). Classical deterrence theorists, ®xating on stability, mod-
i®ed their analyses to take account of the evolving realities. Eventu-
ally, most counseled more varied response options than those
envisioned in the New Look.

The so-called spiral theorists, on the other hand, contended that the
prescriptions associated with classical deterrence theory could lead to
a vicious cycle of reciprocated and escalating con¯ict (Jervis, 1976).
Believing, as did Eisenhower and Dulles, that war could not be
contained, they opposed increased defense spending in general, and a
limited war capability in particular (Gacek, 1994). As time passed,
spiral theorists developed ``action±reaction'' models that illustrated
how even purely defensive actions could easily develop into all-out
con¯ict (e.g., Richardson, 1960; Wright, 1965; Holsti, North, and
Brody, 1968; Pruitt, 1969). In chapter 9 we return to this debate to
evaluate the con¯icting claims of classical deterrence theory and
proponents of the spiral model.

Our analysis of the Asymmetric Escalation Game is based on
certain fundamental assumptions. We assume that players always
prefer winning to losing. To re¯ect the costs of con¯ict, we assume
that players prefer to win or, if it comes to it, lose, at the lowest level
of con¯ict.13 Thus Challenger prefers Defender Concedes to Challenger
Wins ± and so does Defender.

12 Depending upon the speci®c empirical referent we have in mind at a particular
moment, we may also refer to these two choices as either Defender's tactical (or sub-
strategic) and strategic level threats, or as Defender's conventional and nuclear
threats.

13 This is a standard assumption of crisis escalation models. See, for example, Fearon
(1994b).
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Of course, we leave open each player's preference for executing its
threat(s). This means that Challenger may be one of two types (Hard
and Soft) and that Defender may be one of four:

. type HS (i.e., Hard at the ®rst level, but Soft at the second)

. type SH (i.e., Soft at the ®rst level, but Hard at the second)

. type HH (i.e., Hard at both levels)

. type SS (i.e., Soft at both levels).

In this chapter we assume complete information: players know
their own types, and each other's. In subsequent chapters we assume
incomplete information: each player has only probabilistic knowledge
of its opponent's type.

In summary, we make the following assumptions about the players'
preferences:

Challenger: Defender Concedes >Ch Status Quo >Ch Challenger
Wins >Ch Limited Con¯ict >Ch [Defender Escalates,
All-Out Con¯ict] (6.1)

Defender: Status Quo >Def Defender Escalates >Def [Defender
Concedes, Limited Con¯ict] >Def [Challenger Wins,
All-Out Con¯ict]. (6.2)

6.3 Extended deterrence and the dynamics of
escalation

In the previous section we described how changes in both US and
Soviet doctrine and capabilities brought about fundamental structural
changes in the strategic relationship of the superpowers. In particular,
we traced the evolution of the elementary extended deterrence
problem facing the United States in 1947 to the much more complex
structure we call the Asymmetric Escalation Game. In doing so,
however, we did not restrict the generality of the model. The under-
lying escalation model, we believe, is generic ± applicable to a wide
range of human con¯icts. Our description and interpretation of the
Asymmetric Escalation Game, and our views about the origins of the
decision problems it encapsulates, generally focus on the exercise of
nuclear options. But alternative interpretations remain possible.

Consider, for example, our distinction between ®rst-level (or
limited) con¯ict and second-level (or all-out) con¯ict. In terms of the
strategic relationship of the superpowers, the facile interpretation
would be to associate the ®rst level with conventional con¯ict and the
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second with nuclear war. But the distinction could also be taken to
separate con¯icts in which only tactical (or theater) nuclear weapons
are used from those in which strategic nuclear weapons are employed
as well. Or the two levels could represent the distinction between
conventional and chemical (or biological) weapons, between a local-
ized limited-scale encounter and a broader more intense con¯ict, and
so on. In other words, the two-level game model applies to any con¯ict
in which the players share a common belief that a saliency (in the
sense of Schelling [1960]) exists, and that crossing this threshold is
irrevocable, and implies a serious escalation of the con¯ict. Although
the implications of our model are particularly relevant to extended
deterrence situations, they pertain as well to many bilateral con¯icts,
interstate or otherwise, extended or not, both before and after 1945.

Figure 6.4 is a strategic-form representation of the Asymmetric
Escalation Game. But neither the strategic- nor the extensive-form
representation of the Asymmetric Escalation Game reveals its under-
lying structural similarity to the two direct deterrence models devel-
oped previously. For this purpose we require ®gure 6.5, a graphical
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Defender

Challenger

Challenger: C = Cooperate
D = Demand
E = Escalate

Defender: C = Concede
D = Defy
E = Escalate

C/D C/E D/D D/E E/D E/E

C/D/D SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ

C/D/E SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ

C/E/D SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ

C/E/E SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ

D/D/D DC DC DD DD DE DE

D/D/E DC DC DD DD EE EE

D/E/D DC DC ED EE DE DE

D/E/E DC DC ED EE EE EE

Fig. 6.4. Strategic-form representation of Asymmetric Escalation
Game.



summary of both the outcomes and the structural dynamic of the
Asymmetric Escalation Game.

The outcome array of ®gure 6.5 is composed of two distinct 262
structures linked by a common outcome (i.e., Limited Con¯ict). The
common outcome (DD) plays a role in both components: it is the
mutual con¯ict outcome of the ®rst-level deterrence game, and the
revised status quo of the second-level deterrence game.14

Both the four northwest cells (enclosed in a solid border) and the
four southeast cells (marked off by a broken border) of ®gure 6.5
correspond to the outcome matrix associated with the Generalized
Mutual Deterrence Game (®gure 4.2) or the Unilateral Deterrence
Game (®gure 5.2). This is no accident. In formulating the Asymmetric
Escalation Game our intent was to extend the underlying logic of the

14 With complete information about relative preferences, ®gure 6.5 constitutes a graph
model (Fang, Hipel, and Kilgour, 1993).
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E Challenger Wins (ED)

Defender Escalates (DE)

All-Out Conflict (EE)

Fig. 6.5. Outcome array of Asymmetric Escalation Game.



direct deterrence models to extended deterrence and to limited and
escalated con¯icts.15

The reader with a vivid imagination may notice that ®gure 6.5
resembles a ladder ± or at least a very short staircase. Again, this is not
an accident. Our model of extended deterrence and the escalation
process was inspired by Kahn's (1965) now-standard metaphor of an
escalation ``ladder.'' The speci®c sequence of moves and counter-
moves in the Asymmetric Escalation Game was also in¯uenced by an
informal escalation model developed by Snyder and Diesing (1977:
61±63) in their classic study of interstate crises. As well, the Asym-
metric Escalation Game is compatible with Smoke's (1977) character-
ization of escalation as a choice that involves crossing a plateau (or
saliency), and with Huth and Russett's (1988) ``two-phase'' conceptu-
alization of escalation.

We concede that in developing the Asymmetric Escalation Game
(and its symmetric variant) we have, somewhat arbitrarily, restricted
the choices available to the players after both choose D, i.e., during
Limited Con¯ict. This does not mean that we believe that other choices
are impossible, either theoretically or empirically, but merely that we
have (conceptually) folded all other choices into escalation. Our
conception is that a limited con¯ict that persists in equilibrium might,
eventually, evolve into a prolonged stalemate or a chronic crisis if
both players hold ®rm, a clear victory for one of the players after the
other backs down,16 or a negotiated settlement if the players decide to
mediate their differences, and so on. But we ignore these complexities
to focus exclusively on the process of escalation and the dynamics of
limited con¯icts. To do otherwise would unduly complicate our still

15 Seven different outcomes are listed in ®gure 6.5, even though there are only six
distinct outcomes in the Asymmetric Escalation Game. The seventh and ®nal
outcome (Challenger Concedes) arises only in a symmetric version of this game in
which both players have the opportunity to be Challenger (see Zagare 1990b for a
discussion). It is included here only to enhance conceptual clarity and create visual
symmetry. For all other purposes, it should be ignored. There are no interesting or
meaningful distinctions between the symmetric and asymmetric versions of the
game. We have chosen to explore the asymmetric variant to focus on extended
deterrence relationships.

16 Our model, however, does afford both players an opportunity to capitulate. Defender
capitulates by not counter-escalating at node 4. Challenger capitulates by not
counter-escalating at node 3b. As well, Defender can, by offering no resistance,
accede to Challenger's demand at node 2. (See ®gure 6.3.)
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simple model, with no sure prospect of a commensurate analytical
payoff.

6.4 The Asymmetric Escalation Game under complete
information

We begin by exploring the Asymmetric Escalation Game under
complete information. We do so for two reasons. First, such an
analysis serves as a benchmark for the evaluation of the game under
incomplete information; second, the conclusions under complete
information are interesting in their own right: they provide important,
albeit provisional, insights into the dynamics of the escalation process
and of extended deterrence. We will build on these insights in
subsequent chapters.

We begin with an examination of the extensive-form Asymmetric
Escalation Game depicted by ®gure 6.6, which is de®ned by the
ordinal values given in ®gure 6.7. The northwest section of ®gure 6.7
shares the structural characteristics of Chicken: of the four outcomes,
con¯ict is mutually worst. Thus, Defender's threat to respond-in-kind
lacks credibility.

Much the same can be said about the southeast 262 component of
®gure 6.7: neither player's second-level threat is credible since neither
prefers to match an escalatory choice of the other; Challenger prefers
Defender Escalates (its next-worst outcome) to All-Out Con¯ict (its
worst outcome) and Defender prefers Challenger Wins (its next-worst
outcome) to All-Out Con¯ict (its worst outcome). Therefore, the under-
lying structure of the extensive-form game of ®gure 6.6 is composed
of two 262 components that, structurally, resemble Chicken. All
threats at every level for both players are inherently incredible.

Using backward induction, it is easy to determine the subgame-
perfect equilibrium of this ``double Chicken'' variant of the Asym-
metric Escalation Game. As the arrows indicating rational choices
show, at node 4 Defender sticks with its previous choice of D in order
to avoid its worse outcome, All-Out Con¯ict. For similar reasons,
Challenger rationally chooses not to escalate at node 3b.

Challenger's choice at node 3a turns on Challenger's expectation
that Defender will rationally choose D at node 4 (see above). Challen-
ger's calculation is, therefore, that choosing D results in a Limited
Con¯ict while choosing E leads to Challenger Wins. Clearly Challenger
induces a more preferred outcome by escalating.
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Fig. 6.6. Analysis of Asymmetric Escalation Game when threats are
incredible



Given these expectations, Defender should escalate at node 2.
Escalation leads to Defender Escalates (Wins), de®ance to Challenger
Wins, and concession to Defender Concedes. Of these three outcomes,
Defender prefers the ®rst.

Anticipating Defender's escalatory response, Challenger's rational
choice at node 1 is to cooperate. Cooperation implies Challenger's
next-best outcome, the Status Quo; defection leads to its next-worst
outcome, Defender Escalates. Thus, when threats are incredible all
around, the Status Quo survives rational play: it is the outcome of the
unique subgame-perfect equilibrium of this version of the Asym-
metric Escalation Game.

6.4.1 Stability±instability paradox

Intuition might suggest that the stability of the Status Quo in this game
turns on the postulated sequence of choices that apparently favors
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Status Quo

(6,6)

Challenger Concedes

(4,7)

Defender Concedes

(7,4)

Limited Conflict

(3,3)

Challenger

Defender

   = precluded
7 = best; 6 = next-best, etc.

E

E Challenger Wins

(5,2)

Defender Escalates

(2,5)

All-Out Conflict

(1,1)

Fig. 6.7. Outcome array of Asymmetric Escalation Game when
threats are incredible.



Defender: simply by escalating, Defender can force Challenger to
make the last choice in the Asymmetric Escalation Game. Being able
to impose an unpalatable choice on an opponent is generally consid-
ered a signi®cant tactical advantage. For example, one explanation
frequently offered for the success of the Kennedy administration's
tactic of blockading Cuba is that the blockade forced the Soviets to
make the ®nal choice between (nuclear) war and peace (Allison, 1971:
61). The supposition was, of course, that the Soviets would back
down.

Intuition, however, can be misleading. The stability of the Status
Quo is easily eroded in the Asymmetric Escalation Game. In fact, even
when changes in the preference structure of the game that ostensibly
favor Defender are made, the Status Quo can be destabilized.

To see this, assume now the ordinal utilities summarized in ®gure
6.8. These utilities reveal that both players have credible second-level
threats. Challenger prefers All-Out Con¯ict to Defender Escalates and
Defender prefers All-Out Con¯ict to Challenger Wins. All remaining
preferences are the same as those assumed previously. Thus, while
Defender's ®rst-level threat remains incredible, both players now
have credible escalatory threats.

Surprisingly, the Status Quo does not survive rational play in this
game, even though Defender's end-game threat is now perfectly
credible. Defender Concedes is the outcome of the unique subgame-
perfect equilibrium! Counter-intuitively, the instability of the Status
Quo can be traced to the modi®cation of the credibility of each player's
second-level (or end-game) threat, as all other preferences are the
same as in ®gure 6.7. Under certain conditions, then, credibility is a
double-edged sword, helping to promote deterrence success in some
instances, but undercutting it in others.17

Glenn Snyder (1965) calls this phenomenon the stability±instability

17 We do not mean to imply that the instability of the Status Quo is solely a function of
the credibility characteristics of the players' second-level threats; it depends equally
on the nature of Defender's ®rst-level threat. For instance, the Status Quo is part of a
subgame-perfect equilibrium in a game in which both players have credible threats at
both levels of play (as discussed below). In this case, the stability of the Status Quo
would be undermined if Defender's ®rst-level threat were to suddenly lose its
credibility. In other words, the make-up of Defender's ®rst-level threat is as important
in determining the outcome of this game as are the characteristics of the players'
second-level threats. Our point here, however, is simply that there are times at which
the credibility of an escalatory threat may actually undermine deterrence. We
elaborate on this point below.
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paradox: credible threats at higher levels may lead to instability at
lower levels. The fact that similar paradoxes occur in symmetric two-
level escalation games (Zagare, 1990b), and in asymmetric three-level
escalation games (Zagare, 1992), leads us to conjecture that the
paradox is not simply an artifact of the Asymmetric Escalation Game.
In fact, it seems plausible to attribute the series of superpower crises
over Berlin in the late 1950s and early 1960s to this paradoxical feature
of multi-level deterrence games. Quester (1970: 212), for instance,
notes that one problem associated with the Eisenhower administra-
tion's policy of Massive Retaliation and its almost total reliance on
nuclear deterrence was that the nuclear threat ``might indeed be
credible all around.'' Thus, in a setting like Berlin ``where any military
initiative had to fall to the West rather than the Soviet bloc,'' Western
leaders might be presented with the unpalatable choice between all-
out con¯ict and capitulation.
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Within the context of Berlin, Quester's assessment might well be
correct. Note, however, the critical role played by the characteristics of
the players' second-level threat: when each player's end-game threat
is incredible, Defender is advantaged (see the discussion above);
when both players have credible second-level threats, the Status Quo
becomes unstable, to the bene®t of Challenger.

6.4.2 Escalation dominance

What happens when only one player has a credible end-game threat,
creating an imbalance of resolve? The answer depends on the credi-
bility of the players' ®rst-level threats, and on which player lacks a
credible second-level threat. The general idea, however, can be dis-
cerned in the variant of the Asymmetric Escalation Game with
preferences as summarized in ®gure 6.9. Defender's ®rst-level threat
is credible; Challenger's threat is credible at the second level, but
Defender's is not. As one might surmise, the unique subgame-perfect
equilibrium under these credibility conditions produces Defender
Concedes. The Status Quo, then, is unstable and Challenger, whose
higher-level threat is credible, should prevail.

This example illustrates a dynamic that Kahn (1965) and others call
escalation dominance (also see Freedman, 1987),18 which we associate
with an asymmetry of credibility in the second level of a two-level
game or, if both players have credible second-level threats, in the ®rst
level. Clearly, credibility asymmetries in a multi-stage deterrence
game are potentially destabilizing forces in interstate politics. But, and
this is a big ``but,'' they are neither necessary nor suf®cient for
destabilizing the Status Quo. We demonstrate this in the next section,
showing that the Status Quo is highly sensitive to the speci®cs of the
asymmetry.

6.5 Subgame-perfect equilibria

Given the restrictions on preferences in (6.1) and (6.2), there are
precisely eight different two-level Asymmetric Escalation Games.

18 Kahn (1965: 290) de®nes escalation dominance to be ``a capacity, other things being
equal, to enable the side possessing it to enjoy marked advantages in a given region
of the escalation ladder . . . It depends on the net effect of the competing capabilities
on the rung being occupied, the estimate by each side of what would happen if the
confrontation moved to these other rungs, and the means each side has to shift the
confrontation to these other rungs.''
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They are distinguished only by variations in the credibility of the
states' deterrent threats, that is, by the players' types. Table 6.2 lists
the games and, in each case, the outcomes of the unique subgame-
perfect equilibrium.

A number of insights into the dynamics of escalation can be gleaned
from table 6.2. First, notice that two conditions are suf®cient for the
stability of the Status Quo. Deterrence works when either (1) Chal-
lenger is Soft or (2) Defender is of type Hard/Hard (H/H). These
conditions together are, in fact, necessary and suf®cient. For deter-
rence to fail, Challenger must be Hard and at least one of Defender's
two threats must lack credibility.

Interestingly, the Status Quo is stable in the two games in which
neither player possesses a credible escalatory threat (see games 4 and
7). As our previous discussion of the double Chicken game (7)
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illustrates,19 the absence of mutually credible threats at the highest
rung of the escalation ladder may sometimes be a stabilizing force in a
deterrence relationship. Thus, in the nuclear age at least, extended
deterrence success may depend less on the players' fear that their
opponent will respond irrationally, as many classical deterrence
theorists suggest, than on the expectation by each side that the other
will respond optimally and escalate right up to the ®nal rung of the
escalation ladder.20

All of which might suggest that two-level games are more condu-
cive to the long-term viability of the Status Quo than are one-level
games. Indeed, the stated rationale for ``¯exible response'' deploy-
ment postures rests, in part, on this very premise: additional response
options are required to deter an opponent when end-game threats are
inherently incredible. While the expected success of deterrence in
games 4 and 7 is consistent with this conclusion, the conclusion does
not generalize. Expanding response options and levels of play may
either foster or destroy stability, depending of course on the way
credibility is subsequently arrayed; moreover, as we show later, if the
Status Quo is destabilized, both players could end up worse off.

Besides these two games, there are three other extended deterrence
games in which the Status Quo is stable. In all three games (1, 3, and
8), Defender's end-game threat is credible. But this condition is

19 See ®gure 6.7 for the de®ning preferences of game 7. Figure 6.8 summarizes the
preferences associated with game 6. Game 2 is de®ned by ®gure 6.9.

20 Which may explain Dulles's penchant for brinkmanship or Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev's ``Sputnik Diplomacy'' (Kahan, 1975: 54).
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Table 6.2. Subgame-perfect equilibrium outcomes in Asymmetric Escalation
Game

No. Challenger's Defender's Defender's Subgame-perfect
type (2nd level) type (1st level) type (2nd level) equilibrium

outcomes

1 Hard Hard Hard SQ
2 Hard Hard Soft DC
3 Soft Hard Hard SQ
4 Soft Hard Soft SQ
5 Hard Soft Soft DC
6 Hard Soft Hard DC
7 Soft Soft Soft SQ
8 Soft Soft Hard SQ



neither necessary nor suf®cient for the long-term stability of extended
deterrence. Defender's end-game threat is inherently credible in game
6, but the Status Quo does not result from a subgame-perfect equi-
librium. And as noted above, the Status Quo is stable in game 7 in
which no player's threat is credible at any level. Note that in game 1, a
``double Prisoners' Dilemma,'' threats are credible all around. It
should not be surprising that the Status Quo is stable in this game.

There are ®ve games in which one player enjoys escalation domi-
nance. In four of these games, one player possesses a credible threat in
the second stage while its opponent does not (games 2, 3, 5, and 8).
When Defender enjoys this advantage (games 3 and 8), the Status Quo
is stable. But when Challenger alone has a credible end-game threat
(games 2 and 5), Defender Concedes is the anticipated outcome under
rational play. Thus, escalation dominance confers an important
strategic advantage on the player who possesses it. In every case, the
dominant player can expect its most-preferred outcome, irrespective
of the credibility characteristics of Defender's ®rst-level threat.

Escalation dominance also plays a role in the resolution of game 6.
In this game both players have credible end-game threats; Defender's
®rst-level threat, however, lacks credibility. Consistent with the above,
it should be no surprise that the Status Quo is unstable; Challenger
should prevail.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that, under complete information,
neither limited nor all-out con¯icts occur, and escalation spirals are
impossible. Defender never has a reason to respond-in-kind to Chal-
lenger's demands, and neither player ever has the opportunity and
the willingness to escalate, even though there is a built-in dynamic in
the Asymmetric Escalation Game toward higher and higher con¯ict
levels. Put in a slightly different way, in no case is it rational for the
players to move very far along the escalation ladder when preferences
are common knowledge.

6.6 Coda

In this chapter we describe the underlying structure of the Asym-
metric Escalation Game, and show that the rules of play that de®ne
the model are essentially congruent with the broad parameters of the
strategic relationship of the superpowers once the Soviet Union
acquired a second-strike capability. This relationship was the proto-
type of extended deterrence situations throughout the Cold War
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period. We then argue that the structure of the Asymmetric Escalation
Game generally applies to extended deterrence situations, and explore
the model's implications under complete information.

Interestingly, the Status Quo is stable in the Asymmetric Escalation
Game as long as neither player has a credible second-level threat. No
such pattern occurs, however, when both players have credible end-
game threats: under these conditions, deterrence succeeds or fails,
depending on Defender's lower-level credibility. When Challenger's
second-level threat is credible, stability requires that both of Defen-
der's threats be credible as well.

Within the context of the Asymmetric Escalation Game, escalation
dominance ± de®ned as an asymmetry of credibility at the second
level of a two-level game, or as the absence of a credible ®rst-level
threat for Defender when both players have credible end-game threats
± emerges as a natural concept. Our analysis indicates, not unexpect-
edly, that escalation dominance confers a distinct advantage on the
player who has it. In all ®ve games in which one player has a
credibility advantage, the advantaged player bene®ts, either, in Defen-
der's case, when the Status Quo prevails or, in Challenger's case, when
Defender capitulates and accepts an adjustment in the Status Quo that
satis®es Challenger's demands.

Limited Con¯ict is never a subgame-perfect equilibrium in the
Asymmetric Escalation Game; nor is All-Out Con¯ict. In fact, even
though the assumptions (6.1 and 6.2) de®ning the Asymmetric Escala-
tion Game generally give the players an immediate incentive to
intensify their interaction, movement past the very ®rst rung of the
escalation ladder is never rational, no matter what assumptions are
made about threat credibility. When information is complete, there is
no ``slippery slope.''

We should caution the reader, however, that this and the other
observations we make about the Asymmetric Escalation Game are
tentative. The complete information assumption is strong. In politics,
certainty about one's adversary is rare. Accordingly, we now turn to
an examination of the Asymmetric Escalation Game with incomplete
information. Our purpose is to discern whether these general patterns
hold up when the complete information condition is relaxed, to
determine what overall defense posture is most conducive to the
success of extended deterrence, to learn if and when limited con¯icts
might rationally occur, and to specify the conditions that lead to
escalation spirals and unconstrained con¯ict.
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7 Modeling Massive Retaliation

The ability to get to the verge without getting into the war is the
necessary art.

John Foster Dulles

In war there is no substitute for victory.
General Douglas A. MacArthur

The key to extended deterrence, at least under parity, lies in the way
threat credibility is arrayed. This much is clear from our discussion of
the Asymmetric Escalation Game with complete information. But
many important questions about extended deterrence remain unan-
swered: in an uncertain world, how should multi-level threats be
fashioned to best ensure the survival of the status quo? What is the
best way to connect lower-level (or tactical) threats and higher-level
(or strategic) threats? Are limited wars possible between two equally
capable states and, if so, can threats be con®gured to ensure that they
remain limited? Under what conditions are extended deterrence
relationships likely to spiral to the highest level and culminate in an
all-out con¯ict?

Historically, two broad schools of thought exist with respect to these
and related questions: the all-or-nothing approach and the limited-war
approach. In an insightful discussion of post-war American defense
policy, Gacek (1994) traces the origins of the all-or-nothing school to a
set of strategic principles enumerated by the Swiss military writer
Henri Jomini. Drawing on Napoleon's legacy, Jomini argued that
success in battle came from the decisive application of superior force
with the purpose of confronting and exploiting an opponent's greatest
vulnerability. Purely defensive actions, arti®cial (i.e., political) re-
straints on either military means or ends, and protracted wars of
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attrition all ran counter to Jomini's ``principles of war.'' Anything that
slowed war down was ``condemned in principle, doomed in practice''
(Shy, 1986: 179).

By contrast, members of the limited-war school draw intellectual
sustenance from the work of the Prussian military philosopher Carl
von Clausewitz. Like Jomini, Clausewitz understood that warfare has
a built-in escalatory dynamic. But the natural tendency of con¯icts to
spiral out of control is effectively dampened by a number of factors,
the most important, of course, being political considerations. After all,
war is merely the continuation of politics by other means. Indeed, for
Clausewitz and his intellectual descendants, this is as it should be:
military objectives ought to be subordinate to political goals. Means
and ends are symbiotic; nuanced political objectives require measured
applications of force. In consequence, military forces should be
deployed in a way that provides political decision-makers with
maximum tactical and strategic ¯exibility. For proponents of more
varied battle®eld deployments, therefore, the all-or-nothing approach
that relies exclusively on massive applications of force is too blunt to
provide the appropriate bargaining leverage necessary to wage war
successfully and, simultaneously, conduct political negotiations.

The substantial differences between the all-or-nothing approach and
the limited-war school are re¯ected in a distinction that Glenn Snyder
(1961) drew some time ago between defense postures that attempt to
deter by punishment and those that rely on denial. According to Snyder,
a punishment posture relies primarily on a strategic capability to in¯ict
high costs on an aggressor. By contrast, more measured (i.e., tactical)
response options are required to deter an opponent by denying
possible gains. The punishment approach, therefore, depends pri-
marily on increasing an opponent's estimate of the costs of aggression,
while a denial policy seeks to deter by decreasing an opponent's
estimate of the likelihood or extent of success. With regard to the
current discussion, Snyder writes that the former is inherently more
credible in response to an all-out frontal attack (i.e., direct deterrence),
while the latter is more credible in response to lesser challenges, such
as an attack on an ally (i.e., extended deterrence).

The Eisenhower administration, however, did not see it this way. Its
New Look defense policy, which was decidedly Jominian, was devel-
oped to ``deter both large- and small-scale Communist aggression. [It
was] not just a doctrine of strategic deterrence'' (Wells, 1981: 38, 34).
The principal objective of the new policy, of course, was to deter a
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direct attack on the United States. But it also aimed to deter land wars
in Europe and Asia.

At the heart of the New Look policy was the doctrine of Massive
Retaliation. As enunciated by United States Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles on January 12, 1954 in a speech to the Council on
Foreign Relations, the New Look's aim was to deter Soviet expansion
by depending ``primarily upon a great capacity to retaliate, instantly,
by means and at places of our choosing.''

Interpretations of this doctrine vary. Freedman (1989) argues
persuasively that the policy was considerably more subtle than the
caricature painted by critics of the Eisenhower administration. And
Wells (1981) suggests that many elements of the New Look were
already in place before Eisenhower took of®ce. Most analysts agree,
though, that the cornerstone of the new strategic doctrine was the
preeminent role strategic nuclear weapons were to play in defending
the interests of the United States and its allies. Punishment, rather
than denial, was clearly the new Republican president's approach to
deterrence.

At the time it was developed, the doctrine made perfect sense. First,
Massive Retaliation was consistent with the administration's generally
conservative approach to budgetary matters. After all, nuclear
weapons were cheaper than conventional forces, so Massive Retalia-
tion delivered ``a maximum deterrent at a minimum price.'' Second,
this new approach to containment exploited the huge United States
lead over the Soviet Union in nuclear capability. Finally, Dulles
argued, Massive Retaliation would deny the Soviet Union the
initiative in future confrontations, depriving it of the ability to
determine the time and the place of the next crisis.

It would be wrong to conclude from the above, however, that the
strategic philosophy that informed the New Look was simply a
byproduct of strategizing at the dawn of the nuclear age. To be sure,
in the world of the early 1950s, nuclear weapons were the weapons of
choice, especially for a near-nuclear monopolist. But the underlying
approach was more general than this, and its implementation did not
depend on any particular weapon. As Gaddis (1982: 147) observes,
``the central idea [of Massive Retaliation] was that of asymmetrical
response ± of reacting to adversary challenges in ways calculated to
apply one's own strengths against the other side's weakness, even if
this meant shifting the nature and location of the confrontation.'' Or as
Gacek puts it, ``the New Look should be understood as a threat to
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escalate low-level con¯icts to the advantage of the United States, but it
did not require nuclear war as an immediate or eventual response to
aggression'' (1994: 129, emphasis in original).1

In this light, it is not dif®cult to identify other historical manifesta-
tions of the doctrine of Massive Retaliation. For example, prior to both
world wars, Great Britain's deployment posture was essentially the
same as that of the United States during the Eisenhower years. Rather
than conscript and maintain a large standing army to defend its
continental allies, the Britain of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries relied on an escalatory threat (i.e., its ¯eet) to deter Kaiser
Wilhelm's Germany. And, as Huth and Russett (1988: 34) point out, at
the time of the Munich crisis in 1938, Britain lacked any military
capacity ``to defend Czechoslovakia short of engaging in an extended
war.'' Thus, British deployments just prior to both world wars were,
de facto, all-or-nothing postures.

During the inter-war years, the French also relied on an all-or-
nothing posture. The French plan was to depend on the defensive
advantages provided by ``massive ®repower'' to deter attacks. Their
``only plan of action called for a general mobilization of all forces''
(Kagan, 1995: 356). In other words, rather than ``a kind of military
¯yswatter, supple and relatively unmenacing . . . [French] . . . military
doctrine prescribed a sledge hammer'' (Young, 1978: 119). Much the
same could be said about Russian defense policy in the 1990s. The
essential difference, of course, is that the current Russian threat is
primarily nuclear, while the French threat throughout the 1930s was
conventional.

7.1 Modeling all-or-nothing deployments2

To better understand the dynamics of those extended deterrence
relationships that are governed by all-or-nothing deployments, we
return to the Asymmetric Escalation Game model (see ®gure 6.3), but
now we explore it under incomplete information.3 There are at least

1 See also George and Smoke (1974: 563).
2 The remainder of this chapter is based on material ®rst developed in Zagare and
Kilgour (1993b).

3 As noted above, we assume two states with capable threats, that is, threats that hurt.
The asymmetry in our model relates to a difference in motivation. One player,
Challenger, is motivated to upset the status quo; the other, Defender, is intent on
protecting it.
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three reasons why a better understanding of the Massive Retaliation
deployment stance would be valuable. First, a simple model that takes
into account a defender's reliance on escalatory threats will allow a
deeper understanding of many important periods of world politics,
including the early Cold War. Second, our conclusions will serve as
benchmarks for a comparison with other strategic doctrines, such as
Flexible Response (see chapter 8), that encompass more limited
responses to aggression. These conclusions have implications for such
issues as the proliferation of nuclear weapons and the downsizing of
conventional forces. Finally, we hope to demonstrate explicitly the
dynamics of an important strategic situation, a situation that ± for
better or worse ± will characterize many hostile interstate relation-
ships in the future.

To model a strategic relationship consistent with a defender's
reliance on escalatory options, we begin with the same preference
restrictions as before (see expressions [6.1] and [6.2]), except that now
we assume that Defender has a known preference for Defender Concedes
(outcome DC) and Defender Escalates/Wins (outcome DE) over Limited
Con¯ict (outcome DD). This is a strong assumption, but it is precisely
the motivation for the reorientation of US defense policy during the
Eisenhower administration. As noted above, Eisenhower and Dulles
preferred to avoid engaging an enemy in a costly and protracted land
war, such as the costly ground war waged in Korea from 1950 to 1953,
or the potential war in Vietnam in 1954 (Zagare, 1979). This is exactly
why the New Look policy de-emphasized the role of conventional or
tactical forces in US defenses, emphasizing instead strategic nuclear
weapons to deter Soviet and Chinese expansion and to protect US
allies. We add that this assumption is wholly consistent with the claim
that the New Look was ¯awed because, in a crisis, it left the United
States with an unappealing choice ± either precipitate an all-out
nuclear war or capitulate.

We are not suggesting that all, or even most, defenders prefer, or
should prefer, both unilateral escalation and capitulation over limited
con¯ict. Rather, our argument is that such a preference is implied by
all-or-nothing defense doctrines like Massive Retaliation. As Kahan
(1975: 17) observes, ``military planning under the New Look . . .
yielded a US military posture with neither the plans nor the capacity
for coping with even moderately large non-nuclear con¯icts.''

Given the above, it should be no surprise that the New Look policy
touched off a heated debate within the US defense establishment. It is
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also telling that when the Democrats came to power in 1961, non-
strategic US forces were strengthened signi®cantly. The intent was to
demonstrate both the ability and the willingness to defend Europe
conventionally. In terms of the model, the Flexible Response deploy-
ment policy introduced by the Kennedy administration was designed
to provide the United States with a credible tactical (i.e., local) threat
and establish, minimally, a preference for Limited Con¯ict over Defender
Concedes. This is why we associate this particular preference relation-
ship with Flexible Response deployments, which are examined in
chapter 8.

In sum, to model Massive Retaliation and related all-or-nothing
defense postures, we place the following restrictions on the players'
preferences:

Challenger: Defender Concedes >Ch Status Quo >Ch Challenger
Wins >Ch Limited Con¯ict >Ch [Defender Escalates,
All-Out Con¯ict] (7.1)

Defender: Status Quo >Def Defender Escalates >Def Defender
Concedes >Def Limited Con¯ict > Def [Challenger
Wins, All-Out Con¯ict]. (7.2)

We continue to assume that each player knows its own preference
between capitulating to its opponent at the highest con¯ict level and
All-Out Con¯ict, but has only probabilistic knowledge of its oppo-
nent's preferences. Thus, the payoffs to Challenger and Defender at
outcome EE, CEE and DEE, are treated as binary random variables with
known distributions. Each player knows the realized value of only its
own variable. More speci®cally, it is common knowledge that

cEE+ with probability pChCEE = f cEE7 with probability 1± pCh

dEE+ with probability pDefDEE = fdEE7 with probability 1 ± pDef

where dSQ > dDE > dDC > dDD > dEE+ > dED > dEE7, cDC > cSQ > cED >
cDD > cEE+ > cDE > cEE7, 0 < pCh < 1, and 0 < pDef < 1.

In words, we assume that Defender believes Challenger to be Hard
with probability pCh and Soft with probability 1 ± pCh. Likewise,
Challenger believes Defender to be Hard with probability pDef and Soft
with probability 1 ± pDef. Now, however, these beliefs are measures of
the credibility of each player's strategic (or second-) level threat. As
usual, all threats are assumed to be capable.
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7.2 Perfect Bayesian equilibria under Massive
Retaliation

What are the effects of uncertainty on the escalation process when
Defender's ®rst-stage threat is known to lack credibility, that is, when
Defender's only real response option is to escalate? In these circum-
stances, what is the connection between credibilities and deterrence
success? How credible must each side's end-game threat be in order
to deter escalation ± or retaliation?

To answer these questions we identify the perfect Bayesian equilib-
ria of the Asymmetric Escalation Game with incomplete information. We
begin with the observation that under the preference restrictions of
(7.2), Defender never rationally responds-in-kind at node 2 (see ®gure
6.3). Thus, an inherently incredible threat to respond-in-kind is
tantamount to no such threat at all. This should be no surprise:
Defender prefers the outcome it induces by not responding (Defender
Concedes) to any of the three possible outcomes associated with its
choice of D (i.e., Limited Con¯ict, Challenger Wins, and All-Out Con¯ict).
Both sides know this, so the Asymmetric Escalation Game reduces to
the game shown in ®gure 7.1. Notice that there are now four, rather
than six, possible outcomes in the reduced version of the Asymmetric
Escalation Game.

One aspect of the analysis of ®gure 7.1 is straightforward. Backward
induction at node 3 is easy since Challenger always knows whether it
prefers Defender Escalates (outcome DE) or All-Out Con¯ict (outcome
EE), and has no reason to conceal this preference. A Hard Challenger,
preferring All-Out Con¯ict to Defender Escalates, always escalates at
node 3, while a Soft Challenger, with the opposite preference, ration-
ally chooses D and does not escalate at node 3.

Because Challenger's behavior at node 3 is strictly determined by its
type, strategic decisions are reduced to Challenger's node 1 choice of C
or D, and Defender's node 2 choice, C or E. Unlike the node 3 choice,
these decisions can depend on the state of knowledge of the decision-
maker. We denote the probabilities of these choices as follows:

xH = probability that Challenger chooses D, given that it is Hard
xS = probability that Challenger chooses D, given that it is Soft
zH = probability that Defender chooses E, given that it is Hard
zS = probability that Defender chooses E, given that it is Soft.

Given the preference restrictions associated with all-or-nothing
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deployments, then, a perfect Bayesian equilibrium for the Asymmetric
Escalation Game with incomplete information will specify a value for
each of these four variables, plus a ®fth belief variable (r) ± Defender's
revised probability that Challenger is Hard, given that Challenger has
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Challenger: C = cooperate
D = demand
E = escalate

Defender: C = concede
D = defy
E = escalate
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Fig. 7.1. Asymmetric Escalation Game when Defender lacks a
credible ®rst-level threat.



initiated. Thus, a perfect Bayesian equilibrium is described by a
5-tuple of probabilities (xH, xS; zH, zS, r). The belief variable r is treated
in detail in appendix 6; it will generally be suppressed in the discus-
sion below.

Under an all-or-nothing policy,4 there is always a Deterrence
Equilibrium and, except on lines of transition, precisely one other
perfect Bayesian equilibrium, which must belong to one of four
categories. Table 7.1 summarizes the action choices associated with
each equilibrium. Appendix 6 provides the technical details; here we
restrict ourselves to an informal characterization. To facilitate the
discussion, the equilibria are grouped into three categories: Deterrence
Equilibria, No-Response Equilibria, and No-Limited-Response Equilibria.

7.2.1 Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium

Recall that a Deterrence Equilibrium is an equilibrium in which there
is no initiation (i.e., xS = xH= 0). Under a Deterrence Equilibrium,
Challenger ± whether Hard or Soft ± never defects. When any Deter-
rence Equilibrium is in play, then, the Status Quo is never disturbed.

4 All conclusions reached in this chapter are subject to this restriction. For brevity, we
will drop the proviso until we analyze limited-war deployments in chapter 8.
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Table 7.1. Perfect Bayesian equilibria and existence conditions for
Asymmetric Escalation Game when Defender's ®rst-level threat lacks
credibility

Equilibrium Strategic variables Existence conditions

Challenger Defender
initiates escalates

xH xS zH zS

Challenger-Soft Deterrence 0 0 ± ± r� d2
Equilibria

No-Response Equilibrium 1 1 0 0 pCh > d2
Form I No-Limited-Response 1 1 1 0 d1�pCh�d2

Equilibrium pDef�c1
Form II No-Limited-Response 1 u3 1 v3 pCh� d1

Equilibrium pDef� c1
Form III No-Limited- 1 u4 v4 0 pCh� d2

Response Equilibrium pDef� c1

Key: ± = value not ®xed although some restrictions may apply.



Only one form of Deterrence Equilibrium, the Challenger-Soft Deter-
rence Equilibrium, exists when Defender adopts an all-or-nothing
policy.5 Signi®cantly, this equilibrium form may not depend on either
player's initial belief about the other's type. It does, however, require
that Defender believe that any Challenger who initiates is likely to be
Soft. In consequence, under any Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equi-
librium, both types of Defender intend to escalate at node 2 with a
suf®ciently high probability. Put differently, a Challenger-Soft Deter-
rence Equilibrium is possible as long as zH and zS are large enough
and r, Defender's updated belief about Challenger's type given that
Challenger selects D at node 1, is small enough.

Because the Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium may be inde-
pendent of any (initial) beliefs the players have about each other's
type, there are circumstances under which this equilibrium form lacks
plausibility.6 For instance, it is dif®cult to imagine that a Defender
who believes a Challenger is likely Hard would, after observing an
unexpected hostility, conclude that the Challenger is likely Soft. For
this reason we consider the behavioral pattern associated with this
form of Deterrence Equilibrium to be implausible when Challenger's
initial credibility is high.

On the other hand, the Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium may
well be plausible when Challenger's initial credibility is low to begin
with. In fact, this particular form of Deterrence Equilibrium, and the
beliefs associated with it, are consistent with the stability of the
superpower relationship during the Eisenhower administration and
with Dulles's brinkmanship strategy. Indeed, it is the most plausible
explanation of the stability of the European status quo during this
period. It may also help explain the absence of war in Europe until
1914, despite intense crises in the Balkans in 1905, in 1908, and again
in 1912. Parenthetically, we observe that under the Challenger-Soft

5 In subsequent chapters we distinguish other forms of deterrence equilibria.
6 Extensive-form games of incomplete information (like the Asymmetric Escalation
Game) take initial beliefs as given (i.e., as components of the model, like utilities for
outcomes). The rational (Bayesian) updating requirement for perfect Bayesian equilib-
ria links beliefs on later information sets to prior beliefs, but only on those information
sets that are reached with positive probability at equilibrium. We are interested in
identifying those beliefs that can give rise to particular perfect Bayesian equilibria,
notably those with xH= xS = 0. It may happen that the only beliefs consistent with such
an equilibrium are implausible in the sense that the initial beliefs and the beliefs on
subsequent information sets (which happen to be ``off the equilibrium path'') lack
consistency. Such is the case here.
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Deterrence Equilibrium, Defender's beliefs about Challenger's type,
were Defender to observe initiation by Challenger, are ``off the
equilibrium path.'' In other words, this is a belief about an event that
never occurs, so it can never be tested against actual events.7

Even though the Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium is
implausible under certain conditions, it is a perfect Bayesian
equilibrium, and satis®es some equilibrium re®nements (Fudenberg
and Tirole, 1991).8 And at least one Challenger-Soft Deterrence
Equilibrium always exists.9 (See appendix 6 for details.) Of course, this
does not mean that deterrence success is a ``sure thing.'' Indeed, the
stability of the status quo will always be less than certain: at least one
of four other perfect Bayesian equilibria, each of which involves
certain initiation when Challenger is Hard, always coexists with a
Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium.

Unlike the Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium, the other
equilibria always exist under speci®c conditions depending on the
initial beliefs of the players about each other's type (i.e., on pCh and on
pDef). Figure 7.2 summarizes the connection between these beliefs and
the four other perfect Bayesian equilibria.10

7.2.2 No-Response Equilibrium

The second major form of perfect Bayesian equilibrium in the Asym-
metric Escalation Game is the No-Response Equilibrium. A No-Response
Equilibrium (NRE) is an equilibrium in which there is some possibility
of initiation (xH + xS > 0) but there is never any response, either in-kind
or escalatory, that is, where yH= yS = zH= zS = 0.

As shown in appendix 6, Challenger always defects (i.e., xH= xS = 1)
when a No-Response Equilibrium is in play. Since the Status Quo
never results from a No-Response Equilibrium, deterrence never
succeeds, although (limited or unlimited) con¯ict and escalation

7 For an illuminating discussion of the theoretical utility of off-the-equilibrium-path
expectations, illustrated with an analysis of the German invasion of Poland in 1939,
see Bueno de Mesquita (1996). For an explicit analysis of deterrence and off-the-path
behavior, see Weingast (1996).

8 For a discussion of three of these re®nements in the context of deterrence theory, see
Nalebuff (1991).

9 This equilibrium is referred to as CSDE1 in appendix 6. It is independent of either
player's initial beliefs about the other's type. Defender's a posteriori estimate of
Challenger's credibility is critical. This equilibrium will exist as long as r� d1.

10 Several constants, which are thresholds separating the equilibria, appear in ®gure 7.2.
These constants are de®ned and discussed fully in appendix 6.
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spirals cannot occur. Challenger always gets its way and the outcome
is always Defender Concedes (DC). Under a No-Response Equilibrium,
Challenger acts with impunity, as Hitler did in 1936 when he remili-
tarized the Rhineland, or as Ethiopia did in 1998 when it invaded
Eritrea.

A No-Response Equilibrium is found in the eastern region of
®gure 7.2, where pCh is large. For an equilibrium of this form to exist,
therefore, Challenger's credibility must be high enough that Defender
is forever deterred from escalating. (Note that it is under these
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No-Response Equilibrium (1, 1; 0, 0)

Form I No-Limited-Response Equilibrium (1, 1; 1, 0)

Form II No-Limited-Response Equilibrium (1, u3; 1, v3)

Form III No-Limited-Response Equilibrium (1, u4; v4, 
0)

pDef

1

c1

0 d1 pCh1d2

Fig. 7.2. Location of No-Response Equilibrium and No-Limited-
Response Equilibria.



circumstances that we question the plausibility of the coexisting
Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium.) In fact, it is precisely the
high probability that Challenger will counter-escalate that dissuades
even a Hard Defender from offering any resistance at all.

When a No-Response Equilibrium is in play, Defender simply
stands aside after Challenger acts, as the British navy did in 1935
when Italian transport ships used the Suez Canal to prepare for war in
Abyssinia. Since Defender is completely deterred under a No-Re-
sponse Equilibrium, while Challenger is entirely undeterred, it should
not be surprising that the existence of this equilibrium form depends
on Challenger's credibility being high, but is unrelated to Defender's
credibility. More speci®cally, Challenger's a priori credibility must
exceed the threshold

pCh � d2 � dDE ÿ dDC

dDE ÿ dEE�
: �7:3�

With respect to this threshold we make two observations. First, as
Defender's immediate payoff from escalating (dDE) increases, or as its
payoff from immediate capitulation (dDC) decreases, the threshold at
d2 moves to the right in ®gure 7.2, reducing the area of the region
corresponding to the No-Response Equilibrium. As one might expect,
then, the more Defender values unilateral escalation, or the less it
values immediate capitulation, the higher must be Challenger's
credibility to dissuade a Hard Defender from resisting.

As well, the threshold d2 rises as the value a Hard Defender places
on All-Out Con¯ict increases. In other words, as a central or strategic
war becomes less onerous to Defender, the higher must be Challen-
ger's a priori credibility to induce a No-Response Equilibrium. Clearly,
Challenger can make it more likely that even a Hard Defender will
capitulate simply by increasing Defender's costs for All-Out Con¯ict.
Under the conditions that de®ne a No-Response Equilibrium, then,
weapons that increase the cost of con¯ict may make the status quo less
likely to survive! On the other hand, if Defender is already Soft, such
increases are devoid of strategic implications. In general, when
Challenger can threaten an all-out war with even moderate credibility,
Soft Defenders will not rationally resist.

7.2.3 No-Limited-Response Equilibria

In addition to the Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium and the
No-Response Equilibrium, there are three other perfect Bayesian
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equilibria that can exist when Defender adopts an all-or-nothing
defense posture. Together they constitute a family of equilibria we call
the No-Limited-Response Equilibria (NLRE). A No-Limited-Response
Equilibrium occurs when there is some possibility of Challenger
initiating (i.e., xH + xS > 0), some possibility of Defender escalating
(i.e., zH + zS > 0), but no possibility that Defender will respond-in-kind
(i.e., of choosing D at node 2) should Challenger initiate. Hence its
name.

There are three distinct forms of No-Limited-Response Equilibria.
When a No-Limited-Response Equilibrium is in play, Hard Challen-
gers always defect (i.e., xH= 1) and there is always some possibility
that Soft Challengers will defect as well (i.e., xS > 0). Since Defenders
either escalate or do not respond at all, limited con¯icts cannot
emerge under any No-Limited-Response Equilibrium.

7.2.3.1 Form I No-Limited-Response Equilibrium

Like the No-Response Equilibrium, the Form I No-Limited-Response
Equilibrium involves certain initiation by all Challengers ± regardless
of type ± and certain capitulation by a Soft Defender. When a Form I
No-Limited-Response Equilibrium is in play, Hard Defenders escalate
with certainty (i.e., zH= 1). Soft Challengers then suffer a humiliating
defeat, capitulating after Defender's harsh reaction, while Hard
Challengers set in motion a process that culminates in All-Out Con¯ict.
Thus a wider range of outcomes is possible than under a No-Response
Equilibrium.

One additional important difference between No-Limited-Response
Equilibria, including Form I, and the No-Response Equilibrium is that
the NLRE family depends on both Challenger's and Defender's
credibility. Speci®cally, the credibility thresholds for Challenger and
Defender, respectively, de®ning the region of existence of a Form I
No-Limited-Response Equilibrium are

d1 � dDE ÿ dDC

dDE ÿ dEEÿ
� pCh � d2 �7:4�

pDef � c1 � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cDE

: �7:5�

As ®gure 7.2 reveals, a Form I No-Limited-Response Equilibrium
exists for intermediate levels of Challenger credibility, and lower
levels of Defender credibility. A Form I NLRE occurs when Challen-
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ger's a priori probability of being Hard is high enough to deter a Soft
Defender from retaliating, yet not so high that a Hard Defender
capitulates. At the same time, Defender's credibility must be low
enough that even a Soft Challenger would not hesitate before testing
the water. It is important to note that it is the interaction of these
credibility levels that produces the behavior associated with a Form I
No-Limited-Response Equilibrium. At either a higher (than d2) or a
lower (than d1) level of Challenger credibility, or a higher (than c1)
level of Defender credibility, other behavior patterns emerge.

The right-hand border of the zone of a Form I No-Limited-Response
Equilibria is the threshold d2, and its left-hand border is d1. Like d2, the
location of threshold d1 depends on Defender's payoff from both
unilateral escalation (dDE) and immediate capitulation (dDC). More
speci®cally, as Defender's payoff at Defender Escalates increases, or as
its payoff at Defender Concedes decreases, both d1 and d2 move to the
right, in tandem. Consequently, changes to Defender's payoff at these
outcomes will affect the likelihoods of both a No-Response Equi-
librium and a Form I No-Limited-Response Equilibrium. What
depends on the speci®c values of these payoffs, though, is the extent
to which Challenger's threat must be credible in order to induce Form
I equilibrium behavior. As the net difference between Defender's
payoffs at Defender Concedes and Defender Escalates increases, higher
and higher levels of Challenger credibility are required for a Form I
No-Limited-Response Equilibrium.

The value of the threshold d1 also depends on the utility a Soft
Defender receives from All-Out Con¯ict (dEE7). As this value
decreases, d1 moves to the left, increasing the region of a Form I
No-Limited-Response Equilibrium, and decreasing that of the Form II
No-Limited-Response Equilibrium (to be discussed below). While
Hard Defenders resist under either a Form I or Form II No-Limited-
Response Equilibrium, Soft Defenders capitulate with certainty only
when a Form I NLRE is in play. Thus, by manipulating a Soft
Defender's payoff for All-Out Con¯ict, Challengers can increase the
likelihood that a Soft Defender will capitulate.

The upper bound of the region of a Form I No-Limited-Response
Equilibrium is the threshold c1, given by (7.5); below c1 lie the Form I
and Form II NLRE, and above it lies the Form III NLRE. As will be
seen, a Form I No-Limited-Response Equilibrium is distinguished
from a Form III NLRE by the behavior of Soft Challengers and Hard
Defenders, both of whom act less aggressively under a Form III
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NLRE. But since c1 depends on Challenger's payoffs, only Defender
has an incentive and an opportunity to attempt to induce a Form III
No-Limited-Response Equilibrium under which it is more likely to
deter Challenger.

To decrease the probability that a Form I equilibrium comes into
play, Defender could try to convince Challenger that it is likely Hard
or, by manipulating the payoffs that de®ne c1, contract the region of
the Form I equilibrium. Speci®cally, Form I (and Form II) equilibria
become less probable (i.e., c1 decreases) as Challenger's evaluation of
the Status Quo increases, or as its payoff from either Defender Concedes
or Defender Escalates decreases.

7.2.3.2 Form II No-Limited-Response Equilibrium

As with all perfect Bayesian equilibria other than the Challenger-Soft
Deterrence Equilibrium, the two remaining No-Limited-Response
Equilibria (Form II and Form III) involve certain initiation by a Hard
Challenger. But unlike the No-Response Equilibrium and the Form I
NLRE, Form II and Form III No-Limited-Response Equilibria are
associated with probabilistic (as opposed to certain) initiation by a
Soft Challenger.

Under a Form II No-Limited-Response Equilibrium, Hard Defenders
always resist and Soft Defenders resist sometimes. But at a Form III
No-Limited-Response Equilibrium, Defenders resist only when Hard,
and only probabilistically at that. Under either of these equilibria,
then, a Challenger unwilling to wage war might rationally precipitate
a crisis; but only in the region of a Form II NLRE might a reluctant
(i.e., Soft) Defender rationally call a Soft Challenger's bluff.

A Form II No-Limited-Response Equilibrium is to be found near the
origin in ®gure 7.2, at the lowest levels of Challenger and Defender
credibility. It should not be surprising, therefore, that rational
behavior in this region involves the possibility of bluf®ng by both
players.11

While all-out wars can transpire anywhere save for the region of the
No-Response Equilibrium, it is only in the region of the Form II NLRE
that a Soft Defender can ®nd itself involved in a war it would prefer to
avoid, for only in this region is it rational for a Soft Defender
sometimes to defy Challenger by escalating. Each player's credibility

11 Indeed, the Form II No-Limited-Response Equilibrium is a kind of Bluff Equilibrium
± see chapters 4 and 5.
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is lowest in the area of region II, which is why a Soft Defender can be
tempted to resist and escalate. If Challenger happens to be Hard, the
unthinkable happens.

The rightmost bound of the Form II No-Limited-Response Equi-
librium region is the threshold d1, given by (7.4), that separates a Form
I from a Form II NLRE. As already noted, d1 increases, expanding the
area of Form II equilibria, as Defender's payoff from Defender Escalates
increases, as its payoff from unwanted war (dEE7) increases, or as its
payoff from Defender Concedes decreases.

As is clear from ®gure 7.2, the upper bound of this region is c1. The
variables that affect the threshold separating Forms I and II from
Form III No-Limited-Response Equilibria are Challenger's evaluation
of the Status Quo, Defender Concedes, and Defender Escalates, as has
already been discussed.

Hard Challengers always initiate in the Form II region, while Soft
Challengers initiate with probability u3, which is given by

u3 � pCh�1ÿ d1�
d1�1ÿ pCh� : �7:6�

This probability increases steadily as one moves from the left-hand
border (pCh = 0) of the region, where u3 = 0, to the right-hand border
(pCh = d1), where u3 = 1. In other words, under a Form II NLRE, as
Challenger's credibility rises, so does its tendency to test Defender's
resolve, even when Challenger is Soft.

By contrast, a Soft Defender's optimal response strategy in the Form
II region is v3, de®ned by

v3 � c1 ÿ pDef

1ÿ pDef
: �7:7�

Note that v3 decreases steadily as one moves from the bottom of the
region (pDef = 0) to the top (pDef = c1), where it approaches 0. Thus, Soft
Defenders resist less and less as their credibility grows under a Form
II No-Limited-Response Equilibrium.

7.2.3.3 Form III No-Limited-Response Equilibrium

Like a Form II No-Limited-Response Equilibrium, a Form III No-
Limited-Response Equilibrium involves certain defection by a Hard
Challenger and probabilistic defection by a Soft Challenger. This
defection probability is
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u4 � pCh�1ÿ d2�
d2�1ÿ pCh� : �7:8�

While u4 increases from 0 to 1 as Challenger's credibility rises from
pCh = 0 to pCh = d2, u4 increases more slowly (as pCh increases from 0)
than u3 ± the probability that a Soft Challenger defects at node 1 under
a Form II NLRE. In other words, at comparable credibility levels, Soft
Challengers are more circumspect under a Form III No-Limited-
Response Equilibrium. But this is as it should be. After all, Form III
NLRE correspond to higher Defender credibility than Form II NLRE,
so a Soft Challenger has better reason to hesitate at Form III than at
Form II.

By contrast, a Form III No-Limited-Response Equilibrium is associ-
ated with a somewhat different behavior pattern for Defender. Under
a Form III NLRE, a Soft Defender never resists, and a Hard Defender
resists only probabilistically. When a Form III No-Limited-Response
Equilibrium is in play, a Hard Defender's optimal strategy is to resist
with probability

v4 � c1
pDef

: �7:9�

Thus a Hard Defender resists less and less as its credibility increases.
Under a Form III No-Limited-Response Equilibrium, All-Out Con-

¯icts occur with probability v4 when a Hard Challenger confronts a
Hard Defender; by contrast, under a Form I or II NLRE, they occur
with certainty in this situation. And unlike Form II NLRE, Soft
Defenders never provoke war by testing Challenger's resolve.12

7.3 Coda

In this chapter we adapt the Asymmetric Escalation Game of in-
complete information to examine a strategic relationship in which one

12 It is interesting to observe that throughout the regions of Forms II and III NLRE, the
overall or unconditional probability that Defender will respond to a challenge always
equals c1, regardless of Defender's credibility. This ``pooling'' phenomenon means
that, if a Form II NLRE is in play and Defender resists, or if a Form III NLRE is in
play and Defender does not resist, Challenger obtains no information about Defen-
der's type by observing its behavioral tendencies. In fact, this observation is a logical
consequence of a Soft Challenger's willingness to select randomly between initiating
and not initiating.
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player adopts an all-or-nothing deployment policy, like the Russians
in the 1990s, the British in 1914, the French in 1939, and the United
States in 1954. The model centers on a Challenger who must decide
whether to contest the Status Quo and a Defender with three distinct
ways to respond to a challenge. Moreover, Defender prefers both
capitulation and escalation to responding-in-kind, entering an engage-
ment on Challenger's terms. This assumption, we believe, captures an
extended deterrence defense posture that relies on a threat of escala-
tion to deter aggression.

The dynamics of this all-or-nothing variant of the Asymmetric
Escalation Game differ sharply from the complete information case
(see table 6.2, games 5±8). With complete information, the outcome of
a two-level escalation game in which Defender's ®rst-stage threat
lacks credibility depends only on Challenger's type. When Challenger
is Soft, the Status Quo is stable and escalation never occurs; when
Challenger is Hard, a crisis equilibrium is implied in which
Challenger initiates and Defender capitulates. As is the case with all
two-stage escalation games of complete information, neither escala-
tion nor war is a rational possibility.

But with incomplete information, these statements have signi®cant
exceptions. Except under the Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium,
which requires beliefs that are sometimes implausible, the only
possibility of a stable Status Quo is accompanied by a signi®cant risk
of unwanted con¯ict. As in complete information games, a Hard
Challenger, ready and willing to wage All-Out Con¯ict, always initi-
ates. But under incomplete information even Soft Challengers may
rationally precipitate a crisis. In fact, there are situations in which Soft
Challengers initiate with certainty, and others in which Soft Challen-
gers initiate probabilistically. More signi®cantly, not only may escala-
tion be rational when information is incomplete, but there are
conditions when it is inevitable. All-Out Con¯ict becomes a distinct
possibility when credibilities are uncertain.

Overall, the strategic position of a Defender without a credible
tactical-level threat is hardly enviable. While Defender's prospects
usually get better as its strategic threat becomes more and more
credible, even perfect end-game credibility may be insuf®cient to deter a
determined Challenger from attacking a third party. In a sense, Defen-
der's best chance comes when Challenger itself is unable to project
high credibility. This makes con¯ict less and less likely, though the
risk of a premeditated confrontation never evaporates altogether.
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Applying the model to the actual relationship of the superpowers
during the 1950s provides an occasion for speculation about the
underlying dynamic of that period. Assuming that the model is
suf®ciently representative to permit both descriptive and normative
evaluations, one might begin by asking why the 1950s, characterized
by such intense rivalry, never erupted into all-out thermonuclear war.
The model provides no obvious answer. The most one can say for
sure about the absence of a superpower war during this period is
that, luckily, no Defender ever de®ed a Hard Challenger. For had this
been the case, war would have occurred for certain. Thus crises
during this period may have been initiated either by Challengers
unwilling to wage all-out war, or by Hard Challengers against
irresolute Defenders. Another possibility is that a Defender with an
aversion to con¯ict may have faced down a Soft Challenger. Given the
possibilities, it is likely not a coincidence that the conventional
wisdom of the time characterized international crises as ``competitions
in risk-taking.'' In fact, risk-taking behavior is very much consistent
with the spirit of our results, especially with a Form II No-Limited-
Response Equilibrium.

One additional possibility is that, between crises, a Challenger-Soft
Deterrence Equilibrium was in play. As mentioned, this equilibrium
provides the most plausible explanation of the European peace during
the 1950s. After all, the United States was clearly the superior military
and economic power; it had twice demonstrated its willingness to
wage an all-out war to protect its interests on the continent; and the
Soviet Union had not as yet fully digested the spoils of World War II.
Stalin's ambitions notwithstanding, the Soviet Union was very likely
unwilling to wage war at this time against a superior opponent.
Eisenhower's and Dulles's penchant for brinkmanship lends
additional credence to this explanation.

This does not mean that we endorse Massive Retaliation. All-or-
nothing defense postures remain fraught with danger. The Chal-
lenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium always coexists with one other,
less sanguine equilibrium; so the apparent success of the Eisenhower
administration's defense policy should not be misread or exaggerated
(Huth and Russett, 1988: 38). There are obviously other ways to play
this game. Even presuming success, there is no guarantee that similar
policies will redound similarly. They certainly did not in 1914
and 1939.

On the other hand, our model does permit somewhat more detailed
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speculation about the context in which crises occur. Taking the issues
at stake as constant, it seems reasonable to conclude that the credi-
bility of the US extended deterrent threat was at its zenith in 1954, and
in steady decline thereafter as Soviet capability grew, as a ``bomber
gap'' and then a ``missile gap'' was thought to exist, and as Soviet
space satellites were launched. Conversely, Soviet credibility was
most likely lowest at the time of Dulles's address to the Council on
Foreign Relations in 1954, increasing more-or-less steadily after that. If
so, our model suggests that the most serious crises should occur
toward the end of the period. As might be expected, the most intense
US±Soviet crises during the Eisenhower administration centered
around Berlin from 1958 to 1961.

Similarly, if credibility is considered to vary across issues, the model
suggests that confrontations are least likely as issues become less
salient to one side or the other. This observation is con®rmed by even
a cursory examination of the period. For instance, when the status quo
was contested in Hungary in 1956, only token resistance was offered.
From NATO's point of view, Berlin was worth defending. But
Hungary clearly was not.

The Asymmetric Escalation Game model may be applicable to a
number of evolving interstate relationships. One interesting case
could involve a nuclear Germany with revanchist aspirations pitted
against Russia defending a part of its formerly vast empire with its
still considerable nuclear arsenal, but without the huge land army that
so frightened Eisenhower and Dulles. Likewise, the relationship of
China and Russia might also evolve in ways that match the conditions
of the present model. Or one of the states of eastern Europe, or a
former republic of the Soviet Union, could decide to retain or develop
a nuclear force to deter possible expansionist ambitions of Germany
or Russia. Eventually, Israel's strategic relationship with its more
numerous Arab neighbors may come to resemble the US±USSR
relationship during the 1950s. In the long run, perhaps Taiwan or
Pakistan will have only an escalatory, all-or-nothing, response as a
defense against invasion.

If the past is prologue and the model is a reasonable description of
two-level asymmetric deterrence relationships, then events should
unfold in roughly the same way again. In areas of high salience and,
by implication, high credibility to a challenger, but of low importance
to a defender (East Prussia or Damansky Island?), a challenger may
successfully confront an uninterested defender. But in areas of more
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marginal importance to both sides, crises can be expected to erupt,
and even escalate, as challengers or defenders, or both, take risks.
And all-out con¯ict becomes a distinct possibility once the dice are
tossed ± even when Defender prefers not to ®ght.

From the perspective of our model, therefore, the break-up of the
Soviet Union appears to have opened up possibilities for more
frequent interstate crises, some of which may result in war. But
contrary to the assessments of some strategic analysts (e.g., Mear-
sheimer, 1990), the model also suggests that a Germany (or more
obviously, a Serbia) with a signi®cant nuclear capability could actually
make things worse. Nuclear weapons are no panacea. To the extent
that they enhance threat capability, nuclear weapons are stabilizing.
But to the extent that they undermine a defender's credibility, nuclear
weapons will undermine the viability of extended deterrence.

Can this dangerous world be avoided? Can threats be fashioned in
a way so as to reduce con¯ict possibilities? Can forces be more
effectively deployed so as to eliminate the stark consequences associ-
ated with all-or-nothing postures? We continue to address these and
related questions in the next two chapters.
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8 Modeling Flexible Response

War is a mere continuation of policy by other means.
Carl von Clausewitz

Even a cursory examination of typical behavior patterns under an
all-or-nothing defense posture reveals the weakness of a policy that
forgoes a tactical-level threat. The only remotely plausible deter-
rence equilibrium associated with all-or-nothing deployments re-
quires that Challenger be Soft and likely unwilling to wage a high-
level con¯ict. This, however, is the easier case. Relying exclusively
on a threat to escalate is insuf®cient to deter Challenger when
Challenger is likely Hard and, therefore, likely to respond, tit-for-tat,
to any escalation.1

It is no wonder, then, that the Eisenhower administration's deploy-
ment policy came under intense criticism among defense analysts
almost as soon as it was announced. Critics asserted, prematurely it
now appears (Gaddis, 1997), that the threat of Massive Retaliation
lacked credibility (Kaufmann, 1956). And they claimed that the New
Look, by stressing ``more bang for the buck,'' placed undue reliance
on strategic weapons to deter Soviet aggression in Europe and
elsewhere, leaving little room for maneuver during periods of acute
crisis. To avoid the stark choice of either all-out nuclear war or
capitulation, they proposed that United States conventional forces be
strengthened, and augmented with an arsenal of tactical nuclear
weapons (Kissinger, 1957b).

When the Democrats came to power in 1961, these changes were
pursued under a policy labeled Flexible Response. In 1967, after

1 This chapter is based on Zagare and Kilgour (1995).
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extensive debate and compromise, NATO formally adopted Flexible
Response (Stromseth, 1988). Today, even as it expands eastward to
include former members of the Warsaw Pact, NATO continues to
maintain both a tactical and a strategic capability.

All of which is not to suggest that Flexible Response is a well-
articulated policy. In fact, Daalder (1991: 2) argues that ever since the
early 1960s, NATO deployments have been ``deliberately ambiguous''
in order to mask ``differences among the allies concerning the role and
relative weight to be accorded to theater nuclear forces in support of
[its extended deterrence] strategy.'' Consequently, a number of com-
peting defense postures exist, all of which claim consistency with
NATO's loosely articulated declaratory policy. Daalder (1991: 42)
describes four extended deterrence strategies (®gure 8.1), but goes on
to warn that even they do not exhaust the set of logical possibilities. A
No-First-Use posture, for instance, does not ®t neatly into Daalder's
typology.

In this chapter, we model the strategic relationship implied when a
state tries to safeguard the status quo by adopting a deployment
policy ± such as Flexible Response ± that permits a range of credible
responses to a probe or challenge. We contrast this relationship with
the consequences of all-or-nothing deployments that rely on strategic
weapons and the restricted set of response options associated with
them. Our analysis of this model allows us to provide a new and
explicit evaluation of several rival Flexible Response doctrines ±
including those speci®ed in ®gure 8.1 ± and to ask when and how
sub-strategic deployments make limited war possible and total war
less likely. In the next chapter, we gauge the policy implications of
various ``mixes'' of tactical and strategic threats. For now, however,
we focus on the ideal case in which Defender's sub-strategic threat is
perfectly credible.

One might object that the demise of the Warsaw Pact, the dis-
integration of the Soviet Union, and the consequent expansion of
NATO itself has rendered our model and our investigation a historical
curiosity. We think not. As has been the case throughout this work, no
special assumption is made that limits our conclusions to nuclear
situations, nor is any restriction placed on player preferences that
con®ne the empirical domain to Europe. Thus our modeling effort
pertains to any situation, interstate or otherwise, in which the players
believe that certain response options are qualitatively different from
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others, and that the choice of such options involves a serious escala-
tion of the con¯ict.

8.1 Modeling Flexible Response: assumptions

To explore the strategic relationships implied by a Flexible Response
deployment policy, we return to the Asymmetric Escalation Game,
reproduced here with some minor modi®cations and additional nota-
tion as ®gure 8.2. In this model, Challenger can defect initially by
precipitating a crisis, by launching a limited military attack, or by
taking some aggressive action other than a direct strategic assault. It is
precisely this broad range of sub-strategic challenges that Flexible
Response options are designed to prevent.

As before, Defender's proactive response options are either to
respond-in-kind or escalate.2 We assume that a response-in-kind is
commensurate with Challenger's initiation decision. Thus, at node 2,
Defender may either match, in scope and intensity, the actions taken
by Challenger to contest the Status Quo, or may ``overreact'' by
choosing an unconstrained action, such as one associated with all-out
war, which we represent by the escalation alternative (E). Like

2 Of course, Defender can always concede.
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Fig. 8.1. Extended-deterrence deployment strategies within the
strategic concept of Flexible Response. (Source: adapted
from Daalder, 1991: 41.)
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NATO's description and implementation of its Flexible Response
declaratory policy, then, the Asymmetric Escalation Game model is
``deliberately ambiguous'' about the nature of Defender's response
options.

One of our simplifying assumptions produces a bias that deserves
special comment. As Wagner correctly points out,3 we assume that the
payoffs from All-Out Con¯ict (outcome EE) are the same no matter
which player is the ®rst to escalate. We accept the point that, in the
real world, players are likely to prefer escalating ®rst. Nonetheless, we
stick with this assumption to gain mathematical tractability. Note its
implications: Defender's expected payoffs at node 2 when it chooses E
may be underrepresented (because Defender may prefer the mutual
escalation outcome associated with this choice to the mutual escala-
tion outcome associated with the choice of D); it follows that its
expected payoff from choosing D at node 2 is overrepresented. The
bias of the model, therefore, is toward overreporting the expected
bene®ts of equilibria that involve the possibility that Defender
responds-in-kind to a challenge. We show below, however, that even
with this bias, the conditions under which such equilibria exist are
quite restricted.

In exploring the strategic implications of various Flexible Response
deployment policies, we continue to postulate players with incomplete
information about each other's preferences between backing down
after an escalatory choice or counter-escalating. We retain all previous
preference assumptions except that we now assume that Defender is
known to prefer Limited Con¯ict to Defender Concedes.4 This distin-
guishing assumption is consistent with the stated rationale of Flexible
Response: to provide a defender with a credible sub-strategic response
to a challenge.5 Or as Helmut Schmidt (1962: 211) put it in his argument
for a strong conventional defense capability in Europe: ``NATO must
. . . have troops and weapons on a scale ample to make non-nuclear
aggression appear hopeless, and suf®cient in an emergency to force

3 Personal communication, April 24, 1992.
4 Given this assumption and complete information, deterrence succeeds (1) if Chal-
lenger is Soft or (2) if Defender's second-level threat is credible. Conversely, for
deterrence to fail, Challenger must be Hard and Defender's second-level threat must
lack credibility. See table 6.2, Games 1±4 for details.

5 Recall that we argued in chapter 7 that the opposite assumption is characteristic of all-
or-nothing deployment policies. For the public justi®cation of Flexible Response, see
McNamara (1962).
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one of two courses on the aggressor ± to halt or to extend the con¯ict.''
It is precisely this choice that Challenger faces at node 3a.

Finally, we continue to assume that Defender prefers to escalate
(i.e., prefers Defender Escalates [Wins] to Limited Con¯ict and, therefore,
to Defender Concedes), provided that Challenger does not respond by also
choosing E. To be sure, this is a strong assumption. We make it because
it is an implicit premise in both Massive Retaliation and Flexible
Response deployment policies: under Massive Retaliation, it is plainly
required; likewise, Flexible Response presents no genuine choice of
responses without it. As well, we would like to explore those
situations in which the incentive to escalate is strongest. Under
Flexible Response, the critical question is which response option
Defender would choose in light of Challenger's capability to counter-
escalate. We consider this question below.

Taken together, these assumptions restrict the players' utilities as
follows:

Challenger: Defender Concedes >Ch Status Quo >Ch

Challenger Wins >Ch Limited Con¯ict >Ch

[Defender Escalates, All-Out Con¯ict] (8.1)
Defender: Status Quo >Def Defender Escalates >Def

Limited Con¯ict >Def Defender Concedes >Def

[Challenger Wins, All-Out Con¯ict]. (8.2)

All previous restrictions and provisos apply as well.

8.2 Perfect Bayesian equilibria under Flexible
Response

What are the effects of uncertainty on the escalation process when
Defender's threat to respond-in-kind is inherently credible? What is
the connection between the players' credibilities and stability of the
status quo when a defender adopts a Flexible Response deployment
policy? How credible must each player's end-game threat be to deter
escalation or retaliation? Under what conditions might a sub-strategic
war be waged? These are some of the speci®c questions we address
now.

To answer them within the context of the Asymmetric Escalation
Game, we begin by using backward induction to analyze Defender's
choice at the last node (4). Node 4 is reached when Challenger upsets
the Status Quo by choosing D, Defender responds-in-kind by also
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choosing D, and Challenger then escalates by choosing E. Defender's
choice at node 4 is easy to analyze since Defender has complete
information about its own preference between Challenger Wins and
All-Out Con¯ict. A Hard Defender, preferring All-Out Con¯ict, always
escalates, while a Soft Defender, preferring Challenger Wins, never
does.

The same is true of Challenger's choice at node 3b, which is reached
after Challenger selects D and Defender escalates instead of conceding
or responding-in-kind. If Challenger is Hard and prefers All-Out
Con¯ict to Defender Escalates, it always counter-escalates; if it is Soft,
and prefers Defender Escalates, it always yields.

It follows that at any perfect Bayesian equilibrium, Challenger's
and Defender's choices at nodes 3b and 4 are strictly determined by
their types. Therefore, the only strategic decisions that require analysis
are Challenger's choice of C or D at node 1, Challenger's choice of D
or E at node 3a, and Defender's choice of C, D, or E at node 2. Unlike
the decisions at nodes 3b and 4, the decisions at these nodes can
depend on the decision-maker's beliefs about its opponent. Extending
the previous notation to include the possibilities that Defender can
now rationally respond-in-kind at node 2, and that Challenger can
now rationally escalate at node 3a, we denote the probabilities of these
choices as follows:

xH = probability that a Hard Challenger initiates at node 1
xS = probability that a Soft Challenger initiates at node 1
wH = probability that a Hard Challenger escalates at node 3a
wS = probability that a Soft Challenger escalates at node 3a
yH = probability that a Hard Defender responds-in-kind at node 2
yS = probability that a Soft Defender responds-in-kind at node 2
zH = probability that a Hard Defender escalates at node 2
zS = probability that a Soft Defender escalates at node 2.

Note that when Defender has a known preference for Limited
Con¯ict over Defender Concedes (i.e., when its tactical-level threat is
perfectly credible), its choice of D at node 2 cannot be automatically
excluded, as it can be when Defender relies exclusively on an all-or-
nothing escalatory threat (see chapter 7). The possibility that Defender
might choose to respond-in-kind carries with it the occasion for
Challenger to update its beliefs about Defender's type based on its
observation of Defender's behavior during play of the game. For this
reason, a perfect Bayesian equilibrium of the current variant of the
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Asymmetric Escalation Game speci®es two belief variables: in addition
to Defender's updated probability (r) that Challenger is Hard given
that Challenger demands a change in the Status Quo (i.e., chooses D at
node 1), now a perfect Bayesian equilibrium must also specify
Challenger's conditional probability (q) that Defender is Hard, given
that Defender chooses D at node 2. Thus, when Defender adopts a
limited-war deployment policy like Flexible Response, a perfect
Bayesian equilibrium is a 10-tuple of probabilities [xH, xS, wH, wS, q;
yH, yS, zH, zS, r].

Clearly the description of a perfect Bayesian equilibrium of the
Asymmetric Escalation Game under limited-war deployments is
considerably more complex than under an all-or-nothing stance: ten
rather than ®ve variables are involved.6 The complexity re¯ects both
the additional choices that become available when Defender adopts a
limited-war deployment policy, and the new information about
Challenger's type that Defender might acquire during play of the
game.

Table 8.1 summarizes the action choices of each perfect Bayesian
equilibrium of the Asymmetric Escalation Game when Defender has a
completely credible ®rst-level threat. A formal discussion with
additional technical details, including restrictions on the belief vari-
ables r and q, is given in appendix 7. Table 8.2 provides an informal
summary, lists the particular Flexible Response deployment posture
we associate with each equilibrium form, and outlines our rationale
for making the association.

For expository purposes, the equilibria are grouped into three major
categories: Escalatory Deterrence Equilibria, All-or-Nothing Equilibria,
and Flexible Response Equilibria. With the exception of one particular
Escalatory Deterrence Equilibrium, equilibria of the ®rst two cate-
gories are closely related to those equilibrium forms that exist when
Defender's ®rst-level threat lacks credibility (see chapter 7). For this
reason, we discuss them brie¯y, highlighting only what is distinct and
important. By contrast, the Flexible Response family of four equilibria
is entirely new. Hence, we discuss that group in more detail.

6 The description is even more complex in chapter 9 when all constraints are lifted on
Defender's preference between Limited Con¯ict and Defender Concedes. As well, other
equilibrium forms, and hence, other behavior patterns, become possible.
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8.2.1 Escalatory Deterrence Equilibria

The de®ning property of any deterrence equilibrium is that Chal-
lenger ± whether Hard or Soft ± never defects (i.e., xH= xS = 0), i.e., the
Status Quo is never disturbed. What distinguishes an Escalatory
Deterrence Equilibrium (EDE) from other deterrence equilibria is
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Table 8.1. Perfect Bayesian equilibria of the Asymmetric Escalation Game
when Defender's ®rst-level threat is completely credible

Equilibrium Strategic Variables

Challenger Challenger Defender Defender
initiates escalates responds- escalates

in-kind

xH xS wH wS yH yS zH zS

Escalatory Deterrence 0 0 Ð Ð Ð Ð Ð Ð
Equilibria

All-or-Nothing Equilibria
No-Response 1 1 Ð Ð 0 0 0 0

Equilibrium

Form I No-Limited- 1 1 Ð Ð 0 0 1 0
Response Equilibrium

Form II No-Limited- 1 . Ð Ð 0 0 1 .
Response Equilibrium

Form III No-Limited- 1 . Ð Ð 0 0 . 0
Response Equilibrium

Flexible Response Equilibria
Form I Limited- 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

Response Deterrence
Equilibrium

Form II Limited- 0 0 . 0 1 . 0 0
Response Deterrence
Equilibrium

No-First-Use ELRE1 1 1 . 0 1 . 0 0

War®ghting ELRE2 1 . . 0 . . . 0

Key: ``.'' = ®xed value between 0 and 1
``±'' = value not ®xed although some restrictions may apply
ELRE=Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibrium.
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Table 8.2. Perfect Bayesian equilibria and associated deployment policies

Equilibrium De®ning Deployment Rationale for
characteristics policy association

Escalatory
Deterrence
Equilibrium
EDE1

Ubiquitous;
based on
implausible
beliefs

Pure (Existential)
Deterrence

Does not depend on
Challenger's or
Defender's initial
beliefs; Challenger
and Defender intend
to escalate with
certainty

Escalatory
Deterrence
Equilibrium
EDE2

Based on
implausible
beliefs

War®ghting
Deterrence

Existence requires
credible tactical-level
threat; cannot be
sustained
existentially; Defender
always intends to
respond, either in-
kind or by escalating

All-or-Nothing
Family

Challenger
generally initiates

Decisive
(Escalatory)
Deterrence

Existence does not
require credible
tactical-level threat;
Defender either
escalates or does not
respond at all

Limited-
Response
Deterrence
Equilibria

Challenger never
initiates

No-First-Use Existence requires
credible tactical-level
threat; Defender never
intends to escalate
®rst

No-First-Use
ELRE1

Challenger
always initiates,
and sometimes
intends to
escalate ®rst

No-First-Use Existence requires
credible tactical-level
threat; Defender never
escalates ®rst

War®ghting
ELRE2

Challenger
generally
initiates, and
sometimes
intends to
escalate ®rst

War®ghting
Deterrence

Existence requires
credible tactical-level
threat; Defender
makes use of entire
range of response
options



Defender's intention to escalate ®rst should Challenger demand a
change in the Status Quo. Under any Escalatory Deterrence Equi-
librium, either zH or zS, or both, is always positive. By contrast, under a
Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibrium (see below), Defender never
intends to escalate ®rst.

There are a number of Escalatory Deterrence Equilibria in the
Asymmetric Escalation Game when Defender's ®rst-level threat is
completely credible. Because some Escalatory Deterrence Equilibria
do not depend on Challenger's or Defender's initial beliefs about the
other's type, at least one EDE can always exist. All but one Escalatory
Deterrence Equilibrium rest solely on Defender's intention to escalate
®rst (at node 2).

An important fact about Escalatory Deterrence Equilibria is that
every EDE requires that Defender's updated belief that Challenger is
Hard, given that Challenger initiates (i.e., r), be small.7 In other words,
for an Escalatory Deterrence Equilibrium to exist, Defender must
believe that any Challenger who initiates is likely to be Soft and,
hence, is unlikely to counter-escalate at node 3b. It is precisely this
belief that supports Defender's intention to escalate at node 2 with
suf®ciently high probability to dissuade Challenger from initiating at
node 1. For the very reasons noted in the discussion of the Challenger-
Soft Deterrence Equilibrium (a close relative of the EDE family) in
chapter 7, we ®nd this belief to be implausible, especially when
Defender initially believes Challenger to be likely Hard: ceteris paribus,
Challengers who initiate are more likely to be Hard.

There is one form of Escalatory Deterrence Equilibrium that is
ubiquitous. This form is completely independent of any initial beliefs
that either Challenger or Defender might have about the other's type.
In consequence, some might consider it dif®cult to justify. The irrele-
vance of initial beliefs, coupled with the player's implied action
choices, leads us to link this particular Escalatory Deterrence Equilibria
(called EDE1 here and in appendix 7) with the Flexible Response
deployment strategy that Daalder (1991: 43±48) labels Pure Deterrence.8

A Pure Deterrence policy does not require any speci®c deployment

7 Since Challenger never initiates under any Escalatory Deterrence Equilibrium, these
are beliefs ``off the equilibrium path,'' that is, they are beliefs about events that never
occur.

8 EDE1 is de®ned by the vector [xH, xS, wH, wS, q; yH, yS, zH, zS, r] = [0, 0, 1, 1, q; 0, 0, 1, 1,
r] (for details, see appendix 7). This con®guration is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium
provided that r is low enough, and q is high enough. EDE1 exists independently of
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strategy and, indeed, is inconsistent with the very notion of Flexible
Response as it is commonly understood.9 Pure Deterrence theorists
(like Eisenhower) deny the existence of clear thresholds in war. In this
view, any overt con¯ict makes immediate escalation to the highest
rung of the ladder almost inevitable (i.e., wH, wS, zH, and zS are high).
It is precisely the inevitability and immediacy of escalation that deters
any challenger. Consequently, any effort to calibrate conventional and
tactical deterrents is futile.

Pure Deterrence is one of two Flexible Response deployment
policies Daalder (1991) associates with existential deterrence. Bundy
(1983) describes this more general conception of how deterrence
operates as the view that the very existence of nuclear weapons,
coupled with the enormous fear that they almost surely instill in
decision-makers, virtually assures a stable international system.10 The
existence of an Escalatory Deterrence Equilibrium that so closely
resembles the Pure Deterrence point of view veri®es the connection
between the premise and the conclusion of those existential deterrence
theorists who view the post-war world order as unusually stable and
robust; it does not, however, verify the premise.11 Nevertheless, the
model indicates that, provided relevant decision-makers somehow
acquire the set of beliefs required for this equilibrium form, an
unconditionally stable deterrence relationship is possible. In fact,
Challenger's belief that escalation is almost inevitable if it initiates a
con¯ict leads to an especially benevolent self-ful®lling prophecy.

The other Flexible Response deployment stance Daalder connects
with existential deterrence is Conventional Deterrence. Advocates of a
Conventional Deterrence deployment aim to eliminate the unwanted
consequences of the ``stability±instability paradox,'' namely the

both Challenger's and Defender's initial credibilities (i.e., pCh and pDef). Under EDE1

Challenger never initiates and Defender always intends to escalate ®rst at node 2.
9 As noted in the text, Daalder (1991) argues that the formal de®nition of Flexible
Response is intentionally vague, in part to accommodate divergent viewpoints of
how deterrence operates and how forces should be structured. This is the only sense
in which Pure Deterrence is compatible with Flexible Response.

10 Some have argued that even the existence of ``the idea of nuclear weapons ± more
speci®cally, the ability of many states to make them ± is enough to create an
existential deterrent effect against large-scale con¯icts of all kinds'' (National
Academy of Sciences, 1997: 4, emphasis added).

11 In other words, it seems reasonable (to us at least) to conclude that a Challenger
expecting a highly probable escalatory response, regardless of circumstances, will
choose not to initiate. But the ungrounded beliefs that give rise to Defender's action
choices under EDE1 are sometimes far from plausible.
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increased potential for sub-strategic con¯ict implied by a strategic
stalemate (see chapter 6 for a discussion). In this view, when strategic
forces are balanced and, hence, mutually deterred (e.g., when wH

and wS, and zH and zS, are low), they are unavailable for deterring
lower-level con¯icts. Thus, advocates of Conventional Deterrence
hold that

deterrence is enhanced by the prospects of a conventional defense
capable of denying the adversary the achievement of his objectives.
The conventional strategy therefore emphasizes a conventional
response to attack in the hope that nuclear escalation can be
avoided. Extended deterrence persists, however, by deploying some
nuclear weapons in Europe to pose the existential risk that war
could escalate to all-out nuclear war, thus coupling the stability of
the mutual US±Soviet deterrence relationship to Europe (Daalder,
1991: 52±53).

There is no perfect Bayesian equilibrium that corresponds to this
defense posture in our model.12 There is, however, one form of
Escalatory Deterrence Equilibrium (EDE2 here and in appendix 7)
that, like the Conventional Deterrence deployment strategy, involves a
response-in-kind.13 This (partial) reliance on a sub-strategic response
at node 2 leads us to link this form of Escalatory Deterrence Equi-
librium with the strategic doctrine Daalder (1991: 58±63) calls War-
®ghting Deterrence.14

Like Conventional Deterrence, War®ghting Deterrence does not
deny the need for a potent strategic capability, but rather stresses the
need for a range of local options, including escalatory options, to deter

12 Our model may be too simple, or our assumptions too restrictive, to re¯ect the
subtleties of a Conventional Deterrence posture.

13 In particular, provided that Defender's initial credibility is high enough (i.e., pDef >
cq), there is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium with [xH, xS, wH, wS, q; yH, yS, zH, zS, r] = [0,
0, wH, 0, cq; yH, 1, zH, 0, r], where 0 < wH < 1, 0 < yH < 1, and yH+ zH=1 (for further
details, see appendix 7). In words, Challenger never initiates (this is a Deterrence
Equilibrium), but if Challenger were to initiate, a Hard Defender would either
respond-in-kind or escalate ®rst, and a Soft Defender would always respond-in-kind.
After a response-in-kind, a Hard Challenger would sometimes escalate, sometimes
not; a Soft Challenger would never escalate. Parenthetically, we add that this is the
only Escalatory Deterrence Equilibrium for which there is positive probability that
Defender will respond-in-kind at node 2.

14 In addition to EDE2, there is another equilibrium form (to be discussed below) that is
consistent with a War®ghting deployment stance. It is not, however, a deterrence
equilibrium.
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aggression.15 Awar®ghting capability, then, does not rely solely on an
initial sub-strategic response, as does No-First-Use (see below), or
strictly on an escalatory response, as does a Decisive Deployment
policy (also see below), or on an existential link between beliefs and
certain action choices, as do Pure and Conventional Deterrence
policies; rather this deployment policy depends on a willingness to
respond at both the sub-strategic and the strategic levels.

The key to War®ghting Deterrence, then, is escalation dominance,
coupled with the ability to deny an adversary an advantage at every
level of attack. According to Daalder (1991: 63), the strategy ``relies on
NATO's ability to dominate the escalation process up to the highest
level of violence.'' Thus, War®ghting Deterrence seeks to avoid war by
denying an adversary an advantage at any level of outright con¯ict,
even if it means escalating ®rst.

All of which is not to suggest that we view EDE2 as a likely
outcome of the Asymmetric Escalation Game. EDE2 is implausible in
the same way that all Escalatory Deterrence Equilibria are implau-
sible: they place an upper bound on r, Defender's updated belief that
Challenger is Hard given that Challenger has initiated. In other
words, all Escalatory Deterrence Equilibria require that Defender
presumes that a Challenger who initiated con¯ict, even one whose
initial credibility was high, is very likely to be bluf®ng.

8.2.2 All-or-Nothing Equilibria

The All-or-Nothing family is comprised of variations on the four non-
deterrence equilibria that arise under escalatory defense postures like
Massive Retaliation: the No-Response Equilibrium (NRE) and three No-
Limited-Response Equilibria (NLRE). Their overall strategic characteris-
tics have already been discussed in detail in chapter 7. Other than the
speci®cation of a few additional action choices (see table 8.1 and
appendix 7 for details), these equilibria are essentially unchanged in
the Flexible Response model. Under a No-Response Equilibrium,

15 Both Conventional Deterrence and War®ghting Deterrence postures require a range
of response options, although, as its name implies, under a Conventional Deterrence
deployment, there is a strong bias toward responding-in-kind to a challenge. By
contrast, under EDE2, there are conditions under which an escalatory response is
favored. But the primary reason we associate EDE2 with a War®ghting as opposed to
a Conventional Deterrence posture is the minimum condition on Defender's a priori
credibility (pDef) required under EDE2 ± see appendix 7 and footnote 13 for details. In
other words, EDE2 cannot be sustained existentially; a suf®ciently credible threat to
counter-escalate at node 4 is required.
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Challenger always defects at node 1 and Defender always concedes at
node 2. And under any No-Limited-Response Equilibrium, Hard
Challengers always initiate con¯ict and Soft Challengers always or
sometimes initiate. Defender never responds-in-kind, but either
always or sometimes escalates at node 2. As well, the existence
conditions and threshold values (c1, d1, and d2) separating the equi-
librium regions from one another are identical to those discussed in
chapter 7 and illustrated in ®gure 7.2. Hence, we shall not discuss
these details further.

As a group, the All-or-Nothing Equilibria summarize the rational
strategic consequences of the deployment stance that Daalder (1991:
53±58) terms Escalatory Deterrence, but which we shall refer to as
Decisive Deployment in order to avoid unnecessary confusion between
this deployment policy and Escalatory Deterrence equilibria. We have
chosen this substitute label to re¯ect the policy's roots in Jomini's
work as well as the deeply held belief of all-or-nothing advocates that
military force should be used decisively ± or not at all.

Proponents of Decisive Deployment hold that it is the threat of
deliberate escalation, rather than any denial capability associated with
the deployment of a potent conventional force, that is the most
ef®cacious way of deterring aggression. According to Daalder (1991:
58), the Decisive Deployment approach, ``in recognizing the reality of
certain thresholds in war, seeks to deter by posing the threat of
unacceptable damage through the potential use of nuclear escalation.
It thus extends the deterrent threat provided by mutual assured
destruction to Europe by threatening to enlarge a con¯ict in Europe to
general nuclear war.''

Like a Pure Deterrence deployment policy, then, a Decisive Deploy-
ment relies on an opponent's fear of escalation to deter aggression.
Advocates of Pure Deterrence contend that this fear is inherent in any
contentious nuclear relationship. Thus, deterrence in Europe can be
enhanced simply by coupling European security with American
security. In this view, nuclear weapons should be deployed in a way
that ``ensures that escalation to general nuclear war is inherent in the
very use of nuclear weapons'' (Daalder, 1991: 46). By contrast,
proponents of a Decisive Deployment recommend a more deliberate
response to a challenge. Speci®cally, they counsel the de-emphasis of a
conventional response and the early, if not the ®rst, use of nuclear
weapons in a confrontation.

The reason we associate the No-Response Equilibrium and the three
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No-Limited-Response Equilibria with a Decisive Deployment policy is
that none of these equilibria requires that Defender's threat to
respond-in-kind be credible. In other words, they can also exist even
when Defender's ®rst-level threat lacks credibility. Moreover, unlike
the Escalatory Deterrence Equilibrium EDE1, which we link to Pure
Deterrence, each member of the All-or-Nothing family does depend on
the a priori credibility of each player's strategic-level threat.16

8.2.3 Flexible Response Equilibria

The All-or-Nothing Equilibria share one important characteristic:
they do not admit the possibility of Defender responding-in-kind to
a challenge (i.e., yH+ yS = 0). This means that, after initiation, De-
fender either escalates or does not respond at all. Clearly, when any
member of the All-or-Nothing family is in play, limited con¯ict ±
associated with the choice of D by both players ± is rationally
precluded.

We know from chapter 7 that the four All-or-Nothing Equilibria,
and a few implausible Escalatory Deterrence Equilibria, are the only
possible perfect Bayesian equilibria when Defender's ®rst-stage threat
is known to lack credibility. But now we are assuming the opposite:
that Defender prefers Limited Con¯ict to Defender Concedes, and that
this preference is known, making Defender's ®rst-stage deterrent
threat completely credible. Thus, along with a few additional forms of
Escalatory Deterrence Equilibrium, the remaining equilibria of the
Asymmetric Escalation Game arise strictly as a consequence of this
critical assumption about Defender's credibility. These, the Flexible
Response Equilibria, are precisely the additional behavioral alternatives
that become actual possibilities once Defender's response options
become unfettered.

Putting this differently, when Defender's only credible response is
to escalate, sub-strategic con¯ict of any kind is not rationally possible.
This is the reason we associate the No-Response Equilibrium and the
three No-Limited-Response Equilibria with all-or-nothing deploy-
ments like Massive Retaliation. By contrast, the remaining perfect
Bayesian equilibria of the Asymmetric Escalation Game with ®rst-
level credible threats admit some possibility of a non-escalatory

16 As discussed, EDE1 does not depend on any particular preference relationship.
Rather it exists as long as the players have the required beliefs about each other's
action choices, whatever their actual preferences happen to be, and however those
beliefs are formed.
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response by Defender; hence, the name of this family and its associ-
ation with limited-war deployment stances.

It is important to stress, however, that for any Flexible Response
Equilibrium to exist, Defender's threat to respond-in-kind must not be
completely incredible, that is, Defender must not be known to prefer
Defender Concedes to Limited Con¯ict. Since the opposite preference is
precisely what Flexible Response deployments are designed to signal,
our model allows us to assess the immediate strategic consequences of
this alternative approach to extended deterrence. The existence condi-
tions associated with the Flexible Response Equilibria are particularly
interesting since they speak directly to the possibility of a constrained
con¯ict or a limited war, and the viability of one additional extended
deterrence deployment posture ± No-First-Use.

There are four members of the Flexible Response group. Two are
Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibria (LRDEs) and two are Escala-
tory Limited-Response Equilibria (ELREs).17 We next discuss each
sub-group in turn.

8.2.3.1 Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibria: general
characteristics

Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibria (LRDE) are equilibria in which
there is no possibility of a challenge (i.e., xH+ xS = 0); however, if there
were a challenge, there would be some possibility that Defender
would respond-in-kind at node 2 (i.e., yH > 0 or yS > 0), but no
possibility that Defender would escalate ®rst (i.e., zH+ zS = 0). As with
all deterrence equilibria, therefore, the Status Quo is secure. The
important point, however, is that under any Limited-Response Deter-
rence Equilibrium, deterrence success requires Defender to plan to
respond to a challenge in a measured way, and only in a measured
way. Such an intent is the distinguishing feature of this new genus of
deterrence equilibrium.

17 All four equilibria are part of a larger family termed the Limited-Response Equilibria
(LRE). In addition to Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibria and Escalatory
Limited-Response Equilibria, the limited-response family includes a collection of
equilibria we call Constrained Limited-Response Equilibria (CLRE). No Constrained
Limited-Response Equilibrium is a member of the Flexible Response family (see
chapter 9). Both Constrained Limited-Response Equilibria and Escalatory Limited-
Response Equilibria admit the possibility that Defender may respond-in-kind at node
2. They differ with respect to Challenger's typical choice at node 3a. As we explain in
the next chapter, under a CLRE, Challenger never escalates ®rst. Under an ELRE,
Challenger typically escalates ®rst.
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This is not to say, though, that Defender's escalatory threat is
irrelevant. Indeed, both forms of Limited-Response Deterrence
Equilibria also require that Defender's strategic-level threat meet
certain credibility requirements. Figure 8.3, which locates the Limited-
Response Deterrence Equilibria in a credibility plane, shows that a
Form I LRDE exists only when Defender's escalatory threat is suf®-
ciently credible. No Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibria can exist
when Defender's strategic-level threat is low. Form II LRDEs occur
between the two extremes.

Unlike the Escalatory Deterrence Equilibria, Limited-Response De-
terrence Equilibria do not suffer from any plausibility problems. In
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where "•" = fixed value between 0 and 1
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Fig. 8.3. Existence conditions for Limited-Response Deterrence
Equilibria.



particular, there is no upper bound on Defender's updated belief that
Challenger is Hard given that Challenger initiates. Thus, the Limited-
Response Deterrence Equilibria are not so easily dismissed. They are
viable alternatives under rational play.

8.2.3.2 Form I Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibria

Form I Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibria operate the way propo-
nents of Flexible Response deployment policies might hope: Chal-
lenger never initiates or intends to escalate ®rst, and Defender always
intends to respond-in-kind. In fact, Defender's intention to always
choose D at node 2 is the distinguishing feature of the Form I LRDE.

Form I Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibria require that Defen-
der's updated belief that Challenger is Hard given that Challenger
has initiated (i.e., r) be suf®ciently large. It is precisely this (very
plausible!) belief that deters Defender from escalating ®rst. Similarly,
Challenger's updated belief that Defender is Hard given that De-
fender responds-in-kind (i.e., q), must also be large for a Form I LRDE
to exist. This belief, coupled with Defender's intention to respond-in-
kind, supports Challenger's intention not to escalate ®rst at node 3a.

Hard and Soft Defenders behave the same under a Form I Limited-
Response Deterrence Equilibrium. Thus, should Challenger observe a
response-in-kind, it will be unable to make any inference about
Defender's type. This means that Challenger's initial belief about
Defender's credibility (type), pDef, and Challenger's updated belief
about Defender's type given that Defender chooses D at node 2, q,
will always be the same. The condition that q= pDef is unique to a
Form I LRDE.

8.2.3.3 Form II Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibria

Form II Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibria occur when Defender's
initial credibility is just insuf®cient to sustain a Form I LRDE (see
®gure 8.3). Since Defender is less likely to be Hard, it should not be
surprising to learn that a Hard Challenger sometimes intends to
escalate ®rst (i.e., 0 < wH < 1). In turn, the tendency of Hard
Challengers to escalate ®rst leads Soft Defenders to compensate by
sometimes intending to concede immediately (i.e., 0 < yS + zS < 1). In
the end, however, these intentions are never acted on. When a Form II
LRDE is in play, Defender's credibility remains high enough to deter
initiation completely.

In sum, the Status Quo is totally secure whenever either form of
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Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibrium is in play. Under any
LRDE, Defender's credibility is such that Challenger is generally
unwilling to risk escalation. Deterrence works because Defender's
concomitant commitment to respond-in-kind essentially removes the
likelihood that Challenger would, on balance, gain by fomenting a
crisis.

Precisely because Defender never intends to escalate ®rst under any
Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibrium, we associate this sub-
group of equilibria with a No-First-Use declaratory policy. First pro-
posed publicly by Robert McNamara in 1982, a No-First-Use deploy-
ment implies a commitment to a non-nuclear defense against a non-
nuclear attack or, in terms of the model, a response-in-kind (Bundy et
al., 1982). Like a Conventional Deterrence policy, then, No-First-Use
relies on a non-escalatory response to deter aggression. Still, there are
signi®cant differences between these two extended deterrence policy
stances. One subtle difference was clari®ed in the debate about when
NATO would use nuclear weapons. Advocates of Conventional
Deterrence, such as former Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger,
recommended that nuclear weapons be used ``as late as possible'' but
``as early as necessary'' (Daalder, 1991: 52). By contrast, under No-
First-Use, nuclear weapons would be used only in response to a
nuclear attack.

Another salient difference is rooted in the relationship between
conventional and strategic options under No-First-Use. According to
Daalder (1991: 50), ``the assumption [of Conventional Deterrence
advocates] that escalation cannot be controlled does provide a cou-
pling mechanism, if only an existential one.'' By contrast, under a No-
First-Use deployment, these response options are ``de-coupled.'' Thus,
proponents of No-First-Use suggest a suf®ciently capable conven-
tional defense to deny an adversary victory in a limited, non-nuclear
war. In their view, the European context provided no role for tactical
nuclear weapons; indeed, one of the bene®ts of a No-First-Use deploy-
ment policy was that NATO need deploy only survivable, second-
strike nuclear weapons. Or as Stromseth (1988: 202) put it, should this
policy be implemented, ``the ultimate reliance on nuclear weapons to
shore up a failing conventional defense would be eliminated, and
conventional forces would no longer function as a `delayed trip-wire'
for nuclear war.''
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8.2.3.4 Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibria: general
characteristics

In addition to the Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibria, the Flex-
ible Response family includes two forms of Escalatory Limited-Response
Equilibria (ELRE). At any Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibrium,
there is some possibility of a challenge and of a non-escalatory
response (i.e., xH+ xS > 0 and yH+ yS > 0). In consequence, there is
always a chance of Limited Con¯ict. This small but genuine possibility,
however, does not rule out higher levels of con¯ict ± either unilateral
escalation or all-out war. As well, it is possible for the Status Quo to
survive rational play under an ELRE. Unfortunately, this chance is
rather remote.

Interestingly, certain probing and bluf®ng activity is less likely at an
Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibrium than elsewhere. To be sure,
Soft Challengers may rationally initiate con¯ict, and Soft Defenders
may rationally respond-in-kind to a challenge. Nevertheless, Soft
Challengers never escalate ®rst (i.e., wS = 0) and Soft Defenders never
do either.18 This means that when Defender's ®rst-level threat is
completely credible, All-Out Con¯ict occurs only when both players
are Hard. Unlike a Form II No-Limited-Response Equilibrium at
which even a Soft Defender may rationally escalate, war is now
impossible unless both sides want it.

On the other hand, Hard Challengers always intend to escalate ®rst
under an Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibrium, but only prob-
abilistically (i.e., 0 < wH < 1).19 As might be expected, therefore,
limited war deployment policies that are consistent with action
choices under an ELRE entail the risk of deliberate escalation. In other
words, under an ELRE, limited-war deployments do not eliminate
altogether the possibility of rational escalation.

Challenger's behavior under an Escalatory Limited-Response Equi-
librium is the reverse of the bluf®ng activity associated with Form II

18 This is untrue when Challenger is uncertain about Defender's preference between
Limited Con¯ict and Defender Concedes (see chapter 9 for details). But given that
Defender's ®rst-level threat is completely credible, Soft Defenders never escalate ®rst
(i.e., zS = 0).

19 By contrast, under a Constrained Limited-Response Equilibrium, Challenger never
escalates ®rst. CLREs, however, do not exist when Defender has a completely credible
®rst-level threat. Constrained Limited-Response Equilibria are discussed in detail in
chapter 9.
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and Form III No-Limited-Response Equilibria. Under the latter
equilibria, Hard Challengers always defect, while Soft Challengers
defect probabilistically. Soft Challengers, therefore, may act as if they
were Hard. But under an ELRE, Soft Challengers never escalate and
Hard Challengers may choose not to. In other words, Challengers
may act Soft even when they are Hard!

In a sense, Challenger's probabilistic intention to escalate ®rst, if
Hard, is a protective mechanism. Since Soft Challengers never escalate,
Defender would never capitulate unless there was some probability of
things getting out of hand. Conversely, were this probability a certainty,
Defender would never respond-in-kind (see below). Thus, this inten-
tion bene®ts Challenger, especially when it does not have to act on it.

To summarize, at any Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibrium,
the possibility of a challenge and a non-escalatory response is real;
Limited Con¯ict is possible, but not likely. All-Out Con¯ict is a realistic
possibility, but only when both players prefer it to capitulation.
Finally, Hard Defenders always respond under an ELRE. Nonetheless,
the two forms of Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibria are not
identical. We next describe their distinguishing features.

8.2.3.5 No-First-Use Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibria

Figure 8.4 superimposes on ®gure 7.2 the location of a typical
manifestation of each form of ELRE.20 As ®gure 8.4 shows, one form,
the No-First-Use Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibrium, or ELRE1,
occurs at high levels of Challenger, and low levels of Defender,
credibility.21 Under this equilibrium, Defender, whatever its type,
never escalates ®rst. Defender either responds-in-kind or not at all.
Thus, like both Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibria, Defender's
action choices are consistent with a No-First-Use deployment.

Although the No-First-Use ELRE includes the possibility of Limited
Con¯ict, the Status Quo is never stable. Challenger always defects (i.e.,
xH= xS = 1), so nothing like deterrence ever emerges under a No-First-
Use ELRE. Fortunately, perhaps, Defender's equilibrium response to

20 Which manifestation occurs depends on whether certain relationships among the
payoff parameters hold. For details and other manifestations, see appendix 7.

21 The No-First-Use ELRE overlaps the areas occupied by the No-Response and the
Form I No-Limited-Response Equilibria. Other manifestations (see appendix 7 for
details) may also overlap the existence region of the Form III NLRE. Because at least
one Escalatory Deterrence Equilibrium always exists, No-First-Use ELRE always
coexist with one or more EDE.
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initiation never involves immediate escalation (i.e., zH= zS = 0). In the
unlikely event that it is Hard, Defender simply responds-in-kind (i.e.,
yH=1). As detailed in appendix 7, Soft Defenders do likewise, but
probabilistically. The higher its credibility, the higher the probability
that a Soft Defender responds-in-kind rather than capitulates.

Exactly how the game unfolds after this depends on Challenger's
type. If Challenger is Soft, it sticks with its prior choice and Limited
Con¯ict ensues (i.e., wS = 0). (But recall that Challenger is unlikely to be
Soft.) Limited Con¯ict may also occur even if Challenger is Hard: when
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Fig. 8.4. Existence conditions for No-First-Use and War®ghting
Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibria.



a No-First-Use ELRE is in play, a Hard Challenger may stick with its
prior choice at node 3a, in which case the con¯ict remains constrained.
However, it is more likely that a Hard Challenger will escalate;
ultimately, the con¯ict could reach the highest level.

In sum, the modal outcome under a No-First-Use ELRE is Defender
Concedes. The Status Quo never survives rational play. Limited Con¯ict
is possible, but not very likely. All-Out Con¯ict is also a rational
possibility, but only when both players are Hard.

8.2.3.6 War®ghting Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibria

The second major form of ELRE is called a War®ghting Escalatory
Limited-Response Equilibrium (or ELRE2). Like EDE2 (see footnote 13),
Defender's action choices under this equilibrium include the possi-
bility of both a response-in-kind and escalation, which is our justi-
®cation for linking both equilibria with a war®ghting deployment
stance. A War®ghting ELRE is the only non-deterrence equilibrium
that admits the possibility of either a limited or an escalatory response
by Defender.

As ®gure 8.4 indicates, the War®ghting ELRE occurs at lower levels
of Challenger's, and intermediate levels of Defender's, credibility.
Since the underlying conditions associated with the War®ghting ELRE
differ markedly from those associated with the No-First-Use ELRE, it
should come as no surprise that there are signi®cant differences
between the two forms of Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibria.

At the War®ghting ELRE, Hard Challengers initiate with certainty,
and Soft Challengers initiate probabilistically. The probability of an
initial probe, therefore, is lower at a War®ghting ELRE than at a No-
First-Use ELRE. Ceteris paribus, crises can be expected to be less
frequent, and the Status Quo somewhat more stable, when a War-
®ghting ELRE is in play.

A more signi®cant difference, however, between the No-First-Use
ELRE and the War®ghting ELRE concerns Defender's possible re-
sponses. Under a No-First-Use ELRE, Defender either responds-in-
kind or does not respond at all. But when a War®ghting ELRE is in
play, Hard Defenders may also rationally escalate ®rst. More speci®-
cally, a Hard Defender always responds if challenged (i.e., yH+ zH=1),
and may choose a limited or an escalatory response. Thus Defender
utilizes the entire range of response options under a War®ghting
ELRE.
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As with the No-First-Use ELRE, Limited Con¯ict is possible under a
War®ghting ELRE. Clearly, for limited con¯icts to occur, Defender
must respond-in-kind when Challenger initiates, and Challenger must
choose not to escalate subsequently. Both of these requirements are
likely to be met when both players are Soft, but they may also be
satis®ed when one player, or both, is Hard. In other words, at a
War®ghting ELRE, All-Out Con¯ict may be avoided even when the
players do not view it as the worst possible outcome.

This does not mean that Limited Con¯ict is inevitable, or even likely.
The entire range of con¯ict outcomes, including unconstrained con-
¯ict, may evolve. As with the No-First-Use ELRE, then, the possibility
of a Limited Con¯ict carries with it the risk of a more extensive
con¯ict.

8.3 Multiple equilibria

As indicated above, at least one form of deterrence equilibrium
coexists with all other perfect Bayesian equilibria of the Asymmetric
Escalation Game. As well, the No-First-Use ELRE may partially
overlap the region occupied by the No-Response Equilibrium and by
Forms I and III No-Limited-Response Equilibria. Finally, the War-
®ghting ELRE may occur simultaneously with all three No-Limited-
Response Equilibria.

When two equilibria coexist, it is possible that rational players will
®nd one of them unsustainable. For example, both types of both
players may prefer one to the other. As well, equilibrium re®nements,
which are extensions to the criteria for rationality, may eliminate one
of the competing equilibria (Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991; Gibbons,
1992; van Damme, 1983).

As table 8.3 reveals, this is never the case with deterrence equilibria,
either Escalatory or Limited-Response, since they always give De-
fender its best outcome. All other equilibria, by contrast, always
involve the possibility of initiation and, therefore, the risk of a less
preferred outcome; thus, both types of Defender always strictly prefer
any deterrence equilibrium to any other equilibrium. The same does
not hold true for Challenger, however.

In fact, a Hard Challenger always prefers the competing equilibrium.
A Soft Challenger does also ± at the three equilibria where Soft
Challengers initiate for certain; Soft Challengers are indifferent among
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any deterrence equilibrium and the three equilibria where they initiate
probabilistically. In consequence, these other equilibria simply coexist
with a deterrence equilibrium ± in every instance, there is no reason
for the players, acting as a group, to reject either equilibrium in favor
of the other.

This is a surprising and important result. Given the discovery of
two plausible (Limited-Response) Deterrence Equilibria, one would
hope that an unambiguous formal solution involving peace would
exist. But our model suggests otherwise. Even under ideal conditions,
deterrence success is not necessarily ensured, as classical deterrence
theory suggests it would be. Here, as elsewhere, other rational
possibilities always exist.

We admit, once again, to mild disappointment. Con¯ict cannot a
priori be eliminated, and the status quo stabilized, simply by care-
fully calibrating threats. Unlike our equilibria, the real world is not,
nor can it become, perfect, even with well-intentioned social engi-
neering. Some political and social processes are simply beyond our
control. Con¯ict, between and within states, appears to be among
them.

Still, viewing the glass as half full, the mere existence of a new ±
and plausible ± deterrence equilibrium leaves room for hope. With a
perfectly credible sub-strategic threat, deterrence success becomes
much more than just a remote possibility: peace and stability become
realistic, albeit less than perfectly certain, rational alternatives to crisis
and war.

Be that as it may, the status of the No-First-Use ELRE is similar to
that of any deterrence equilibrium, with one important exception.
When a No-First-Use ELRE coexists with the No-Response Equi-
librium, Soft Defenders and both types of Challengers actually prefer
the No-Response Equilibrium; only Hard Defenders prefer the No-
First-Use ELRE. The net result is that either is possible.

However, both types of Challengers, and Hard Defenders as well,
strictly prefer the No-First-Use ELRE to the Form I NLRE, and Soft
Defenders are indifferent. We can expect, therefore, a tendency for the
players, acting as a group, to switch from the Form I NLRE to the No-
First-Use ELRE in the region of overlap.

Finally, under certain conditions, the No-First-Use ELRE also over-
laps with the Form III NLRE. If so, Soft Challengers strictly prefer the
No-First-Use ELRE, as do Hard Challengers when pDef is small
enough. Likewise, Soft Defenders prefer the Form III NLRE, as do
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Hard Defenders when pCh is large enough. This means that neither
equilibrium can be eliminated when they coexist.

The situation of the War®ghting ELRE is quite different, however.
This equilibrium may coexist with any of the three No-Limited-
Response Equilibria. Except for two minor exceptions, the War®ghting
ELRE is strictly less preferred than the alternative. It follows that
players may avoid the War®ghting Equilibrium, rejecting it in favor of
the appropriate No-Limited-Response alternative.

8.4 Discussion

The preceding technical discussion of the equilibria and their char-
acteristics raises a number of dif®cult empirical and theoretical ques-
tions. First, why are sub-strategic deployments and Flexible Response
policies of only limited utility for stabilizing extended deterrence
relationships? (Why are there other rational alternatives?) Second,
given the overall tenuous stability of the status quo in the model, can
we account for the ``remarkably stable system that emerged in Europe
in the late 1940s'' (Mearsheimer, 1990: 53)? Third, in light of the
theoretical improbability of limited con¯icts, how can actual instances
of limited wars be explained? Finally, what does the model suggest
about the nature of current and future interstate con¯icts now that the
Cold War is over? In this section, we address each of these questions
in turn.

There are at least two ways to answer the ®rst question. We begin
with the prejudices of the model. On the one hand, by crediting
Defender with a perfectly capable and credible sub-strategic threat,
and by assuming that there is no particular advantage to escalating
®rst, we have weighted the model in favor of the Status Quo or Limited
Con¯ict outcomes. But we have countered that particular prejudice by
assuming also that Defender prefers unanswered escalation to limited
con¯ict. This, we acknowledge, is a strong assumption that suggests
why sub-strategic forces may not be of great value to a Defender
unwilling to escalate ± why, in our model, limited con¯icts are rare
events.

Why, then, do we make this assumption? The most important
reason is its presumption by advocates of all-or-nothing policies.
Jominian deployments based on the decisive application of force
presuppose a preference for escalation over both limited response
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and (obviously) capitulation, as long as the challenger does not have
the ability to counter-escalate (Kaufmann, 1956). By retaining this
assumption we are able to measure directly the strategic implications
of sub-strategic deployments under precisely the conditions that were
taken for granted by the ®rst wave of deterrence theorists. These
conditions assume the worst ± not only of Challenger, but also of
Defender. In the tradition of both classical and structural realism, each
state prefers unilateral advantage, and is willing to use force to gain it,
unless there is a counterforce capable of preventing aggrandizement
by any individual actor (Waltz, 1959: 232). In other words, our
assumptions re¯ect the Hobbesian world feared most by strategic
thinkers. To put Flexible Response to a less severe test would bias our
model the other way, by presuming a Defender uninterested in
winning, uninterested in individual gain.

On another level we can address, perhaps more intuitively, the lack
of utility of credible sub-strategic threats by referring to the dynamics
of the game. Note ®rst that our model re¯ects the consensus of the
wider strategic literature that all-or-nothing postures are not par-
ticularly ef®cacious once a challenger has a credible counter-escala-
tory threat. Thus, it should not be surprising that, when Challenger's
threat to retaliate is credible enough, a No-Response Equilibrium
exists and the Status Quo is never the only outcome at equilibrium.

But what if the credibility of Challenger's threat to retaliate is low?
Given uncertainty about Defender's response, Challenger may still
deter Defender from responding-in-kind by intending to escalate ®rst
(at node 3a). Once Defender is so deterred, Challenger can initiate
with impunity. This tendency is accentuated as Defender's credibility
decreases, or as Challenger's credibility increases. Of course, deter-
rence success becomes more likely as Challenger's credibility di-
minishes, ceteris paribus.

How, then, do we account for the persistence of the status quo in
post-war Europe? There are a number of explanations. An obvious
one is that by the time the Soviet Union had rendered Massive
Retaliation completely obsolete by developing a nuclear capability
and the means to deliver it, it had become a status quo power (if it
had not been all along), content to exercise control over its own
territory and those neighboring states that buffered it. Of course, this
explanation, popular among revisionist historians, runs counter to
standard realist assumptions, to some recent historiography (e.g.,
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Gaddis, 1997), and to the logic of classical deterrence theory (see
chapter 1).

It is also possible that the Escalatory Deterrence Equilibrium we
associate with Pure Deterrence policy was in play, that Soviet leaders
came to believe that any attempt to alter the post-war status quo
would, inevitably, lead to an all-out nuclear con¯ict. While this
explanation may comfort those who wish to believe that nuclear
weapons have forever immunized the world from cataclysmic wars, it
is not so entirely consistent with Soviet choices to reimpose control in
East Germany in 1953, in Hungary in 1956, in Czechoslovakia in 1968,
or in Afghanistan in 1979, or with the even more provocative decision
to address a strategic imbalance by shipping medium-range and
intermediate-range missiles to Cuba in 1962 (Gaddis, 1997).

A more likely explanation, one that is consistent with the model
explored in this chapter, is that the Soviet Union, while motivated to
expand, was itself unwilling to ®ght a costly strategic war to do so,
and US leaders knew this. In the terms of the model, the Soviets were
Soft and lacked a credible retaliatory threat.22 Thus, in venues like
Czechoslovakia or Afghanistan that were highly salient to the Soviet
Union, but not to the United States, the Soviets could, in equilibrium,
act provocatively; but otherwise they chose not to gamble, behaving
like a Soft Challenger under a Form II or a Form III No-Limited-
Response Equilibrium.

Next, how do we explain real-world examples of limited wars
under parity? In our opinion, such events most likely occur outside
the parameters of the present model. Recall again that we take
Defender's sub-strategic threat to be completely capable and perfectly
credible. The capability assumption implies Challenger's preference
for the Status Quo over Limited Con¯ict, while the credibility assump-
tion implies Defender's preference for Limited Con¯ict over Defender
Concedes. Within the con®nes of the Asymmetric Escalation Game,
limited con¯icts are more probable when either assumption is relaxed.

Consider ®rst the implications of the capability assumption. It is
easy to demonstrate that, given complete information and mutually
credible strategic level threats, Limited Con¯ict may be an equilibrium
outcome if Defender's sub-strategic threat lacks capability (i.e., Chal-

22 Of course, a similar argument could be used to explain why the United States never
attempted to ``roll back'' the Iron Curtain in the 1950s, despite the rhetorical
preference of some Republican leaders to do just that.
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lenger actually prefers Limited Con¯ict to the Status Quo).23 Under
these conditions, Challenger is deterred from escalating at node 3a
and Defender is deterred from escalating at node 2. Nonetheless,
Challenger initiates and Defender rationally responds-in-kind. Thus,
when the capability assumption is relaxed, limited con¯icts are much
more probable.

Prussia may have operated under these constraints in 1866. Clearly,
Bismarck wanted a war with the Austrians, preferring limited bilateral
con¯ict to an unsatisfactory status quo in which Austria played the
dominant role in greater Germany. Given that the Prussian general
staff was con®dent of a short campaign and a decisive victory, it is
unlikely that there was anything that Austria could have done ±
unilaterally ± to deter Prussia. Nonetheless, against the advice of his
generals, Bismarck limited his war aims: the Prussian Minister-
President feared the involvement of other powers, especially France.
A war with France was a war that Bismarck was as yet unprepared to
®ght. Consequently, after KoÈniggraÈtz (Sadowa), he convinced King
William I to hold back.

Much the same could be said of US involvement in Vietnam. The
North Vietnamese clearly lacked the capability to deter the United
States from aiding the South. Still, the US was careful not to risk a
major escalation of this con¯ict by threatening vital Soviet or Chinese
interests.

Now consider the implications of relaxing the assumption of a
perfectly credible sub-strategic threat: once this assumption is
dropped, the possibility of an unanticipated limited response is intro-
duced. Such a possibility may explain many crises and limited
con¯icts. We explore this question more formally in chapter 9,
suggesting, for example, that UN forces in Korea probably would not
have crossed the 38th parallel in 1950 had they correctly gauged
China's intentions.

In sum, our pessimism about the possibility of limited con¯ict is
conditional. It does not refer to the asymmetric context in which a
strong state uses force merely to secure limited objectives; nor does it
pertain to less-than-total con¯icts that evolve when one state simply
misjudges another's willingness to resist. Rather, our conclusions

23 For example, given complete information, Limited Con¯ict is a (subgame-perfect)
equilibrium provided Defender's ®rst- and second-level threats are credible and
Challenger's preference order is cDC > cED > cDD > cSQ > cEE > cDE. Other outcomes
can be equilibria under other conditions.
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apply most directly to relations among relatively equal powers in
which Defender's willingness and capability to engage Challenger at
the sub-strategic level is common knowledge and, not incidentally,
both sides prefer limited to total war. We believe that these are
precisely the conditions against which the ef®cacy of Flexible
Response deployments like No-First-Use and War®ghting ought to be
measured. After all, the implied objective of sub-strategic deploy-
ments is to reduce the possibility of strategic wars, not to increase the
probability of limited con¯icts.

What are the implications of our model for present-day con¯icts?
One is that, under extreme conditions, restraint in warfare is unlikely.
When two determined adversaries square off, chances are good that
no holds will be barred. The forces of Saddam Hussein set the oil®elds
in Kuwait on ®re; chemical weapons were used in the war between
Iran and Iraq; and Sherman leveled Atlanta. Such behavior is the rule,
not the exception. When it occurs, restraint is likely to evolve by
accident ± when Challenger is unexpectedly confronted by a resolute
Defender ± or by virtue of a circumspect Challenger that, nonetheless,
cannot be deterred from a limited objective. NATO's 1999 attempt to
secure peace in Kosovo falls into this latter category.

What is to be done? One strategy for weak states, like Belgium prior
to World War I or the Baltic republics today, is to rely on their ``own
strength and art, for caution against all other[s]'' (Hobbes, 1968 [1651]:
224). But such states, by de®nition, are unlikely to have threats that
are suf®ciently capable (not to mention credible) to deter a highly
motivated Challenger; and, as we have seen, even a strong Defender
with a credible threat cannot ensure a small state's integrity. Perhaps
the best chance for successful extended deterrence is for a pawn to
remain an unattractive prize, as Plato suggests;24 alternately, a pawn
can hope that, in a marginal case, Defender's promise to protect it is
suf®ciently credible that Challenger is dissuaded from attacking.
Failing this, perhaps an existential fear of escalation offers the best
possibility of a secure future.

8.5 Coda

The aim of this chapter is to assess the impact of credible sub-strategic
deployments on a wide spectrum of extended deterrence relationships

24 Part of Taiwan's problem today is that, increasingly, it is becoming an attractive
target.
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± to ask whether and when Flexible Response deployment stances
make limited wars possible and total wars less, or more, probable.

The ef®cacy of sub-strategic response options is evaluated using the
Asymmetric Escalation Game as a model for extended deterrence. We
believe this model to be a rough approximation of the historical
relationship of the United States and the Soviet Union after the
implementation of NATO's Flexible Response deployment policy. It
applies as well to a venue (like Korea) where a defender seeks to deter
sub-strategic challenges.

The perfect Bayesian equilibria of the Asymmetric Escalation Game
with credible ®rst-level threats are identi®ed, interpreted, and
grouped into three mutually exclusive categories: Escalatory Deter-
rence Equilibria, All-or-Nothing Equilibria, and Flexible Response
Equilibria. The Escalatory Deterrence Equilibria are the only deter-
rence equilibria that require that Defender intend to escalate ®rst. At
least one EDE always exists in the Asymmetric Escalation Game. The
most likely form of Escalatory Deterrence Equilibrium is consistent
with a Pure Deterrence deployment policy that rests on an existential
fear of an escalation spiral. Another form requires a War®ghting
Deterrence deployment. All of the Escalatory Deterrence Equilibria
are behaviorally unlikely: they place implausible restrictions on the
inferences that Defender can draw after observing Challenger initiate
a con¯ict.

The All-or-Nothing Equilibria correspond to those non-deterrence
equilibria that also exist when Defender lacks a credible ®rst-level
threat. The collective characteristics of this family clearly re¯ect the
limitations of all-or-nothing deployments like Massive Retaliation.
There is no combination of beliefs and player types that guarantees a
stable status quo under any of the four equilibria in this family. When
an All-or-Nothing Equilibrium is in play, Hard Challengers always
initiate. There are also some situations in which Soft Challengers
initiate with certainty, and none in which a Soft Challenger is
completely deterred. In any case, the status quo is likely to survive
only when Challenger's credibility is very low.

The inadequacy of all-or-nothing deployments helps explain
NATO's migration toward Flexible Response. Flexible Response re-
quired that NATO have a capable and credible threat to respond-in-
kind to a sub-strategic challenge. Accordingly, in the early 1960s,
NATO's conventional and tactical nuclear forces were augmented.
This build-up, it was thought, would allow decision-makers to avoid
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the stark choice between holocaust and humiliation, between suicide
and surrender, implicit in all-or-nothing deployments.

Four additional equilibria arise when Defender's sub-strategic
threat is perfectly credible. These equilibria, the Flexible Response
Equilibria, capture the additional rational behavioral possibilities that
a Flexible Response deployment policy provides. With the exception
of one implausible Escalatory Deterrence Equilibrium, they are the
only equilibria of the Asymmetric Escalation Game that involve the
possibility of a limited response to a challenge and, by implication, of
a constrained con¯ict.

The good news is that two of these equilibria are plausible
deterrence equilibria under which the survival of the status quo is
assured. The bad news, however, is that the two Limited-Response
Deterrence Equilibria are never unique. They always coexist with
some member of the All-or-Nothing family under which deterrence
success is unlikely. Worse still, Challenger ± whose choice determines
which equilibrium form is played ± never strictly prefers a Limited-
Response Deterrence Equilibrium to any member of the All-or-
Nothing family. In other words, even under ideal conditions, Flexible
Response deployments cannot guarantee a stable status quo.
Deterrence remains, at best, tenuous and fragile, and is never the
only rational possibility. Thus, while necessary, non-escalatory
response options are not suf®cient for stabilizing extended deterrence
relationships.

The other two members of the Flexible Response family are Escala-
tory Limited-Response Equilibria. Given that Defender's ®rst-level
threat is completely credible, ELREs are the only equilibria that even
admit the possibility of a limited con¯ict. Under an Escalatory Limited-
Response Equilibrium, Challenger generally initiates. In equilibrium,
Defender sometimes responds-in-kind and Challenger sometimes
chooses not to escalate ®rst. When this happens, a con¯ict occurs ± but
does not escalate to the highest level.

This is not to say that limited con¯icts are to be expected when
Flexible Response options are deployed, or even when either ELRE is
in play. Typically, under an Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibrium,
Challenger initiates and Defender concedes. In the rare instances in
which Defender responds-in-kind, Challenger is prone to escalate. In
consequence, even under an ELRE, limited con¯ict is unlikely.

Like the action choices of both Limited-Response Deterrence Equi-
libria, the action choices associated with one Escalatory Limited-
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Response Equilibrium are consistent with a No-First-Use policy. A
prima facie case for a No-First-Use deployment exists, then, on the
grounds that, under certain conditions, it is associated with successful
extended deterrence.

But even when deterrence fails, as surely it must under a No-First-
Use ELRE, a No-First-Use policy offers Defender certain advantages
that might conceivably warrant the deployment stance associated
with it. For example, in the region in which they coexist, Defender's
expected payoff is greater under a No-First-Use ELRE than under a
No-Response Equilibrium, provided Defender is Hard. (Soft Defen-
ders prefer the No-Response Equilibrium.) Similarly, Hard Defenders
prefer the No-First-Use ELRE to the Form I No-Limited-Response
Equilibrium, and Soft Defenders are indifferent. By contrast, Soft
Defenders and, under certain conditions Hard Defenders as well,
actually prefer the Form III No-Limited-Response Equilibrium to the
No-First-Use ELRE.

There is no question, however, about the attractiveness of the
second Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibrium, the War®ghting
ELRE, which, along with one form of the implausible Escalatory
Deterrence Equilibrium, requires Defender to be prepared either to
respond-in-kind to a challenge or to escalate. A War®ghting ELRE is
never preferred by Defender or Challenger to the No-Limited-Re-
sponse Equilibrium with which it coexists. Thus this deployment
policy never bene®ts Defender unless ± somehow ± a War®ghting
Deterrence Equilibrium (i.e., EDE2) can be induced. In other words, a
less costly all-or-nothing deployment is almost always preferable to a
War®ghting stance (for Defender).25

In sum, our model indicates that a Flexible Response posture offers
additional real opportunities for deterrence success over and above
those provided by all-or-nothing deployments. These opportunities
are consistent with both a Pure Deterrence and a No-First-Use deploy-
ment stance, although a Pure Deterrence policy can be sustained only
by implausible beliefs. By contrast, a War®ghting stance seldom, if
ever, bene®ts Defender. Finally, limited con¯icts become distinct,
albeit remote, theoretical possibilities when Defender's ®rst-level
threat is credible.

25 Wagner's (1991: 727) conclusion that ``the use of nuclear counterforce strategies is not
necessarily inconsistent with rational behavior'' is con®rmed by the existence of the
War®ghting ELRE. But as O'Neill (1992: 472) rightly points out, being consistent with
rationality is not the same as being recommended by rationality.
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None of which means, though, that Flexible Response deployments
guarantee deterrence success. A stable status quo is most likely when
Defender is able to project high credibility at both the tactical and
strategic level. But other, rational, behavioral possibilities are always
lurking. No amount of manipulation and control can eliminate the
possibility of con¯ict ± either limited or all-out.
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9 Limited war, crisis escalation, and
extended deterrence

War is the stateman's game.
Percy Bysshe Shelley

This time I shall not chicken out.
Kaiser Wilhelm II

To this point we have used the Asymmetric Escalation Game to assess
the usefulness of all-or-nothing and limited-war deployment policies
in extended deterrence relationships. As some might expect, we found
that all-or-nothing policies are largely ineffective deterrents, unless
Challenger is very likely Soft. When the odds are that Challenger is
bluf®ng, Defender can rationally plan to move to the brink of
unlimited war by escalating a crisis unilaterally, as Eisenhower and
Dulles did with some success in the 1950s. Of course, Defender could
plan to escalate even when Challenger is likely to be Hard. In this
case, though, the beliefs that support Defender's intention to escalate
®rst are implausible. Thus, while credible strategic-level threats may
sometimes be useful for deterring direct attacks (see chapter 5), this
prophylaxis is not so easily transferred to third parties.1

To be sure, the prospects for peace are enhanced, and the chances of
extended deterrence success are increased, when highly credible
strategic-level threats are buttressed with credible and capable sub-
strategic threats. But even here deterrence success is no sure thing:
other rational possibilities always exist. Not even the most ef®cacious

1 This chapter draws on material in Zagare and Kilgour (1998).
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Flexible Response deployment policy, No-First-Use, reliably sustains
the status quo. In extended deterrence relationships, therefore, there is
no quick ®x, no obvious or transparent way to guarantee a third
party's security. Small wonder, then, that the vast majority of major-
power wars have evolved from extended deterrence failures.

Extended deterrence relationships are fragile ± at best. What
happens when extended deterrence fails? We know, empirically, that a
wide range of possibilities exists, and our models allow for most of
them: Defender could concede ± in which case Challenger gets the
prize; or Defender could respond-in-kind ± in which case either an
acute crisis (or a similar form of limited con¯ict) or an escalation
spiral could occur; or Defender could escalate immediately, in which
case an all-out con¯ict might break out. Yet, as presently formulated,
our model can account for many of these outcomes only as remote
theoretical possibilities. Thus far, both limited con¯icts and escalation
spirals are rare events in the Asymmetric Escalation Game. Why?

One reason ± very likely the most important reason ± concerns the
extent of uncertainty in our model: there is simply not a great deal of
it, and it is restricted to only two preference relationships. More
speci®cally, until now we have assumed that the players know
everything to be known about each other, save whether the other
player prefers to execute its strategic-level threat. In other words,
only end-game credibility is in doubt. Under all-or-nothing deploy-
ments, Defender's unwillingness to respond-in-kind is known to
Challenger; and under limited-war deployments, Defender's sub-
strategic threat has perfect credibility. Thus it is not altogether
surprising that, in our model, Challenger tends to upset the status
quo precisely when the chances are that Defender will not resist ±
either in-kind or by escalating. Indeed, Defender Concedes is the most
likely outcome under any of the non-deterrence equilibria we have so
far identi®ed.

This should not be construed as suggesting that we believe our
modeling decisions have been unsound or misleading. Rather our
choices have been motivated by the questions we have addressed and
the policies we have attempted to evaluate. Now, however, we adjust
and broaden our perspective to a more complete examination of
extended deterrence relationships. In particular, we want to know,
more precisely, if and when crises and limited con¯icts are likely to
remain capped, and when they are prone to escalate out of control.
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9.1 Theory and evidence

The theoretical literature on these questions is sharply divided. With
the exception of advocates of Pure Deterrence deployments, classical
deterrence theorists hold that carefully calibrated threats are usually
suf®cient to secure the status quo; but when they are not, lower-level
con¯icts can still be managed ± and even won. Flexible Response
deployments rest on this supposition. After all, if all disputes were
destined to spiral out of control and culminate in all-out con¯ict, there
would have been no reason for NATO to deploy conventional, or even
tactical nuclear, weapons in Europe.

Yet the inevitability of unlimited war was precisely the argument
that US President Eisenhower used to support his New Look policy.
According to Gaddis (1997: 234), Eisenhower ``never modi®ed his
conviction that any war was bound to escalate to the use of nuclear
weapons. Not only was there no purpose in preparing for anything
else, it would be dangerous to prepare for anything else.''

Eisenhower's view on the inevitability of escalation and the
dangers inherent in limited-war deployments place him squarely in
the intellectual camp that Jervis (1976) calls spiral theory. Unlike
classical deterrence theorists who contend that credible and capable
threats can prevent the initiation, and help contain the escalation, of
con¯ict, proponents of the spiral model claim that the prescriptions
associated with classical deterrence theory frequently lead to vicious
cycles of ever-increasing aggression. Con¯icts like World War I spiral
out of control when states inadvertently threaten each other's security
in communicating deterrent threats or acting to shore up the credi-
bility of their threats.2

2 As Glaser (1997) points out, proponents of the spiral model also assume that all states
are essentially satis®ed with the status quo (i.e., are security seekers), while classical
deterrence theorists assume the opposite (i.e., that all states are greedy). Glaser's
analysis attempts to bridge the divide by considering the extent to which one or more
states are greedy.
Glaser (pp. 184±185) develops an informal game model to explain how a rational

con¯ict spiral might occur. Players in this game may be of one of two types, each of
which prefers con¯ict to capitulation or, in our terminology, has a credible deterrent
threat. The ®rst type is a security-seeking (i.e., satis®ed) defender; the second is a
greedy, dissatis®ed challenger. Glaser argues that the status quo survives when it is
common knowledge that two security-seekers are playing the game, but that con¯ict
results when at least one player is known to be greedy. Cooperation may also break
down when the players are unsure of their opponent's type.
The model we ®rst develop in chapter 5, and extend in chapters 6 through 9,
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The empirical evidence on the debate between classical deterrence
theorists and proponents of the spiral model appears inconclusive. As
Jervis (1976: 84) writes:

neither theory is con®rmed all the time. There are lots of cases in
which arms have been increased, aggression deterred, signi®cant
gains made, without setting off spirals. And there are also many
instances in which the use of power and force has not only failed or
even left the state worse off than it was originally . . . but has led to
mutual insecurity and misunderstandings that harmed both sides.

In seeking to identify the conditions associated with limited con¯icts
and with escalation spirals, we hope to shed light on the contradictory
theoretical positions staked out by classical deterrence and spiral
theorists, and to render cogent those inconsistencies in the empirical
record noted by Jervis.

9.2 Assumptions

To this end we return once again to an examination of the Asymmetric
Escalation Game (see ®gure 8.2) with incomplete information, now
dropping our simplifying assumption that Defender's preference
between Limited Con¯ict and Defender Concedes is ®xed and known.
Speci®cally, we now assume

Challenger: Defender Concedes >Ch Status Quo >Ch Challenger
Escalates >Ch Limited Con¯ict >Ch [Defender Escalates,
All-Out Con¯ict] (9.1)

Defender: Status Quo >Def Defender Escalates >Def [Defender
Concedes, Limited Con¯ict] >Def [Challenger
Escalates, All-Out Con¯ict]. (9.2)

This more general structure proliferates Defender types. Whereas
Defender was previously of one of two types ± Hard or Soft ±
Defender may now be of one of four:

assumes that one player is greedy and the other is a security-seeker, and that this is
common knowledge. The players in our model, however, may be uncertain about
each other's preference between con¯ict and capitulation.
Glaser's conclusions are at odds with the models developed herein. In effect, Glaser

argues that even when both players are known to have credible threats, a con¯ict
could occur as long as one player is seen to be greedy. But in our models, the status
quo has a reasonable chance of surviving when threats are credible all around. Glaser
does not fully spell out the assumptions underlying his informal model. We suspect
that the contradictory conclusions are due to divergent game forms.
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. Type HH: Hard at both the ®rst and second levels of play

. Type SS: Soft at both the ®rst and second levels of play

. Type HS: Hard at the ®rst level but Soft at the second level
of play

. Type SH: Soft at the ®rst level but Hard at the second level
of play.

Of course, there is uncertainty only about Challenger's relative
preference between All-Out Con¯ict and Defender Escalates, so there
remain only two Challenger types ± Hard and Soft.

We continue to assume that each player knows its own type and has
probabilistic knowledge of the type of its opponent. Speci®cally, we
assume that it is common knowledge that the utilities to Defender at
outcome DD (DDD) and to both players at outcome EE (CEE and DEE)
can be described as follows:3

cEE+ with probability pCh
CEE =

(
cEE7 with probability 17pCh

(dDD+, dEE+) with probability pHH

(dDD+, dEE7) with probability pHS

(DDD, DEE ) = { (dDD7, dEE+) with probability pSH
(dDD7, dEE7) with probability pSS

where dSQ > dDE > dDD+ > dDC > dDD7 > dEE+ > dED > dEE7;
cDC > cSQ > cED > cDD > cEE+ > cDE > cEE7;
0 < pHH < 1, 0 < pHS < 1, 0 < pSH < 1, 0 < pSS < 1, and
pHH + pHS + pSH + pSS = 1; and 0 < pCh < 1.

More informally, we assume that Defender believes Challenger to
be Hard with probability pCh and Soft with probability 17pCh. Like-
wise, Challenger believes Defender to be of type HH with probability
pHH, of type HS with probability pHS, of type SH with probability pSH,
and of type SS with probability pSS. Each player is aware of the other's
belief about its type.

The overall probability that Defender prefers con¯ict to capitulation
at the ®rst (or tactical) level (i.e., prefers DD to DC) is the perceived
credibility of Defender's ®rst-level threat. This probability, that

3 As before, these utilities are taken as binary random variables with known distribu-
tions. Challenger's utility at EE is independent of Defender's utilities at DD and EE,
but Defender's utilities at DD and EE may be correlated (i.e., dependent).
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Defender is of type HH or of type HS is denoted pTac = pHH + pHS;
therefore, the overall probability that Defender prefers capitulation to
con¯ict at the ®rst level (i.e., DC to DD) is 17pTac = pSH + pSS. Similarly,
the perceived credibility of Defender's second-level (or strategic)
threat is pStr = pHH + pSH; so 17pStr = pHS + pSS is the probability that
Defender prefers capitulation to con¯ict at the second level, or ED to
EE. Finally, if pTac > 0, Bayes' rule (or the de®nition of conditional
probability) allows us to de®ne the probability that Defender is
strategically Hard, given that it is tactically Hard. This probability is

pStrjTac � pHH

pHH � pHS
� pHH

pTac
�9:3�

Table 9.1 summarizes our notation for the players' types and their
perceived credibilities.
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Table 9.1. Types and credibility parameters

Variable Probability that Measures the perceived credibility of

pCh Challenger is Hard Challenger's (strategic) threat (node 3b)
17pCh Challenger is Soft

pHH Defender is of type HH Defender's ®rst- and second-level threats
pHS Defender is of type HS Defender's ®rst-level (tactical) threat only
pSH Defender is of type SH Defender's second-level (strategic) threat

only
pSS Defender is of type SS

pTac Defender is of type HH Defender's ®rst-level (tactical) threat
or HS (node 2)

17pTac Defender is of type SH
or SS

pStr Defender is of type HH Defender's second-level (strategic) threat
or SH (node 4)

17pStr Defender is of type HS
or SS

pStr|Tac Defender is of type HH, Defender's second-level (strategic) threat
Hard given it is (node 4), given that its ®rst-level
tactically (i.e., of type (tactical) threat (node 2) is credible
HH or type



9.3 Behavioral possibilities

To return to our questions about the conditions that give rise to
limited con¯icts and escalation spirals, we next identify the perfect
Bayesian equilibria of the Asymmetric Escalation Game under the
preference restrictions (9.1) and (9.2). This is the most general model
we examine; it is also the most realistic. It assumes that Challenger is
uncertain about (1) Defender's willingness to become involved in a
limited war and (2) Defender's willingness to take on Challenger in a
no-holds-barred con¯ict. The perfect Bayesian equilibria specify, inter
alia, the beliefs the players must have for a con¯ict to remain limited
or to spiral to the highest level. Thus the answers they provide to
Jervis's (1976: 96) question concerning ``the conditions under which
one model rather than the other is appropriate'' are in Jervis's terms,
that is, in terms of the players' cognitive systems.

Before proceeding, however, a few caveats are in order. First,
although appendix 8 is comprehensive, we restrict our analysis in the
text to the special case in which Challenger is probably Hard, i.e.,
when its threat to counter-escalate is highly credible. There are two
reasons for this focus, one technical and one theoretical. Technically,
when Challenger is likely Hard, the equilibrium structure of the
Asymmetric Escalation Game with incomplete information is simple
and less subject to minor but complex exceptions than when Chal-
lenger is likely Soft.4 A more important reason, however, is that this is
the more interesting case. Ceteris paribus, deterrence is more likely, and
con¯ict spirals less likely, when Challenger is probably Soft. Thus, the
real test for proponents of deterrence occurs when Challenger is likely
willing to run the risk of war. As well, this is the exact condition spiral
theorists assert is most prone to deterrence failures and con¯ict
spirals. By focusing attention on the most problematic case, then, we
accentuate the theoretical distinctions between classical deterrence
and spiral theorists.

4 The reader will recall that under all-or-nothing deployments like Massive Retaliation
(see chapter 7), there are ®ve distinct forms of perfect Bayesian equilibria. Four
additional forms, for a total of nine, may exist when Defender's response options are
¯exible (see chapter 8). This total expands to eighteen once Challenger is unsure
whether Defender prefers Defender Concedes or Limited Con¯ict. Still, all equilibria not
appearing in the text are variants of equilibria that are discussed. The details of the
complete set of eighteen perfect Bayesian equilibria are provided in appendix 8 and
summarized in table A8.1.
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Second, because of the profusion of behavioral possibilities and
equilibrium forms, we now re®ne our de®nition of deterrence success
to include two additional, non-standard patterns of deterrence. Pre-
viously we associated successful deterrence with the survival of the
status quo ± an event that occurs with certainty under a deterrence
equilibrium but which may also occur under other equilibrium forms.
But this, the traditional notion of deterrence success, ignores the
possibility that deterrence may operate even after a con¯ict has
erupted (Snyder, 1961; Schelling, 1966: 191). For example, in a limited
war, each side might choose not to escalate precisely because it fears
the other will counter-escalate. Or it could be the case that one player
(Defender) decides not to respond after the other (Challenger) initi-
ates. Clearly, deterrence is working, albeit in a non-standard way, in
both instances. Since we consider both pre-war and intra-war
behavioral sequences to be potentially consistent with the notion of
deterrence success, we henceforth associate this term with only those
equilibria under which a player is generally dissuaded from taking an
action leading to an immediately better outcome because it fears the
other will retaliate ± either in-kind or by escalating.5

Finally, we note that we do not consider con¯ict spirals and
escalation to be equivalent. While some con¯icts escalate immediately
to the highest level from the very onset of hostilities, others reach an
acute stage after a sequence of moves and counter-moves. The 1973
war in the Middle East, which began with a concerted surprise attack
by Egypt and Syria against Israel, illustrates the former case. World
War I is the prototype of the latter; what began as a minor incident in
the Balkans slowly, deliberately, and perhaps inexorably, spiraled to
the highest level, as ultimata were followed by mobilization plans,
alerts, counter-alerts, frontal attacks and, eventually, counter-attacks.
More than simply the escalation of con¯icts to war, we hope to explain
more fully and place in context this classic escalation spiral.

9.4 Deterrence and con¯ict spirals

With these stipulations in mind, we now ask: when does traditional
deterrence occur? Under what conditions can the escalation process
be contained? When will con¯ict spirals occur?

5 Any instance of an immediate deterrence success, which presumes a general deter-
rence failure, would constitute a case in point.
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To answer these questions, we consider the strategic characteristics
of the three groups of perfect Bayesian equilibria that can exist when
Challenger is likely Hard:

1. Deterrence Equilibria that depend on the threat of escalation
2. the No-Response Equilibrium
3. the Spiral Group of four equilibria that includes two additional

forms of Deterrence Equilibria, a Constrained Limited-Response
Equilibrium, and an Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibrium.

Deterrence Equilibria are associated with traditional notions of deter-
rence success, i.e., with the survival of the status quo; the No-Response
and the Constrained Limited-Response Equilibria with intra-war deter-
rence; and the Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibria with con¯ict
spirals and reciprocated levels of violence. We begin by describing the
strategic properties of these equilibria (see table 9.2). Subsequently, we
address their implications for classical deterrence theory and the
spiral model.

9.4.1 Traditional deterrence

Traditional deterrence can arise in three very different ways in the
present version of the Asymmetric Escalation Game. Regardless of
the path to deterrence, however, Challenger's action choice is always
the same: regardless of its type, Challenger never initiates and the
outcome of the game is always the Status Quo. What distinguishes
the various Deterrence Equilibria are Challenger's and Defender's
intentions ``off the equilibrium path.'' These intentions re¯ect the
players' beliefs about each other's type and their planned choices at
nodes (or decision points) that are not reached because deterrence is
successful.

The ®rst group of deterrence equilibria is a family of several perfect
Bayesian equilibria that depend on Defender's willingness to escalate
®rst. These equilibria are best thought of as variants or extensions of
the Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium that exists when Defender
adopts an all-or-nothing deployment policy. The Escalatory Deter-
rence Equilibria that exist when Defender's ®rst-level threat is per-
fectly credible are also close relatives of this group.

Representative of this family is the most extreme member, Det1, as
shown in table 9.2. Under Det1, all types of Defenders plan to escalate
with certainty at node 2. Under any equilibrium of the Challenger-Soft
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Table 9.2. Equilibria of the Asymmetric Escalation Game when Challenger
has high credibility

Challenger Defender

x w qHH y z r

xH xS wH wS yHH yHS zHH zHS zSH zSS

Deterrence (typical)
Det1 0 0 1 1 small 0 0 1 1 1 1 � d1

No-Response
NRE 1 1 large small 0 0 0 0 0 0 pCh

Spiral Family
Det2 0 0 0 0 pStr|Tac 1 1 0 0 0 0 � d2
Det3 0 0 d*/r 0 cq 1 v 0 0 0 0 � d2
CLRE1 1 1 0 0 pStr|Tac 1 1 0 0 0 0 pCh
ELRE3 1 1 d*/pCh 0 cq 1 v 0 0 0 0 pCh

Note: The table is excerpted from table A8.1 in appendix 8, which should be
consulted for details of de®nitions and interpretations. De®nitions of the
strategic and belief variables appearing in this table are summarized here for
convenience.

The probability that Challenger initiates at node 1 of the game of ®gure 8.2
is denoted x. In fact, this probability can depend on Challenger's type ± if
Challenger is Hard, the initiation probability is xH; if Soft, xS. Likewise, wH

and wS are the probabilities that Hard and Soft Challengers, respectively,
escalate at node 3a. At node 3b, Challenger always chooses E if Hard and D if
Soft.

Similarly, Defender chooses D at node 2 with probability y, E with
probability z, and C with probability 17y7z. Again, these probabilities can
depend on Defender's type, so they are denoted yHH, zHS, etc. It can be proven
that ySH = ySS = 0 at any perfect Bayesian equilibrium. At node 4, Defender
chooses E if strategically Hard (type HH or SH), and chooses D otherwise.

Finally, players revise their initial probabilities about their opponent's type
as they observe the opponent's actions. Of these revised probabilities, the only
two that are important to the equilibria are shown in this table. Defender's
revised probability that Challenger is Hard, given that Challenger initiates, is
denoted r. Challenger's revised probability that Defender is of type HH, given
that Defender chooses D (response-in-kind) at node 2, is denoted qHH.



Deterrence Equilibrium family, at least some types of Defender intend
to escalate by choosing E at node 2.6

For a member of the Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium family
to exist, Defender must believe that any demand for a change in the
status quo would be a mistake made by a genuinely Soft Challenger.
In other words, for a Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium to come
into play, Defender must believe that Challenger is unlikely to be
Hard, even should Challenger initiate a con¯ict. For reasons previously
discussed, we ®nd this particular belief to be implausible. It is
especially so given the current assumption that, initially, Challenger is
likely Hard. Consequently, we are prepared to dismiss the entire
family as behaviorally unrealistic.7

By contrast, the Defender-Hard Deterrence Equilibrium (Det2) is plau-
sible. Unlike variants of the Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium,
the Defender-Hard Deterrence Equilibrium does not require Defender
to escalate ®rst. In fact, the form of traditional deterrence that emerges
under Det2 rests entirely on the more limited threat of responding-in-
kind at node 2.8

The existence of a Defender-Hard Deterrence Equilibrium depends
solely on Challenger's beliefs about Defender's type. (Defender's
a priori beliefs are immaterial to the existence of Det2.) Speci®cally, for
Det2 to exist, both Defender's ®rst- and second-level threats must be
highly credible: Challenger must believe it quite likely that Defender
is tactically Hard, and given that Defender is tactically Hard, Chal-
lenger must place a fairly high probability on Defender being strategi-
cally Hard also.

Given these beliefs, Challenger intends not to escalate at node 3a
because it believes that Defender will likely counter-escalate at node 4;

6 Det1 is represented by [xH, xS, wH, wS, qHH; yHH, yHS, zHH, zHS, zSH, zSS, r] = [0, 0, 1, 1,
qHH; 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, r] where qHH � cr and r � d1. Det1 exists for all values of Challenger
and Defender credibilities. The Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium family is
de®ned as deterrence equilibria (xH = xS = 0) for which Defender never plans a limited
response (yHH = yHS = 0). See appendix 8 for another example. The family of Hybrid
Deterrence Equilibria is related to this family.

7 As shown in appendix 8, r > d2 is inconsistent with all perfect Bayesian equilibria of
the Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium family.

8 Det2 is an extension of the Form I Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibrium that
exists when Defender's deployment policy includes limited-war capabilities. Det2 is
de®ned by [xH, xS, wH, wS, qHH; yHH, yHS, zHH, zHS, zSH, zSS, r] = [0, 0, 0, 0, pStr|Tac;
1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, r] where r � d2. As shown in appendix 8, Det2 exists iff pTac � c3 and
pStr|Tac � cq.
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and because Challenger believes that Defender will almost certainly
respond-in-kind at node 2 ± thereby subjecting Challenger to a Limited
Con¯ict at node 3a ± Challenger decides not to initiate at node 1.

Although the ®nal Deterrence Equilibrium, Det3, is also a plausible
outcome of the Asymmetric Escalation Game, it is not likely.9 As
explained in the next section, the conditions under which Det3 exists
are quite restricted. Nonetheless, because it is closely linked to Det2,
and is an integral component of the Spiral Group, Det3 remains a
theoretical possibility worth describing.

Det2 and Det3 are the only deterrence equilibria that depend
completely on Defender's threat to respond-in-kind to deter Chal-
lenger. Both are related to the probability that Defender is Hard at the
second level, given it is Hard at the ®rst level of play. The maximum
value for this conditional probability under Det3 equals its minimum
value under Det2.

The action choices at Det3 are interesting. Defender plans to
respond-in-kind with certainty if it is of type HH, and probabilistically
if it is of type HS; otherwise Defender will not respond at all (i.e., it
will capitulate at node 2). Since the conditional probability that
Defender is Hard at the second level, given that it is Hard at the ®rst,
is lower under Det3 than under Det2, a Hard Challenger will intend to
escalate probabilistically at node 3a. It is the willingness of a Defender
of type HS to respond-in-kind sometimes that permits a Hard Chal-
lenger to risk escalating sometimes, and contrariwise. In the end,
Challenger is deterred. Keep in mind that for this delicate balancing
act to take place, both of Defender's threats must be fairly credible,
that is, Defender must be likely to be both tactically Hard and
strategically Hard.

9.4.2 Non-traditional deterrence

As already noted, deterrence can still operate even after the status quo
has been violated. Crises that do not erupt into open hostilities, cold
wars that do not turn hot, unilateral acts of aggression and limited
con¯icts that do not escalate illustrate that traditional deterrence can
break down in a way that respects some limits. True ± general
deterrence fails. But on another level, the absence of all-out con¯ict

9 Det3 roughly corresponds to the Form II Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibrium
discussed in chapter 8. Det3 is de®ned by [xH, xS, wH, wS, qHH; yHH, yHS, zHH, zHS, zSH,
zSS, r] = [0, 0, d*/r, 0, cq; 1, v, 0, 0, 0, 0, r] where r � d2 and v is as given in appendix 8.
Det3 exists if pStr|Tac � cq and pHH � c*.
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signals both a modicum of restraint and deployment success ± albeit
circumscribed: in each situation at least one player eschews an action
leading to an immediately better outcome precisely because it fears
the other's response.

When Challenger is likely Hard, non-traditional deterrence can
occur in two distinct ways. In each case, the status quo is upset:
Challenger, whether Hard or Soft, simply initiates. Defender's action
choices, however, depend on its type and on which of two perfect
Bayesian equilibria is in play.

Under the No-Response Equilibrium, Defender simply capitulates ±
as the British and French did after Hitler seized what remained of
Czechoslovakia in 1939. Defender gives in (i.e., is deterred from either
responding-in-kind or escalating) because Challenger is very likely
Hard and, therefore, prone to escalate at node 3a or to counter-escalate
at node 3b. To support its choice at node 3a, however, Challenger
must believe that a Defender who unexpectedly responds-in-kind at
node 2 is more likely to be of type HS than of type HH. We ®nd this to
be a plausible belief since, ceteris paribus, type HH Defenders would
seem more likely to escalate than type HS Defenders.10

By contrast, Defender's action choices under CLRE1 ± the only form
of Constrained Limited-Response Equilibrium that exists when Chal-
lenger is likely Hard ± involve a response-in-kind for certain, but only
when Defender is of type HH or HS. Otherwise, Defender capitulates.
In fact, Defender Concedes is the most likely outcome of play under
CLRE1 since this member of the Spiral Group of perfect Bayesian
equilibria exists when Defender is likely Soft at the ®rst level, i.e.,
when pTac is low and pHS is not too large. Thus, when Challenger
chooses D at node 1, it does so with the expectation that its demands
will almost certainly be met.11

Put in another way, a response-in-kind will surprise Challenger
under CLRE1. In this unlikely event, Challenger will be forced to
update its beliefs about Defender's type. Clearly, Challenger will
conclude that Defender is of type HH or HS, since only Defenders of

10 The No-Response Equilibrium is de®ned by [xH, xS, wH, wS, qHH; yHH, yHS, zHH, zHS,
zSH, zSS, r] = [1, 1, 1, 1, qHH ; 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, pCh], where qHH � cq. As shown in appendix
8, it exists if and only if pCh � d2. Truncated forms of the No-Response Equilibrium
exist under both all-or-nothing and limited-war deployments.

11 CLRE1 is de®ned by [xH, xS, wH, wS, qHH; yHH, yHS, zHH, zHS, zSH, zSS, r] = [1, 1, 0, 0,
pStr|Tac; 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, pCh]. As shown in appendix 8, CLRE1 exists if and only if
pCh � d2, pTac � c3, and pStr|Tac � cq.
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these two types can rationally choose D at node 2. Moreover, under
any Constrained Limited-Response Equilibrium, if Defender is Hard
at the ®rst level, then it is likely Hard at the second level as well, i.e.,
more likely to be of type HH than of type HS. Fearing this possibility,
Challenger is, understandably, deterred from escalating at node 3a;
instead, it always chooses D at node 3a, settling for a Limited Con¯ict.

As indicated, CLRE1 is a member of the Constrained Limited-
Response Equilibrium family.12 As such, it is the only perfect Bayesian
equilibrium of the Asymmetric Escalation Game that has not
previously been encountered in any form. The Constrained Limited-
Response Equilibrium family, then, is unique to the environment in
which Challenger is uncertain about Defender's relative preference
between Defender Concedes and Limited Con¯ict, and where both
players are uncertain about the other's willingness to endure an All-
Out Con¯ict.

The Constrained Limited-Response Equilibrium family of perfect
Bayesian equilibria is strategically signi®cant, if only because
members of this family are most likely to give rise to limited
con¯icts.13 In the next section, we pay particular attention to the
conditions under which CLRE1 exists. For now, we simply observe
that the existence of a Constrained Limited-Response Equilibrium
may help to explain why, at times, states abruptly shift gears and
adjust their behavior in mid-crisis, an explanation, we submit, that is
fully consistent with Snyder and Diesing's (1977: 397) observation that
``strategy revision is initiated when a massive input of new infor-
mation breaks through the barrier of the image and makes a decision-
maker realize that his diagnosis and expectations were somehow
radically wrong and must be corrected.''

As an example of the sudden reassessment of an opponent's level of
resolve, consider the Soviet Union's change of heart during the Berlin
crisis of 1948. Reacting to attempts to unify the US, British, and French
zones of occupied Berlin and the rest of Germany, the Soviets
blockaded the occupied city. The Soviet hope and expectation was
that Western decision-makers would back down and drop their plans

12 There are ®ve distinct forms of Constrained Limited-Response Equilibria de®ned by
perfect Bayesian equilibria where xH > 0 or xS > 0, yHH > 0 or yHS > 0, and wH = wS = 0.
The remaining four forms exist only when Challenger is likely Soft. For details, see
appendix 8.

13 As noted below, limited con¯icts are remote theoretical possibilities under Escalatory
Limited-Response Equilibria.
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for a West German state. But the response of airlifting supplies to the
city demonstrated that the Allies placed a higher priority on holding
their ground in Berlin than the Soviets expected. The Soviets dropped
their blockade rather than risk open con¯ict, and the crisis faded.14

While it is always dangerous to associate particular real-world
events with speci®c equilibrium forms, Soviet behavior during the
Berlin crisis is, certainly, consistent with behavior under a Constrained
Limited-Response Equilibrium.15 At the height of the crisis, for
example, the United States decided to send several B-29s, aircraft
known to be capable of delivering atomic bombs, to British and
German bases to augment the signal that the Allies were prepared to
risk all-out war (Young, 1968: 183, 315). In terms of our model, by
responding at the tactical level, the Allies signaled that they were
strategically Hard. In retrospect, it seems safe to suggest that the
signal worked.16

Much the same pattern can be discerned in those instances of
general deterrence failure in Huth and Russett's (1988) data set for
which the short-term balance of forces favors Defender. As Fearon
(1994a: 252) points out, the vast majority of these cases are limited
probes by weaker Challengers who are likely to be highly uncertain,
ex ante, of Defender's willingness to resist. Immediate deterrence
failed (i.e., a war occurred) in only two of the nineteen cases. The
strategic characteristics of the Constrained Limited-Response Equi-
librium family help explain why: Challenger's estimate of Defender's
preference to hold ®rm, updated in light of an unanticipated response,
was high enough, ex post, to deter escalation.

It is worth mentioning that CLRE1 is the only form of Constrained
Limited-Response Equilibrium under which All-Out Con¯ict is totally
precluded. When CLRE1 is in play and Challenger contests the status

14 Gaddis (1997: 31) characterizes the Berlin crisis and the Korean War as two Cold War
``situations in which the Soviet Union would show great caution after provoking an
unexpectedly strong American response.''

15 As will be seen, it is also consistent with the existence of an Escalatory Limited-
Response Equilibrium.

16 Other examples include the Fashoda crisis of 1898, the Agadir crisis of 1911, and the
Cuban missile crisis of 1962. In 1898, France was compelled to back down in the face
of Britain's unanticipated resistance to its plan to take control of the Upper Nile. In
1911, Britain's unforeseen support of France persuaded Germany to accept limited
compensation for ceding control of Morocco to France. And in 1962, the Soviet Union
withdrew its missiles from Cuba when the United States unexpectedly blockaded the
island.
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quo, Defenders of types SH and SS always capitulate, while Defenders
of types HH and HS always respond-in-kind. (In the latter instance, a
limited con¯ict occurs.) Under all other CLREs, however, even a
Defender who strictly prefers to capitulate rather than ®ght at the
®nal level of the game might still ®nd itself engaged in con¯ict at the
highest rung of the escalation ladder. This occurs because after
initiation, Defender's updated belief that Challenger is Hard is low
enough that some Defenders will risk escalating (see appendix 8 for
details).

In sum, while the status quo does not survive under either a No-
Response Equilibrium or under CLRE1, deterrence still plays an
important role in the Asymmetric Escalation Game with incomplete
information when either of these non-traditional deterrence equilibria
is in play. In the ®rst instance, deterrence is asymmetric: precisely
because Defender is deterred, Challenger is able to initiate with
impunity. In the second instance, deterrence is more uniform: each
player is able to deter not initiation, but escalation. As a consequence,
limited con¯icts may evolve under CLRE1; and when they do, they
always remain limited.

9.4.3 Con¯ict spirals

Such is not the case, however, under ELRE3, the only form of
Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibrium that exists when Challenger
is likely Hard. While it is possible for a Limited Con¯ict (outcome DD) to
occur under ELRE3, such a denouement is, at best, a remote possi-
bility. In fact, the most likely outcome of a game played under this
``spiral'' equilibrium is, once again, DC, Defender Concedes.

As with the No-Response Equilibrium and CLRE1, Challenger,
whatever its type, always chooses D at node 1, thereby upsetting the
status quo. What happens next depends on Defender's type. Under
ELRE3, Defender is likely to be of either type SS or SH. Such
Defenders always concede at node 2, which is why Defender Concedes
is the most likely outcome under any Escalatory Limited-Response
Equilibrium. In the less likely event that Defender is Hard at the ®rst
level, it would respond-in-kind, with certainty if it is also Hard at the
second level (i.e., of type HH) and probabilistically if it is Soft at the
second level (i.e., of type HS). Given the probabilities, however, a
response-in-kind would once again surprise Challenger.

Up to this point of surprise, behavior and expectations are similar
under ELRE3 and CLRE1. What separates these two equilibria are
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Challenger's expectations should Defender unexpectedly choose D at
node 2. Recall that under CLRE1, Defender responds-in-kind only if
Hard at the ®rst level; and that if Defender is Hard at the ®rst level,
then it is likely Hard at the second level as well. This is why
Challengers never escalate ®rst under a Constrained Limited-
Response Equilibrium.

Under ELRE3, though, a Defender that responds-in-kind is much
more likely to be of type HS than of type HH. For this reason, a Hard
Challenger, the focus of our attention, simply escalates at node 3a. If it
so happens that Defender is actually Hard, the heretofore limited
con¯ict then spirals to the highest level.17

According to Smoke (1977: 137), ``one of the general paradoxes
embedded in the escalation problem is that as the perceived hazard of
uncontrolled escalation declines, belligerents feel more free to take
some deliberate escalatory step.'' Smoke's observation is illustrated by
Prussian Chancellor Otto von Bismarck's behavior following the Battle
of Sedan in 1870. After Emperor Napoleon III surrendered himself and
the main remnant of the French army to Prussia at Sedan, the
probability that Austria would intervene on the French side dropped
substantially. Sensing this, Prussia promptly elevated its war aims.
Previously Bismarck had sought only to defeat the French, but now he
demanded Alsace-Lorraine as his price for terminating the con¯ict.

The behavioral pattern associated with ELRE3 and the other Escala-
tory Limited-Response Equilibria helps to explain both the escalation
paradox and the change in Bismarck's strategy. In the Asymmetric
Escalation Game with incomplete information, this pattern is unique
to the family of Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibria, so the exist-
ence conditions for this family also delimit the circumstances to which
Smoke's maxim applies.

To understand why, note that these two sub-families of Limited-
Response Equilibria (Constrained and Escalatory) are distinguished
by Challenger's possible responses should it be faced with an unex-
pected choice at node 3a. Under a Constrained Limited-Response
Equilibrium, Challenger never escalates ®rst at node 3a. But under an
Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibrium, a Hard Challenger is

17 An Escalatory Limited-Response Equilibrium is any perfect Bayesian equilibrium
with xH > 0 or xS > 0, yHH > 0 or yHS > 0 and wH > 0 or wS > 0. ELRE3 is de®ned
by [xH, xS, wH, wS, qHH; yHH, yHS, zHH, zHS, zSH, zSS, r] = [1, 1, d*/pCh, 0, cq; 1, v, 0, 0, 0,
0, pCh], where v is as given in appendix 8. ELRE3 exists iff pCh � d2, pHH � c*, and
pStr|Tac � cq.
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willing to escalate ®rst at node 3a, precisely because it believes
Defender is unlikely to counter-escalate at node 4 ± even if Defender
has already chosen D at node 2. Put another way, under an Escalatory
Limited-Response Equilibrium, a Challenger such as Bismarck may
escalate simply because it has come to believe that Defender will no
longer resist.

9.5 Discussion

We now return to our original questions: when does deterrence work?
Under what conditions are limited con¯icts possible? When will
con¯icts take on a life of their own, escalating out of control? Our
model is, of course, too simple to be de®nitive, but it does suggest
answers.

Given our ®xed assumption that Challenger is likely to prefer to
escalate at node 3b, it should not be surprising that our answers are in
terms of the main parameters of the model: Defender's perceived
credibilities. In fact, another way to pose these questions is: what kind
of commitment must Defender be seen to have to deter con¯ict
altogether, or to prevent low-level con¯icts from escalating, given the
likelihood that Challenger considers the stakes worth ®ghting for?

To answer this question, we next consider the existence conditions
associated with each possible perfect Bayesian equilibrium of the
Asymmetric Escalation Game with incomplete information. We begin
by noting that perfect Bayesian equilibria of the Challenger-Soft
family, and the No-Response Equilibrium, always exist no matter what
Defender's credibilities. But since Det1 and other members of the
Challenger-Soft Deterrence Equilibrium family are based on beliefs
that are implausible, particularly so given our presumption about
Challenger's credibility, we do not consider them compelling solu-
tions to the Asymmetric Escalation Game. The No-Response Equi-
librium, however, is more viable. As long as Challenger is likely Hard,
it will always exist as a logical possibility along with precisely one of
the Spiral Family of perfect Bayesian equilibria: Det2, Det3, CLRE1,
and ELRE3. Which of these four equilibria will exist is determined by
the perceived credibilities of Defender's ®rst- and second-level
threats.

Defender's credibilities determine which Spiral Family equilibrium
exists as depicted in three-dimensional space in ®gure 9.1. Every
possible combination of Defender's credibilities is represented as a
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point in the tetrahedron shown in the center of this ®gure. The right
horizontal axis represents the probability that Defender is of type HH,
the lower-left (horizontal) axis the probability that Defender is of type
SH, and the vertical axis the probability that Defender is of type HS.
Thus, any point in the three-dimensional triangle, or simplex, has a
combination of non-negative coordinates (pHH, pHS, pSH), with a sum
less than or equal to 1. The fourth credibility pSS, equals the difference
between this sum and 1; this amount is also the (perpendicular)
distance between the point (pHH, pHS, pSH) and the front face of the
tetrahedron. For example, the point (0,0,0) represents the combination
pHH = pSH = pHS = 0, pSS = 1.

Speaking more informally, ®gure 9.1 can be visualized as a corner of
a room with two walls and a ¯oor, all at right angles ± the fourth face
of the simplex is the downward-sloping plane. The side wall is light
gray, the back wall is medium gray, and the ¯oor is dark gray. Of
course, to enable us to peer into this corner, the front face must remain
transparent.

As ®gure 9.1 suggests, for traditional deterrence to have a chance,
both of Defender's threats must be fairly credible. Thus, the two
closely related Defender-Hard Deterrence Equilibria, Det2 and Det3,
occupy a small region in the right-hand side of the tetrahedron, where
pHH is large, pHS is not too large, and pSH and pSS are small. Defender
is likely tactically Hard; this explains its propensity under either Det2
or Det3 to respond-in-kind at node 2, whatever its actual type. But this
tendency alone is not suf®cient to deter Challenger. Defender's will-
ingness to respond-in-kind also rests on its ability to dissuade
Challenger from escalating at node 3a. For this to occur, Defender's
second-level threat must be highly credible as well; in other words, for
deterrence to succeed under either Det2 or Det3, Defender must likely
be both strategically and tactically Hard ± i.e., pHH must be large.

A somewhat different behavioral pattern emerges, however, when
the credibility of Defender's ®rst-level threat is too small to sustain
either Defender-Hard Deterrence Equilibrium. This is the region of
CLRE1, a forward-leaning wedge running from the left side wall to
the front face of the tetrahedron (highlighted at the lower right of
®gure 9.1).

A small reduction in the credibility of Defender's ®rst-level threat
can provide even a Soft Challenger with an incentive to initiate at
node 1. After all, under Det2 or Det3, Defender believes that Chal-
lenger is likely Hard and, therefore, is deterred from escalating ®rst,
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even when it is of type HH. Under CLRE1, Challenger banks on
Defender preferring Defender Concedes over Limited Con¯ict and takes
decisive action. Often, Challenger's gamble pays off and Defender
capitulates. From time to time, however, Challenger guesses wrong
and Defender reacts.

Defender's response-in-kind is Challenger's ®rst clue that Defender
is prepared to ®ght, since only a Defender who is tactically Hard, i.e.,
prefers Limited Con¯ict over Defender Concedes, would rationally
choose D at node 2. But it is the conclusion that Challenger draws
from Defender's unexpected response that is the distinguishing
feature of CLRE1.

Notice from ®gure 9.1 that the upper face of the CLRE1 region
slopes upward away from the bottom edge of the left side wall. At
CLRE1, the probability that Defender is of type HH is never very large
(maximum c2). However this sloping ``ceiling'' means that the prob-
ability that Defender is of type HS is always small relative to the
probability that it is of type HH. In consequence, given that Defender
has already demonstrated that it is tactically Hard (HH or HS) by
responding-in-kind, there is a relatively high probability that it is in
fact strategically Hard (HH rather than HS), and would prefer to
counter-escalate at node 4. This probability is high enough to convince
Challenger, whatever its type, never to escalate at node 3a.

Con¯ict spirals occur precisely when these conditions are not
satis®ed. Notice from ®gure 9.1 that under ELRE3, Defender is less
likely to be of type HH than under CLRE1, and much more likely to be
of type HS than of type HH. With this greater con®dence that
Defender will not escalate, both types of Challenger initiate, again
with the expectation that their demands will probably be met. Usually
they are not disappointed.

As under CLRE1, however, over time Challenger may face mea-
sured resistance from a Defender with a preference for Limited Con¯ict
over Defender Concedes (i.e., a Defender of type HS or HH). In the
unlikely event that Challenger is Soft, it will choose not to escalate
and a limited con¯ict will ensue. But in the more likely event that
Challenger is Hard, it may escalate precisely because Defender is
unlikely to counter-escalate at node 4. As ®gure 9.1 shows, under
ELRE3, a tactically Hard Defender is less likely to be of type HH than
of type HS.

At this point, Defender will back off ± provided Challenger has
guessed correctly. A Defender of type HH simply counter-escalates at
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node 4. If so, the spiral will be complete, the result tragic. This, the lone
path to All-Out Con¯ict in our model, succinctly describes the condi-
tions under which deterrence completely breaks down and unlimited
violence takes place. In our model, as in the real world, the unthinkable
can occur when both words and deeds fail, when a truly determined
Defender is unable to convince an equally determined Challenger it
intends to resist every step of the way. Both world wars, unfortunately,
are harsh testimony that this dire possibility can indeed occur.

9.6 Coda

It is easy to see classical deterrence theory and the spiral model as
polar opposites. Deterrence theorists argue that carefully calibrated
threats, judiciously applied, can stabilize a status quo and prevent
deadly con¯icts from developing or intensifying. Spiral theorists, on
the other hand, worry that an elaborate plan for deterrence is really a
prescription for disaster. Making much of the analogy with the
sequence of events prior to World War I, they claim that threats lead
only to counter-threats, and that threats are inevitably reciprocated
and escalated to the point that violence is unavoidable.

To evaluate the con¯icting claims of classical deterrence and spiral
theory we again analyze the Asymmetric Escalation Game. In par-
ticular, we try to associate particular perfect Bayesian equilibria, and
the speci®c circumstances that give rise to them, to successful deter-
rence, to limited con¯icts, and to escalation spirals. In so doing we
assume that Challenger would likely prefer to counter-escalate, rather
than give in, should Defender escalate ®rst, but make no assumptions
about Defender's preferences about giving in ± either between
Defender Concedes and Limited Con¯ict at the ®rst level, or between
Challenger Wins and All-Out Con¯ict at the second level. We believe
that this is the most appropriate context for a comparison of deter-
rence and spiral theory. Ceteris paribus, the status quo is more stable,
and con¯ict spirals less probable, when Challenger is likely Soft, i.e.,
unwilling to enter a high-level con¯ict.18

18 Kydd (1997) develops an alternative incomplete information game model of con¯ict
spirals. There are two rounds in his model. In the ®rst, the players decide whether to
attack. Like most classical deterrence theorists, Kydd assumes that an attack choice
by either side always leads to war. If the players choose not to attack, they then decide
whether to build weapons. In the second round, the players decide once more
whether to attack. Again, war follows if either side attacks.
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As it turns out, one of the three families of perfect Bayesian
equilibria consistent with this context requires that the players hold
beliefs that are implausible, particularly when Challenger is likely
Hard. We dismiss this family, which leaves just ®ve possible equilib-
ria. Furthermore, only two of these can exist at once, and one of them
is always the No-Response Equilibrium.

Rational play under the No-Response Equilibrium is easy to des-
cribe. Without regard to credibilities or beliefs about them, Challenger
always initiates and Defender always capitulates. Deterrence fails ± in
the traditional sense ± but there is never any escalation. This behavior
pattern lies outside the purview of both classical deterrence and spiral
theory, except insofar as it shows Defender's response being deterred
by Challenger. In the Asymmetric Escalation Game with incomplete
information, a No-Response Equilibrium is always a rational possi-
bility, but it throws no light at all on either deterrence or escalation
spirals.

We call the remaining four perfect Bayesian equilibria the Spiral
Family. Exactly one member of this family always exists and, therefore,
always coexists with the No-Response Equilibrium. Which Spiral
Family equilibrium is possible is determined by Defender's credibility
parameters. Within the Spiral Family, two equilibria are easy to identify
with successful deterrence, one with limited con¯ict, and one with a

The players in this model may be of one of four types: greedy and fearful, greedy
and trusting, security seeking and fearful, and security seeking and trusting. Security
seeking players are satis®ed with the status quo; greedy players are motivated to
upset it. Fearful players believe it is more likely that its opponent is greedy than do
trustful players.
Kydd focuses on two of the model's many equilibria: the spiral equilibrium, under

which two fearful security seeking types build weapons and then attack one another,
and the downward spiral equilibrium, under which all security seeking players choose
not to build and not to attack. Thus Kydd is able to separate those situations under
which an arms competition does not occur from those where an arms race ends in
war. For a downward spiral equilibrium to occur, greedy players must not be so
greedy that they attack in the ®rst round, but are greedy enough that security seeking
players can signal their type by not building in the ®rst round. Note, however, that
only security seekers refrain from attacking.
By contrast, the Asymmetric Escalation Game model assumes, to use Kydd's

terminology, that one player is greedy and that the other is a security seeker. The
various deterrence equilibria of this model specify the conditions under which a
greedy player will choose not to upset the status quo. Other equilibrium forms
delineate the conditions under which limited and all-out con¯icts occur. Since all
attack choices automatically lead to war, Kydd's model is unable to explain why
crises occur, or why some con¯icts remain limited and others escalate.
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con¯ict spiral. These equilibria are mutually exclusive, so knowing
when they occur in the model enables us to formulate a prediction of
when each of these behavior patterns is likely to be observed.

Traditional deterrence ± which we associate with the certain pres-
ervation of the status quo ± is de®nitely possible in our model,
provided that both of Defender's threats are credible enough to
dissuade Challenger from issuing a demand. For deterrence to
succeed, Defender must convince Challenger that it is likely prepared
to endure an all-out (strategic) con¯ict, and also that it is likely willing
to respond at the lower (tactical) level.

This requirement explains why all-or-nothing deployment policies
like Massive Retaliation are not well suited to deterring Challengers
who would likely prefer a strategic con¯ict to capitulation. In part, the
explanation is straightforward: because Challenger's threat to
counter-escalate is highly credible, Defender tends to be deterred from
escalating ®rst. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that Defender's
threat to respond-in-kind is also critical, not only for establishing
traditional deterrence, but also for distinguishing between the re-
maining two Spiral Family equilibria.

When the credibilities of Defender's ®rst- and second-level threats
fall too low, Challenger initiates. If Defender is unwilling to endure a
®ght (which must often be true, as Defender's credibilities are low),
then it capitulates and the game ends, no matter which of the
remaining two equilibria happens to be in play. But other behavior
patterns are possible when Defender is willing to ®ght at one or both
levels. After Defender responds, deterrence might be re-established,
and con¯ict contained, at the tactical level; another possibility, though,
is escalation to the strategic level.

Once again, Defender's credibilities are the key determinants. After
it observes an unexpected response-in-kind, Challenger revises its
original estimates of Defender's type. For a con¯ict to be limited,
Challenger must conclude, having observed Defender to be tactically
Hard, that it is likely strategically Hard as well. In other words, our
model indicates that the crucial variable is the conditional probability
(pStr|Tac in table 9.2) that Defender is strategically Hard, given that it is
tactically Hard. If Challenger ®nds it suf®ciently probable that a
Defender who appears to be tactically Hard is also strategically Hard,
then con¯ict is capped at the tactical level. If not, there is an escalation
spiral.

In one sense, then, our model indicates that both limited con¯icts
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and con¯ict spirals depend on unanticipated events. It thus provides
an answer to Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin's query: ``If both
sides don't want war, how can war break out?''19 Under parity, acute
crises and limited con¯icts are largely unforeseen byproducts of
interstate competition. Further, con®rming the suspicions of most
spiral theorists, many all-out con¯icts are situations that states
blunder into, each anticipating that it will out-escalate the other.
When compared to the status quo, these are truly wars that no one
wants.

The Korean War is a clear example of a con¯ict that was capped
when a second-level threat suddenly gained high credibility. Accord-
ing to de Rivera (1968: 53), after UN forces crossed the 38th parallel in
1950, ``the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs [like
other senior US of®cials] did not expect [a Chinese] invasion and,
hence, failed to detect it even when he was confronted with a rather
strong signal.''20 (For a similar assessment, see Lampton [1973: 28].)
But soon after this unexpected event occurred, the UN command
adjusted its actions. Fearing a wider war with China and perhaps the
Soviet Union, US Secretary of Defense George Marshall decided to
``use all available political, economic and psychological action to limit
the war'' (quoted in Gacek [1994: 57]).21

Both world wars illustrate the second behavioral pattern: con¯icts
that spiral to the highest level after unanticipated resistance. The
difference is that in this case Challenger incorrectly believes that any
resistance by Defender will be token. Escalation, therefore, is seen as a
way to coerce Defender into submission.

In the years prior to World War I, for instance, Great Britain chose
not to conscript and therefore not to maintain a large standing army,
limiting its ability to defend its continental allies. Rather, the British
relied primarily on an escalatory threat (i.e., its ¯eet) to deter war.

19 The question, of course, is ambiguous. ``Not wanting war'' compared to what, the
status quo or capitulation? In our models, Con¯ict never occurs unless at least one
state prefers war to capitulation.

20 A similar explanation has been given as to why in 1998 the CIA failed to predict
India's tests of nuclear weapons, despite all indications to the contrary.

21 Much the same can be said about Soviet behavior in 1950 immediately after the
United States intervened on South Korea's behalf. As Gaddis (1997: 104) observes,
``Stalin had indeed been imprudent in allowing Kim Il-Sung to attack South Korea,
but he was prudent to the point of hyper-cautiousness once it became clear that his
actions had provoked an unexpected American military response.''
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Germany knew all this, but found the escalatory threat alone to be
insuf®ciently credible:22

Up to the last prewar days [British Foreign Minister Sir Edward]
Grey was discussing with the Germans what it would take to keep
Britain neutral; the majority of the Cabinet regarded it as possible not
to come to the aid of the French; many thought that Britain need not
go to war if Belgium was invaded; and even after the idea of war was
accepted, many thought Britain should not send an army to the
Continent. Not only could Britain's friends and enemies not be sure
what the British would do until the last minute, the British them-
selves did not know. In those circumstances it may not be surprising
that even so cautious and conservative a man as [German Chan-
cellor] Bethmann [Hollweg] was willing to take the great risk that
brought on the war (Kagan, 1995: 211).

Much the same could be said about the backdrop to World War II.
In attempting to appease Germany, Britain and France simply encour-
aged aggression. In the end, Hitler came to believe that events like the
invasion of Poland would not provoke Britain into ®ghting. But like
Bethmann Hollweg before him, he was wrong.

Deterrence theorists and proponents of the spiral model have
drawn different lessons from these and similar events, leading Jervis
(1976: 84) to remark that these two conceptual models ``contradict
each other at every point.'' Classical deterrence theorists like Kagan
claim that war follows when real or intended threats are not convinc-
ingly communicated. Spiral theorists argue that wars are rooted in the
threats implied by an accelerating arms race, by a military alliance, or
by a standing army.

Our analysis helps to explain why ``neither theory is con®rmed all
the time'' (Jervis, 1976: 84), or why deterrence sometimes succeeds
and why con¯icts sometimes escalate out of control.23 Successful
deterrence and con¯ict spirals are events that take place under
different circumstances. Deterrence theory and the spiral model are
complements rather than substitutes. Each is inspired by a distinct
theoretical and empirical dynamic. Although a number of strong
quali®cations are required, it seems safe to suggest that classical

22 As noted in chapter 3, in 1906 von Schlieffen thought the British would intervene in a
continental war. For von Schlieffen, then, Britain's ®rst-level threat was indeed
credible. Unfortunately, while credible to some, the British threat may not have been
capable. Both von Schlieffen and his successors discounted the military impact of
Britain's small expeditionary force (Kagan, 1995: 212).

23 And why, sometimes, limited con¯icts occur.
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deterrence theorists are correct in asserting that capable and credible
threats have the potential to avert disaster and prevent con¯ict. And
spiral theorists are equally correct in pointing out that misjudgments
and unrealistic expectations are but a prelude to catastrophe. Our
conclusion is that empirical attempts to validate either theoretical
framework at the expense of the other are doomed to failure. The
dichotomy posed by Jervis is false. The real world is more complex
and more varied than either classical deterrence or spiral theorists
admit. We believe that our model and our analysis have captured
fundamental features of the complexity and the variety of real-world
interstate interactions.
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Part IV

Implications





10 Perfect Deterrence Theory

Striving to better, oft we mar what's well.
William Shakespeare

The indefatigable pursuit of an unattainable perfection . . . is what
alone gives a meaning to our life on this unavailing star.

Logan Pearsall Smith

For some, the mere idea of deterrence conjures up stark images of the
bipolar world that existed before the Soviet Union splintered apart, an
unwelcome vestige of the superpower rivalry that dominated most of
the latter half of the twentieth century. Now that the Cold War is over,
some analysts have concluded that deterrence, and all its attendant
concepts, are no longer relevant. Regional and ethnic con¯icts seem
sure to dominate the new millennium, so the argument goes, and
therefore deterrence theory can be safely relegated to the dustbin of
history, or sent to a home for outdated or decrepit theories. Notwith-
standing the recent accession of India and Pakistan to the nuclear
club, the interstate war between NATO and Serbia, and the all-but-
inevitable proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, other theories
and other concepts are required to explain con¯ict and cooperation,
and to guide policy, in the postmodern era.

Admittedly, the world is different from what it was during the
heyday of the Cold War, and the international system will undoubted-
ly continue to change in the twenty-®rst century. But this does not
mean that deterrence is dead, either as an objective, as a policy, or as a
theory. News of deterrence's death is most assuredly premature, if
only because deterrence remains the cornerstone of the defense policy
of the United States and many other countries.

For example, the Report of the Quadrennial Defense Review (US
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Department of Defense, 1997) boldly asserted that ``the primary
purpose of US forces is to deter and defeat the threat of organized
violence against the United States and its interests.'' Similarly, the
National Academy of Sciences (1997: 3) released a well-publicized
report in June 1997 that recognized the short-term utility of nuclear
weapons in their ``core function of deterring nuclear attack.'' And a
1997 Presidential Decision Directive, based on the Quadrennial Defense
Review, made deterrence (not war®ghting) the primary mission of US
nuclear forces.1

Of course, this proves nothing except that deterrence remains a
primary policy objective, at least in the United States, and therefore
has some conceptual importance. Still, not much has changed since
the Roman strategist Vegetius' time. To be sure, the international
system has evolved, states have grown more powerful, and tech-
nology has marched on. Nonetheless, some countries now have, as
some empires then had, a strong interest in avoiding war and con¯ict.
And when they do, the goal they are pursuing, whatever it is called
and however it is packaged, is deterrence.

In our opinion, those who see deterrence as an anachronism do so
because they de®ne the term too narrowly, restricting it unnecessarily,
usually to the US±USSR nuclear competition during the Cold War. But
deterrence is a universal concept, relevant across time and space. It
operates across a wide variety of contexts and environments (Naroll,
Bullough, and Naroll, 1974; Ciof®-Revilla, 2000). In principle, the
dynamics of deterrence are the same whether the relationship is
interpersonal, intergroup, or interstate. A theory that explains one
type of deterrent relationship, then, should suf®ce to explain others.

Unfortunately, classical deterrence theory, born in the 1950s and
developed fully in the 1960s, was articulated within the narrow
con®nes of the dominant interstate relationship of that era, and was
unduly in¯uenced by the menacing specter of thermonuclear
weapons. In consequence of this narrow focus, both theoretical and
empirical research has been distorted, leading not only to an incor-
rectly speci®ed theory, but also to some ill-conceived empirical
research.2 Perfect Deterrence Theory was developed to overcome the

1 This directive represented the ®rst major change in US policy for deploying nuclear
weapons since 1981, and thus marked of®cially the shift of US policy goals away from
winning a nuclear war toward preventing one.

2 See Zagare (1987) for the former position, and Huth and Russett (1990) for the latter.
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limitations of classical deterrence theory. Our purpose was to specify a
theory of deterrence that is not only logically consistent, but also
empirically plausible. In our opinion, classical deterrence theory is
neither.

To recapitulate our reasons for this negative view, we highlight once
again the major propositions and de®ciencies of the two major strands
of classical deterrence theory. Recall that structural deterrence theory
focuses on the impact of interstate power relationships in the deter-
rence equation. By contrast, decision-theoretic deterrence theory high-
lights the interplay of outcomes, preferences, and rational choice in
determining deterrence success and failure.

Structural deterrence theorists argue that deterrence is most likely
to prevail when the costs of war are high and belligerent states are ``in
balance.'' Thus, the absence of a superpower war during the Cold War
period comes as no surprise to structural deterrence theorists. In their
view, the bipolar structure of the post-war period, coupled with the
existence of weapons of mass destruction, practically guaranteed
peace. Indeed, many structural deterrence theorists continue to
believe that the probability of nuclear war between two states with
invulnerable second-strike capabilities is negligible.

By extension, structural deterrence theorists hold that the prob-
ability of war is much higher either when power is out of balance, or
when war costs are low. This is why they argue that quantitative arms
races help prevent war (additional weapons increase the cost of war),
why they contend that qualitative arms races and defensive weapons
are destabilizing (certain weapons may reduce costs for one or both
sides), and why some structural deterrence theorists are in favor of
managed nuclear proliferation (again, nuclear weapons make war
more costly). Given the low probability of war between nuclear
equals, structural deterrence theorists conclude that the gravest threat
to peace is an accident or a mishap.

Although structural deterrence theory is consistent with the
absence of a superpower war since 1945 (or at least since the late
1960s), it is not consistent with the fact that most major-power wars
have been waged under parity conditions, or with the observation
that power imbalances are poor predictors of interstate con¯ict.
Structural deterrence theory is also inconsistent with a wealth of
empirical research suggesting that, in crisis, nuclear states do not
behave differently than non-nuclear states. The absence of war
between the United States and the Soviet Union until the latter
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achieved nuclear parity with the former toward the end of the 1960s,
and between the Soviet Union and China after the break-up of their
alliance in the late 1950s, simply cannot be explained by structural
deterrence theory without resorting to ad hoc arguments. The fact that
most states eschew proliferation policies also calls into question the
theoretical underpinnings of structural deterrence theory.3

Much the same can be said of decision-theoretic deterrence theory.
Starting where structural deterrence theorists leave off, decision-
theoretic deterrence theorists presume that nuclear war is irrational.
Consequently, the key to successful policy in the nuclear age lies in
crisis management. The critical task is then to manipulate optimally
an adversary's behavior and, at the same time, to avoid mistakes.

Like structural deterrence theorists, decision-theoretic deterrence
theorists are hard put to explain the absence of a superpower con¯ict
during the Cold War. The status quo in Chicken ± the game form most
decision-theoretic deterrence theorists use to model con¯ict in the
nuclear age ± is never a (subgame-perfect) equilibrium, that is, it is
never consistent with rational contingent decision-making. Again, the
behavior prescribed by decision-theoretic deterrence theorists is rarely
observed in practice. Rather than being implacable, irrational, or
manipulative, states appear to be cautious, ¯exible, and generally
loath to take precipitous action during intense crises.4

As mentioned, Perfect Deterrence Theory was developed to over-
come the empirical and logical de®ciencies of classical deterrence
theory. But Perfect Deterrence Theory should not be thought of as a
substitute theory of Cold War interactions. Its domain includes, but is
not limited to, the US±USSR nuclear relationship. By design, the
logical framework of the theory can be used to explore deterrence
relationships of almost any ilk. This is why, in constructing the theory,
we avoided ®xed or speci®c assumptions about the nature or impact
of atomic, nuclear, chemical, biological, or other weapons of mass

3 It is interesting to observe that most Western nations condemned India's and
Pakistan's decisions in 1998 to test nuclear weapons. One leading Indian of®cial, by
contrast, claimed that Pakistan's tests were good for India. Another asserted that both
sides' tests would secure the status quo in Kashmir (Burns, 1998). And a third (Singh,
1998: 43) asked, rhetorically, ``If deterrence works in the West . . . by what reasoning
will it not work in India?''

4 Saddam Hussein would appear to be a recent prominent exception. Tellingly, Iraq
found itself at war with Iran throughout most of the 1980s, and again with a United
States-led coalition in 1991.
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destruction. In Perfect Deterrence Theory, the costs of con¯ict (as
re¯ected in utilities and preferences) are variables. Because costs are
not set, Perfect Deterrence Theory is able to explore the full range of
deterrence relationships, including those satisfying the particular
assumptions that delineate the decision-making strand of classical
deterrence theory. In this sense, Perfect Deterrence Theory subsumes
classical deterrence theory.

Perfect Deterrence Theory begins with the argument that mutual
deterrence works best when both players have capable and credible
threats. Capability means that a threat hurts. Credibility means that a
threat can rationally be believed. Believability is linked to rationality
in that threats can be believed only when it would be rational to carry
them out. Thus, only rational threats can be credible. More than
anything else, it is the connection between rationality and credibility
that distinguishes Perfect Deterrence Theory from the decision-theo-
retic strand of classical deterrence theory.

We do not claim that the linkage we make between credibility and
rationality is new. Indeed, the two terms are normally treated as one
in the rational choice literature. For instance, the concept of a
subgame-perfect equilibrium,5 which can be thought of as a credibility
check on players' choices, requires that all players make rational
choices at every opportunity in a game. This is precisely the credibility
requirement in Perfect Deterrence Theory ± hence its name.6

As a general theory, Perfect Deterrence Theory is well placed to
explore deterrence relationships in a wide variety of contexts. None-
theless, in this book we have concentrated on contentious interstate
relations. In addition, we have tended to focus on rough parity
relationships in which each side's retaliatory threat is capable of
in¯icting unacceptable damage on the other side. ``Unacceptable''
means worse than what a state would get by not initiating con¯ict. We
pay special attention to parity relationships because they are the most

5 And its many re®nements, including perfect Bayesian equilibrium.
6 There is an alarming gap, however, between this notion of credibility and its treatment
in most empirical studies. In the empirical literature, credibility typically gets
dissected into a number of constituent parts but, like Humpty Dumpty, never gets put
back together again. Huth's (1988a) and Harvey's (1998: 686±687) works are examples
of this tendency. Nonetheless, both Huth's and Harvey's empirical results provide
powerful empirical support for the central conclusions of Perfect Deterrence Theory
(see below).
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interesting. They are also the most dangerous: a balance of power is
the best structural predictor of major interstate war.

In exploring contentious parity relationships, we focus on a number
of speci®c questions and address them in an assortment of deterrence
milieux. Speci®cally, we examine direct deterrence situations in which
either one or both players is dissatis®ed with the status quo. We also
analyze the dynamics of extended deterrence relationships under a
variety of informational and credibility constraints. When appro-
priate, we have tried to provide answers to the following general
questions:

. When is deterrence most likely to succeed?

. What is the most important determinant of deterrence
success?

. When is deterrence most likely to break down?

. If deterrence breaks down, how will it unravel?

. Which extended deterrence defense postures are most ef®ca-
cious, and under what circumstances?

. Are limited con¯icts possible and, if so, under what condi-
tions?

. When do escalation spirals occur?

Where the answers to these questions have important policy impli-
cations we have tried to lay them out. And whenever possible, we
have attempted to give necessary and suf®cient answers to these
questions.

10.1 Capability: a necessary condition

As it turns out, there is only one condition that is absolutely necessary
for deterrence success ± threat capability.7 As already noted, capability
is de®ned as the ability to hurt. Our conception of capability has two
dimensions, one physical and one psychological. The physical aspect
concerns the capability to execute a threat. A threat to do what is
known to be impossible will obviously be ineffective.

7 This necessary condition helps explain why a show of force is such an important
signaling tactic in international politics. In addition to augmenting credibility, a
demonstration of power may help establish threat capability, real or not. Surely such
was the intention behind the now famous ``¯y-by'' of long-range Bison bombers
during the June 1955 Aviation Day show in Moscow.
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Threats that can be nulli®ed by an opponent's preemptive strike
also lack capability. Consequently, deterrence is unlikely to succeed if
a challenger has a ®rst-strike capability. Or, to state this differently, a
second-strike capability remains necessary for deterrence success
(Zagare, 1987). Huth, Gelpi, and Bennett's (1993: 618) ®nding that a
``defender's possession of a second-strike capability has a powerful
deterrent effect on the escalatory behavior of the challenger'' lends
systematic empirical support to our conclusion. Mearsheimer's gen-
eralization that blitzkrieg (1983: 64) is the military strategy ``most likely
to lead to a deterrence failure'' reinforces it.

The psychological aspect of capability concerns a potential challen-
ger's cost assessment. If a challenger calculates that bearing the cost of
con¯ict is less onerous than suffering the costs of doing nothing,
deterrence will always fail. As Harvey (1998: 700), echoing others,
notes: ``even clear and credible threats from resolute defenders will
fail if the challenger believes that the challenge is worth costs incurred
by triggering the threatened response.'' Jervis's (1976: 79) example is
even more to the point: ``the problem with the United States' strategy
of putting pressure on North Vietnam was not that the threats were
not believed, but rather that the North preferred to take the punish-
ment rather than stop supporting the war in the South.''8

The absence of a capable threat was almost certainly the reason why
deterrence failed when Germany invaded Poland in 1939, when
Prussia attacked Austria in 1866, when Japan occupied Manchuria in
1931, when the Soviet Union marched into Afghanistan in 1979, when
Ethiopia struck Eritrea in 1998, when the United States declared war
on Mexico in 1848, on Spain in 1898, and when it intervened in
Grenada in 1983 and Panama in 1989, or whenever a large powerful
state moves against a smaller opponent, including non-state forces.9

Thus, Bueno de Mesquita's (1981: 155±156) ®nding that con¯ict

8 NATO's threatened airstrike of Serbia in March 1999 is a more recent example. In a
last-ditch effort to avoid con¯ict, US special envoy Richard C. Holbrooke met with
Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic and asked him: ``Are you absolutely clear in
your own mind what will happen when I get up and walk out of this palace?''
Holbrooke reported that Milosevic replied: ``You're going to bomb us'' (McManus,
1999).

9 In another context, a state may fail to deter a potential opponent from increasing its
armaments simply because its threat to engage the opponent in an arms competition
is insuf®ciently capable. For example, Germany in the 1930s and the Soviet Union
during the 1950s were likely undeterrable (Downs and Rocke, 1990: 5).
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initiators are generally stronger than their opponents should come as
no surprise. Weak states, by de®nition, lack the wherewithal to
impose costs suf®cient to deter aggression. Hence, we take Bueno de
Mesquita's empirical ®nding as con®rmatory evidence for Perfect
Deterrence Theory. And, as Harvey (1998: 691) notes, the results of his
recent empirical analysis ``indirectly support [Perfect Deterrence The-
ory's] claim about the crucial role of capabilities'' in deterrence
relationships.

One way to think about capability is in terms of a continuum of
costs. The point at which a threat becomes capable corresponds to the
point of minimum cost necessary for deterrence to succeed. If a threat
is not capable, it does not hurt enough to deter. By contrast, a capable
threat makes deterrence possible simply because it exceeds this
minimum threshold.

As one might expect, in Perfect Deterrence Theory, an increase in
con¯ict costs past this lower threshold generally increases the prob-
ability of deterrence success. Thus, to the extent that nuclear and other
weapons of mass destruction have an impact on these costs, as they
most certainly do, they can be expected to contribute to a stable order,
ceteris paribus.10

Signi®cantly, however, our models also reveal a maximum threshold
past which further increases in the cost of con¯ict do not contribute to
the probability of deterrence success. Contrary to those classical
deterrence theorists like Quester (1998) who argue for an overkill
capability, then, Perfect Deterrence Theory suggests a more circum-
spect approach to defense procurement, and provides a compelling
theoretical rationale for arms control. A minimum deterrence deploy-
ment posture, for example, is consistent with the deductions of Perfect
Deterrence Theory, and makes perfect sense to us. A maximum
deterrence deployment or overkill capability is wasteful through
redundancy.

It is reassuring that in Perfect Deterrence Theory capability emerges
as the only absolutely necessary condition for deterrence success, if
only because there seems to be almost universal agreement on this
point in the literature (Huth, 1999: 71).11 Nonetheless, a capable

10 The ceteris paribus condition is, of course, a major quali®cation. Things are hardly ever
equal in politics. Below we consider other factors that lead us to temper this
conclusion.

11 This is one reason why we concentrate on parity relationships where, ceteris paribus,
deterrent threats are more likely to be capable.
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retaliatory threat is not a suf®cient condition for deterrence success.
Unlike classical deterrence theory, then, Perfect Deterrence Theory is
entirely consistent with the lack of empirical support for the so-called
para bellum hypothesis (Levy, 1988: 489±495). Moreover, the absence of
a capable threat is not a necessary condition for general deterrence
failure. Deterrence can break down in many other ways.

It is quite dif®cult, however, to summarize these conditions pre-
cisely. The reason is that, under parity, deterrence success is almost
always less than certain. More technically, deterrence equilibria ± or
equilibria under which the status quo is never upset ± almost always
coexist with other less attractive equilibria, under which either a
crisis, a limited con¯ict, or an all-out war is a distinct possibility.
Conversely, it is even possible for the status quo to persist when a
non-deterrence equilibrium is in play.

Putting this in another way, under almost any state of any of the
models we developed, almost anything can happen, ranging from no
attack to an escalation spiral. In other words, the conditions of war
and peace generally exist simultaneously. From this we conclude that
deterrence is, at best, a tenuous and fragile relationship: con¯ict is
almost always possible. At worst, deterrence is a patently unstable
relationship: at times, con¯ict may be inevitable.

10.2 Deterrence and the status quo

That said, it remains to specify the conditions that make peaceful
cooperation most likely. One clear condition, consistent across all our
modeling efforts, that, ceteris paribus, enhances the prospects of
deterrence success is a relatively positive evaluation of the status quo.
Recent empirical work lends strong support for this intuitively
satisfying observation. Both Reed (1998) and Rousseau et al. (1996)
®nd that satisfaction with the international status quo has a signi®cant
dampening effect on con¯ict initiation. Again, we take these important
empirical results as con®rmatory evidence for Perfect Deterrence
Theory.12 They do not, however, surprise us at all. In our opinion they
should be patently obvious.

What is surprising, however, is the comparative slighting of this
aspect of major-power relationships in both the theoretical and

12 For a summary of the empirical literature on the impact of status quo orientations,
see Geller and Singer (1998: 64±65, 89±92).
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empirical literature of deterrence ± especially since an increase in the
costs associated with con¯ict will have absolutely no bearing on the
probability of deterrence success under certain conditions and, under
other conditions, may actually lead to a deterrence failure. Generally
speaking, studies in the mainstream deterrence literature have
focused on what George (1993) calls forceful persuasion, much to the
neglect of tactics designed to enhance the prospects of peace by
addressing a common root cause of con¯ict: dissatisfaction with the
existing order (Huth, 1999: 76). As Van Gelder (1989: 163) observes, ``it
is too often forgotten that [successful deterrence] requires not only
that the expected utility of acting be relatively low, but that the
expected utility of refraining be acceptably high.''

It is likely that the theoretical primitives of their paradigm have
blinded some classical deterrence theorists to the impact of status quo
evaluations on war and peace decisions. If ``all other states are
potential threats,'' as Mearsheimer (1990: 12) asserts, dissatisfaction
with the status quo can only be a constant. In Perfect Deterrence
Theory, by contrast, satisfaction and dissatisfaction are variables and,
hence, subject to theoretical investigation. In general, our analysis
suggests that Downs and Rocke's (1995: 17) observation that ``the
strategy of deterrence gets an extra boost from the fact that both states
are often operating from a reference point that is de®ned by the status
quo'' is slightly misleading. When dissatisfaction is relatively high,
deterrence stability becomes increasingly tenuous.

The scant attention paid to the status quo by classical deterrence
theorists has had important theoretical consequences, sometimes
leading to a distorted and overly pessimistic evaluation of the
prospects of deterrence success. For example, consider the position of
Lebow and Stein (1990: 347), who contend that inferences about the
dynamics of immediate deterrence should be drawn by examining
only those crises in which a potential challenger seriously considered
an attack, presumably because a strong incentive to initiate con¯ict
exists. Putting aside the fact that intensity of intentions is extremely
dif®cult to get at empirically (Danilovic, 1998), Lebow and Stein's
criterion creates a selection bias problem: those situations in which
deterrence succeeded because the incentive to attack was somewhat
weaker are ignored, as Huth and Russett (1990: 478) correctly point
out.

Huth and Russett attempt to avoid case selection bias by requiring
only that the use of force be considered. Their criterion alleviates the
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problem, but does not eliminate it (Levy, 1988).13 In our view
deterrence remains relevant even when it is least likely to fail, that is,
when no consideration is given to using force. Such could be the case
when a potential challenger is extremely satis®ed with the status quo,
but it could also be the case when a serious capability asymmetry
exists. Thus, the United States today might not consider an attack on
Canada because it has no compelling reason to do so (i.e., it is
relatively content), and Canada might not consider an attack on the
United States, even if it had a motive to do so, because its chance of
success is nonexistent. In both cases deterrence can be said to be
operative. Should, in the future, the United States become suf®ciently
dissatis®ed, or should a dissatis®ed Canada become suf®ciently
capable, the stability of this relatively tranquil relationship could be
eroded.

It is at this point in the development of deterrence theory that we
start to see the very important impact, and the theoretical conse-
quences, of how deterrence is de®ned and delimited. Huth and
Russett's (1990: 470) position is that rational deterrence theory

should not be viewed as a general theory of the causes of inter-
national con¯ict and war. It is limited in scope to how sanctions and
rewards can be used to affect the cost bene®t estimates of the
attacker's two policy choices. Economic and political considerations
beyond the defender's in¯uence may also shape the attacker's
estimate of the costs and bene®ts of using or not using force. In
principle, these conditions can be incorporated into a rational choice
model, but they are outside the scope of deterrence theory per se.

We disagree. Our view ± which motivated many of our modeling
decisions in developing Perfect Deterrence Theory ± is that factors
strictly outside a defender's control may contribute, and perhaps
contribute substantially, to a potential attacker's evaluation of the
status quo. To exclude them, by de®nition, not only severely and
unnecessarily limits the scope of the theory, but also makes more
problematic the speci®cation of a necessary and suf®cient causal
model. In Most and Starr's (1989) terms, Huth and Russett's restricted
de®nition of deterrence implies an exclusive focus on the willingness
variables at the expense of those environmental elements (i.e., oppor-
tunity constraints) responsible for creating attack incentives. As Most
and Starr rightly point out, the speci®cation of a necessary and

13 See also Fink (1965).
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suf®cient theory requires that all aspects of a security relationship be
accounted for.14

10.3 Credibility and deterrence

All of which is not to suggest that elements of the opportunity matrix
are the only variables that matter. While a highly valued status quo is
an important though neglected determinant of peace, it is not the
deciding piece of the puzzle. In Perfect Deterrence Theory, threat
credibility emerges as the quintessential determinant of deterrence
success.

The centrality of credibility in the deterrence equation lies beneath a
fundamental and persistent political regularity: the norm of reciproc-
ity. For some time now, empirical researchers have been accumulating
compelling evidence that political actors, including states, tend to
respond-in-kind to one another, tit-for-tat, trading amity for friendship
and enmity for hostility. It seems safe to say that the biblical injunction
``an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth'' is more descriptive of the
interaction of great powers than is the biblical plea to ``turn the other
cheek.'' Leng and Wheeler (1979: 659) note the ``universality of the
norm of reciprocity.'' The available empirical evidence suggests that
this norm holds across time, across regions, across systems, and across
cultures.

Consider, for example, Sullivan's (1976) comprehensive review of
the ®rst wave of behavioral research in international politics that
included, inter alia, Holsti, Brody, and North's (1964, 1968) analyses of
World War I and the Cuban missile crisis, Wilkenfeld, Lussier, and
Tahtinen's (1972) study of the Middle East from 1949 to 1967, and
Gamson and Modigliani's (1971) examination of the Cold War.
Sullivan (1976: 294, 63) found the strongest empirical support for a
stimulus ± response model, leading him to conclude that it is ``very
likely . . . that other states react in kind to our own actions.''

14 There is growing sensitivity to this point in the literature. For example, in their
seminal study of interstate war, Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman (1992) included a
representative sample of non-events in their data set; in a more recent analysis of
border disputes, Huth (1996) includes a random sample of neighboring states not
involved in a territorial con¯ict. Failure to include non-con¯ict situations in studies of
deterrence introduces the same potential problems for inference that Fearon (1994a)
uncovers in Huth and Russett's (1984) work on extended deterrence and that Smith
(1995, 1996) ®nds in alliance reliability studies.
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Since Sullivan's early review, there have been a number of con-
®rmatory studies. For example, Wilkenfeld (1991: 143) ®nds ``a very
high degree of matching behavior'' for states involved in an intense
crisis. Brecher's (1993: 82) examination of ten international crises
between 1938 and 1982 ®nds that ``eight of the ten target states
responded either tit-for-tat . . . or with a more intense act.'' In a
descriptive analysis of the pattern of triangular relations among the
United States, the People's Republic of China, and the Soviet Union
during the Cold War period, Goldstein and Freeman (1990: 78)
discover ``a strong convergence toward the conclusion that bilateral
reciprocity is the behavioral norm on all three sides of the triangle.''
And Jensen (1984: 535±536) notes that ``no proposition related to
bargaining behavior has been better documented in both experimental
studies and real life situations than the one suggesting that conces-
sions tend to be reciprocated.'' Numerous other studies detect the
same pattern (e.g., Ward, 1982; Downs, Rocke, and Siverson, 1985;
Leng, 1993; or Kroll, 1995). Summarizing this now extensive literature,
Cashman (1993: 184) concludes that ``a large array of scienti®c studies
provide evidence to support a stimulus±response theory of inter-
national con¯ict . . . Nations seem to respond to others in the same
manner as they are treated. Cooperation begets cooperation; hostility
begets hostility.''

From the vantage point of Perfect Deterrence Theory, reciprocity is
perfectly natural and easy to explain. Establishing reciprocity, or tit-
for-tat expectations, is tantamount to bolstering credibility, which in
turn leads to an increase in the probability of cooperative behavior in
others. Thus, it is hardly remarkable that in Huth's (1988a) statistical
analysis of extended deterrence relationships, ®rm-but-¯exible nego-
tiating styles and tit-for-tat deployments are highly correlated with
extended deterrence success. Huth de®nes a ®rm-but-¯exible diplo-
matic stance as a signal that the defender is willing to compromise,
but not capitulate. And a tit-for-tat policy involves an actual response-
in-kind during a crisis or mobilization. Thus, the essence of both a
®rm-but-¯exible bargaining approach and a tit-for-tat response to an
actual provocation is reciprocity, the norm that signals credibility
when promised or threatened, and demonstrates it when practiced.

All this might seem perfectly obvious ± and from the vantage point
of Perfect Deterrence Theory it is. Still, the widespread norm of
reciprocal behavior is dif®cult, if not impossible, for classical deter-
rence theory to explain. Recall that classical deterrence theorists start
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with the presumption that all end-game threats are irrational to
execute. This assumption underlies the use of Chicken as a metaphor
for crises and related major-power disputes. But in games based on
Chicken, mutual cooperation and mutual defection are never
subgame-perfect equilibria. Indeed, in Chicken, each player's optimal
strategy is always the reverse of the other player's, which is why
models derived from Chicken tend to speak to the question of which
side can expect to win or lose in a crisis (see, for instance, Powell,
1987). Ties, however, which involve reciprocity, are extremely rare
events in these models. In other words, both war and peace are
unfathomable. Clearly, the pertinent theoretical puzzle for classical
deterrence theory is reconciling the absence of war with the persis-
tence of peace.

By contrast, mutual cooperation and mutual defection (or peace and
war) are readily understood when the axioms that set off Perfect
Deterrence Theory from other approaches are used to analyze deter-
rence. To be sure, Axelrod's (1984) seminal study sheds important light
on the conditions that lead to cooperation in iterated Prisoners'
Dilemma games, but only Perfect Deterrence Theory can explain why
decision-makers might act to modify a game's underlying structure so
as to create a new gamewith a preference structure similar to Prisoners'
Dilemma, or why a successful negotiator like Henry Kissinger would
have an operational code that ``approximates game theory's `prisoner's
dilemma' description of politics'' (Walker, 1977: 129).

In even the simplest sequential games that combine the salient
structural characteristics of Prisoners' Dilemma with strategies that
permit retaliation, there are at least two subgame-perfect equilibria.
Both involve reciprocity: one is associated with mutual cooperation
and the other with reciprocated con¯ict. Clearly, it is the prospect of
peace that provides the incentive to manipulate a game's preference
structure. But to induce the change, players must convince each other
that they actually prefer, or are likely to prefer, resistance to capitula-
tion, that is, each must demonstrate or establish that its retaliatory
threat is credible.

We emphasize that we see structure the same way that Snyder and
Diesing (1977: 480) do: as the players' ordinal rankings of a game's
gross outcomes: win, lose, compromise, and con¯ict. It is probably no
accident, then, that our modeling efforts provide a natural explanation
for the heretofore unexplained pattern Snyder and Diesing ®nd
between crisis ``structures'' and outcomes (see table 10.1).
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From the vantage point of Perfect Deterrence Theory, Snyder and
Diesing's ®ndings make perfect sense: compromise occurs if and only
if the ``structure'' is Prisoners' Dilemma; war is typical of those
structures in which both players have credible threats but at least one
lacks a capable retaliatory threat (i.e., Deadlock, Bully±Prisoner's
Dilemma, and Big Bully). And capitulation is associated with those
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Table 10.1. Crisis structures and outcomes

Structures Cases Typical outcome

Symmetrical
1. Prisoner's Agadir, 1911 Compromise

Dilemma Berlin, 1958±1962
Yom Kippur, 1973

2. Chicken Munich, 1938 (late phase) One side capitulates
Berlin, 1948
Lebanon, 1958
Iran, 1946 (late phase)

3. Leader Bosnia, 1908 (early phase) One partner leads, the
Germany±Austria, 1914 other follows; or alliance
Ruhr, 1923 or deÂtente breaks up
Iran, 1946 (early stage)

4. Deadlock US±Japan, 1940±1941 War

Asymmetrical
5. Called Bluff (one Morocco, 1905 Capitulation by Chicken

party in Prisoner's Quemoy, 1958 party or unequal
Dilemma; other in Cuba, 1962 compromise
Chicken)

6. Bully Fashoda, 1898 Capitulation by Chicken
(Bully±Chicken) Bosnia, 1909 (later phase) party

7. Bully±Prisoner's Germany±Austria vs. War
Dilemma Russia±France, 1914

8. Big Bully (Big Munich, 1938 (early War (avoided in this case
Bully±Chicken) phase) by shift of German

structure to Chicken or
Bully)

9. Protector Suez, 1956 (US±Great Dominant ally protects
(Bully±Leader) Britain) and restrains client

Quemoy, 1958
(US±Taiwan)

Source: Snyder and Diesing, 1977: 482.



structures in which at least one player's threat lacks credibility (i.e.,
Chicken, Called Bluff, and Bully±Chicken).15 Thus, the expectations of
Perfect Deterrence Theory are in perfect correspondence with Snyder
and Diesing's case analysis. We take this correspondence as an
additional indicator of Perfect Deterrence Theory's explanatory
power: no other formal study we know of can explain these observa-
tions. In other words, without Perfect Deterrence Theory, the empirical
results summarized in table 10.1 are simply inexplicable.

To say that structure is the key to explicating Snyder and Diesing's
case studies is simply another way of highlighting the critical role that
credibility plays in the deterrence equation, for threat credibility is the
main determinant of structure. Nonetheless, we must be careful not to
overstate our argument. Although credibility is an important determi-
nant of deterrence dynamics, it is not absolutely necessary for deter-
rence success. Indeed, in some circumstances, the absence of
credibility can help stabilize a status quo, while its presence can
precipitate deterrence failure!

Of course, we are now speaking of a potential challenger's threat,
not a defender's. For instance, in an extended deterrence relationship
where the challenger's escalatory threat lacks credibility, deterrence
should prevail, regardless of the nature of the defender's tactical-level
or strategic-level threat ± demonstrating that credibility need not be
present for deterrence to succeed. Those who ®nd this observation
perfectly obvious should question why this aspect of deterrence has
received so little attention in the empirical literature. Traditionally,
empirical studies have focused solely on the defender's threat:
whether it has been communicated, whether it is clear and under-
stood, whether it is real, and whether it would hurt.16

One additional theoretical contribution of Perfect Deterrence
Theory, then, is that it brings to the fore the critical role of the
challenger's threat in the deterrence equation. A challenger may be
deterred, even when a defender's threat lacks credibility, if the
challenger is unable to deter the defender from resisting. Empirical
studies that attempt to explain deterrence success, yet focus only on

15 See Snyder and Diesing (1977) for detailed de®nitions of these 262 games. ``Leader''
and ``Protector'' are alliance games that do not directly pertain to adversarial
deterrence relationships.

16 One reason for the focus on the defender's threat characteristics is the mania for
explaining deterrence failure and the comparative lack of interest in explaining
deterrence success.
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the characteristics of a defender's threat, miss this essential dimension
of extended deterrence.17

To recapitulate brie¯y: the probability of deterrence success
depends directly on the players' evaluation of the status quo, their
threat capabilities, and the interaction effects of their threat credibil-
ities. Deterrence will always fail when capability is absent. It is more
likely to succeed when the status quo is highly valued, or when all
threats are credible all-around, or when the challenger's threat lacks
credibility. In direct deterrence games in which the challenger and the
defender are clearly identi®able, deterrence is certain, provided the
defender's retaliatory threat is highly credible.

10.4 Deterrence breakdowns, limited con¯icts, and
escalation spirals

All of which raises questions about the likely consequences of a
breakdown of deterrence. In our models, deterrence failure is gen-
erally associated with an asymmetric distribution of credibility, that is,
with an imbalance of resolve. As one might expect, therefore, one-
sided victories constitute the modal outcome category when deter-
rence fails. One player initiates con¯ict, and the other simply concedes
defeat. Thus, we are not surprised by the fact that this same pattern is
evident in Snyder and Diesing's (1977) extensive case analysis which
is summarized in table 10.1, or by the ®nding that ``do nothing'' or
``take no military action'' is also the modal category of all defenders
involved in militarized interstate disputes (Hart and Ray, 1996).18

Huth and Russett's (1988: 29) observation that ``most international
con¯icts are resolved far short of war'' is also consistent with the
``gestalt'' of Perfect Deterrence Theory.

But there are other behavioral possibilities, and although they are
relatively rare events in our models, the speci®cation of the circum-
stances under which they occur constitutes still another theoretical
contribution of Perfect Deterrence Theory. Speci®cally, the precondi-
tions for limited con¯icts and escalation spirals are similar, yet

17 We do not mean to imply that Perfect Deterrence Theory is the only theoretical
framework that highlights the importance of a challenger's threat, only that it does so
explicitly. Models that ®nd that con¯ict initiation depends on a challenger's positive
expected utility (e.g., Bueno de Mesquita, 1981; Wu, 1990) are also suggestive of the
interactive nature of threat characteristics.

18 We are indebted to Douglas Lemke for this observation.
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distinct. Both require that an initiator be surprised when its demands
are not satis®ed immediately, something that happens all the time in
international politics (Huth and Russett, 1988: 43). Thus, both patterns
depend critically on strategic uncertainty and an unanticipated re-
sponse, and both may be broadly construed as mistakes traceable to
an intelligence failure, bureaucratic bungling, miscalculation, or some
other cognitive or information-gathering de®ciency. Such behavioral
sequences can be explained within a rational choice framework: given
that players ®nd themselves in situations they would have thought
unlikely, their action choices leading to these two distinct classes of
con¯ict may nonetheless be consistent with their goals.

For an unforeseen con¯ict to remain limited, however, one
additional requirement must be satis®ed. A challenger must conclude,
after observing an unexpected response, that further escalation will
lead to an even worse outcome: all-out con¯ict. For example, consider
the May 1995 US±Japan trade dispute touched off when the United
States announced punitive tariffs on thirteen Japanese luxury auto-
mobiles. Apparently taken aback by President Clinton's steadfast-
ness,19 Japan agreed in June to open its market to American
automobiles and automobile parts. Japan thereby avoided not only
the immediate imposition of stiff trade sanctions, but also the possi-
bility of a dramatic rupture of the underlying economic and strategic
relationship. For its part, the United States made subtle but clear
reference to the risks of noncompliance. Signi®cantly, White House
press secretary Michael McCurry at once reassured Japan that the
United States was trying ``to keep our disagreements on trade iso-
lated'' but warned that, if such disputes were allowed to fester, they
could ``have an impact on some other aspects of cooperation'' (Sanger,
1995). The end result was that ``the United States and Japan reached a
last minute agreement, . . . [and averted] a ®ght that could have
escalated into a nasty and dangerous trade war'' (Stein, 1995).20

In a sense, then, limited con¯icts remain limited because informa-
tional discrepancies are resolved in a defender's favor. By contrast, an
escalation spiral occurs precisely when they are not. As is generally

19 The actual imposition of sanctions is anomalous in US±Japan trade disputes.
20 As is generally the case, real-world interactions are sometimes dif®cult to categorize.

In the US±Japan trade dispute, tariff sanctions were in fact imposed on May 19,
leading us to judge it a limited con¯ict. The tariffs were to be collected retroactively
after June 28, when they were to take effect. But the ®nal-hour agreement rendered
the tariff null and void.
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the case, a challenger will initiate a con¯ict with the expectation that
its demands will be met, that resistance will be minimal. Con¯icts
spiral to the highest level when there is unexpected resistance and
when a challenger incorrectly estimates that the unforeseen response
is merely the prelude to eventual capitulation. Thus, con¯ict spirals
are the result of choices that have unanticipated consequences. World
War I and the US involvement in Vietnam are good examples. In the
former case, the belligerents expected a short and decisive con¯ict.
Had the carnage resulting from the stalemate on the Western Front
been foreseen, the decisions of Germany and Austria-Hungary that
set off the crucial chain reaction of moves and counter-moves would
surely have been more circumspect. Similarly, the US commitment to
South Vietnam would likely have been different had American
decision-makers known in advance that the war would escalate as it
did.

Perfect Deterrence Theory, then, can help to explain wars, like
World War I and the Vietnam War, that, in retrospect, no one wanted.
It can also help to account for the prevalence of analyses that explain
the occurrence of war using human emotion, perception, or miscalcu-
lation. That a large number of con¯icts can be traced to human error is
no surprise to us. Under parity, the most common path to all-out war
can be traversed only when the players are uncertain about each
other's preferences. Some theorists attribute this uncertainty to
psychological dynamics; others to cognitive de®ciencies or to intelli-
gence failures. Because they can be so diverse, we prefer not to
attempt any characterization of the root causes of human uncertainty.
Rather, we have restricted ourselves to an exploration of its rational
implications.

10.5 Nuclear weapons and deterrence

Turning now to the role of nuclear weapons in the deterrence
equation, we ask whether nuclear weapons are a stabilizing force in
international politics, or whether they are terrible inventions likely to
turn the next great war into the last great war. Our answer is that they
can be both. Clearly, one major difference between nuclear and more
conventional weapons is the impact that nuclear weapons have on the
cost of con¯ict. Thus, one way to gain insight into these questions is to
ask how increased con¯ict costs affect the probability of deterrence
success.
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When the costs that one side associates with con¯ict are such that
the opponent's retaliatory threat would not hurt, increasing these
costs past the point at which they become unacceptable can only make
deterrence success more likely, ceteris paribus. In other words, nuclear
weapons help to stabilize a status quo precisely when they render
threats capable.

Of course, depending on the locale, the circumstances, and the
values of the parties, conventional weapons may already be suf®cient
for this purpose. If so, nuclear weapons may well be irrelevant. As
already noted, further increases in the cost of con¯ict beyond a certain
point will have no impact on deterrence stability, which is why we
oppose an overkill capability and support minimum deterrence
postures (see section 10.1).

In other words, when costs alone are considered, the stabilizing
properties of nuclear weapons have distinct limits. Moreover, even
when they render threats capable, nuclear weapons may be insuf®-
cient to guarantee peace. As already discussed, capability is necessary
but not suf®cient for deterrence success. Thus, a more complete
response to the question hinges on the presumed connection between
nuclear weapons and the credibility of threats to use them. We claim
no special expertise on this matter, so our answer is contingent, not
only on the assumption of threat credibility, but also on the context of
deterrence, that is, whether it is direct or extended. We consider direct
deterrence relationships ®rst.

If one assumes, as do classical deterrence theorists, that nuclear war
is inherently irrational, and therefore that retaliatory threats are of
dubious credibility (or lack it altogether), then nuclear weapons are
obviously destabilizing agents: under these conditions deterrence is
unlikely and extremely tenuous. To be sure, some classical deterrence
theorists have constructed models that suggest otherwise, but these
models depend on special assumptions, or on violations of the canons
of rationality, underscoring the instability that characterizes deterrence
relationships when the irrationality of threats is taken as a given.

How reasonable is this assumption? On its face it would seem
unassailable. What could be worse than an all-out nuclear war?
Nothing ± except perhaps bearing the costs of a nuclear attack with no
ability to respond. Indeed, most strategic thinkers, including some
who construct models of deterrence that posit players with irrational
threats, argue (at times, inconsistently) that in direct deterrence
relationships retaliatory threats are anything but irrational. Schelling
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(1966: 36), in particular, notes that ``the difference between the national
homeland and everything `abroad' is the difference between threats
that are inherently credible, even if unspoken, and the threats that
have to be made credible.'' Similarly, Howard (1983: 96) submits that
``there is little reason to question the credibility of a governmental
decision to retaliate after its territory has been subjected to nuclear
attack.'' In the same vein, Quester (1989) asserts, matter-of-factly, that
``there is no doubt in anyone's mind that the Soviet Union will suffer
terrible retaliation if it attacks the United States itself and that the
United States will suffer similar retaliation if it attacks the Soviet
Union.'' Finally, Ciof®-Revilla and Starr (1995: 448) observe that in the
historical case of ``US±Soviet homeland deterrence, willingness is a
minor issue and is assumed to exist if the other side initiates a nuclear
strike.''

If these assertions are embraced, Perfect Deterrence Theory suggests
a different answer. Deterrence is certain in unilateral or one-sided
deterrence situations when capable end-game threats are also credible.
The story is slightly different in mutual deterrence games: all-out war
is always a rational possibility; but so is the status quo. Thus,
provided both sides have a second-strike capability, nuclear weapons
may help secure the status quo. Of course, these stabilizing properties
must be weighed against the risk of a deterrence breakdown, which is
the principal reason we do not support the selective proliferation of
nuclear weapons.

Interestingly, and perhaps fortuitously, our conclusions run in the
opposite direction when attention is restricted to extended deterrence
relationships. Accept for a moment the dubious assumption that end-
game threats are as credible in an extended deterrence situation as
they would be in a direct deterrence relationship. Given such accep-
tance, deterrence stability depends on the credibility of the defender's
tactical or lower-level threat. In situations of very high salience to the
defender, as for instance when a close ally or a vital strategic issue is
at stake, chances are good that deterrence will succeed. But in more
peripheral areas, extended deterrence is likely to break down.

If anything, however, extended deterrent threats based on nuclear
weapons tend to be less credible, as de Gaulle was fond of pointing
out. Perfect Deterrence Theory suggests that the more this tendency is
accentuated, the better. Ceteris paribus, the less credible a potential
challenger's strategic-level threat, the more likely extended deterrence
success, and conversely.
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The association we draw between threat credibility and the stability
of direct and extended deterrence relationships also has implications
for the optimal deployment of military force. To wit, all-or-nothing
deployments like Massive Retaliation can be effective in exactly two
situations: (1) when a potential challenger lacks a capable strategic
threat, as for example the Soviet Union did throughout the 1950s, or
(2) when a potential challenger's strategic threat is simply not
credible. Generally, under parity, even when the ®rst condition holds,
it does not hold for very long. Witness the history of the US±USSR
strategic relationship and Pakistan's tit-for-tat response to India's tests
of nuclear weapons in 1998 and of ballistic missiles in 1999. Israel
appears to be an exception to this statement, although several of
Israel's potential opponents, including Iran, Iraq, and Libya, may
acquire a nuclear capability at some time in the future, perhaps soon.
When this happens, the key to Israel's security may well be its ability
to fend off a conventional attack, which justi®es Israel's avoidance of
all-or-nothing approaches to defense.

By contrast, less rigid deployments offer additional opportunities
for deterrence, even of a determined challenger.21 Clearly, ¯exible
response deployments work best when a defender's threats ± whether
tactical or strategic ± are highly credible. A case in point, again, is
Israel. But note one consequence of Israel's unique position: by
effectively deterring all-out war since 1973, Israel has left its enemies
with little choice but to wage con¯ict at the sub-tactical (i.e., terrorist)
level.

The most ef®cacious ¯exible response deployment is no-®rst-use. A
no-®rst-use deployment can lead to deterrence success, even when a
defender's threat to respond-in-kind is only moderately credible. But
other rational possibilities always exist under these same conditions,
so there is never a guarantee that the status quo will persist. Deter-
rence is most likely to unravel when the challenger is prepared to
wage a strategic war. Pure deterrence deployments are also consistent
with successful deterrence. But the existential beliefs that support this
conclusion are implausible, leading us to discount the effectiveness of
this ``policy.'' Much the same could be said about a war®ghting

21 Current US deployment policy is in accord with this conclusion, as is the reason
given to support it. As Secretary of Defense William S. Cohen described US policy in
his 1998 Annual Report to the President and the Congress (US Department of Defense,
1998), ``a wide range of nuclear options will continue to be planned to ensure the
United States is not left with an all-or-nothing response.''
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posture which rarely, if ever, offers a bene®t to a defender of the status
quo relative to an all-or-nothing stance.

10.6 Coda

To conclude, we would like it known that we are well aware that the
theory we have constructed is far from perfect. In Perfect Deterrence
Theory, perfect modi®es deterrence, not theory. Still, it is legitimate to
ask what, if anything, Perfect Deterrence Theory adds to our under-
standing of contentious dyadic relationships.

The contribution of Perfect Deterrence Theory does not necessarily
rest on the development of countless novel propositions or counter-
intuitive policy recommendations; one reason is that it is a daunting
task to make policy pronouncements about deterrence that have not
already been made. There are, for instance, proponents and opponents
of proliferation, overkill capabilities, ¯exible response deployments,
all-or-nothing strategies, and arms control, to name just a few of the
issues we have addressed. Many of the strategic recommendations we
have made, then, already exist in the policy literature. There is
nothing necessarily new or novel here.

Nonetheless, we do claim to offer a consistent perspective in which
to view the dynamics of deterrence, and a clear logic supporting our
prescriptions. We are quite comfortable admitting that most of our
conclusions are manifest, even though many of them run counter to
the conventional wisdom, i.e., to classical deterrence theory. In fact,
we would have it no other way. It is our hope that Perfect Deterrence
Theory explains why much of the conventional wisdom is misguided,
and justi®es many propositions that in fact seem undeniable.

The virtues of Perfect Deterrence Theory, we believe, are many. On
its face, Perfect Deterrence Theory is consistent with the best empirical
work in the ®eld. The theory helps to explain why policy-makers
avoid proliferation. It speaks to the ef®cacy of deployment strategies
like Massive Retaliation and Flexible Response. It offers a consistent
perspective for evaluating the impact of force reductions.22 It is
consistent with arms reduction initiatives and no-®rst-use deploy-
ments. It demonstrates the importance of escalation dominance. It
illustrates the counter-intuitive destabilizing impact that credible

22 For an explicit discussion of the impact of force reductions on deterrence stability, see
Kilgour and Zagare (1997).
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threats may have (e.g., the stability-instability paradox) and the
stabilizing impact of threats that are not credible (e.g., Challenger-Soft
Equilibria). And it helps explain a range of real-world outcomes,
including limited con¯icts and escalation spirals. It is our hope that all
of this makes perfect sense to the reader as well.
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Appendix 1 Deterrence models

Four deterrence models are developed in the text and analyzed in
appendices 3±8. The purpose of this appendix is to collect information
about these models for easy reference and comparison. Appendix 2
collects the de®nitions and basic properties of quantities used in the
analyses. The four deterrence models are listed in table A1.1.

As suggested in table A1.1, several versions of the Asymmetric
Escalation Game are considered. The complete-information version of
this game is discussed in chapter 6. Before the general incomplete-
information model is analyzed in appendix 8 and discussed in
chapter 9, two special cases are addressed: the ``Massive Retaliation''
version, introduced in chapter 7 and analyzed in appendix 6, and the
``Flexible Response'' version, introduced in chapter 8 and analyzed in
appendix 7.

The four deterrence models of table A1.1 have many common
features. All are discrete game models with two players, who are
called A and B, or Challenger (abbreviated Ch) and Defender (abbre-
viated Def ). Each model has only a few outcomes, including one
called Status Quo (SQ). In the ®rst three models, there is one outcome,
DD, representing Con¯ict. In these models, strategies are denoted C
and D; generally, C strategies represent acceptance of the Status Quo
(or willingness to accept it), and D strategies represent willingness (or
threats) to ®ght to overturn the Status Quo. In the fourth model, the
Asymmetric Escalation Game, there are three strategic levels, C, D,
and E; C and D are as before, and E represents escalation of a con¯ict
that has already begun. Thus this model has two con¯ict outcomes,
DD and EE; the latter represents a higher (or ``strategic'') level of
con¯ict, called All-Out Con¯ict, and the former a lower (or ``tactical'')
level of con¯ict, called Limited Con¯ict.
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Each of the deterrence models consists of an extensive game form ±
a game tree, or extensive game, speci®ed using (physical) outcomes,
rather than utilities ± plus a standard preference ordering over the
outcomes. This preference ordering is incomplete, but only in that it
leaves ambiguous the position of the con¯ict outcome(s). Players'
preferences are expressed by their von Neumann±Morgenstern utili-
ties. Notation for these utilities is simple: an outcome denoted K gives
player A utility aK and player B utility bK; a player called Challenger
receives utility cK and a player named Defender receives utility dK.

The von Neumann±Morgenstern utilities that are incorporated into
each model include two possible utilities for each Con¯ict outcome
over which there is ambiguity of value. A player who places the
higher value on Con¯ict is of type Hard, and one who places the lower
value on Con¯ict is of type Soft. A Hard player's utility is indicated by
a ``+'' (for example, bDD+), a Soft player's utility by ``7'' (for example,
bDD7). The complete set of utility values for a model are its payoff
parameters.

A consequence of this system is that each model can be analyzed as
a game of complete information or a game of incomplete information.
To construct a game of complete information, speci®c assumptions are
required about the types, Hard or Soft, of the players. To construct a
game of incomplete information, the probabilities of each type must
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Table A1.1. Four deterrence models

Appendix Model Game-tree Text Analyzed
1 section ®gure chapter in appendix

A1.1 Rudimentary Asymmetric A1.1 3 3
Deterrence Game A3.1

A1.2 Generalized Mutual A1.3 4 4
Deterrence Game A4.1

A1.3 Unilateral Deterrence A1.5 5 5
Game A5.1

A1.4 Asymmetric Escalation A1.7 6
Game
``Massive Retaliation'' A6.1 7 6
version
``Flexible Response'' A7.1 8 7
version
General version A8.1 9 8



be ®xed. These type probabilities are called credibilities, or credibility
parameters.

In appendices 3±8, incomplete information games based on the four
models are analyzed. These analyses are based on the assumption that
the payoff parameters and credibility parameters are ®xed and
known.

A1.1 Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game

The Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game, introduced in
section 3.4, is shown in ®gure A1.1 (see also ®gure A3.1). The two
players are called A and B. The three outcomes are called Status Quo
(SQ), A Wins (DC), and Con¯ict (DD). Following the convention
described above, the players' utilities for these outcomes are given by

For A: aDC > aSQ > aDD

For B: bSQ > bDD+ > bDC > bDD7.

These utilities are shown schematically in ®gure A1.2. Note that the
Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game is a very simple model,
and includes ambiguity about B's preferences for Con¯ict, but not
about A's.

In the Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game with incomplete
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Fig. A1.1. Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game.
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information, the probability that B is Hard, i.e., that B's utility for DD
is bDD+, is denoted pB; consequently, the probability that B is Soft, and
therefore has utility bDD7 for DD, is 17pB. Parenthetically, it is noted
in appendix 3 that this model is overdetermined in the sense that the
analysis of the incomplete-information game does not require all of
the speci®c assumptions above concerning payoff parameters.

A1.2 Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game

The Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game, introduced in section 4.2,
is shown in ®gure A1.3 (see also ®gure A4.1). The two players are
called A and B. Note that the game begins with effectively simul-
taneous moves by A and B; in ®gure A1.3, the two decision nodes in
B's information set are joined by a solid line.
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Fig. A1.3. Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game.
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The four outcomes of the Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game are
called Status Quo (SQ), A Wins (DC), B Wins (CD), and Con¯ict (DD).
Following the convention described above, the players' utilities for
these outcomes are given by

For A: aDC > aSQ > aDD+ > aCD > aDD7

For B: bCD > bSQ > bDD+ > bDC > bDD7.

These utilities are shown schematically in ®gure A1.4. In the General-
ized Mutual Deterrence Game with incomplete information, the
probability that A is Hard, i.e., that A's utility for DD is aDD+, is
denoted pA; likewise, the probability that B is Hard, i.e., that B's utility
for DD is bDD+, is denoted pB.

A1.3 Unilateral Deterrence Game

The Unilateral Deterrence Game, introduced in section 5.1, is shown
in ®gure A1.5 (see also ®gure A5.1). The two players are called
Challenger and Defender. The four outcomes are called Status Quo
(SQ), Defender Concedes (DC), Challenger Defeated (CD), and Con¯ict
(DD). Following the convention described above, the players' utilities
for these outcomes are given by

For Challenger: cDC > cSQ > cDD+ > cCD > cDD7

For Defender: dCD > dSQ > dDD+ > dDC > dDD7.

These utilities are shown schematically in ®gure A1.6. It is noteworthy
(compare ®gures A1.4 and A1.6) that the preference orderings for
corresponding outcomes in the Unilateral Deterrence Game and the
Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game are identical. Parenthetically, it
is observed in appendix 5 that the solution would be unchanged if
Defender's utilities were instead to satisfy

dSQ � dCD > dDD+ > dDC > dDD7.

In the Unilateral Deterrence Game with incomplete information, the
probability that Challenger is Hard, i.e., that Challenger's utility for
DD is cDD+, is denoted pCh; likewise, the probability that Defender is
Hard, i.e., that Defender's utility for DD is dDD+, is denoted pDef.

A1.4 Asymmetric Escalation Game

The Asymmetric Escalation Game, introduced as ®gure 6.3 in section
6.2, is shown in ®gure A1.7. The two players are called Challenger
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and Defender. The six outcomes are called Status Quo (SQ), Defender
Concedes (DC), Limited Con¯ict (or Defender De®es) (DD), Challenger
Wins (ED), Defender Escalates (DE), and All-Out Con¯ict (EE). Following
the convention described above, the players' utilities for these out-
comes are given by

For Challenger: cDC > cSQ > cED > cDD > cEE+ > cDE > cEE7
For Defender: dSQ > dDE > dDD+ > dDC > dDD7 > dEE+ > dED > dEE7.

These utilities are shown schematically in ®gure A1.8. Note that there
is ambiguity about Challenger's value for All-Out Con¯ict (EE), and
about Defender's values for both Limited Con¯ict (DD) and All-Out
Con¯ict (EE).
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In the Asymmetric Escalation Game with incomplete information,
the probability that Challenger is Hard, i.e., that Challenger's utility
for DD is cDD+, is, as usual, denoted pCh. Defender's con¯ict prefer-
ences are more complex, however. As noted in table 9.1, Defender is
tactically Hard if its value for Limited Con¯ict is dDD+, and tactically
Soft if this value is dDD7. Similarly, Defender is strategically Hard if
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its value for All-Out Con¯ict is dEE+, and strategically Soft if this value
is dEE7.

Defender's credibility parameters are probabilities, pHH, pHS, pSH,
and pSS, satisfying

pHH + pHS + pSH + pSS = 1.

Defender is interpreted to be both tactically and strategically Hard
with probability pHH, tactically Hard but strategically Soft with
probability pHS, tactically Soft but strategically Hard with probability
pSH, and both tactically and strategically Soft with probability pSS.

The ``Massive Retaliation'' version of the Asymmetric Escalation
Game, analyzed in appendix 6, corresponds to credibility parameters
satisfying

pHH = 0, pHS = 0, pSH = pDef, pSS = 1 7 pDef

where 0 < pDef < 1 (see ®gure A6.1). The ``Flexible Response'' version
of the Asymmetric Escalation Game, analyzed in appendix 7, corre-
sponds to credibility parameters satisfying

pHH = pDef, pHS = 17 pDef, pSH = 0, pSS = 0

where 0 < pDef < 1 (see ®gure A7.1). In the general version of the
Asymmetric Escalation Game analyzed in appendix 8 (see ®gure
A8.1), the credibility parameters satisfy

pHH > 0, pHS > 0, pSH > 0, pSS > 0, pHH + pHS + pSH + pSS = 1.
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Appendix 2 Useful de®nitions

The four deterrence games developed in the text are summarized in
appendix 1 and analyzed in appendices 3±8. Each deterrence model
includes payoff parameters and credibility parameters. The analyses
often turn on the magnitude of a credibility parameter relative to a
function of the payoff parameters; such a function is called a threshold.
Also relevant to the analyses are certain quantities involving
both payoff and credibility parameters; these are called strategy func-
tions, and will usually be expressed as functions of the credibility
parameters.

The purpose of this appendix is to collect the de®nitions and basic
properties of the thresholds and strategy functions for easy reference
and comparison. Each of the models described in appendix 1 corre-
sponds to a section of this appendix. Strategy functions appearing
frequently in the analysis are given special symbols; these functions,
and their properties, are described in section A2.5.

A2.1 Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game

The analysis (see appendix 3) of the Rudimentary Asymmetric Deter-
rence Game (see section A1.1) refers to only one threshold,

am � aDC ÿ aSQ
aDC ÿ aDD

:

Note that 0 < am < 1. No strategy functions are required for the
analysis of this simple model.
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A2.2 Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game

The analysis (see appendix 4) of the Generalized Mutual Deterrence
Game (see section A1.2) refers to the following thresholds:

a1 � aDC ÿ aSQ
aDC ÿ aDDÿ

; au � aDC ÿ aSQ
aDC ÿ aSQ � aCD ÿ aDDÿ

; a2 � aDC ÿ aSQ
aDC ÿ aDD�

;

b1 � bCD ÿ bSQ
bCD ÿ bDDÿ

; bu � bCD ÿ bSQ
bCD ÿ bSQ � bDC ÿ bDDÿ

; b2 � bCD ÿ bSQ
bCD ÿ bDD�

:

Note that 0 < a1 < min { au, a2 } � max { au, a2 } < 1, and a2 > au iff aCD
7 aDD7 > aSQ 7 aDD+. Analogously, 0 < b1 < min { bu, b2 } � max { bu,
b2 } < 1, and b2 > bu iff bDC 7 bDD7 > bSQ 7 bDD+.

The analysis of the Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game also
makes reference to the following strategy functions:

k�pA; b2�; g�pA; bu�; u1G�pA� � pA�bCD ÿ bDDÿ� ÿ �bCD ÿ bSQ�
pA�bSQ ÿ bDC� ;

k�pB; a2�; g�pB; au�; v1G�pB� � pB�aDC ÿ aDDÿ� ÿ �aDC ÿ aSQ�
pB�aSQ ÿ aCD� :

It can be shown that 0 < u1G (pA) < 1 iff b1 < pA < bu and 0 < v1G (pB) < 1
iff a1 < pB < au. For de®nitions and properties of strategy functions,
including k(p; e) and g(p; e), see section A2.5.

A2.3 Unilateral Deterrence Game

The analysis (see appendix 5) of the Unilateral Deterrence Game (see
section A1.3) refers to the following thresholds:

cs � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cCD

; ct � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cDD�

;

dn � dCD ÿ dDC

dCD ÿ dDDÿ
; ddel � dCD ÿ dSQ

dDC ÿ dDD�
:

It is easy to verify that 0 < cs < ct < 1, 0 < dn < 1, and ddel > 0 iff dCD >
dSQ.

The analysis of the Unilateral Deterrence Game also makes refer-
ence to the strategy functions

g�pDef; ct�; g�pDef; cs�; f �pCh; dn�:
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De®nitions and fundamental properties of these functions are given in
section A2.5.

A2.4 Asymmetric Escalation Game

The analysis (see appendices 6±8) of the Asymmetric Escalation Game
(see section A1.4) makes use of a number of thresholds that are listed
here for convenience. The thresholds based on Challenger's payoff
parameters are:

c1 � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cDE

; c2 � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cEE�

; c3 � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cDD

;

cr � cED ÿ cDD

cED ÿ cEEÿ
; cq � cED ÿ cDD

cED ÿ cEE�
; c� � c3cq:

Note that 0 < c1 < c2 < c3 < 1, 0 < cr < cq < 1, and c* < min { c3, cq }. In
addition, de®ne

Cind � �cDC ÿ cED��cDD ÿ cEE�� ÿ �cED ÿ cDD��cEE� ÿ cDE�

cm � �cED ÿ cDD��cEE� ÿ cDE� ÿ �cSQ ÿ cED��cDD ÿ cEE��
�cED ÿ cEE���cDD ÿ cDE� :

The indicator Cind may be positive, negative, or zero. If Cind > 0,
then cm < c* < c1; if Cind < 0, then c1 < c* < cm; and if Cind = 0, then cm =
c* = c1.

The thresholds based on Defender's payoff parameters are:

d1 � dDE ÿ dDC

dDE ÿ dEEÿ
; d2 � dDE ÿ dDC

dDE ÿ dEE�
; dq � dDE ÿ dDD

dDE ÿ dEE�
;

dp � dDE ÿ dDD�
dDE ÿ dEEÿ

; dr � dDD� ÿ dDC

dDD� ÿ dED
; ds � dDD� ÿ dDC

dDD� ÿ dEE�
;

dt � �dDE ÿ dDD���dDD� ÿ dED� � �dDD� ÿ dEE���dDD� ÿ dDC�
�dDE ÿ dEE���dDD� ÿ dED� :

and d* = max { d1, dt }. It is easy to verify that 0 < dr < ds < 1; 0 < dp <
min { dq, d1 }�max { dq, d1 } < d2 < 1 ; max { dq, dr } < dt < d2. Note that dq
and dt appear in appendix 7, where d = dDD7, and in appendix 8,
where dDD+ is meaningful. All relevant inequalities remain true.

Useful de®nitions
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The following strategy functions appear in the three appendices
where the Asymmetric Escalation Game is analyzed:

f �pCh; d2�; f �pCh; d1�; g�pDef; c1�: �App: 6�

f �pCh; d2�; f �pCh; d1�; f �pCh; dt�; k�r; dq�;
f �pDef; cq�; g�pDef; c1�; h�pDef; c1�; �App: 7�

yHL�pDef� � cED ÿ cDD

pDef

�cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ pDef�cDC ÿ cDE�
Cind

� �

f �pCh; d2�; f �pCh; d1�; f �pCh; dq�; f �pCh; dt�; h�pCh; dr�; h�r; dr�;

h�d2; dr�; h�dt; dr�; h�pCh; dq�; k�pCh; dq�; k�d1; dq�; � � pHH�1ÿ cq�
pHScq

;

zE2 � 1ÿ pHH=c
�

pSH=c1
; zC2 � 1ÿ pHH=c3 ÿ pHS=c3

pSH=c1
; �App: 8�

zC4 � 1ÿ pHH=c3 ÿ pHS=c3 ÿ pSH=c1
pSS=c1

;

yC5 � pHH=c1 ÿ pHS=c3 ÿ pSH=c1 ÿ 1

pHH�1=c1 ÿ 1=c3� ;

zE5 �
1ÿ pHH=c1 ÿ pHS�1=c� ÿ 1=c1�cq=�1ÿ cq� ÿ pSH=c1

pSS=c1
;

yE6 � 1ÿ pHH=c1 ÿ pSH=c1
pHH=�1=c� ÿ 1=c1� :

For de®nitions and properties of the standard strategy functions f, g, h,
j, and k, see section A2.5.

A2.5 Standard strategy functions

Let e be a payoff parameter (for example, e might represent aSQ or
dEE+) and let p be a credibility (p might represent a credibility
parameter, such as pB or pCh, or a conditional probability, such as r).
De®ne

f �p; e� � p�1ÿ e�
e�1ÿ p� ; g�p; e� � eÿ p

1ÿ p
;

h�p; e� � e

p
; j�p; e� � pÿ e

p
; k�p; e� � pÿ e

p�1ÿ e� :
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Because 0 < p < 1 and 0 < e < 1, the values of f (p; e), g(p; e), h(p; e),
j(p; e), and k(p; e) all lie between 0 and 1 under certain conditions, as
follows:

f (p; e) > 0 always, and f (p; e) < 1 iff p < e;
g(p; e) > 0 iff p < e, and g(p; e) < 1 always;
h(p; e) > 0 always, and h(p; e) < 1 iff p > e;
j(p; e) > 0 iff p > e, and j(p; e) < 1 always;

and k(p; e) > 0 iff p > e, and k(p; e) < 1 always.

Useful de®nitions
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Appendix 3 Rudimentary Asymmetric
Deterrence Game

This appendix contains the detailed analysis of the Rudimentary
Asymmetric Deterrence Game with incomplete information introduced in
section 3.4 and speci®ed in detail in section A1.1. (See also ®gure 3.7
and ®gure A1.1.)

Recall that the eight parameter values satisfy 0 < pB < 1, aDD < aSQ <
aDC, and bDD7 < bDC < bDD+ < bSQ. Moreover, player B is Hard, i.e. B's
utility for outcome DD is bDD+, with probability pB, and B is Soft, i.e.
B's utility for outcome DD is bDD7, with probability 1 7 pB. Observe
that there is one-sided incomplete information in this game ± there are
two types of B, but only one type of A.

Our primary objective is to identify the Bayesian equilibria of the
Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game. For details on Bayesian
equilibria and perfect Bayesian equilibria, see Fudenberg and Tirole
(1991). We take A's only strategic variable to be x, and B's strategic
variables to be yH and yS, as follows:

x = Pr {A chooses D}
yH = Pr {B chooses D | B is Hard}
yS = Pr {B chooses D | B is Soft}

This produces the game shown in ®gure A3.1. Bayesian equilibria will
be denoted [x ; yH, yS].

First, yH = 1 and yS = 0 at any Bayesian equilibrium. This is easy to
verify (see ®gure A3.1): at node 2, B must choose D (y = 1), yielding
outcome DD, or C (y = 0), yielding outcome DC. When B is Hard, B's
utility for outcome DD is bDD+, which by assumption exceeds B's
utility for DC, bDC. Thus, a Hard B must choose D at node 2, i.e.,
yH = 1. Similarly, when B is Soft, B's utility for DD is bDD7 < bDC, so B
must choose C at node 2, i.e., yS = 0.
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Now consider node 1, at which A must choose either C (x = 0) or D
(x = 1). If A chooses C, outcome SQ follows, yielding utility EA(C) =
aSQ to A. If A chooses D, then B must choose at node 2. Because B is
Hard with probability pB and Soft with probability 1 7 pB, it follows
that A's expected utility should it choose D at node 1 is

EA(D) = pB aDD + (17 pB) aDC.

Thus, a Bayesian equilibrium requires that A choose D iff EA(D) > aSQ.
Because aDD > aSQ > aDC, this condition is equivalent to

pB <
aDC ÿ aSQ
aDC ÿ aDD

� am:

The unique Bayesian equilibrium of the game is therefore [x; yH, yS]
= [1; 1, 0] if pB < am. It is easy to verify directly that if pB > am the
unique Bayesian equilibrium is [x; yH, yS] = [0; 1, 0]. (Any value of x is
consistent with Bayesian equilibrium if pB = am. However, equilibria
that can occur only on a ``set of measure zero'' in parameter space ±
i.e., that occur only when the parameter values satisfy a functional
equation that is not identically true ± will not be emphasized here.)

In summary, the Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game has a
unique Bayesian equilibrium [x; yH, yS] = [0; 1, 0] if pB > am. The
outcome at this equilibrium, called the Deterrence Equilibrium, is SQ for
certain. A's expected utility is aSQ and B's is bSQ, whether B is Hard or

Rudimentary Asymmetric Deterrence Game
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Soft. If pB < am, the unique Bayesian equilibrium is [x; yH, yS] = [1; 1, 0]
and is called the Attack Equilibrium. The outcome at the Attack
Equilibrium is DD with probability pB and DC with complementary
probability 1 7 pB. A's expected utility is pB aDD + (17pB) aDC, and B's
is bDD+ if B is Hard and bDC if B is Soft.

Finally, note that not all of the assumptions about the Rudimentary
Asymmetric Deterrence Game detailed in section A1.1 are necessary
to the analysis. The analysis of strategic choices depends only on the
ordering bDD+ > bDC > bDD7, and not on the speci®c values, nor on the
absolute or relative value of B's utility for outcome SQ, bSQ. Of course,
B's expected utilities at the equilibrium depend on bSQ, bDD+, and bDC.
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Appendix 4 Generalized Mutual
Deterrence Game

This appendix contains the detailed analysis of the Generalized Mutual
Deterrence Game with incomplete information, introduced in chapter 4
and speci®ed in section A1.2. (See also ®gures 4.1 and A1.3.) Recall
that the twelve parameter values satisfy 0 < pA < 1, 0 < pB < 1, aDD7 <
aCD < aDD+ < aSQ < aDC, and bDD7 < bDC < bDD+ < bSQ < bCD.
Moreover, player A is Hard, i.e., A's utility for outcome DD is aDD+,
with probability pA, and A is Soft, i.e., A's utility for outcome DD is
aDD7, with probability 17pA. Similarly, B is Hard (utility bDD+ for
DD) with probability pB, and Soft (utility bDD7 for DD) with prob-
ability 17pB.

We are interested only in subgame-perfect equilibria, so we can
assume that choices at nodes 3a and 3b are made optimally, according
to type. Thus we take A's only strategic variables to be xH and xS for
the probabilities that A chooses D at node 1 when Hard and when
Soft, respectively. Likewise, B's strategic variables, representing the
probability that B chooses D at nodes 2a and 2b, are yH if B is Hard
and yS if B is Soft. This produces the game shown in ®gure A4.1. A's
expected utilities are

EAjH�xH; yH; yS� � pB
h
�1ÿ xH��1ÿ yH�aSQ � �xH � yH ÿ xH yH�aDD�

i
� �1ÿ pB�

h
�1ÿ xH��1ÿ yS�aSQ � xH�1ÿ yS�aDC � yS aDD�

EAjS�xS; yH; yS� � pB
h
�1ÿ xS��1ÿ yH�aSQ � �1ÿ xS�yH aCD � xS aDDÿ

i
� �1ÿ pB�

h
�1ÿ xS��1ÿ yS�aSQ � xS�1ÿ yS�aDC

� �1ÿ xS�ySaCD � xS yS aDDÿ
i

(A4.1)

given that A is Hard or Soft, respectively. B's expected payoffs are
analogous.
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Taking the parameter values as ®xed, we will ®nd all subgame-
perfect Bayesian equilibria of this game. Our search is greatly aided
by four lemmas.

Lemma A4.1

�a� @EAjH
@xH

� 0 iffXH �ÿ pB�1ÿ yH��aSQ ÿ aDD��
� �1ÿ pB��1ÿ yS��aDC ÿ aSQ� � 0

with equality iff XH � 0;
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�b� @EAjS
@xS

� 0 iff XS �ÿ pB
h
�aSQ ÿ aDDÿ� ÿ yH�aSQ ÿ aCD�

i
� �1ÿ pB�

h
�1ÿ yS��aDC ÿ aSQ�

ÿ yS�aCD ÿ aDDÿ�
i
� 0

with equality iff XS � 0:

Proof Differentiate (A4.1) and combine terms. &

To illustrate the usefulness of lemma A4.1, suppose that a speci®c
strategy combination [xH, xS; yH, yS] is an equilibrium. Notice that the
value of XH depends only on B's strategic variables, not on A's. If it
happens that XH > 0, then xH = 1 is necessary. Also XH < 0 implies
xH = 0, whereas XH = 0 is consistent with any value of xH. Similar
inferences can be drawn about the relations of XS with xS, YH with
yH, and YS with yS, where YH and YS are de®ned analogously to XH

and XS.
Some direct consequences of lemma A4.1 give important infor-

mation about the structure of equilibria.

Lemma A4.2 Suppose that [xH, xS; yH, yS] is an equilibrium.

If xS > 0, then xH = 1. If xH < 1, then xS = 0.
If yS > 0, then yH = 1. If yH < 1, then yS = 0.

Proof All of the conclusions will follow from lemma A4.1 if it can
be shown that

XH > XS and YH > YS. (A4.2)

But XH7XS = pB(17yH)(aDD+7aCD) + (pB + yS7pByS)(aCD7aDD7)
> 0, and analogously for YH7YS. &

Lemma A4.3 Suppose that [xH, xS; yH, yS] is an equilibrium. If
yH = 1 and yS < 1, then xH = 1. If xH = 1 and xS < 1, then yH = 1.

Proof If yH = 1 and yS < 1, then XH > 0, so xH = 1 follows from
lemma A4.1. The proof of the second assertion is analogous. &

Lemma A4.4 Suppose that [xH, xS; yH, yS] is an equilibrium. If
yS = 1, then xS = 0. If xS = 1, then yS = 0.

Proof If yS = 1, XS = 7pB(17yH)(aSQ7aCD)7(aCD7aDD7) < 0.
Therefore xS = 0 follows from lemma A4.1. The second assertion is
proven analogously. &

It is a consequence of lemmas A4.2, A4.3, and A4.4 that the only
possible equilibria are the fourteen combinations shown in the ``stra-

Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game
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tegic variables'' columns of table A4.1. (In table A4.1, and throughout
this appendix, u denotes a value of a strategic variable of A satisfying
0 < u < 1, and v denotes a value of a strategic variable of B satisfying
0 < v < 1.) Other symbols appearing in table A4.1 are de®ned in the
text, or below.

In terms of the game model described in chapter 4 and ®gure 4.1,
the interpretation of lemma A4.2 is simple: at equilibrium, a player is
at least as aggressive when Hard as when Soft. This is hardly
surprising, because a Hard player is not so averse to the con¯ict
outcome that aggressiveness might bring about. Lemma A4.3 indi-
cates that if your opponent is always aggressive when Hard but not
always when Soft, then you should always be aggressive if you are
Hard (because you may be able to take advantage of a Soft opponent
``chickening out''). Lemma A4.4 says that a player whose opponent is
always aggressive when Soft should never be aggressive when Soft ±
a conclusion that is easy to accept on the basis of the complete
information game.
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Table A4.1. Subgame-perfect Bayesian equilibria of the Generalized Mutual
Deterrence Game

Strategic variables Existence conditions

Class Symbol xH xS yH yS on pA on pB

1 STDE 0 0 0 0 pA � b2 and pB � a2
HE k(pA; b2) 0 k(pB; a2) 0 pA > b2 and pB > a2
SE 1 0 1 0 pA � bu and pB � au

2A AE1A 1 1 0 0 pB � a1
AE2A 1 1 � v1G(pB) 0 pB < au
AE3A 1 1 1 0 pB � au

2B AE1B 0 0 1 1 pA � b1
AE2B � u1G(pA) 0 1 1 pA < bu
AE3B 1 0 1 1 pA � bu

3 BE 1 g(pA; bu) 1 g(pB; au) pA < bu and pB < au

T TE1 � k(pA; b2) 0 0 0 pA � b2 and pB = a2
TE2 0 0 � k(pB; a2) 0 pA = b2 and pB � a2
TE3 1 � g(pA; bu) 1 0 pA < bu and pB = au
TE4 1 0 1 � g(pB; au) pA = bu and pB < au



The thresholds for the Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game (see
appendix 2) are as follows:

a1 � aDC ÿ aSQ
aDC ÿ aDDÿ

; au � aDC ÿ aSQ
aDC ÿ aSQ � aCD ÿ aDDÿ

; a2 � aDC ÿ aSQ
aDC ÿ aDD�

;

b1 � bCD ÿ bSQ
bCD ÿ bDDÿ

; bu � bCD ÿ bSQ
bCD ÿ bSQ � bDC ÿ bDDÿ

; b2 � bCD ÿ bSQ
bCD ÿ bDD�

:

Note that 0 < a1 < au < 1, a1 < a2 < 1, and a2 � au iff aSQ 7 aDD+ � aCD
7 aDD7 with equality iff aSQ 7 aDD+ = aCD 7 aDD7; similarly for b1,
bu, and b2.

We now begin a systematic process to determine existence condi-
tions for each possible equilibrium. First suppose that yH = yS = 0. It is
easy to check that XH � 0 iff pB � a2. By (A4.2), pB � a2 implies XS < 0,
and now lemma A4.1 shows that A's best response is xH = 0 and
xS = 0. Carrying out an analogous calculation for B completes the
justi®cation of STDE of table A4.1; the combination [0, 0; 0, 0] is an
equilibrium iff pB � a2 and pA � b2.

Again assuming that yH = yS = 0, it is easy to verify that XS � 0 iff
pB � a1. By (A4.2), XS � 0 implies XH > 0, and lemma A4.1 now
shows that A's best response is xH = 1 and xS = 1. Now assume that
xH = xS = 1 and consider B's best response. It is easy to verify that
YH = 0 and YS < 0, so lemma A4.1 shows that B can do no better than
to choose yH = 0 and yS = 0. Thus [1, 1; 0, 0] is an equilibrium iff
pB � a1; this equilibrium is denoted AE1A in table A4.1; the analysis
for AE1B is analogous.

The calculations supporting the other assertions about pure strategy
equilibria in table A4.1 are similar. In particular,

SE: [1, 0; 1, 0] is an equilibrium iff pB � au and pA � bu
AE3A: [1, 1; 1, 0] is an equilibrium iff pB � au
AE3B: [1, 0; 1, 1] is an equilibrium iff pA � bu.

There are no pure strategy equilibria other than STDE, AE1A, AE1B,
SE, AE3A, and AE3B.

To begin the analysis of equilibria involving exactly one mixed
strategy, assume again that yH = yS = 0. It is easy to verify that XH = 0
iff pB = a2. Therefore, A's best response can be xH = u (for some u
satisfying 0 < u < 1) only if pB = a2. By lemma A4.2, xS = 0. Now, if
xH = u and xS = 0, YH = 7pA(17u)(bSQ 7 bDD+) + (17pA)(bCD7bSQ),
so that YH � 0 iff

Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game
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u � pA�bCD ÿ bDD�� ÿ �bCD ÿ bSQ�
pA�bSQ ÿ bDD�� � k�pA; b2�; �A4:3�

which implies YS < 0 by (A4.2). Furthermore k(pA; b2) � 0 iff pA � b2,
as noted in section A2.5. Thus necessary conditions for TE1 of table
A4.1, [u, 0; 0, 0], are pB = a2, pA � b2, and (A4.3). It can be veri®ed that
these conditions are also suf®cient. Existence conditions for TE2 are
analogous. Observe that TE1 and TE2 are Transitional Equilibria,
because they exist only when pB = a2 (for TE1) and pA = b2 (for TE2).

Now suppose that yH = yS = 1. Because XH = 0 and XS = 7(aCD
7aDD7), a best response for A is xH = u (where 0 < u < 1) and xS = 0.
Now assume that xH = u, xS = 0. By (A4.2), yH = 1 and yS = 1 will be a
best response for B iff YS � 0. But YS = 7pA[(bSQ7bDD7) 7 u(bSQ
7bDC)] + (17pA)(bCD7bSQ) � 0 iff

u � pA�bCD ÿ bDDÿ� ÿ �bCD ÿ bSQ�
pA�bSQ ÿ bDC� � u1G�pA�: �A4:4�

Furthermore u1G(pA) < 1 iff pA < bu, as noted in section A2.5. This
shows that AE2B of table A4.1, [u, 0; 1, 1], is an equilibrium iff pA < bu
and (A4.4) holds. The analysis for AE2A is parallel.

If yH = 1 and yS = 0, then XH > 0. Also, XS = 0 iff pB = au. By lemma
A4.1, a best response for A is xH = 1 and xS = u, where 0 < u < 1 . Now
if xH = 1 and xS = u, YH > 0 and YS = 7pA (bDC7bDD7) + (17pA)h
(bCD7bSQ)7u (bCD7bSQ + bDC7bDD7)

i
� 0 iff

u � 1ÿ bDC ÿ bDDÿ
�1ÿ pA��bCD ÿ bSQ � bDC ÿ bDD7� � g�pA; bu�: �A4:5�

As noted in section A2.5, g(pA; bu) > 0 iff pA < bu. Thus TE3 of table
A4.1, [1, u; 1, 0], is an equilibrium iff pA < bu, pB = au, and (A4.5) holds.
TE4 is similar. Note that TE3 and TE4 are transitional. This completes
the analysis of equilibria involving exactly one mixed strategy.

To analyze HE of table A4.1, assume that yH = v and yS = 0, for some
v satisfying 0 < v < 1. In order that xH = u and xS = 0 be A's best
response, it is necessary and suf®cient that XH = 0, by (A4.2). But
XH =7pB (17v) (aSQ7aDD+) + (17pB) (aDC7aSQ) = 0 iff

v � pB�aDC ÿ aDD�� ÿ �aDC ÿ aSQ�
pB�aSQ ÿ aDD�� � k�pB; a2�: �A4:6�
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(Compare with (A4.3).) It now follows that equilibrium HE, [u, 0; v, 0],
occurs iff pA > b2, pB > a2, u = k(pA; b2), and v = k(pB; a2).

A similar argument can be used to prove that BE, [1, u; 1, v], occurs
iff pA < bu, pB < au, u = g(pA; bu), and v = g(pB; au). This completes the
justi®cation of the necessary and suf®cient conditions for existence of
all equilibria of the Generalized Mutual Deterrence Game with
incomplete information, and table A4.1.

It is evident from inspection of table A4.1 that there is generally a
multiplicity of equilibria corresponding to any particular set of
parameter values. Fortunately some of these equilibria can be inter-
preted as unlikely to occur because others are preferred, often strictly
preferred, by both players, and these preferences are independent of
type. We now carry out expected utility comparisons for concurrent
equilibria.

If pA > b2 and pB > a2, both STDE and HE exist. It is easy to verify
that the players' expected utilities at STDE are EA|H(STDE) =
EA|S(STDE) = aSQ, and EB|H(STDE) = EB|S(STDE) = bSQ.

To calculate A's payoffs at HE, note that the ®rst equation of (A4.1)
can be rewritten in the form EA|H = XH xH + W. Because 0 < xH < 1 at
HE, and it follows from lemma A4.1 that XH = 0. This fact, combined
with yH = k( pB; a2) and yS = 0, yields

EAjH �HE� � pB aDD� � �1ÿ pB�aDC: �A4:7�

It follows easily that

EAjH�STDE� ÿ EAjH�HE� � �aDC ÿ aDD���pB ÿ a2� > 0: �A4:8�

Analogously, the second equation of (A4.1) can be used to obtain

EAjS�HE� � aSQ ÿ pB k�pB; a2��aSQ ÿ aCD�

which implies that EA|S(STDE) 7 EA|S(HE) = pB k(pB; a2)(aSQ 7 aCD)
> 0. In summary, both types of A strictly prefer STDE to HE whenever
they coexist. Analogous conclusions can be drawn for B, leading to
the conclusion that both types of both players strictly prefer STDE to
HE whenever pB > a2 and pA > b2.

As is clear from table A4.1, STDE and HE are not the only equilibria
when pA and pB are large. These two equilibria can coincide with SE =
[1, 0; 1, 0]. It is easy to verify from (A4.1) that
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EAjH�SE� � pB aDD� � �1ÿ pB�aDC

so EA|H(STDE) � EA|H(SE) when pB � a2, with equality iff pB = a2.
Similarly

EAjS�SE� � pB aCD � �1ÿ pB�aSQ

which implies that EA|S(STDE) > EA|S(SE) for all pB � a2. Analogous
results can be obtained for B, con®rming that STDE is Pareto-superior
to SE when these equilibria coexist. In particular, when both pA and pB
are close to 1, the unique Pareto-optimal equilibrium is STDE.

When pB is small, Class 2A equilibria [1, 1; yH, 0] arise ± speci®cally
AE1A, AE2A, and AE3A (see table A4.1). It is easy to check that neither
player's expected payoff ever depends on yH in this circumstance. (In
fact, the path through the extensive game tree [see ®gure A4.1] does
not actually depend on yH.) Therefore both types of both players are
indifferent among all equilibria of the form [0, 0; yH, 1]. The situation
is similar for all equilibria of Class 2B, speci®cally AE1B, AE2B, and
AE3B, which exist when pA is small.

When pA � bu and pB � au, three groups of equilibria coexist: Class
2A; Class 2B; and Class 3, which contains only BE. With lengthy
calculation it can be shown that

EAjH�2B� < EAjH�BE� < EAjH�2A�
EAjS�2B� < EAjS�BE� < EAjS�2A�

and, analogously,

EBjH�2A� < EBjH�BE� < EBjH�2B�
EBjS�2A� < EBjS�BE� < EBjS�2B�:

Thus, the players' preferences over these equilibria are always exactly
opposite, and all three equilibria are always Pareto-optimal.

Finally, it is possible for STDE to coexist with equilibria of Class 2A,
when a1 < a2 � au, and with equilibria of Class 2B, when b1 < b2 � bu. It
is easy to verify that both types of A always prefer STDE to equilibria
of Class 2B when they coexist, and that if A is of type S, then A prefers
STDE to equilibria of Class 2A. If A is of type H, A prefers STDE
to equilibria of Class 2A if pB > a2, and has the reverse preference if
pB < a2.
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Appendix 5 Unilateral Deterrence Game

This appendix contains the detailed analysis of the Asymmetric Deter-
rence Game with incomplete information introduced in chapter 5
and speci®ed in section A1.3. (See also ®gures 5.1 and A1.5.) In the
base case, the twelve parameter values satisfy 0 < pCh < 1, 0 < pDef < 1,
cDD7 < cCD < cDD+ < cSQ < cDC and dDD7 < dDC < dDD+ < dSQ < dCD.
Moreover, player Challenger is Hard, i.e., Challenger's utility for
outcome DD is cDD+, with probability pCh, and Challenger is Soft, i.e.,
Challenger's utility for outcome DD is cDD7, with probability 17pCh.
Analogously, player Defender is Hard, i.e., Defender's utility for
outcome DD is dDD+, with probability pDef, and Defender is Soft, i.e.,
Defender's utility for outcome DD is dDD7, with probability 17pDef.

Taking parameter values as ®xed, we will ®nd all perfect Bayesian
equilibria (PBE) of the Unilateral Deterrence Game. These equilibria
are expressed in terms of the following thresholds (see section A2.3):

cs � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cCD

; ct � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cDD�

dn � dCD ÿ dDC

dCD ÿ dDDÿ
; ddel � dCD ÿ dSQ

dDC ÿ dDD�
:

It is easy to verify that 0 < cs < ct < 1 and 0 < dn < 1. Also, ddel > 0; but if
dCD � dSQ, a possibility discussed in the text, ddel � 0.

First we note that, at node 3 of the game (see ®gure A1.5), optimal
behavior for Challenger must depend only on Challenger's type; a
Hard Challenger chooses D because choosing D leads to utility cDD+

whereas choosing C leads to utility cCD < cDD+; a Soft Challenger
chooses C because choosing C leads to cCD whereas choosing D leads
to cDD7 < cCD. Thus, at any equilibrium, a Hard Challenger chooses D
at node 3, and a Soft Challenger chooses C.
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Therefore Challenger's strategic variables to be determined at
equilibrium are xH, the probability that Challenger chooses D at node
1 given that it is Hard, and xS, the probability that Challenger chooses
D at node 1 given that it is Soft. Defender's strategic variables are yH,
the probability that Defender chooses D at node 2 given that Defender
is Hard, and yS, the probability that Defender chooses D at node 2
given that Defender is Soft. This produces the game shown in ®gure
A5.1.

At node 1, players' beliefs about each other's types are the credi-
bility parameters, pCh and pDef. At node 2, Defender's beliefs about
Challenger's type are to be updated based on Defender's observation
of Challenger's behavior at node 1. In fact, Defender's choice at node
2 can rationally depend on Defender's updated beliefs about Challen-
ger's type, because, as already noted, Challenger's equilibrium choice
at node 3 depends explicitly on its type. Let p be a probability
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representing Defender's beliefs about Challenger's type given that the
game reaches node 2; in other words, p is the conditional probability
that Challenger is Hard given that Challenger chose D at node 1. We
will denote an equilibrium by [xH, xS; yH, yS, p].

We now develop necessary and suf®cient conditions on xH, xS, yH,
yS, and p in order that [xH, xS; yH, yS, p] be an equilibrium. First, note
that a Hard Defender's optimal choice at node 2 does not in fact
depend on its beliefs about Challenger's type. If Defender is Hard,
then Defender rationally chooses D for certain at node 2, because the
two utility values it might receive by choosing D, dCD and dDD+, both
exceed the utility value it would receive by choosing C, dDC. Thus, at
any equilibrium, yH = 1.

Observe next that the Bayesian updating condition is

if xH � xS > 0; p � pChxH
pChxH � �1ÿ pCh�xS : �A5:1�

Of course, (A5.1) is void if xH = xS = 0.
A Soft Defender's expected utility at node 2 is

EDefjS � yS
h
pdDDÿ � �1ÿ p�dCD

i
� �1ÿ yS�dDC;

from which it follows that

dEDefjS
dyS

� pdDDÿ � �1ÿ p�dCD ÿ dDC:

This derivative must be non-negative if yS is to equal 1 at equilibrium
and non-positive if yS is to equal 0. It is easy to verify that the sign of
the derivative is the same as the sign of dn7p, where dn is de®ned
above. Thus the condition that a Soft Defender maximize its expected
utility at equilibrium is equivalent to

either yS � 1 and p � dn

or yS � 0 and p � dn �A5:2�
or p � dn:

We turn now to the analysis of Challenger's decision at node 1.
Challenger's expected utility if Hard is

EChjH��1ÿxH�cSQ�xH
h
�1ÿpDef��1ÿyS�cDC��pDef�ySÿpDef yS�cDD�

i
;
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from which it follows that

dEChjH
dxH

� ÿcSQ � cDD� ÿ �1ÿ pDef��1ÿ yS��cDD� ÿ cDC�:

This derivative must be non-negative if xH is to equal 1 at equilibrium
and non-positive if xH is to equal 0. It is easy to verify that the sign of
the derivative is the same as the sign of (17pDef)(17yS)7(17ct),
where ct is as de®ned above. Thus the condition that a Hard
Challenger choose so as to maximize its expected utility at node 1 is
equivalent to

either xH � 1 and �1ÿ pDef��1ÿ yS� � 1ÿ ct

or xH � 0 and �1ÿ pDef��1ÿ yS� � 1ÿ ct �A5:3�
or �1ÿ pDef��1ÿ yS� � 1ÿ ct:

Analogously, for a Soft Challenger at node 1,

EChjS��1ÿxS�cSQ�xS
h
�1ÿpDef��1ÿyS�cDC��pDef�ySÿpDef yS�cCD

i
:

Similar calculations now show that the condition that a Soft Challen-
ger's choice at node 1 maximize its expected utility is equivalent to

either xS � 1 and �1ÿ pDef��1ÿ yS� � 1ÿ cs

or xS � 0 and �1ÿ pDef��1ÿ yS� � 1ÿ cs �A5:4�
or �1ÿ pDef��1ÿ yS� � 1ÿ cs;

where cs is as de®ned above.
Our calculations have shown that an equilibrium is a 5-tuple of

probabilities, [xH, xS; yH, yS, p], satisfying yH = 1 and (A5.1)±(A5.4).
The following lemma makes the search for equilibria easier:

Lemma A5.1 Suppose xH and xS are probabilities satisfying (A5.3)
and (A5.4). Then

(i) if xS > 0, xH = 1;
(ii) if xH < 1, xS = 0.

Proof Both (i) and (ii) follow immediately from the fact that 17cs >
17ct, which follows from the relation cs < ct, noted above. &

The equilibria are most conveniently classi®ed using the values of xH
and xS; the lemma is helpful because it reduces the number of classes.
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Deterrence Equilibria (xH = xS = 0)

Any equilibrium with xH = xS = 0 is called a Deterrence Equilibrium,
as it always results in the Status Quo. For such an equilibrium, the
Bayesian updating condition (A5.1) does not apply because node 2 is
off the equilibrium path.

For a Deterrence Equilibrium with yS = 1, (A5.2) requires that
p � dn. Because (17pDef) (17yS) = 0 < 17ct < 17cs, (A5.3) and (A5.4)
are satis®ed automatically. For a Deterrence Equilibrium with yS = 0,
(A5.2) implies p � d*, and (A5.3) is satis®ed iff

pDef � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cDD�

� ct:

Of course, if (A5.3) holds, (A5.4) does also. Finally, for a Deterrence
Equilibrium with 0 < yS < 1, conditions (A5.2) and (A5.3) yield p = dn
and yS � u* = g(pDef; ct).

In summary, there is a Deterrence Equilibrium for any values of pCh
and pDef. If pDef � ct, the Deterrence Equilibria are described by yS = 0
and p � dn, or 0 < yS < 1 and p = dn, or yS = 1 and p � dn. If pDef < ct, the
Deterrence Equilibria are given by g(pDef; ct) � yS < 1 and p = dn, or
yS = 1 and p � dn.

Separating Equilibria (xH = 1, xS = 0)

From (A5.1), p = 1 at any Separating Equilibrium, so yS = 0 is the only
possibility consistent with (A5.2). But now (A5.3) shows that xH = 1
can occur only if pDef � ct. Similarly, (A5.4) shows that xS = 0 can occur
only if pDef � cs.

In summary, there is a Separating Equilibrium iff cs � pDef � ct. In this
case, the unique Separating Equilibrium has yS = 0 and p = 1.

Attack Equilibria (xH = xS = 1)

Condition (A5.1) implies that p = pCh at any Attack Equilibrium. It is
clear that yS 6� 1, because yS = 1 is inconsistent with xS = 1, by (A5.4).
Suppose that yS = 0. Then pCh � dn, by (A5.2). Also xS = 1 only if
pDef � cs, by (A5.4). Lemma A5.1 shows that xH = 1 if xS = 1, so (A5.3)
need not be considered.

Now suppose that 0 < yS < 1. Then (A5.2) shows that pCh = dn, and
(A5.4) permits xS = 1 iff (17pDef)(17yS) � 17cs, which is equivalent
to yS � u = g(pDef; cs). Clearly the latter condition can be met iff
g(pDef; cs) > 0, which is true iff pDef < cs.
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In summary, there is an Attack Equilibrium iff pCh � dn and pDef � cs.
Either yS = 0 and p = pCh or pCh = dn, pDef < cs, 0 < yS � g(pDef; cs) and p
= dn.

Transitional Equilibria (0 < xH < 1, xS = 0)

By (A5.1), p = 1 at any Transitional Equilibrium, so yS = 0 by (A5.2).
Lemma A5.1 and (A5.3) show that the only remaining condition is
pDef = ct.

In summary, there is a Transitional Equilibrium iff pDef = ct. In this
case, the value of xH is unrestricted, but yS = 0 and p = 1.

Bluff Equilibria (xH = 1, 0 < xS < 1)

Note ®rst that, at a Bluff Equilibrium,

p � pCh
pCh � �1ÿ pCh�xS ;

by (A5.1). Now (A5.4) shows that (17pCh) (17yS) = 17cs is required
for 0 < xS < 1; this condition is equivalent to yS = g(pDef; cs). Clearly
g(pDef; cs) � 0, which is equivalent to pDef � cs, is necessary. By lemma
A5.1, the only remaining condition to be applied is (A5.2).

Because g(pDef; cs) < 1, yS = 1 is impossible. In order that yS = 0,
pDef = cs is required. Furthermore, (A5.2) implies that p � dn, which is
equivalent to xS � f (pCh; dn). Similarly for 0 < yS < 1, p = dn and pDef <
cs are required. Therefore, xS = f (pCh; dn) from (A5.2).

In summary, there is a Bluff Equilibrium iff pDef � cs and, if pDef < cs,
pCh � dn. If pDef = cs, these equilibria satisfy yS = 0, p � dn, and xS �
f (pCh; dn). (The latter condition actually restricts xS iff pCh < dn.) If pDef

< cs, the Bluff Equilibria satisfy yS = u = g(pDef; cs), p = dn, and
xS = v = f (pCh; dn). (This group of equilibria exists only when pCh < dn.)

Parenthetically, it is worth noting that, where pDef < cs and pCh < dn,
the Bluff Equilibrium is pooling for Defender, in that the a priori
probability that Defender will defend is pDef � 1 + (17pDef) � g(pDef; cs)
= ct, independent of pDef. But the a priori probability of initiation is
pCh � 1 + (17pCh) � f (pCh; dn) = pCh/dn, so an analogous property does
not hold for Challenger. In fact, the frequency of initiation is propor-
tional to Challenger's credibility in this region.

This completes the determination of all the perfect Bayesian equilibria
of the Unilateral Deterrence Game with incomplete information. The
non-transitional equilibria (those that exist on sets of positive measure
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in the (pCh, pDef)-square) are indicated in ®gure 5.4. Note that the only
Deterrence Equilibria shown in ®gure 5.4 are those with yS = 0. In fact,
a Deterrence Equilibrium can always be constructed at any point of
the (pCh, pDef)-square by making p small enough and yS large enough.
All equilibria are summarized and the corresponding payoffs ± to
both types of each player ± are shown in table A5.1.

We now consider the players' preferences for coexisting equilibria.
Such coexistence can occur in essentially one way ± if pDef < ct, there is
always a Deterrence Equilibrium along with one other equilibrium
which may be Separating, Attack, or Bluff. (In this discussion, sets of
measure zero in the (pCh, pDef)-square will be ignored.) Using table
A5.1, it is possible to assess the players' relative preferences between
the competing equilibria as a function of their types.

If cs � pDef � ct, a Deterrence Equilibrium and a Separating
Equilibrium coexist. In this case, a Soft Challenger is indifferent
between the two equilibria, a Hard Challenger prefers the Separating
Equilibrium, and a Defender, whether Hard or Soft, prefers the
Deterrence Equilibrium.

If pDef � cs and pCh � dn, a Deterrence Equilibrium and an Attack
Equilibrium coexist. In this case, both types of Challenger strictly
prefer the Attack Equilibrium, and a Soft Defender strictly prefers the
Deterrence Equilibrium. A Hard Defender prefers the Deterrence
Equilibrium if pCh is high enough (pCh > ddel), but prefers the Attack
Equilibrium otherwise.

Finally, a Deterrence Equilibrium coexists with a Bluff Equilibrium
if pDef � cs and pCh � dn. A Soft Challenger is indifferent between the
two equilibria, whereas a Hard Challenger strictly prefers the Bluff
Equilibrium. A Soft Defender prefers the Deterrence Equilibrium, as
does a Hard Defender provided dn > ddel (which can always be
arranged by taking dSQ large enough). But if dn < ddel, a Hard Defender
prefers the Bluff Equilibrium.
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Appendix 6 Asymmetric Escalation Game:
`̀ Massive Retaliation'' version

This appendix contains the detailed analysis of the ``Massive Retalia-
tion'' version of the Asymmetric Escalation Game with incomplete infor-
mation, introduced in chapter 6 and section 7.1, and speci®ed in
section A1.4. (See also ®gures 6.3, 7.1, and A1.7.) Recall that the twelve
parameter values satisfy 0 < pCh < 1, 0 < pDef < 1, cEE7 < cCD < cEE+ <
cSQ < cDC, and dEE7 < dEE+ < dDC < dDE < dSQ. Moreover, player
Challenger is (strategically) Hard, i.e., Challenger's utility for outcome
EE is cEE+, with probability pCh; otherwise, Challenger is (strategically)
Soft, i.e., Challenger's utility for outcome EE is cEE7, with probability
17pCh. Similarly, player Defender is (strategically) Hard, with utility
dEE+ for outcome EE, with probability pDef, and (strategically) Soft,
with utility dEE7, for outcome EE, with probability 17pDef. For
convenience, we repeat here the de®nitions of the thresholds:

c1 � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cDE

; c2 � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cEE�

; d1 � dDE ÿ dDC

dDE ÿ dEEÿ
; d2 � dDE ÿ dDC

dDE ÿ dEE�
:

See section A2.4 for more details about these thresholds.
We are interested only in perfect Bayesian equilibria (PBE), so we

make use of the fact (explained in section 7.1) that no PBE can possibly
involve Defender choosing response-in-kind (D) at node 2 in ®gure
6.3. As well, at any PBE, Challenger must choose according to type at
node 3; Challenger chooses E if Hard and D if Soft. Thus the game has
two strategic decisions to be analyzed: Challenger's choice of C or D
at node 1, and Defender's choice of C or E at node 2. Let Challenger's
strategic variables be xH and xS, representing the probabilities that
Challenger chooses D at node 1 when Hard and when Soft, respec-
tively. Likewise, let Defender's strategic variables, representing the
probability that Defender chooses E at node 2, be zH (if Defender is
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Hard) and zS (if Defender is Soft). This produces the game shown in
®gure A6.1.

Perfect Bayesian equilibria of the game of ®gure A6.1 will be
denoted [xH, xS; zH, zS, r]. The strategic variables, xH, xS, zH, and zS are
as given above. The belief variable, r, is the conditional probability
that Defender places on Challenger being Hard, given that Defender
must take action (i.e., that the game reaches node 2 in ®gure A6.1).

Suppose that there exists an equilibrium with xH + xS > 0, so that
there is a positive probability of reaching node 2. As usual,

r � pChxH
pChxH � �1ÿ pCh�xS :

If the game continues to node 3, Challenger will choose E if Hard and
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D if Soft. Therefore, if Defender is Hard, its expected value at node 2
is

EDefjH�zH� � �1ÿ zH�dDC � zH rdEE� � �1ÿ r�dDE

i
:

h

At equilibrium, zH must be chosen to maximize this expected value; in
other words,

zH � argmax
0 � z � 1

�
z
h
rdEE� � �1ÿ r�dDE ÿ dDC

i�
:

This requirement is easily seen to be equivalent to

zH � argmax
0 � z � 1

�
z�dDE ÿ dEE���d2 ÿ r�

�
;

where d2 is as in section A2.4. By a similar argument, another
equilibrium condition is

zS � argmax
0 � z � 1

�
z�dDE ÿ dEEÿ��d1 ÿ r�

�

where d1 is also given in section A2.4.
Now suppose that Challenger is Hard, and consider Challenger's

choice at node 1. It is easy to verify directly that Challenger's expected
value is

EChjH�xH� ��1ÿ xH�cSQ � xH pDef

h
�1ÿ zH�cDC � zH cEE�

i
�

xH�1ÿ pDef�
h
�1ÿ zS�cDC � zS cEE�

i
:

At equilibrium, xH must be chosen to maximize this expected value;
this equilibrium condition is equivalent to

xH � argmax
0 � x � 1

(
x

�
pDef�1ÿ zH� � �1ÿ pDef��1ÿ zS�

8: 9;cDC

� pDef zH � �1ÿ pDef�zS
8: 9;cEE� ÿ cSQ

�)

which can be expressed as

xH � argmax
0 � x � 1

�
x�cDC ÿ cEE���c2 ÿ zp�

�
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where c2 is given in section A2.4, and

zp � pDef zH � �1ÿ pDef�zS:

The analogous equilibrium condition applicable when Challenger is
Soft is

xS � argmax
0 � x � 1

�
x�cDC ÿ cDE��c1 ÿ zp�

�
;

where c1 is as in section A2.4.
In summary, any ®ve probabilities xH, xS, zH, zS, and r de®ne a

perfect Bayesian equilibrium [xH, xS; zH, zS, r] iff

xH � argmax
0 � x � 1

�
x
8:c2 ÿ zp

9;�; �A6:1�

xS � argmax
0 � x � 1

�
x
8:c1 ÿ zp

9;�; �A6:2�

zH � argmax
0 � z � 1

�
z
8:d2 ÿ r

9;�; �A6:3�

zS � argmax
0 � z � 1

�
z
8:d1 ÿ r

9;�; �A6:4�

and, if xH + xS > 0,

r � pCh xH
pCh xH � �1ÿ pCh�xS : �A6:5�

(In conditions (A6.1)±(A6.4), strictly positive factors have been
dropped from the argmax speci®cation.)

Lemma A6.1 At any perfect Bayesian equilibrium [xH, xS; zH, zS, r],
either xH = 1 or xS = 0.

Proof From A2.4, c1 < c2. The lemma then follows immediately
from (A6.1) and (A6.2). &

Lemma A6.2 At any perfect Bayesian equilibrium [xH, xS; zH, zS, r],
either zH = 1 or zS = 0.

Proof From A2.4, d1 < d2. The lemma then follows immediately
from (A6.3) and (A6.4). &
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A Deterrence Equilibrium is de®ned to be any equilibrium with
xH = xS = 0. By lemma A6.1 and (A6.1), this occurs iff

zp � pDef zH �
8:1ÿ pDef

9;zS � c2: �A6:6�

Because condition (A6.5) is void, (A6.6) can always be arranged by
choosing r small enough. For example, CSDE1 = [0, 0; 1, 1, r] is always
an equilibrium provided r � d1, for in this case zp = 1 regardless of the
values of the parameters. There are other Deterrence Equilibria, but
they occur only if appropriate conditions on the parameters are met.
For example, CSDE3 = [0, 0; 1, 0, r], where d1 � r � d2, is easily seen to
be an equilibrium iff pDef � c2. Note that r > d2 implies that zH = zS = 0
by lemma A6.2 and (A6.3), so (A6.6) must fail. This observation
demonstrates that for any equilibrium in the Deterrence Equilibrium
family, r � d2. (This conclusion explains the name Challenger-Soft
Deterrence Equilibria, as discussed in the text.)

We now show that at any equilibrium other than Deterrence, xH = 1
and xS > 0. By lemma A6.1 we need only show that there can be no
equilibrium with xH > 0 and xS = 0. Assume otherwise. Then (A6.5)
gives r = 1, so (A6.3) and (A6.4) imply zH = zS = 0. But now c17zp= c1
> 0 so (A6.2) shows that xS = 1. This contradiction proves that any
equilibrium with xH + xS > 0 has xH = 1 and xS > 0. We call any
equilibrium with xH = xS = 1 an Initiate Regardless Equilibrium, and any
equilibrium with xH = 1 and 0 < xS < 1 a Probing Equilibrium.

We now organize our search for equilibria according to the equi-
librium values of zH and zS. By lemma A6.2 and (A6.4), any equi-
librium with zH = zS = 0 must have r � d2. But if zH = zS = 0, (A6.1) and
(A6.2) show that xH = xS = 1, so (A6.5) gives r = pCh. It is easy to verify
that the condition pCh � d2 is suf®cient as well as necessary, so that the
No-Response Equilibrium (NRE) [1, 1; 0, 0, pCh] exists iff pCh � d2.

Now we look for an equilibrium with 0 < zH < 1, zS = 0. By (A6.3),
r = d2. By lemma A6.1 and (A6.2), zp = pDef zH � c1. First suppose zH �
h(pDef; c1) = c1/pDef and xS = 1. Then r = pCh = d2 and we have found an
equilibrium (1, 1; zH, 0, pCh) for zH � h(pDef; c1) that exists iff pCh = d2.
This equilibrium is transitional because it exists only on a set of
measure zero in (pCh, pDef)-space. Now suppose that zH = v4 = h(pDef; c1)
and xS < 1. Clearly pDef > c1 is necessary. Also

r � pCh
pCh � �1ÿ pCh�xS � d2;
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by (A6.5), which is equivalent to

xS � u4 � f �pCh; d2� � pCh�1ÿ d2�
d2�1ÿ pCh� :

Moreover xS < 1 only if pCh < d2. It can be veri®ed directly that these
necessary conditions are also suf®cient, so that the (Form III) No-
Limited-Response Equilibrium (NLRE3) [1, f (pCh; d2); h(pDef; c1), 0, d2]
exists iff pDef > c1 and pCh < d2.

Now we identify equilibria with zH = 1, zS = 0. By (A6.3) and (A6.4)
we must have d1 � r � d2. For an equilibrium with 0 < xS < 1 we need
c1 = zp = pDef. The condition d1 � r � d2 is satis®ed iff d1 � pCh � d2
and

f �pCh; d2� � xS � f �pCh; d1�:

Thus a transitional equilibrium [1, xS; 1, 0, r] exists iff pDef = c1 and
d1 � pCh � d2. Any other equilibrium with zH = 1, zS = 0 must have
xS = 1, so pDef � c1 by (A6.2). But now r = pCh, and the condition d1 �
pCh � d2 follows. Consequently, it is easy to verify that the (Form I)
No-Limited-Response Equilibrium (NLRE1) [1, 1; 1, 0, pCh] exists iff
pDef � c1 and d1 � pCh � d2.

Now consider the possibility of equilibria with zH = 1, 0 < zS < 1. By
(A6.4), r = d1. Suppose ®rst that zp = pDef + (17pDef) zS � c1, and xS = 1.
Then zS � g(pDef; c1) = (c17pDef)/(17pDef), which can be arranged
only if pDef < c1 and r = pCh = d1. We have identi®ed the transitional
equilibrium [1, 1; 1, zS, r], which exists iff pCh = d1 and pDef < c1.
Otherwise zp = pDef + (17pDef)zS = c1 and 0 < xS < 1. Thus zS = v3 =
g(pDef; c1) which is possible only when pDef < c1 and

r � pCh
pCh � �1ÿ pCh�xS � d1:

This latter equation is equivalent to

xS � u3 � pCh�1ÿ d1�
d1�1ÿ pCh� � f �pCh; d1�;

and can be satis®ed iff pCh < d1. It can be veri®ed directly that these
necessary conditions are also suf®cient, so that the (Form II) No-
Limited-Response Equilibrium (NLRE2) [1, f (pCh; d1); 1, g(pDef; c1), d1]
exists iff pCh < d1 and pDef < c1.
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Under the assumption that xH + xS > 0, we have identi®ed all
equilibria with zH = 0, zS = 0; 0 < zH < 1, zS = 0; zH = 1, zS = 0; and
zH = 1, 0 < zS < 1. By (A6.6) and lemma A6.2, no other equilibria are
possible unless zS = zH = 1. But if so, zp = 1, (A6.1) and (A6.2) then
imply xH = xS = 0, and the equilibrium is a Deterrence Equilibrium.
Therefore we have already identi®ed all perfect Bayesian equilibria.

Finally, the unconditional (a priori) probability that Defender will
respond to a challenge is referred to in chapter 7. This quantity is
zp = pDef zH + (17pDef) zS; it is easy to verify that zp = c1 at any (Form
II or III) No-Limited-Response Equilibrium.
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Appendix 7: Asymmetric Escalation
Game: `̀ Flexible Response''
version

This appendix contains the detailed analysis of the ``Flexible Re-
sponse'' version of the Asymmetric Escalation Game with incomplete
information, introduced in chapter 6 and section 8.1, and speci®ed in
section A1.4. (See also ®gures 6.3, 8.2, and A1.7.) Recall that the
sixteen relevant parameter values satisfy 0 < pCh < 1; 0 < pDef < 1;
cEEÿ < cDE < cEE� < cDD < cED < cSQ < cDC, and dEEÿ < dED < dEE� <
dDC < dDD < dDE < dSQ. Moreover, player Challenger is (strategically)
Hard, i.e., Challenger's utility for outcome EE is cEE�, with probability
pCh; otherwise, Challenger is (strategically) Soft, i.e., Challenger's
utility for outcome EE is cEEÿ, with probability 1ÿ pCh. Similarly,
player Defender is (strategically) Hard, with utility dEE� for outcome
EE, with probability pDef, and (strategically) Soft, with utility dEEÿ for
outcome EE, with probability 1ÿ pDef. For convenience, we repeat
here the de®nitions of the thresholds

c1 � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cDE

; cr � cED ÿ cDD

cED ÿ cEEÿ
; cq � cED ÿ cDD

cED ÿ cEE�
; c3 � cDC ÿ cSQ

cDC ÿ cDD
;

Cind � �cDC ÿ cED��cDD ÿ cEE�� ÿ �cED ÿ cDD��cEE� ÿ cDE�;

cm � �cED ÿ cDD��cEE� ÿ cDE� ÿ �cSQ ÿ cED��cDD ÿ cEE��
�cED ÿ cEE���cDD ÿ cDE� ;

d1 � dDE ÿ dDC

dDE ÿ dEEÿ
; d2 � dDE ÿ dDC

dDE ÿ dEE�
; dq � dDE ÿ dDD

dDE ÿ dEE�
;

dt � �dDE ÿ dDD��dDD ÿ dED� � �dDD ÿ dEE���dDD ÿ dDC�
�dDE ÿ dEE���dDD ÿ dED� ;

c� = c3cq, and d� � maxfd1; dtg. It is easy to verify that 0 < c1 < c2 < 1,
0 < c� < cq < 1, 0 < cr < cq, 0 < d1 < d2 < 1, 0 < dq < dt < d2, and
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d� < d2. If Cind > 0, then cm < c� < c1, and if Cind < 0, then
c1 < c� < cm.

Perfect Bayesian equilibria (PBE) of the game of ®gure 8.2 will be
denoted [xH, xS, wH, wS, q; zH, zS, yH, yS, r]. The interpretations of the
strategic variables, xH, xS, wH, wS, zH, zS, yH, and yS, are as given in
section 8.2 and shown in ®gure A7.1. The belief variable r is Defen-
der's conditional probability that Challenger is Hard given that the
game reaches node 2 in ®gure A7.1, and the belief variable q is
Challenger's conditional probability that Defender is Hard given that
the game reaches node 3a in ®gure A7.1.
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It can be shown that a 10-tuple of probabilities, [xH, xS, wH, wS, q; zH,
zS, yH, yS, r], constitutes a perfect Bayesian equilibrium if and only if
the following conditions are met:

xH � argmax
0 � x � 1

fx��cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ yp��cDC ÿ cDD� ÿ wH�cED ÿ cDD�

� wHq�cED ÿ cEE��� ÿ zp�cDC ÿ cEE���g �A7:1�

xS � argmax
0 � x � 1

fx��cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ yp��cDC ÿ cDD� ÿ wS�cED ÿ cDD�

� wSq�cED ÿ cEEÿ�� ÿ zp�cDC ÿ cDE��g: �A7:2�

If xH+ xS > 0,

r �pChxH=�pChxH � �1ÿ pCh�xS� �A7:3�

�yH; zH� � argmax
0 � y � 1

fy��dDD ÿ dDC� ÿ wr��dDD ÿ dEE���

0 � z � 1 �A7:4�
� z��dDE ÿ dDC� ÿ r�dDE ÿ dEE���g

�yS; zS� � argmax
0 � y � 1

fy��dDD ÿ dDC� ÿ wr��dDD ÿ dED��

0 � z � 1 �A7:5�
� z��dDE ÿ dDC� ÿ r�dDE ÿ dEEÿ��g:

If yH � yS > 0,

q � pDefyH=yp �A7:6�

wH � argmax
0 � w � 1

fw��cED ÿ cDD� ÿ q�cED ÿ cEE���g �A7:7�

wS � argmax
0 � w � 1

fw��cED ÿ cDD� ÿ q�cED ÿ cEEÿ��g �A7:8�

where yp = pDefyH + (17pDef)yS, zp = pDefzH + (17pDef)zS, wr = rwH +
(17r)wS.

For convenience, we de®ne CH
y � �dDD ÿ dDC� ÿ wr�dDD ÿ dEE��,

CH
z � �dDE ÿ dDC� ÿ r�dDE ÿ dEE��, CS

y � �dDD ÿ dDC� ÿ wr�dDD ÿ dED�,
CS
z � �dDE ÿ dDC� ÿ r�dDE ÿ dEEÿ�. Then (A7.4) and (A7.5) can be

rewritten
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�yH; zH� � argmax
0 � y � 1

fy CH
y � zCH

z g �A7:9�

0 � z � 1

�yS; zS� � argmax
0 � y � 1

fy CS
y � zCS

zg: �A7:10�

0 � z � 1

Lemma A7.1 At any perfect Bayesian equilibrium [xH, xS, wH, wS, q;
zH, zS, yH, yS, r],

either q > cq and wH � wS � 0
or q � cq and wS � 0
or q < cq and wH � 1.

Proof From (A7.7) and (A7.8), it follows that the value of wH is
unrestricted iff q = cq, and that wH � wS. &

Lemma A7.2 At any perfect Bayesian equilibrium [xH, xS, wH, wS, q;
zH, zS, yH, yS, r] with wH=1, yH= yS � 0.

Proof Assume wH � 1. Then wr � r� �1ÿ r�wS, from which it can
be shown that

CH
y ÿ CH

z � �1ÿ r��ÿ�dDE ÿ dDD� ÿ wS�dDD ÿ dEE��� � 0

with equality iff r � 1. From (A7.9), a necessary condition for yH > 0
at equilibrium is CH

y ÿ CH
z � 0. It follows that either yH � 0 or r � 1.

But r � 1 forces wr � 1, and now direct substitution produces
CH
y � ÿdDC � dEE� < 0. Again using (A7.9), yH � 0 at equilibrium.
Now suppose that wH � 1, yH � 0, and yS > 0. By (A7.6), q � 0,

and (A7.8) now implies that wS � 1. It follows that, for any value of
r; wr � 1. Thus CS

y � ÿdDC � dED < 0, which contradicts the assump-
tion that yS > 0 by (A7.5). The lemma follows. &

Deterrence Equilibria (xp � 0�
A Deterrence Equilibrium is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium with xp � 0,
i.e., xH � xS � 0. Consideration of (A7.1) and (A7.2) shows that either
yp > 0 or zp > 0 is necessary for xp � 0. A Deterrence Equilibrium
with zp � 0 (i.e., zH � zS � 0) is called a Limited Response Deterrence
Equilibrium (LRDE). Any other Deterrence Equilibrium, which must
have zH > 0 or zS > 0, is an Escalatory Deterrence Equilibrium (EDE).

We now identify all LRDEs. It follows from the above that, at any
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LRDE, yp > 0, i.e., yH > 0 or yS > 0. An LRDE with yH � 0 and yS > 0
would have q � 0 by (A7.10), from which wH � 1 follows by (A7.7).
Lemma A7.2 now shows that yS � 0, a contradiction. Similarly, an
LRDE with yH > 0 and yS � 0 would have q � 1, which would imply
wH � 0 by (A7.7), and wS � 0 by (A7.8). But then wr � 0, so CS

y > 0, so
either yS > 0 or zS > 0 by (A7.10). Neither of these possibilities is
consistent with an LRDE with yS � 0. We conclude that, at any LRDE,
yH > 0 and yS > 0.

Lemma A7.2 now implies that any LRDE has wH<1. By lemma
A7.1, either q � cq; 0 � wH < 1, and wS � 0, or q > cq and
wH � wS � 0. It can be shown that there is an LRDE with wH � 0 iff
pDef � cq. This PBE, called LRDE1 is [xH, xS, wH, wS, q; zH, zS, yH, yS,
r] = [0, 0, 0, 0, pDef; 0, 0, 1, 1, r], where r � dq. The second possibility, an
LRDE with wH > 0, can occur iff c� � pDef � cq. This PBE, called
LRDE2 has the form [xH, xS, wH, wS, q; zH, zS, yH, yS, r] = [0, 0,
wH; 0; cq; 0; 0; 1; yS; r], where r � d�,

wH � 1

r

dDD ÿ dDC

dDD ÿ dED
; and yS � f �pDef; cq� �

pDef�1ÿ cq�
cq�1ÿ pDef� :

There are many Escalatory Deterrence Equilibria. EDE1, which
exists for all values of pDef and pCh, is [xH, xS, wH, wS, q; zH, zS, yH, yS,
r] = [0, 0, 1, 1, q; 1, 1, 0, 0, r], where r � d2 and q < cr. It is easy to verify
that EDE1 satis®es (A7.1)±(A7.8). Another Escalatory Deterrence Equi-
librium, one that depends in part on threats to respond-in-kind
rather than to escalate, is EDE2, de®ned by [xH, xS, wH, wS, q; zH, zS,
yH, yS, r] = [0, 0, wH, 0, cq; zH, 0, f(pDef; cq), 1, r], where zH � 1ÿ yH;
dq � r � d2, and wH � k�r; dq�. (See section A2.4.) It can be shown that
EDE2, as de®ned above, satis®es (A7.1)±(A7.8) iff pDef � cq.

At any EDE, either zH > 0 or zS > 0. From (A7.9) and (A7.10), the
corresponding necessary conditions are CH

z � 0 and CS
z � 0. Neither

possibility is consistent with r > d2. In other words, r � d2 at any
EDE.

No-Response Equilibria (xp > 0; yp � zp � 0)

A No-Response Equilibrium (NRE) is any equilibrium with xH � xS > 0,
but yH � yS � zH � zS � 0. To identify all NRE, ®rst observe from
(A7.1) and (A7.2) that yp � zp � 0 implies xH � xS � 1. Then, from
(A7.3), r � pCh. The next requirement for an NRE is that all of CH

y , C
H
z ,

CS
y, and CS

z be non-positive. Because
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CH
y ÿ CS

y � wr�dEE� ÿ dED� � 0

CH
z ÿ CS

z � r�dEE� ÿ dEEÿ� > 0;

this requirement is equivalent to

wr � pChwH � �1ÿ pCh�wS � dDD ÿ dDC

dDD ÿ dEE�
;

and r � pDef � d2. Because q is not restricted by (A7.6), it is always
possible to arrange that wr satisfy the above inequality. A necessary
condition is that q be small enough. For example, q < cr forces
wH � wS � 1 by (A7.7) and (A7.8), so wr � 1.

In summary, there is an NRE [xH, xS, wH, wS, q; zH, zS, yH, yS, r] = [1,
1, wH, wS, q; 0, 0, 0, 0, pCh], whenever q is small enough, provided
pCh � d2.

No-Limited-Response Equilibria (xp > 0; yp � 0; zp > 0)

A No-Limited-Response Equilibrium (NLRE) is any equilibrium with
xH � xS > 0; zH � zS > 0, and yH � yS � 0. First we show that, at any
NLRE, xS > 0 and xH � 1. From (A7.1) and (A7.2), note that at any
NLRE,

xH � argmax
0 � x � 1

fx��cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ zp�cDC ÿ cEE���g

xS � argmax
0 � x � 1

fx��cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ zp�cDC ÿ cDE��g

The difference between the right-side coef®cients of x is

��cDCÿcSQ�ÿzp�cDCÿcEE���ÿ��cDCÿcSQ�ÿzp�cDCÿcDE���zp�cEE�ÿcDE�>0:

which proves that if xS > 0, then xH= 1. To complete the proof, note
that if xS = 0, then xH > 0 (for an NLRE) so that r � 1 by (A7.3). But
now CH

z � �dDE ÿ dDC� ÿ �dDE ÿ dEE�� � dEE� ÿ dDC < 0, implying that
zH=0. Similarly, CS

z < 0, so zS = 0, contradicting the de®nition of an
NLRE.

Thus, at any NLRE, either xH= xS = 1 or xH= 1 and 0 < xS < 1. (The
®rst case occurs only when zp � c1, and the second when zp � c1.)
Because r > 0 always,

CH
z ÿ CS

z � r�dEE� ÿ dEEÿ� > 0;
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which implies that, at any NLRE, zS > 0 only if zH= 1. Furthermore, zH
> 0 only if r � d2 from (A7.4), and zS > 0 only if r � d1 from (A7.5).
Clearly, r � d2 at any NLRE.

We now identify necessary conditions for an NLRE with xH= xS = 1,
called a Form I NLRE, or NLRE1. Note that r � pCh for NLRE1, so
pCh � d2 is required. Moreover, if pCh � r < d1, (A7.10) shows that
zH= zS = 1, so zp = 1, contradicting the fundamental requirement that
zp � c1. Thus, any NLRE1 has d1 � pCh � d2. Except for transitional
variants �0 < zH < 1; zS � 0 at pCh � d1, and zH � 1; 0 < zS < 1 at
pCh � d2�, the only NLRE1 has zH=1 and zS = 0, and exists for
d1 � pCh � d2.

Now we turn to NLRE with xH � 1; 0 < xS < 1. For such an
equilibrium, we have already shown that zp � c1 and

r � pCh
pCh � �1ÿ pCh�xS :

A Form II NLRE, or NLRE2, occurs when r � d2. For this equilibrium,

xS � f �pCh; d2� � pCh�1ÿ d2�
d2�1ÿ pCh� ;

zS = 0, and zH= h(pDef; c1) = c1/pDef. Note that pCh � d2 and pDef � c1 are
both necessary for this equilibrium. A Form III NLRE, or NLRE3,
occurs when r � d1. For this equilibrium,

xS � f �pCh; d1� � pCh�1ÿ d1�
d1�1ÿ pCh� ;

zH � 1, and zS � g�pDef; c1� � �c1 ÿ pDef�=�1ÿ pDef�. Note that pCh � d1
and pDef � c1 are both necessary for this equilibrium. There is another
NLRE with xH= 1 and 0 < xS < 1 and d1 < r < d2, but it is transitional.
As previously, no NLRE corresponds to r < d1.

There are additional requirements for the three forms of non-
transitional NLRE. Because the equilibria have zH > 0, (A7.9) shows
that yH= 0 only if CH

y � CH
z , or

�dDE ÿ dDD� � wr�dDD ÿ dED� � r�dDE ÿ dEE�� �A7:11�

Because r � d2 < 1, this inequality is true whenever wr is large
enough. To increase wr, it is necessary to increase the values of wH

and/or wS, which, by (A7.7) and (A7.8), can always be accomplished
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by taking q small enough. By (A7.6) and yH= yS= 0, q is arbitrary, so
this choice is always feasible. For example, q < cr implies that
wH � wS � 1, so wr � 1, making (A7.11) true.

In summary, we have identi®ed three forms of NLRE, as follows:

NLRE1 [xH, xS, wH, wS, q; zH, zS, yH, yS, r] = [1, 1, wH, wS, q; 1, 0, 0, 0,
pCh], where q is suf®ciently small that wH and wS satisfy
(A7.7), (A7.8), and (A7.11). This equilibrium exists iff
d1 � pCh � d2 and pDef � c1.

NLRE2 [xH, xS, wH, wS, q; zH, zS, yH, yS, r] = [1, f(pCh; d2), wH, wS, q;
h(pDef; c1), 0, 0, 0, d2] where q is suf®ciently small that wH and
wS satisfy (A7.7), (A7.8), and (A7.11). This equilibrium exists
iff pCh � d2 and pDef � c1.

NLRE3 [xH, xS, wH, wS, q; zH, zS, yH, yS, r] = [1, f(pCh; d1), wH, wS, q; 1,
g(pDef; c1), 0, 0, d1], where q is suf®ciently small that wH and wS

satisfy (A7.7), (A7.8), and (A7.11). This equilibrium exists iff
pCh � d1 and pDef � c1.

Limited-Response Equilibria (xp > 0; yp> 0)

A Limited-Response Equilibrium (LRE) is any equilibrium with xH+ xS >
0 and yH+ yS > 0. We begin by showing that any LRE has wS = 0 and
0<wH< 1. First we show that there are no LRE with wS =wH= 0. This
would imply wr � 0, so that CH

y and CS
y would be strictly positive,

yielding yH � zH � 1 and yS � zS � 1. The coef®cient of x in (A7.1) is
then

�cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ yp�cDC ÿ cDD� ÿ zp�cDC ÿ cEE�� < �1ÿ yp ÿ zp��cDD ÿ cSQ� � 0

because yp � zp � 1. It follows that xH � 0, and, by an analogous
calculation using (A7.2), xS = 0. Thus an equilibrium with wS =wH= 0
cannot be an LRE.

Now note that lemma A7.1 implies that, if wS > 0, then wH � 1. For
an LRE with wH � 1,

CH
z ÿ CH

y � �1ÿ r���dDE ÿ dDD� � wS�dDD ÿ dEE���;

which is positive unless r � 1. Clearly yH � 0 if r < 1. If r � 1, direct
substitution in (A7.4) shows yH= zH= 0 at equilibrium. But if yH= 0 at
an LRE, then yS > 0, q � 0, and wS = 1 all follow. But now wr � 1, and
(A7.10) fails unless yS � 0. This contradiction shows that, at any LRE,
wH= 1 is impossible. The proof that wS = 0 and 0 < wH < 1 at any LRE
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is now complete. A further requirement, from lemma A7.1, is q � cq.
Observe that 0 < q < 1, which in turn implies that yH > 0 and yS > 0.

Comparison of CH
y and CS

y shows that if yS > 0 at equilibrium, then
yH+ zH=1. Furthermore, it must be the case that yS � zS < 1, because,
as proven above, the equalities yH+ zH= 1 and yS � zS � 1 are incon-
sistent with any equilibrium in which xH+ xS > 0. We now show that,
at any LRE, zS = 0.

First note that we have already proven that at any LRE CS
y � 0,

CH
y > CS

y, C
H
z � CH

y , and CS
z � CS

y � 0. We now show that CS
z < 0. In

order that CS
y � 0, wr � �dDD ÿ dDC�=�dDD ÿ dED� is required. Next,

CH
y ÿ CH

z � �dDD ÿ dDC�ÿwr�dDD ÿ dEE�� ÿ�dDE ÿ dDC� � r�dDE ÿ dEE��,
whence CH

y � CH
z iff

r � �dDE ÿ dDD� � wr�dDD ÿ dEE��
dDE ÿ dEE�

;

which means that

CS
z � �dDE ÿ dDC� ÿ �dDE ÿ dDD� � wr�dDD ÿ dEE��

dDE ÿ dEE�

� �
�dDE ÿ dEEÿ�:

After substitution and manipulation, the right side of this inequality
can be shown to be strictly negative, so that CS

z < 0 as claimed.
Note that, coincidentally, we have demonstrated that r � dt at any

LRE. In fact, r � dt if CH
z � CH

y (necessary for zH > 0), and r � dt if
zH � 0 (when CH

z � CH
y ).

We now identify all LRE with zH= 0. Clearly yH=1, and yS is
determined by the condition q= cq. Application of (A7.6) gives

yS � f �pDef; cq� �
pDef�1ÿ cq�
cq�1ÿ pDef� :

Recall that pDef � cq is necessary in order that yS � 1.
It is easy to verify that zp = 0 and that w�cED ÿ cDD�

ÿ wq�cED ÿ cEE�� � 0, because q � cq. De®ne Cx � �cDC ÿ cSQ�
ÿ yp�cDC ÿ cDD�. Now (A7.1) and (A7.2) reduce to

xH � argmax xCxf g; xS � argmax xCxf g:

By de®nition there is no LRE with xH � xS � 0. There is an LRE with
0 < xH < 1 or 0 < xS < 1 when Cx � 0, but this equilibrium is transi-
tional, because it occurs only when
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yp � pDef

cq
� c3;

which is true only on a set of measure zero in �pCh; pDef�-space.
Thus an LRE with zH= 0 must satisfy xH= xS = 1, so that Cx � 0,

which occurs exactly when pDef � c�. Note that pDef � c� implies
pDef < cq, and that r � dt can be satis®ed only when pCh � dt. There is
one more necessary condition for this equilibrium: CS

z � 0, which is
true iff pCh � d1.

It can be veri®ed directly that the preceding necessary conditions
are also suf®cient. They yield LRE1, [xH, xS, wH, wS, q; zH, zS, yH, yS,
r] = [1, 1, �dDD ÿ dDC�=�pCh�dDD ÿ dED��, 0, cq; 0, 0, 1, f �pDef; cq), pCh].
LRE1 exists iff pCh � d� and pDef � c�. The parameter c� could be
greater than, less than, or equal to the parameter c1, according as Cind

is negative, positive, or zero, respectively.
We turn now to the identi®cation of LRE with zH > 0. Clearly

zH=17yH . The conditions (A7.1) and (A7.2) reduce to

xH � argmax x �cDCÿcSQ�ÿyp�cDCÿcDD�ÿzp�cDCÿcEE��
� �� ÿ �A7:12�

xS � argmax x �cDCÿcSQ�ÿyp�cDCÿcDD�ÿzp�cDCÿcDE�
� �� ÿ

: �A7:13�

Because zp > 0, the coef®cient of x in (A7.12) exceeds the corre-
sponding coef®cient in (A7.13). The requirement r � dt can therefore
be met only by xH � 1 and xS > 0, because 0 < dt < 1. In fact,

xS � f �pCh; dt� � pCh�1ÿ dt�
dt�1ÿ pCh�

in order that r � dt; it follows that pCh � dt is necessary for an LRE of
this form.

The requirement that q � cq implies that yS � f �pDef; cq�yH. Along
with zH � 1ÿ yH, this equation can be substituted into the coef®cient
of x in (A7.13). This coef®cient must vanish, which implies an
equation that can be solved for yH to yield

yH � yHL�pDef� � cED ÿ cDD

pDef

�cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ pDef�cDC ÿ cDE�
Cind

� �
:

The only remaining conditions concern 0 � yH � 1 and 0 � yS � 1. It
is straightforward to show that, if Cind > 0, then yH � 0 iff pDef � c1,
yS � 0 iff yH � 0, yH � 1 iff pDef � c�, and yS � 1 iff
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pDef � cm � �cED ÿ cDD��cEE� ÿ cDE� ÿ �cSQ ÿ cED��cDD ÿ cEE��
�cED ÿ cEE���cDD ÿ cDE� :

Likewise, if Cind < 0, yH � 0 iff pDef � c1, yS � 0 iff yH � 0, yH � 1 iff
pDef � c�, and yS � 1 iff pDef � cm. As noted in (A7.4), c� > cm when
Cind > 0, and c� < cm when Cind < 0.

It can now be demonstrated that the preceding necessary conditions
are also suf®cient, yielding LRE2, [xH, xS, wH, wS, q; zH, zS, yH, yS,
r] = [1, f �pCh; dt�, �dDD ÿ dDC�=�dt�dDD ÿ dED��, 0, cq; zH, 0, yHL�pDef�,
yS, dt] where zH � 1ÿ yHL�pDef� and yS � f �pDef; cq�yHL�pDef�. LRE2

exists iff pCh � dt and c� � pDef � c1 if Cind > 0, or c1 � pDef � c� if
Cind < 0.
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Appendix 8 Asymmetric Escalation Game:
general version

This appendix contains the analysis of the general version of the
Asymmetric Escalation Game with incomplete information, introduced in
chapter 6 and section 9.2, and speci®ed in section A1.4. (See also
®gures 6.3 and A1.7.) Recall that the twenty relevant parameter values
satisfy 0 < pCh < 1, 0 < pHH, 0 < pHS, 0 < pSH, 0 < pSS, pHH � pHS�
pSH � pSS � 1, cEEÿ < cDE < cEE� < cDD < cED < cSQ < cDC, and dEEÿ
< dED < dEE� < dDDÿ < dDC < dDD� < dDE < dSQ.

As usual, player Challenger is strategically Hard, i.e., Challenger's
utility for outcome EE is cEE�, with probability pCh; otherwise,
Challenger is strategically Soft, i.e., Challenger's utility for outcome
EE is cEEÿ, with probability 1ÿ pCh. Player Defender is said to be
strategically Hard when its utility for outcome EE is dEE�; otherwise
Defender is strategically Soft and has utility dEEÿ for outcome EE. As
well, Defender is either tactically Hard, with utility dDD� for outcome
DD, or tactically Soft, with utility dDDÿ for DD. Defender's credibility
parameters are interpreted as follows: with probability pHH, Defender
is both tactically and strategically Hard; with probability pHS, De-
fender is tactically Hard but strategically Soft; with probability pSH,
Defender is tactically Soft but strategically Hard; and with probability
pSS, Defender is both tactically and strategically Soft.

For convenience, we repeat here the de®nitions of the thresholds
(see section A2.4 for more details). The thresholds based on Challen-
ger's payoff parameters are

c1 � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cDE

; c2 � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cEE�

; c3 � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cDD

;

cr � cED ÿ cDD

cED ÿ cEEÿ
; cq � cED ÿ cDD

cED ÿ cEE�
; c� � c3cq:
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Note that 0 < c1 < c2 < c3 < 1, 0 < cr < cq < 1, and c� < minfc3; cqg. The
thresholds based on Defender's payoff parameters are

d1 � dDE ÿ dDC

dDE ÿ dEEÿ
; d2 � dDE ÿ dDC

dDE ÿ dEE�
; dq � dDE ÿ dDD�

dDE ÿ dEE�
;

dp � dDE ÿ dDD�
dDE ÿ dEEÿ

; dr � dDD� ÿ dDC

dDD� ÿ dED
; ds � dDD ÿ dDC

dDD� ÿ dEE�
;

dt � �dDE ÿ dDD���dDD� ÿ dED� � �dDD� ÿ dEE���dDD� ÿ dDC�;
�dDE ÿ dEE���dDD� ÿ dED�

and d� � maxfd1; dtg. It is easy to verify that 0 < dr < ds < 1;
0 < dp< minfdq; d1g � maxfdq; d1g< d2 < 1; maxfdq; drg< d

t
< d2.

The object of this appendix is to describe all non-transitional perfect
Bayesian equilibria (PBE) of the general version of the Asymmetric
Escalation Game with incomplete information, as given in ®gures 6.3,
A1.7, and A8.1. The notation for strategic variables (see also sections
9.3 and 9.4) is as follows: Challenger chooses D at node 1 with
probability x, and chooses C with the complementary probability,
1ÿ x; Challenger chooses E at node 3a with probability w, and D with
probability 1ÿ w; and Defender chooses C, D, and E at node 2 with
probabilities 1ÿ yÿ z; y; and z, respectively. Of course, a player's
strategy may depend on its type, so a PBE must be speci®ed in terms
of xH, xS, wH, wS, yHH, yHS, ySH, ySS, zHH, zHS, zSH, and zSS. Figure A8.1
shows these strategies on the extensive-form Asymmetric Escalation
Game. Note that any PBE must require Challenger to choose accord-
ing to type at node 3b (a Hard Challenger chooses E, and a Soft
Challenger chooses D). Similarly, Defender's choice at node 4 must be
E if Defender is strategically Hard (i.e., of type HH or SH), and D if
Defender is strategically Soft (i.e., of type HS or SS). Therefore, ®gure
A8.1 does not show strategic variables for these two nodes.

As usual, speci®cation of a PBE requires speci®cation of both
strategic choices and beliefs. The strategic variables de®ned above
serve to specify the strategic choices at a PBE. Beliefs are probabilities
over the opponent's type; initially they are the credibility parameters.
Subsequent beliefs relevant to PBE are r, Defender's conditional
probability that Challenger is Hard given that Defender must take
action (i.e. that the game reaches node 2 in ®gure A8.1), and qT,
Challenger's conditional probability that Defender is of type T (T=HH,
HS, SH, or SS), given that Challenger must respond to Defender's D
response (i.e., that the game reaches node 3a in ®gure A8.1).
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At any PBE, ySH � ySS � 0. To see why, observe in ®gure A8.1 that
Defender's node 2 alternative D is dominated by alternative C when
Defender is of type SH or SS. In consequence, qSH � qSS � 0, and
qHS � 1ÿ qHH, at any PBE. Therefore, a PBE is completely speci®ed by
a 12-tuple

�xH; xS; wH; wS; qHH; yHH; yHS; zHH; zHS; zSH; zSS; r�

Asymmetric Escalation Game: general version
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of probabilities. There are no a priori conditions on these twelve
probabilities, except that yHH � zHH � 1 and yHS � zHS � 1.

Following Fudenberg and Tirole (1991: ch. 8), such a 12-tuple
constitutes a PBE if and only if the following conditions are met:

xH � argmax
0 � x � 1

x � CXHf g �A8:1�

where CXH � �cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ yp��cDC ÿ cDD� ÿ wH�cED ÿ cDD�
� wHqHH�cED ÿ cEE��� ÿ zp�cDC ÿ cEE��
yp � pHHyHH � pHSyHS

zp � pHHzHH � pHSzHS � pSHzSH � pSSzSS

xS � argmax
0 � x � 1

x � CXSf g �A8:2�

where CXS � �cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ yp��cDC ÿ cDD� ÿ wS�cED ÿ cDD�
� wSqHH�cED ÿ cEEÿ�� ÿ zp�cDC ÿ cDE�:

If xH � xS > 0; r � pChxH=xp �A8:3�
where xp � pChzH � �1ÿ pCh�xS

�yHH; zHH� � argmax
0 � y � 1

y � CYHH � z � CZHHf g

0 � z � 1 �A8:4�
where CYHH � �dDD� ÿ dDC� ÿ wr�dDD� ÿ dEE��

CZHH � �dDE ÿ dDC� ÿ r�dDE ÿ dEE��
wr � rwH � �1ÿ r�wS

�yHS; zHS� � argmax
0 � y � 1

y � CYHS� z � CZHSf g

0 � z � 1 �A8:5�
where CYHS � �dDD� ÿ dDC� ÿ wr�dDD� ÿ dED�

CZHS � �dDE ÿ dDC� ÿ r�dDE ÿ dEEÿ�

zSH � argmax
0 � z � 1

z � CSHf g �A8:6�

where CSH � CZHH

zSS � argmax
0 � z � 1

z � CSSf g �A8:7�

where CSS � CZHS
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If yHH � yHS > 0; qHH � pHH yHH=yp �A8:8�

wH � argmax
0 � w � 1

w � CWHf g �A8:9�

where CWH � �cED ÿ cDD� ÿ qHH�cED ÿ cEE��

wS � argmax
0 � w � 1

w � CWSf g �A8:10�

where CWS � �cED ÿ cDD� ÿ qHH�cED ÿ cEEÿ�

Deterrence Equilibria (xp � 0)

A Deterrence Equilibrium is any PBE with xp � 0, i.e., xH � xS � 0. At
any Deterrence Equilibrium, the outcome is SQ. Inspection of (A8.1)
and (A8.2) shows that CXH � 0 and CXS � 0 are required for any
Deterrence Equilibrium; this can occur if and only if either zp > 0, or
yp > 0, or both. Deterrence Equilibria can be usefully partitioned into
two classes, Limited-Response Deterrence �yp > 0, zp � 0� and Escala-
tory Deterrence �zp > 0�.

First, we examine in detail one particular Escalatory Deterrence
Equilibrium. This equilibrium, called DET1, is characterized by zp � 1,
i.e., zHH � zHS � zSH � zSS � 1. Of course, xH � xS � 0 and yHH �
yHS � 0. To specify Det1 in detail, note ®rst that (A8.1) and (A8.2) are
immediate. Furthermore CZHH > 0 and CZHS > 0 provided

r � dDE ÿ dDC

dDE ÿ dEEÿ
� d1;

which can always be arranged because condition (A8.3) presents no
restriction on the choice of r. Thus (A8.6) and (A8.7) are satis®ed; as
well, (A8.4) and (A8.5) hold provided wr is large enough that
CYHH � CZHH and CYHS � CZHS. To see that these inequalities can
also be arranged, observe ®rst that (A8.8) places no restriction on qHH.
Therefore, qHH � cr can be chosen so that wH � wS � 1 by (A8.9) and
(A8.10). In turn, this implies wr � rwH � �1ÿ r�wS � 1, so that (A8.4)
and (A8.5) hold. We have now veri®ed that Det1, [xH, xS, wH, wS,
qHH; yHH; yHS; zHH; zHS; zSH; zSS; r] = [0, 0, 1, 1, qHH; 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1,
r], is an equilibrium whenever r � d1 and qHH � cr. Notice that Det1
exists no matter what the values of the payoff parameters and the
credibility parameters.

There are other Escalatory Deterrence Equilibria besides Det1, but
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they exist only when the parameters satisfy certain conditions. For
instance, there is a Deterrence Equilibrium with zHH = zSH = 1, zHS =
zSS = 0, provided

pStr � pHH � pHS � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cEE�

� c2:

All Escalatory Deterrence Equilibria place a maximum on r. For
instance, Det1 requires r � d1, while the example described above
requires d1 � r � d2 where

d2 � dDE ÿ dDC

dDE ÿ dEE�

By (A8.3), such conditions can always be met at any Deterrence
Equilibrium, because xH � xS � 0. However, it is noteworthy that
r > d2 is impossible at any Escalatory Deterrence Equilibrium.

There are two Limited-Response Deterrence Equilibria, and both
exist only when the parameters satisfy certain conditions. It can be
shown that an equilibrium with yp > 0 and zp � 0 must have yHH � 1
and yHS > 0. We ®rst construct Det2, the Limited-Response Deterrence
Equilibrium with yHH � yHS � 1. Of course xH � xS � 0 and
zHH � zHS � zSH � zSS � 0. Note that, by (A8.8),

qHH � pHH

pHH � pHS
� pStrjTac:

From (A8.9) and (A8.10) it follows that wH � wS � 0 provided that

qHH >
cED ÿ cDD

cED � cEE�
� cq:

Thus, one requirement for Det2 is pStrjTac � cq. It is now easy to apply
(A8.1) and (A8.2) to identify another condition:

pTac � pHH � pHS � c3 � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cDD

:

We have now veri®ed all conditions except (A8.4)±(A8.7). Because
wr � 0, it is easily seen that these four conditions hold provided
r � d2. To summarize, Det2, [xH; xS; wH; wS; qHH; yHH, yHS, zHH, zHS,
zSH, zSS; r] = [0, 0, 0, 0, pStrjTac; 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, r], is an equilibrium
whenever r � d2 provided pTac � c3 and pStrjTac � cq.
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In a similar way, it can be veri®ed that the other Limited-Response
Deterrence Equilibrium is Det3, de®ned by [xH; xS; wH; wS; qHH;
yHH, yHS, zHH; zHS; zSH; zSS; r] = [0, 0, h(r; dr), 0, cq; 1, a, 0, 0, 0, 0, r].
Here r � d2 is required, as is

yHS � v � � � pHH�1ÿ cq�
pHScq

;wH � h�r; dr� � dr
r
:

Det3 exists whenever pStrjTac � cq and pHH � c� � c3cq.
Finally, we mention the existence of Escalatory Deterrence Equilib-

ria at which both yp > 0 and zp � 0. For instance, there is an equi-
librium [xH; xS; wH; wS; qHH; yHH, yHS, zHH; zHS; zSH; zSS; r] = [0, 0,
0, 0, pStrjTac; 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, r]. Here, maxfd1; dqg � r � d2 is required.
This equilibrium exists iff pStrjTac � cq and

�cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ pTac�cDC ÿ cDD� ÿ pSH�cDC ÿ cED� � 0;

a condition slightly weaker than pTac � c3.

No-Response Equilibria (xp > 0; yp � zp � 0)

A No-Response Equilibrium (NRE) is any PBE with xp > 0, but yp �
zp � 0. In other words, either xH or xS is positive but zHH � zHS �
zSH � zSS � yHH � yHS � 0. Inspection of (A8.1) and (A8.2) shows that,
at any NRE, xH � xS � 1. Furthermore, r � pCh, from (A8.3). As well,
all of the coef®cients of y and z in (A8.4)±(A8.7) must be non-positive.
Because CYHS � CYHH and CSS � CZHS � CSH � CZHH, this re-
quirement is met if and only if

wr � dDD� ÿ dDC

dDD� ÿ dEE�
� ds;

which is true provided wH and wS are large. It follows that an NRE
exists if and only if pCh � d2, and wr is large enough. (Since (A8.8) has
no bite, the latter condition can be arranged by taking qHH small,
thereby making wH, and if necessary also wS, large. For example,
qHH < cr implies wH � wS � 1, so wr � 1:� At any NRE, the outcome is
DC, and the players' utilities are cDC and dDC.

No-Limited-Response Equilibria (xp > 0; yp � 0; zp > 0)

A No-Limited-Response Equilibrium (NLRE) is any PBE with xp > 0
and zp > 0 but yp � 0. (In other words, yHH � yHS � 0, while at
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least one of zHH, zHS, zSH, and zSS is positive, as is either xH or xS.)
We show ®rst that, at any NLRE, xH � 1 and xS > 0. Because
yp � 0,

CXH ÿ CXS � zp�cEE� ÿ cDE� > 0;

which proves that if xS > 0, then xH � 1. Now suppose that xS � 0.
Clearly xH > 0 is required, for otherwise xp � 0. By (A8.3), r � 1. But it
is now easy to verify that CZHS < CZHH < 0, which implies by
(A8.4)±(A8.7) that zHH � zHS � zSH � zSS � 0. This contradiction dem-
onstrates that xS > 0 and xH � 1 at any NLRE. Note that, necessarily,
r > 0.

Observe that CZHH ÿ CZHS � r�dEE� ÿ dEEÿ� > 0, so that if either
zHS > 0 or zSS > 0 at an NLRE, then zHH � zSH � 1. Furthermore
zHS > 0 or zSS > 0 at equilibrium if and only if CZHS � 0, which is
equivalent to r � d1; also zHH > 0 or zSH > 0 at equilibrium if and only
if CZHH � 0, which is equivalent to r � d2.

We now identify necessary conditions for the NLRE with
xH � xS � 1, or NLRE1. Note that r � pCh and, because CXS � 0 is
required,

zp � cDC ÿ cSQ
cDC ÿ cDE

� c1:

An NLRE1 with either 0 < zHS < 1 or 0 < zSS < 1 cannot exist unless
pCh � d1; such a PBE is clearly transitional. An NLRE1 with
0 < zHH < 1 or 0 < zSH < 1 is likewise transitional, corresponding to
pCh � d2. As already demonstrated, NLRE1 cannot have pCh � r > d2.
Furthermore, there are no NLRE1 with zHH � zSH � zHS � zSS � 1, for
this would imply zp � 1, contradicting the requirement that zp � c1.
The only remaining possibility is zHH � zSH � 1, zHS � zSS � 0, which
is consistent with equilibrium iff d1 � pCh � d2. Clearly zp � pHH�
pSH � pStr � c1 is also necessary, as are suf®ciently large values of wH

and wS that CYHH � CZHH and CYHS � 0. As usual, qHH < cr will
suf®ce.

Any NLRE other than NLRE1 must have xH = 1, 0 < xS < 1, and
zp = c1. As noted above, there can be no such PBE with r > d2, nor is
r < d1 possible, for that would imply zp = 0. Suppose now that d1 < r <
d2. Then zHH = zSH = 1 and zHS = zSS = 0, so that zp = pHH + pSH = c1,
which shows that any such NLRE is transitional. Thus any NLRE
other than NLRE1 must have either r = d1 or r = d2.
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NLRE2 is the NLRE with xH = 1, 0 < xS < 1, and r = d2. Condition
(A8.3) implies that, at equilibrium

xS � pCh�1ÿ d2�
d2�1ÿ pCh� � f �pCh; d2�:

Note that xS � 1 iff pCh � d2. Because r = d2 > d1, zHS = zSS = 0. But by
(A8.2), zp = c1, so that

pHH zHH � pSH zSH � c1:

It is possible to ®nd values of zHH and zSH large enough to satisfy this
relationship if and only if pStr = pHH + pSH � c1. In addition, values of
wH and wS suf®ciently large that CYHH � 0 are required, as usual.

NLRE3 is the NLRE with xH = 1, 0 < xS < 1 and r = d1. Condition
(A8.3) now implies that

xS � pCh�1ÿ d1�
d1�1ÿ pCh� � f �pCh; d1�:

Note that xS � 1 iff pCh � d1. Because r = d1 < d2, zHH = zSH = 1. But
(A8.2) now implies zp = c1, i.e.,

zp � pHH � pSH � pHSzHS � pSSzSS � c1:

Non-negative values of zHS and zSS satisfying this equation can be
found if and only if pStr = pHH + pSH � c1. As before, values of wH and
wS large enough that CYHH � CZHH and CYHS � CZHS = 0 are also
required.

See table A8.1 for summaries of the values of the strategic and belief
variables at NLRE1. There are three outcomes that could occur at any
NLRE: DC (if Defender does not respond); DE (if Defender escalates
and Challenger then backs down); and EE (if Defender escalates and
Challenger does too). In addition, a fourth outcome, SQ, can occur
under NLRE2 or NLRE3, when a Soft Challenger chooses not to
initiate.

Limited-Response Equilibria (xp > 0; yp > 0)

A Limited-Response Equilibrium (LRE) is any PBE with xp > 0 and
yp > 0. In other words, at least one of yHH and yHS is positive, as is at
least one of xH and xS. Note that there is no restriction on zp.

To begin with, our objective is to show that, at any LRE, yHH > 0,
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wS = 0, and 0 � wH < 1. First suppose that qHH = 0. Then wH = wS = 1
by (A8.9) and (A8.10). But now CYHH < 0 and CYHS < 0, so (A8.4)
and (A8.5) imply that yHH = 0 and yHS = 0, contradicting the
requirement that yp > 0 at any LRE. Thus qHH > 0, and now yHH > 0
follows from (A8.8). Also

CWH ÿ CWS � qHH�cEE� ÿ cEEÿ� > 0;

from (A8.9) and (A8.10) it follows that if wS > 0, then wH = 1.
Now suppose that wH = 1. Because wr = r + (17r)wS, CZHH7CYHH

= (17r)[(dDE7dDD+) + wS(dDD+7dEE+)] � 0, with equality iff r = 1. But
when r = 1, CYHH = CZHH < 0. Because neither r = 1 nor r < 1 is
compatible with the yHH > 0 requirement, it follows that wH < 1, and
therefore wS = 0, at any LRE.

A Limited-Response Equilibrium with wH = wS = 0 is called a
Constrained Limited-Response Equilibrium, or CLRE. We now identify all
CLRE. From the assumption that wH = wS = 0, it follows that

}
CYHH � CZHH iff r � dq � dDE ÿ dDD�

dDE ÿ dEE�

CYHS � CZHS iff r � dp � dDE ÿ dDD�
dDE ÿ dEEÿ

�A8:11�
CSH � CZHH � 0 iff r � d2

CSS � CZHS � 0 iff r � d1

Furthermore, each left-hand inequality in (A8.11) is strict iff the
corresponding right-hand inequality is strict. Recall that 0 < dp < min
{dq, d1} � max {dq, d1} < d2 < 1.

Note ®rst that all CLRE have r � dq, for (A8.11) shows that r < dq
implies CYHH < CZHH, which, by (A8.4), implies yHH = 0. Now
suppose that r < d1 at some CLRE. Then (A8.11), in combination with
(A8.4)±(A8.7), implies that yHH + zHH = 1, yHS + zHS = 1, zSH = 1, and
zSS = 1. But now zp > 0 and yp + zp = 1, so

CXS < CXH < �cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ �yp � zp��cDC ÿ cDD� � cDD ÿ cSQ < 0;

because wH = wS = 0. By (A8.1) and (A8.2), xH = xS = 0, contradicting
the requirement that xp > 0 for an LRE. We conclude that, at any
CLRE, r � dq and r � d1.

We now identify all non-transitional CLRE with yHH = 1. By (A8.11),
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r � dq, which implies r > dp, which by (A8.11) and (A8.5) implies
yHS = 1 and yp = pHH + pHS = pTac. By (A8.8)±(A8.10)

qHH � pStrjTac � cq � cED ÿ cDD

cED ÿ cEE�

is necessary.
First suppose that there is a CLRE with yHH = 1 and zp = 0. By

(A8.11), r � d2 is required. Also

CXH � CXS � �cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ yp�cDC ÿ cDD�;

so a non-transitional CLRE occurs only if pTac � c3 and xH = xS = 1.
Because r = pCh by (A8.3), an additional requirement is pCh � d2. These
necessary conditions are also suf®cient: a CLRE called CLRE1, with
yHH = 1 and zp = 0, occurs iff pCh � d2, pTac � c3, and pStr|Tac � cq. At
CLRE1, xH = xS = 1, qHH = pStr|Tac, wH = wS = 0; r = pCh, yHH = yHS = 1,
and zHH = zHS = zSH = zSS = 0. Note that the outcome is always DD if
Defender is of type HH or HS, and always DC otherwise.

Now we search for a CLRE with yHH = 1 and 0 < zSH < 1. By (A8.11),
zSS = 0, zp = pSHzSH, and r = d2. Now CXS < CXH, so for a non-
transitional equilibrium, xH = 1, 0 < xS � 1, and CXS = 0 are required.
The requirement that r = d2 can then be met if and only if pCh � d2 and
xS = f (pCh; d2). The equality CXS = 0 is satis®ed iff

�cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ �pHH � pHS��cDC ÿ cDD� ÿ pSH�cDC ÿ cDE� � 0;

0 � �cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ �pHH � pHS��cDC ÿ cDD�;

and

zSH � zC2 � 1ÿ pHH=c3 ÿ pHS=c3
pSH=c1

:

Note that the second inequality is equivalent to pTac � c3, and the ®rst
to

pHH

c3
� pHS

c3
� pSH

c1
� 1: �A8:12�

In summary, a CLRE with yHH = 1 and 0 < zSH < 1, or CLRE2, occurs
iff pCh � d2, pTac � c2, pStr|Tac � cq, and (A8.12) holds. At CLRE2, xH =
1, xS = f (pCh; d2), q = pStr|Tac, wH = wS = 0; r = d2, yHH = yHS = 1, zHH =
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zHS = zSS = 0, and zSH = zC2. The possible outcomes are SQ, DC, DD,
DE, and EE.

We next identify the CLRE with yHH = 1, zSH = 1, and zSS = 0.
Clearly zp = pSH and max {d1, dq} � r � d2. Consideration of (A8.1) and
(A8.2) now shows that a non-transitional equilibrium occurs iff xH =
xS = 1 and CXS � 0, i.e.,

pHH

c3
� pHS

c3
� pSH

c1
� 1 �A8:12�r

(Note that (A8.12)r refers to inequality (A8.12) with the direction
of inequality reversed.) Because r = pCh, a further requirement is max
{d1, dq} � pCh � d2. Again, a necessary condition for (A8.12)r is
pTac � c2. We name this equilibrium CLRE3; it occurs iff max {d1, dq}
� pCh � d2, pStr|Tac � cq, and (A8.12)r holds. At CLRE3, xH = xS = 1,
qHH = pStr|Tac, wH = wS = 0; r = pCh, yHH = yHS = 1, zHH = zHS = zSS = 0,
and zSH = 1. The possible outcomes are DC, DD, DE, and EE.

Finally, a CLRE with yHH = 1, zSH = 1, and 0 < zSS < 1 can occur iff
r = d1 � dq. For a non-transitional equilibrium, xH = 1, 0 < xS < 1, and
xS = f (pCh; d1) are required. Clearly, pCh � d1 and (A8.12)r are required,
as is

zSS � zC4 � 1ÿ pHH=c3 ÿ pHS=c3 ÿ pSH=c1
pSS=c1

:

For this equilibrium, called CLRE4, to occur, not only must (A8.12)r

hold, but also

pHH

c3
� pHS

c3
� pSH

c1
� pSS

c1
� 1 �A8:13�

But, after substitution for pSS, it can be shown that (A8.12)r implies
(A8.13). Thus CLRE4 exists iff d1 � dq, pCh � d1, pStr|Tac � cq, and
(A8.12)r holds. At CLRE4, xH = 1, xS = f (pCh; d1), qHH = pStr|Tac, wH =
wS = 0; r = d1, yHH = yHS = 1, zHH = zHS = 0, zSH = 1, and zSS = zC4.
Possible outcomes are SQ, DC, DD, DE, and EE.

There is no non-transitional CLRE with yHH = 1 and zSS = 1, for such
a CLRE would require r < d1. Since every LRE has yHH > 0, the only
remaining possibility is 0 < yHH < 1, r = dq > d1, yHS = 1, and qHH =
pHHyHH/yp � cq; the latter inequality is equivalent to

yHH � cq pHS

�1ÿ cq�pHH
� 1

�
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which can be satis®ed iff pStr|Tac � cq. A CLRE with yHH < 1 must have
zHH = 17yHH and zSH = 1, for CHS = CZHH = CYHH > 0 is required.
Also zSS > 0 cannot occur unless r � d1, so, for a non-transitional
equilibrium, zSS = 0. Another necessary condition is xH = 1 and

xS � f �pCh; dq� �
pCh�1ÿ dq�
dq�1ÿ pCh� ;

for which pCh � dq is necessary. The ®nal requirement is CXS = 0,
which is equivalent to (A8.12)r,

pHH

c1
� pHS

c3
� pSH

c1
� 1 �A8:14�

and

yHH � yC5 � pHH=c1 � pHS=c3 � pSH=c1 ÿ 1

pHH�1=c1 ÿ 1=c3�

The ®nal requirement for CLRE5, is yC5 � 1/� which is equivalent to

pHH

c1
� pHS

1

c�
ÿ 1

c1

8>: 9>; cq

1ÿ cq
� pSH

c1
� 1; �A8:15�

where c* � c3cq. Because (A8.14) is easily seen to be a consequence of
(A8.15), it follows that CLRE5 occurs iff d1 � dq, pCh � dq, pStr|Tac � cq,
and (A8.12)r and (A8.15) both hold. At CLRE5, xH = 1, xS = f (pCh; dq),
qHH = pHHyC5/(pHHyC5 + pHS), wH = wS = 0; r = dq, yHH = yC5, yHS = 1,
zHH = 17yHH, zHS = 0, zSH = 1, and zSS = 0. Possible outcomes are SQ,
DC, DD, DE, and EE.

A Limited-Response Equilibrium that is not a Constrained Limited-
Response Equilibrium must have wS = 0 and 0 < wH < 1. Such a PBE is
called an Escalating Limited-Response Equilibrium (ELRE). We now
identify all ELRE.

First (A8.9) shows that qHH = cq is required for an ELRE. Because
0 < cq < 1, (A8.8) implies that both yHH > 0 and yHS > 0 at any ELRE.
Also, substitution of qHH = cq and wS = 0 yields

CXH ÿ CXS � zp�cEE� ÿ cDE� � 0;

with equality iff zp = 0. It follows that r = 0 is possible only if zp = 0.
But substitution in (A8.4) shows that, if r = 0, zHH = 1 and, therefore zp
> 0. We conclude that, at any ELRE, r > 0.
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Because wr = rwH > 0,

CYHH ÿ CYHS � rwH�dEE� ÿ dED� > 0

so that, if yHS > 0 at an ELRE, then yHH + zHH = 1. Of course, CZHH �
CYHH and CZHS � CYHS because neither yHH nor yHS can vanish.
Also CZHH = CSH > CZHS = CSS.

Suppose that CZHH > 0 at an ELRE. Then yHH + zHH = 1, yHS + zHS

= 1, zSH = zSS = 1, so yp + zp = 1. But now it is easy to show that

CXS < CXH < �cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ �yp � zp��cDC ÿ cDD� < 0;

so xH = xS = 0, contradicting the requirement that xp > 0 at any LRE. It
follows that CZHS � 0 at any ELRE.

Now suppose that there is an ELRE with CZHS = CYHS. From the
foregoing, CYHS = 0, which implies

wr � dDD� ÿ dDC

dDD� ÿ dED
� dr:

Now CYHH � CZHH is required, which is equivalent to

r � dDE ÿ dDD� � dr�dDD� ÿ dEE��
dDE ÿ dEE�

� dt;

which in turn implies that

CZHS � dDE ÿ dDC ÿ dt�dDE ÿ dEEÿ�:

After substitution and manipulation, the right side of this inequality
can be shown to be strictly negative. We conclude that CZHS < CYHS,
and therefore zHS = 0, at any ELRE.

An ELRE with yHH = yHS = 1 would be transitional, because of the
requirement that

qHH � pStrjTac � cq:

It follows that all non-transitional ELRE belong to one of two disjoint
groups:

(a) yHH = 1; 0 < yHS < 1; zHH = zHS = zSS = 0;
(b) yHS > 0; 0 < yHH, zHH < 1; yHH + zHH = 1; zSH = 1; zHS = 0.

We ®rst search for all ELRE in group (a). Clearly CYHS = 0 is
required. Thus wr = dr. Also qHH = cq, so
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yHS �
pHH�1ÿ cq�

pHScq
� pHH�cDD ÿ cEE��

pHS�cED ÿ cDD� � �;

which can be satis®ed iff pStr|Tac � cq. Because wr = dr, the condition
CYHH � CZHH can be met iff

r � dt � �dDE ÿ dDD���dDD� ÿ dED� � �dDD� ÿ dDC��dDD� ÿ dEE��
�dDE ÿ dEE���dDD� ÿ dED� :

Note that dt < d2. There are now three possibilities:

dt � r � d2 and zSH � 1

r � d2 and 0 < zSH < 1

d2 � r and zSH � 0

which will be analyzed in turn.
The ®rst of these possibilities is ELRE1, where yp = pHH + pHS � and

zp = pSH > 0. It is easy to verify that CXH > CXS, and this, combined
with the requirement that 0 < r < 1, implies that xS > 0 and xH = 1.
Furthermore, an equilibrium with 0 < xS < 1 is transitional, because of
the requirement that CXS = 0. Thus the non-transitional ELRE1 has
xH = xS = 1 and r = pCh. Of course, dt � pCh � d2 is necessary, as is
pStr|Tac � cq and CXS � 0, which is equivalent to

pHH

c�
� pSH

c1
� 1: �A8:16�

At ELRE1, wH = h(pCh; dr) = dr/pCh, wS = 0, and qHH = cq.
The second possibility is ELRE2, which requires wH = h(d2; dr) =

dr/d2 in addition to wS = 0, wr = dr, and qHH = cq. At ELRE2, yHH = 1,
yHS = �, zHH = zHS = zSS = 0, and 0 < zSH < 1. Because CXH > CXS and
0 < r < 1, this implies xH = 1 and 0 < xS < 1, which in turn implies CXS
= 0. The latter condition can be ful®lled iff (A8.16)r, the inequality
reverse to (A8.16), holds, as well as pHH � c* and

zSH � zE2 � 1ÿ pHH=c
�

pSH=c1
:

Also, the condition r = d2 can be met only if xS = f (pCh; d2), which
requires pCh � d2. In summary, ELRE2 occurs iff (A8.16)r holds,
pHH � c*, pStr|Tac � cq, and pCh � d2. At ELRE2, xH = 1, xS = f (pCh; d2),
wH = h(d2; dr), wS = 0, qHH = cq; yHH = 1, yHS = �, zHH = zHS = zSS = 0,
zSH = zE2, and r = d2.
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The third possibility is ELRE3, where yp = pHH + pHS� and zp = 0.
Now r > 0 and

CXH � CXS � �cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ pHH�cDC ÿ cDD�=cq;

it follows that any non-transitional ELRE3 has xH = xS = 1, and
therefore r = pCh. Thus pCh � d2 is necessary, as are pStr|Tac � cq and
CXS � 0, which is equivalent to pHH � c*. At ELRE3, xH = xS = 1, qHH =
cq, wH = h(pCh; dr), wS = 0; yHH = 1, yHS = �, zHH = zHS = zSH = zSS = 0,
and r = pCh.

Any non-transitional ELRE not yet identi®ed must belong to group
(b), where yHS > 0, yHH > 0, zHH = 17yHH, and zSH = 1. Of course zHS =
0 and zSS < 1. First we identify those ELRE in group (b) with yHS = 1.
The requirement that qHH = cq now implies yHH = 1/�, which can be
satis®ed iff pStr|Tac � cq. Because yp + zp < 1 is required (otherwise the
contradiction xH = xS = 0 follows, as above), it is necessary that zSS < 1.
By (A8.7), this occurs only if CSS = CZHS � 0, or r � d1.

As usual, xH = 1 and xS > 0 are required at equilibrium, so CXS � 0
is necessary. First suppose that zSS = 0. Then CXS � 0 is equivalent to
(A8.15). Clearly xS = 1 for a non-transitional equilibrium. Also r = pCh,
so additional necessary conditions are pCh � d1 and (A8.14). At this
equilibrium, called ELRE4, the requirement CYHH = CZHH forces

wH � pCh ÿ dq

pCh�1ÿ dq� � k�pCh; dq�:

There are two remaining conditions: CZHH � 0 (to produce zSH = 1
and zHH > 0) and CYHS � 0 (to produce yHS = 1). Using wr = pChk(pCh;
dq), it can be shown that both of these conditions hold iff pCh � dt. In
summary, ELRE4 has xH = xS = 1, qHH = cq, wH = k(pCh; dq), wS = 0;
yHH = 1/�, yHS = 1; zHH = 171/�, zHS = 0, zSH = 1, zSS = 0, and r = pCh.
It exists whenever pStr|Tac � cq, max {d1, dq} � pCh � dt, and (A8.15)
holds.

A related equilibrium is ELRE5, which occurs when yHH = 1/�,
zHH = 171/�, yHS = 1, zSH = 1, and 0 < zSS < 1. For ELRE5, qHH = cq
and r = d1 are required. Note that pStr|Tac � cq; also, 0 < xS < 1 and CXS
= 0 are necessary for a non-transitional equilibrium. The latter condi-
tions can be met iff (A8.15)r and (A8.17) hold and zSS = zE5, where
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pHH

c1
� pHS

1

c�
ÿ 1

c1

8>: 9>; cq

1ÿ cq
� pSH

c1
� pSS

c1
� 1 �A8:17�

zE5 �
1ÿ pHH=c1 ÿ pHS

1
c� ÿ 1

c1

8: 9; cq
1ÿcq

ÿ pSH=c1

pSS=c1
:

But, by substituting for pSS and using c* = c3cq, it can be shown that
(A8.17) is equivalent to

pHS �
�1ÿ c1�c3�1ÿ cq�

c3 ÿ c1
:

Now pStr|Tac � cq and (A8.15)r together imply that pHS � c3 (17cq),
from which (A8.17) therefore follows. Furthermore, xS = f (pCh; d1) is
required for ELRE5, and this is possible iff pCh � d1. Finally, the
condition CYHH = CZHH can be met only if

wH � d1 ÿ dq

d1�1ÿ dq� � k�d1; dq�:

In summary, ELRE5 has xH = 1, xS = f (pCh; d1), qHH = cq, wH = k(d1; dq),
wS = 0; yHH = 1/�, zHH = 171/�, yHS = 1, zHS = 0, zSH = 1, zSS = zE5,
and r = d1. It exists iff pStr|Tac � cq, pCh � d1, d1 � dq, and (A8.15)r

holds.
Any remaining ELRE must satisfy 0 < yHH < 1, zHH = 17yHH, 0 <

yHS < 1, zHS = 0, zSH = 1 and zSS = 0. By (A8.5) wr = dr is required, and
(A8.4) now shows that r = dt is also necessary. Because yp and zp are
both positive, consideration of (A8.1) and (A8.2) now shows that no
equilibrium is possible unless xH = 1, xS = f (pCh; dt), and

CXS � �cDC ÿ cSQ� ÿ yp�cDC ÿ cDD� ÿ zp�cDC ÿ cDE� � 0:

Clearly, pCh � dt is required. Also, the condition that qHH = cq implies
yHS = � yHH, yp = pHHyHH/cq, and zp = pHH(17yHH) + pSH. Substitu-
tion and manipulation now shows that CXS = 0 iff

yHH � yE6 �
1ÿ pHH

c1
ÿ pSH

c1

pHH
1
c� ÿ 1

c1

8: 9; :

(Because we are interested only in non-transitional equilibria, we can
ignore the possibility that c* = c1.)

Suppose that c1 > c*. Clearly, yHH � 0 iff pStr � pHH + pSH � c1, and
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yHS � 0 iff yHH � 0. Substitution shows that yHH � 1 iff (A8.16)r holds,
and yHS � 1 iff (A8.15) holds. In summary, if c1 > c*, the equilibrium
ELRE6 exists iff pStr � c1, pCh � dt, and (A8.15) and (A8.16)r hold. At
ELRE6, xH = 1, xS = f (pCh; dt), qHH = cq, wH = h(dt; dr), wS = 0; r = dt,
yHH = yE6, yHS = �yE6, zHH = 17yE6, zHS = 0, zSH = 1, and zSS = 0.
Likewise it can be veri®ed that exactly the same values result in an
LRE, also called ELRE6, when c1 < c*, provided pCh � dt, pStr � c1, and
(A8.15)r and (A8.16) both hold.
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